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To Wendy, April and Jill
with love and affiction



Tlru truly creative mind in any field is no more than . . .
a cruelly delicate organism with the overpowering
necessity to create, create, create-so that without the
creating of music or poetry or books or buildings or
something of meaning, his very breath is cut offfrom
him. He must create, must pour out creation. By some
strange, unknown, inward urgency he is not really alive
unless he is creating.

-Pearl Buck
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FoneultlndThe Sugarman Legacy

By Ray Schultz, Editor, DIRECT Magazine

Eu.ry trade has its role models. And for me, there is no
better model for ad copywriters or magazine editors than Joe
Sugarman.

Bandleader Artie Shaw had a standard question for musi-
cians who wanted to join his band: "Who do you listen to?"

A similar question might be asked of writers applying for
work: "Who do you read?"

Sugarman is the guy who sells BluBlocker sunglasses on
TV. He also happens to be one of the most amusing and prolific
writers in the United States, as I discovered when I started read-
ing his JS&A catalog in 1985.

He was totally out of the box. He cracked me up with the
sheer exuberance ofhis copy approach.

He offered readers $10 for every spelling error they found
in his copy. ("Please don't correct my grammar.")

He offered "loaner" watches to customers as part of a ser-
vice guarantee.

He offered a $6 million home for sale in the airline maga-
zines, accepting American Express, Visa, MasterCard or any
negotiable hard currency.

He sold a $240,000 airplane in a single mail order ad.
And he did it all with a very special tone. It's like Nelson

Algren said about John Cheever-that he was the one writer you
could identify "without turning the pages of The New Yorker
back to see who wrote it."

Not that Sugarman is the most colorful rogue ever to write
great mail order copy. There were others. Louis Victor Eytinge, a
convicted murderer who learned how to write in prison. Or Gene
Schwartz, the art collector, who made his living writing stuff like
"She Fled the Table When the Doctor Said Cut Her Open."
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But Joe surpassed those guys in a few very important
ways-the sheer volume of his writing, the trends that he set and
my favorite-the personal catalog-one in which the copy and
the product reflect the quirks of the owner. And Joe has a lot of
imitators who have personalrzed their catalogs using Joe's cata-
log as their inspiration.

How did Joe learn his trade? He claims he learned it from
his failures and not from the mail order greats who preceded him.
Greats like David Margoles, who sold 4 million garlic crushers in
the 1950s.

Then there was Max sackheim, co-founder of the Book-of-
the-Month Club and another great pitchman who lived by his
wits. As Lester Wunderman rn 1996 reflected about Sackheim,"when he talked to clients, he promised a breakthrough-not as
we have now, minuscule improvement."

Then there was John Caples, who entered American folklore
by writing "They Laughed when I Sat Down At the piano." The
late Larcy Chait asked Caples why he stressed the social benefits
instead of just selling the virtues of the course.

o'You don't understand," caples answered. "Learning the
piano is tough. You can't sell that. But you can sell the idea of
social success and overcoming whatever deficiencies you have in
order to become popular."

Though he may never have met them, sugarman knows on
a gut level what these guys knew. And that's important, because
he's one of the last of a breed.

Now for the good news. He's passed the tradition down in
Advertising Secrets of the Written Word, the best book ever done
on the subject of mail order writing.

Besides the advice on selling, it stresses basic truths about
writing, in language anyone can understand. I've even given the
manuscript to my new reporters to read.

I'm sad to report that sugarman doesn't write as much copy
as he used te-ns more catalogs and very few space ads. He,s
followed the money into infomercials and home shopping.

until they reissue old JS&A catalogs (the way they've re-
issued the 1909 edition of Sears, Roebuck), this book will have to
stand as Joe's legacy in print. But it's a fine legacy.
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A D V R T I S I N G

So here is it. Enjoy. As walter winchell said when he intro-
duced Damon Runyon, "The next act is better."

Ray Schultz is one of the top writers and editors in the direct
marketing industry and editor o/ DIRECT magazine, a Cowles
Bus ine s s Me dia publication.
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lntnoiluctionOrigins of This

Thir is a story about a seminar. It was a copywriting and
marketing seminar I presented in the '70s and '80s during a time
when I was actively involved in both writing copy and marketing
a range of products that included everything from electronics to
collectibles-from Bone Fones to Picasso tiles.

I was a prolific writer, often writing complete catalogs, print
advertisements and direct mailings. And I owned the company,
JS&A Group, Inc., that sold these products, so I experienced the
direct consequences of my successes and failures.

Foilures Outnumbered Successes
My failures far outnumbered my successes. In fact, I have

yet to find anybody who has experienced the number of failures
I experienced during the early stages of my career. But it was
through these failures that I received a very costly education that
to this day has guided me through a successful career in advertis-
ing and direct marketing.

To the public, I was a big success. Babe Ruth is remembered
for his home run record and not for the fact that he also held the
record for the most strikeouts. And so it was with me. Most peo-
ple just saw my successes, as they were quite visible. And they
just saw my successful innovations because they were the ones
that worked. So to the general public and to others in direct mar-
keting, it appeared that I had the Midas touch.

I didn't see myself running seminars. I was busy enough
running my business. And to share my secrets with the industry
was only asking for competition. But it was a series of coinci-
dences that prompted me to offer seminar courses and I'm glad I
made the decision to do them. And many of my participants are
glad too-people whose seminar experience made an enormous
difference in their lives.

My seminar was different. First, I was an actual practi-
tioner-not an educator or a consultant who never had to make a
major marketing gamble or cover a payroll. I was out there on the



firing line, making sure each day that the copy I was writing and
the marketing decisions I was making were going to be accepted
by the marketplace.

Second, it was during a time when my success was reaching
a peak. our mail order ads were appearing everywhere. They ap-
peared in newspapers, magazines and on airplanes and with such
regularity and frequency that the format was attracting a great
deal of attention and creating an entire flock of imitators.

Finally, r rcahzed what people were willing to pay just to
hear me as a speaker or talk to me as a consultant. Bernie pargh,
an entrepreneur and owner of B.A. Pargh, a business equipment
sales company, flew from Nashville to Los Angeles one day just
to hear me speak to a direct marketing group. "Joe, I've spent over
$1,000 just to hear you speak for 45 minutes," he told me.

I would also get calls from people who had marketing prob-
lems and would want to fly to visit me in the Chicago suburb of
Northbrook, where our company was based, just to sit and talk to
me for 15 minutes.

The Foleful Visif
But the seminar would have never taken place had it not

been for a small vacation I took up to northern Wisconsin to visit
my sister and her family.

It was during that trip that I discovered the beauty of the
north woods and made the decision, with my family, to find a sec-
ond home there. The home I eventually found was a 10,000-
square-foot, two-story building on a I6-acre site overlooking one
of the most beautiful lakes I had ever seen. The property was
filled with virgin timber-tall stately pines and oak trees that had
escaped the lumbermen who cleared most of the trees from north-
ern Wisconsin during the 1800s.

But the home was costly and at the time something I
couldn't afford. The price in 19'77 was $350,000 and I couldn't
really justify it until my lawyer and close personal friend, George
Gerstman, suggested I could use the facility as a seminar site."Hold marketing seminars at the place, turn it into a business and
you could write off the entire property and even make a profit,"
he suggested.

The idea really appealed to me. It was a very unique setting.
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lt was isolated, quiet, and the fresh northern Wisconsin air at
Minocqua was stimulating and invigorating.

I spent a great deal of the summer going up there with my
family and furnishing the facility for a seminar. I cleared away a
number of the odd buildings that dated back to the 1800s but
were in such disrepair that I had no choice but to remove them.
My wife, Wendy, helped pick out the furniture and dishes. She
also hired a cook, housekeepers and the support staff needed to
run the seminars while Mary Stanke, my operations chief at
JS&A, assisted with registering the participants and preparing all
the materials for the seminar. And so within a few months the fa-
cility was transformed into an enchanting seminar site-a learn-
ing center that I called "Nature's Response."

The Most Expensive Seminqr
Back in 79ll ,I was charging $2,000 for five days-a price

that made it, at the time, the most expensive seminar in the direct
marketing business. For my last seminars toward 1988, I charged
$3,000. I announced the seminar in Advertising Age and Direct
Marketing magazines in the format of one of my typical ads. And
the response was immediate. If Bernie Pargh was willing to
spend $ 1,000 to fly to Los Angeles to hear me speak for 45 min-
utes and several people were willing to fly from different parts of
the U.S. to talk to me for just 15 minutes, I had a value that cer-
tainly was worth $2,000 for five full days.

Within a few weeks, I had a full class with participants from
all over the world. We had somebody from Germany, several from
California and quite a few from the East Coast. We had a farmer
from Texas and a dentist from Carmel, California. Richard
Viguerie, the conservative Washington fund-raiser, enrolled and
of course Bernie Pargh attended. I actually had more participants
than I wanted so I created a reservation list for my next seminar.

To get to Minocqua, the seminar participants had to fly to
Chicago, board a commuter plane there and fly to the town of
Rhinelander, Wisconsin, where they then took a bus for the 40-
minute ride to their motel. To get to the seminar site, the partici-
pants took a pontoon boat from the motel and landed at our
boathouse where they walked up a path to the house.

And at the house, they would find several rooms outfitted as
classrooms, a large dining room, kitchen and a very large wooden



balcony where they could look out at the lake, relax and enjoy the
clean north-woods air.

It was an idyllic setting in a remote part of Ameri ca-aplace
where my students would learn a form of copywriting and mar_
keting that they could not learn anyplace else.

Book Gonlqins Mqny Lessons
This book will share many of the lessons and experiences

that were taught at these seminars. you'll learn how to mentally
prepare yourself to write copy, how to write effective copy, and
how to present your product, concept or service in a novel and
exciting way. You'll learn what realry works and what doesn,t
and how to avoid many of the pitfalls that marketers fall into and
much more.

I convey my unique approach to copy by demonstrating my
thought process on everything from how copy should flow to the
elements every ad should have-from the psychology of copy
and its motivational triggers to the emotions generat.o uy words.
But the seminar was certainly more than learning about copy and
marketing.

The seminar turned into a motivational experience for many
who went on to become quite successful. others, who were al-
ready successful, couldn't wait to get back to work and imple-
ment their newly learned knowledge. And they too grew in the
process.

You too will understand how to relate what you,ve learned
about copywriting to other forms of marketing and you'll see
how many of the same principles apply.

The Goql of Copy
Throughout this book, I talk about the eventual goal of writ-

ing effective copy, namely: "To cause a person to exchange his or
her hard-earned money for a product or service.,, It,s reallv as
simple as that.

Direct marketing is truly the tool of the next century. using
direct marketing, you can move millions of people to reach into
their pockets for millions of dollars-all from the power of your
pen or the message you convey on a TV screen.

For most of what I teach in this book I use a print ad as a ref-
erence point. Print ads are among the most difficult of all forms
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of direct marketing. On a single page, in two dimensions, located
in a medium with hundreds of competing messages and without
sound or motion, you've got to entice a person to start reading
your ad, convey the complete story of your product or service
and then convince the person to reach for the phone and order. To

understand this process and to effectively implement it requires
a lot of experience and skill. But once you have mastered the
skills, you will have the ability to build a business from just the
power of your pen.

When Mike Valentine attended my seminar, he was operat-
ing his radar detector company out of his gatage. Later, using
many of the skills I taught him, his comPanY, Cincinnati Mi-
crowave (developer of the Escort Radar Detector), grew to a

$140 million public company. Jimmy Calano was a young 20-
something entrepreneur who had been giving small management
seminars when he attended my course. He eventually became a
major force in the seminar business with CareerTrack-a multi-
million-dollar company. Victoria's Secret sent two of their top
marketing people when the company consisted of just two stores
and a catalog. They eventually were acquired by The Limited and
became a powerful retail chain throughout the country.

From a UPS driver who had a fascination with direct mar-
keting and came to the seminar with his last $2,000 to Joe Karbo,
author of The Lazy Man's Way to Riches, who already was a very
successful mail order entrepreneur-they all came with great

anticipation and they all left with valuable knowledge which
helped them continue to grow and prosper.

| 6 Seminors Given
I had 3 12 students attending I 6 seminrys-f1om the first

one in the summer of l9l7 to the last one given in Maui, Hawaii,
in the spring of 1988. Immediately after my last seminar, I wrote
a good portion of this book. The rest of my writing and market-
ing insights come from several years of experience since then in
the visual medium of TV-infomercials, TV spots and home
shopping.

Regardless of your current educational level or knowledge
of marketing, this book will give you fresh insights into the
world of copywriting, marketing, human behavior and other
lessons taught at my seminar.



Even if you are not interested in writing copy, you,ll have
a better appreciation and understanding of the copywriting
process-so much so that you will be confident that you too can
write good copy or, at a minimum, critique copy.

So pull up an easy chair, prop up your feet and sink into one
of the most comprehensive contemporary books on the subject of
copywriting, marketing and creative expression-a treasure chest
of insights that will entertain as it teaches.
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Pneuieur[.Inderstanding

As the pontoon boat pulled up to the boathouse and the
group slowly disembarked, there was a sense of excitement. The
seminar that each had traveled thousands of miles to attend was
finally in sight. What kind of value would they get? What kind of
experience would they go through? And indeed, what would they
learn?

They were the first group of attendees to participate in my
seminar. And on the very first day I promised them that they
would learn how to write great copy. They would understand the
thought processes you go through to prepare to write that great
piece of ad copy. They would also learn the basic underlying
concepts of how to structure a great advertisement.

The Very Firsf Dqy
But more importantly, what they were going to learn the

first day was to eventually lay the foundation for learning about
every form of communications-f1sm print to TV from direct
mail to catalogs.

As the group assembled in the three-story vaulted living
room, I introduced the staff to the participants. There was the
cook, the servers, the housekeepers, the groundskeepers and the
entire seminar staff. I then introduced my wife and two young
children-April, six years old, and Jill, only three. My family
was going to be there just as if I were at home. Ironically, each
of my children played a small but important role in the seminar.

The first day was indeed one of the most important. And
from the many lessons learned and the experiences shared, that
first day prompted many of the participants to come up to me and
tell me what an impact it had not only on their copywriting abil-
ity but on their understanding of the entire field of advertising and
marketing. As Harvey Cinamon from Boston told me that first
day, "I could leave right now and know that I've gotten my full
value."



Richard Viguerie, the Washington fund-raiser, told me that

the lessons he learned that very first day were invaluable in his

business. "Just one slight change prompted by what I learned

here today would pay for the entire seminar."

So get ready to experience what cost me millions of dollars

to learn and what seminar participants paid a great deal to be

taught. Welcome to a unique learning experience.

l0
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Chagen I General Knowledge

Tn" preparation to become a copywriter involves knowl-
edge. There are two types. The first is a very broad or general
knowledge and the second is a very specific or targeted knowl-
edge. Let me explain.

The best copywriters in the world are those who are curious
about life, read a great deal, have many hobbies, like to travel,
have a variety of interests, often master many skills, get bored
and then look for other skills to master. They hunger for experi-
ence and knowledge and find other people interesting. They are
very good listeners.

Look at my background. I'm an instrument-rated multi-
engine commercial pilot, an amateur radio operator, a profes-
sional photographer; I love computers, music, reading, movies,
travel, art and design. I've done the complete catalog for my com-

pany including everything from setting the type to doing the

man! skills. layout. I've done all the photography and even some of the
modeling. (My hand became quite famous, but more on
that later.) I've tried many sports-golf, tennis, football,

baseball, basketball, scuba diving, skiing,
and snowmobiling. I've traveled to every
continent on the globe with the exception of
the Antarctic and I know I'll eventually get
there. I've mastered a second language-
German-during the three years I spent with
the military in Germany. I've had hundreds

of failures and many successes, with each representing a learning
experience.

The thirst for knowledge, a tremendous curiosity about life,
a wealth of experiences and not being afraid to work are the top
credentials for being a good copywriter.

If you examine the lives of some of our greatest writers, you
will see that they experienced a great deal and wrote about their
experiences. Hemingway, Steinbeck-both lived and then wrote

The best copywriters
have avariety of
interests and master

1 1



about their adventures. The more we experience, the more knowl-
edge we have, the easier it is to come up with that big copy idea
or marketing concept.

But more significantly, it is important to experience as much
in life as possible and not to fear failure. It's not whether you win
or lose in life that's important but whether you play the game.
Lose enough and eventually you will win. It's only a matter of
time. Edwin Land, the inventor of the Polaroid camera, said it
best when he described his definition of a mistake: 'A mistake is
a future benefit, the full value of which is yet to be realized."

I can remember when I was very young and failed at some-
thing I tried very hard to accomplish. I'd often say to myself, "No

big loss-it's in my back pocket. One of these days I'11 use what
I've just experienced simply by reaching into my back pocket and
presto, I will have the answer just when I need it."

Experiences Creqfe ldeqs
Our minds are like giant computers. Every experience that

goes into your brain-both good and bad-becomes more pro-
gram material and data to recall and assemble in new ways in the
future. Remember when the first Apple computers came out with
their big 64K memories? You might also remember the slow
speed and the poor graphics compared to the high-powered per-
sonal computers we have today. Today's computers are faster,
more efficient, can accomplish more and can interrelate informa-
tion faster and more easily. So it stands to reason, the more we've
experienced, the more we can draw upon when it comes time to
relate those experiences to new problems or opportunities.

There is nothing really new in life. It's simply a matter of tak-
ing previous pieces of knowledge and putting them together in a
unique and different format. Matter is not created and destroyed.
Everything on earth that was here a billion years ago is pretty
much here now. The only difference is that it has taken new forms.

The more you have in your brain from experiences and
knowledge and the more you are able to interrelate that knowl-
edge and come up with new combinations of old material, the
greater an idea person you will be and the more powerful your
capabilities as a copywriter.

T2
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There is a saying that goes, "If all you have is a hammer,
you look at every problem as a nail." The more tools you have to
work on a problem in the form of experiences or knowledge, the
more new ways you can figure out how to solve it.

Loferql Thinking for ldeos
Edward de Bono, one of the great creative thinkers of our

time, came up with the term "lateral thinking" to describe the
process of coming up with ideas by not focusing or thinking of
just the problem. Often, by relating the problem to something
that has nothing to do with the problem, a new idea emerges.

De Bono created a small product that he called his "Think

Tank" which encouraged people to think more laterally and con-
sequently more creatively. It was a small 8-inch sphere mounted
on a platform with a small window. Through the window you
saw a selection of 14,000 small words located on small plastic
pieces. You shook the Think Tank and then looked into it and
wrote down the first three words you saw

You then tried to relate the three words to your marketing
problem, to come up with a fresh perspective toward solving
your problem. For example, let us say I wanted to sell my air-
plane. Typically, I would run an ad and focus on just the airplane,
its features and equipment. But in using the Think Tank for lat-
eral thinking, I drew three totally unrelated words, 'farm,' 'sales-

man' and 'compassion' and had to create an ad incorporating
those three words. This process would cause me to search my
brain, my data bank, and all my past experiences for some way
to relate the three words while keeping in mind that I had to sell
the airplane.

The Dictionqry qs q Tool

Lateral thinking is simply a tool. So is your dictionary. And
so is your mind. Probably one of the most important keys in copy-
writing and conceptualizing is the ability to relate totally diver-
gent concepts to create a new concept. Once again, the more data
you have to work with from your life experiences and the more
your mind can relate this data to a problem, the better you are
going to be at coming up with that really great idea.

13



Running Your Own Compony
Another factor that makes a great copywriter is the experi-

ence of running your own company and being responsible for
every word you write. The really great direct marketing copy-
writers often don't work for advertising agencies, but rather run
their own companies and experience their own successes and
failures. Ben Suarez, Gary Halbert, the late Gene Schwartz and
dozens of others recognrzed as top copywriters have owned their
own companies and learned over years of trial and error-years
of both big mistakes and great success. You can't beat that type
of experience.

In my case, I have been presented with thousands of prod-
ucts, written ads for hundreds of them and have had to come up
with that big idea hundreds of times a year. Even as I look back
at my advertising, I see a learning curve that would not have been
possible had it not been for that immense wealth of broad expe-
rience. Ironically, you're going to read about many of those expe-
riences throughout this book. You'11 be able to avoid many of the
pitfalls and mistakes I made climbing my way up the ladder and
you'll understand why these mistakes were indeed learning expe-
riences.

The preparation for becoming a great copywriter is a
lifestyle. It's a hunger for knowledge, a curiosity and a desire to
participate in life that is broad-based and passionate. If you have
this personality, you are already well on your way. If you don't,
simply being aware of it is often enough to start a mental process
and movement that will take you to where you would like to be.
But being a great copywriter is more than just having a lot of
experience in life. What you will learn in the next chapter is just
as important.

T4
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$$$$$hapter2Specific Knowledge

I ,"ur sitting in the laboratory of the Sensor Watch Com-
pany in Dallas, Texas, looking through a microscope and learning
everything I could about how a new digital watch was designed,
produced and assembled.

I was becoming an expert on digital watch technologY, on
integrated circuits, quartz crystals and oscillator circuits. "Why

are all the contacts gold-plated?" I asked the engineer. "They're

gold-plated in every integrated circuit. It's part of the technol-
ogy;' was the reply.

The conversation continued. It had been two days and I was
still delving into every aspect of this new digital watch I was
planning to introduce. I still hadn't reached the point where I
could write an ad on the advantages of the new product. At the
time, most digital watches had liquid crystal displays, and in
order to see the time, you had to press a button to illuminate the
display. On the new Sensor watch, the display glowed constantly,
thanks to an inert but radioactive substance that was placed in a
small flat capsule behind the display.

New Technology Required Powerful Presenfotion
This new technology meant that you could glance down at

your watch and, in an instant' tell the time-even at night-with-
out pressing any buttons. But I felt that there had to be a power-
ful way of presenting the product and I still wasn't comfortable
with what I had.

The Sensor 770 was very expensive to make and sell. So I
knew that I needed something that made the watch I was selling
really different and special.

"Why didn't somebody think of this radioactive material for
watches before?" was my next question.

The engineer looked at me, paused for a second and then
said, "We haven't had the technology to seal the radioactive ma-
terial in a transparent capsule without it leaking out until some-
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body developed a technique with a laser. The laser is what seals
the capsule. Without the laser, there is no way you could com-
pletely seal the capsule."

That was all I needed. The concept was clear. And the ad
headline that I wrote for the new Sensor Digital Watch was.
"Laser Beam Digital Watch."

The story told of how the watch was made possible thanks
to a laser beam and how its new technology benefited the con-
sumer. That single concept resulted in millions of dollars in prof-
itable sales for the digital watch.

When I had reached the point about the laser beam sealing
the capsule, I knew I had found that unique headline concept that
made the watch stand out from the rest of the competition. But it
took a few days of very intensive learning and study before the
concept emerged. Sometimes this can happen in a few minutes,
sometimes it can happen in a few hours and sometimes it may
take weeks. This time it took a few days of patience along with
specific knowledge.

You Musf Become qn Expert
You need to become an expert on a product, service or any-

thing you write about to really be effective. Becoming an expert
means learning enough about a product to obtain enough spe-
cific knowledge so you can communicate the real nature of
what you are trying to sell. Say to yourself, "I am an expert or
have learned enough to be able to effectively communicate this
product to the consumer." That's what we mean by "specific

knowledge."
This doesn't mean that you have to learn everything there is

to know about a subject every time. There have been times when
I simply looked at a product or service and came up with the big
idea from my own past experience or specific knowledge in a
particular category. Remember, I'm a pilot, ham radio operator
and photographer. I already had not only vast knowledge of the
gadgets I would sell in my business, but knowledge of my cus-
tomer, as well. I myself was my typical customer. I was the type
of individual I had to sell products to because I was as gadget-
oriented as the person I was trying to appeal to.
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You Must Know Your Cuslomer Too
And that's another point. In addition to knowing your prod-

uct or service, you've really got to know your customer. You've
got to be an expert on who your customer is by gathering specific
information on whom you are selling to. You may already be an
expert by virtue of being a typical customer. You know your likes
and dislikes, what excites you and what you yourself would
expect from a company selling you a product. But if it is your
assignment to write copy for a product or service that you really
don't have a feel for, then you have a great deal of studying to do
to make sure you understand who your customer is and what
motivates him or her.

You Musf Underslqnd q Producf's Nqlure
And even if you understand your customer and understand

your product, you must realize one more thing. There is a spe-
cific way that each product should be presented to your cus-
tomer. In short, the product has a nature of its own and it's up to
you to discover what the nature of that product is in the mind of
the consumer.

Let me cite a good example. Back when I first started JS&A
in the basement of my home, I met Howard Franklin. Howard
was an insurance salesman from Chicago who bought his first
calculator from me from an ad I ran rn The Wall Street Journal.
He loved his calculator and stopped by one day to buy a few
more of them. After that, Howard would stop by every once in a
while and buy more calculators as gifts for his better clients.

One day, Howard stopped by and said that since JS&A was
a growing concern, I should buy insurance. "You want to protect
your family because if anything ever happened to you, there may
be quite an estate and lots of taxes to pay before your family
would reahze anything."

"Thank you, Howard. I appreciate the offer, but I don't
really believe in insurance," was my standard reply.

But Howard was a good salesman. Every once in a while
Howard would clip out an article on calculators from a local
paper or an article from some magazine on some new gadget and
send it to me with his card. And everv once in a while. Howard
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stopped by and picked up a calculator and again dropped the
comment, "Joe, you should really have insurance."

"Thanks, Howard. I appreciate the advice," was my typical
comment.

Then one day I heard a siren in front of my next-door neigh-
bor's house. I looked out the window and within a few minutes,
my neighbor was being carried out of his home on a stretcher
with a white sheet over him. He had died that morning from a
massive heart attack. He was only in his 40s. I was 36 at the time.

The next day I called Howard on the phone. "Howard, re-
member our many discussions on insurance and protecting your
family and stuff? Well, I think that we should sit down and work
out some sort of program for an insurance plan for my family and
me."

I had finally
ship? Was it his

made the plunge. Was it Howard's salesman-
persistence? Maybe. But I reahzed from that

experience a really effective way to sell
a whole series of products. Howard suc-
ceeded because he had planted enough
seeds in my mind for me to reahze what
insurance was for, who should sell it to me
and who was a good friend and customer.
When it came time to buy, only I, Joseph

Sugarman, would know. And only when there was an immediate
experience that hit close to home would I see the value of insur-
ance. I went through the experience and I responded.

Some of the implications from this example will be referred
to later in this book, but the point concerns the nature of a prod-
uct. Every product has a nature to it that you must understand to
be successful when creating a marketing concept behind that
product. For example, from the insurance experience, I soon
rcahzed how to sell burglar alarms and became one of the largest
burglar alarm sales companies in the country, protecting more
homes than any other company.

The alarm was called the Midex and my thoughts went back
to Howard as I created the ad. I knew that to scare people into
buying a burglar alarm was like Howard coming into my base-
ment and saying, "Joe, when you die, are you going to leave
your wife and kids in financial disaster?" That would never sell

It took an event
close to home
to make me
take action.
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me insurance. Nor would a similar technique of quoting crime
statistics work to sell burglar alarms.

I reahzed that if I were to buy a burglar alarm, I would first
have to recognrze a need for one. Perhaps if my neighbor was
robbed or crime in my community was on the rise or I had
recently purchased something expensive.

Once I had a need for a burglar alarm, I would look for one
that really made sense for my situation. The first thing I would
insist on is that it worked. After all, the first time I really need my
alarm to work may be the only time it would be called upon to
work, and I'd want to make sure it worked flawlessly.

The second thing that would be important to me is the ease
of installation. It would have to be so easy to install that it
wouldn't require any outside person stringing wires all over my
house. So when I wrote the ad on the Midex burglar alarm, I made
sure that I spent several paragraphs on the reliability of the prod-
uct and the testing each unit went through before it was shipped.
And I used astronaut Wally Schirra as my spokesperson for the
alarm. He was quoted as saying, "I'm very pleased with my unit."

Scqre Tqcfics Don't Usuolly Work
Never did I try to scare the prospective customer with crime

statistics. It would look as ridiculous as Howard screaming or
warning me in my basement to get insurance because I may die.
All I did was rcahze the nature of the product I was selling, bring
out the points that were important in the product to the consumer
and then wait until the consumer saw the ad enough times or was
threatened close enough to home before he or she bought.

We received many orders from people who had cut out the
ad and put it in a file. When indeed they were threatened, they
then called and placed their order. Fortunately, there were
enough people who wanted a unit when they saw the ad to earn
us a nice profit, but we also received orders months after we
stopped running our ads. And despite the fact that many of the
electronic products of the time were obsolete just a few months
after they were introduced, we managed to run our ad for over
three years before sales slowed down.

I have one other example on the importance of becoming an
expert on the product you sell by gaining specific knowledge in
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order to write outstanding copy on a subject. It happened in
1975, right at the start of the CB boom in the United States. Back
then, the U.S. government had imposed a reduced nationwide
speed limit of 55 miles per hour to conserve fuel. The lower
speed limits really affected those 18-wheel long-haul truck dri-
vers. Truck drivers responded by buying citizens band radios to
communicate with each other.

The truck drivers would travel in caravans and truckers
ahead of the caravan would signal if there was a "Smokey" (po-
lice officer) in the area. Soon CBs became so popular that the av-
erage motorist started buying them and a whole new fad emerged
in the U.S.-a fad so big that songs, movies and a variety of prod-
ucts were created to caprtahze on it. The CB units themselves
were in such demand that you couldn't even get one without a
wait, and thieves were stealing them out of cars and turning a
very hefty profit reselling them.

As a ham radio operator, I knew of the fun in radio commu-
nications and the advantages of having a unit in my car. This was
my general knowledge. So I wanted to experience the fad and I
decided to get a CB radio. I then became somewhat of an expert
on it. There was a lot less to master with CB than there was with
ham radio, where I had to learn the Morse code at 13 words per
minute and a great deal of technical information before passing
my operator's test.

During the early stages of the fad, I was attending the Con-
sumer Electronics Show in Chicago when I bumped into Mike
Weschler, a salesman, who showed me a new product. "Joe, here
is a miniature walkie-talkie."

The Product Wqs Nof Unusuql
I looked at the small sliver of a product he handed me and

reahzed that a small walkie-talkie was no big deal. You could get
them at any Radio Shack store. But Mike then pointed out that the
unit had an integrated circuit-it was one of the only units using
this new type of technology and it indeed was smaller than any of
the other products on the market.

The product seemed a little more interesting after Mike
explained its features. It was so small that it could easily slip into
a shirt pocket. "What frequencies can you broadcast on and what
is the power?" I asked, calling on my knowledge of ham radio.

20
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"The unit has two frequencies. One takes a crystal for any
of a number of frequencies and the other would be permanently
set to a frequency around 2l megahertz."

I looked up at Mike as he was demonstrating the unit and
asked him, "Mike, isn't 27 megahertz near one of the CB fre-
quencies?"

"Right. It's channel 12 but don't woffy, there is not that
much radio traffic on channel 12. It's normally reserved for
walkie-talkies," Mike answered rather sheepishly as if I had dis-
covered a fault with the unit.

"No, Mike, I think that will turn out to be an advantage."
And indeed it was. I took the unit. called it a Pocket CB and sold
over 250,000 of them at $39.95. It was a huge success and fully
attributable to my general knowledge combined with the specific
knowledge of the unit and the discovery of that unique feature
that might have been overlooked by somebody else.

Realize how important it is to know your product and know
your customer. It is this specific knowledge that will make a dra-
matic difference in your ability to communicate your thoughts in
copy.
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Ghapten 3 Practice, Practice, Practice

On" of the first things I would ask my seminar students to
think about was the definition of good copywriting. Is it the skill
of being able to accurately put words on paper? Can it be taught?
What sort of background do you need to be a good copywriter?

We would then talk about both general knowledge and spe-
cific knowledge. But I explained that there was more to the art of
copywriting.

Copywriting is simply a written form of communicating
facts and emotions. It is a mental process. Some copywriters will
tell you that many of their greatest works were well thought out
in their minds even before they put them on paper.

Joe Karbo wrote one of the most successful income oppor-
tunity ads ever written for his book, The Lazy Man's Way to
Riches, in one draft and without corrections. It just poured out of
his mind onto a sheet of paper. And it was one of the few ads he
ever wrote.

Some copywriters will tell you that they just sit down and
start writing. Some find that sitting in front of a computer does
the trick and others need something mechanical like a pen and a
pad of paper.

My greatest ads were written during a variety of circum-
stances. Many were well thought out before I put the first word
to paper and they flowed out with hardly a correction. Other
times they would flow but you wouldn't recognize the first draft
from the last because of the number of corrections I made.
Sometimes I would sit in an airplane and just write from takeoff
to landing and come up with great copy. And other times, I used
my computer with great success.

It's All q Mentql Process
The bottom line for all these approaches is that copywriting

is primarily the mental process of first getting your thoughts
organrzed in your mind and then eventually transferring them
onto paper. There is no best method-just what works for you.
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But the best place to start, without question, is to start.
That's right. Pick up a piece of paper and a pefl, and start. Do
enough of it over a long enough period of time and I guarantee
you, you'll improve each year. Write articles for a local newspa-
per. I started writing for my high school paper. It gave me expe-
rience and confidence. Write letters, write postcards-just plain
write every opportunity you can.

I look over my very first JS&A direct response ads and can't
believe I wrote them. They were horrible. But I matured and I
learned with each ad I wrote. In my first ads, I used clich6s-
"It's the product the world has been waiting for." And my sen-
tences weren't flowing as they do now. Sheer volume and expe-
rience will do wonders. As they say to anybody wanting to make
it to Carnegie Hall, "Practice, practice, practice."

Don'l Worry qbouf lhe Firsf Drqft
Another fact to reahze about writing copy is that the first

draft of an ad is often terrible and the real skill in copywriting is
taking that rough draft and polishing it. You might add words,
delete entire sentences, change the order of sentences or even
paragraphs. It's all part of the copywriting process. I often point-
ed out to my students that if everybody in the class were given the
assignment of writing a draft of an ad for a product, the first draft
of my ad would quite likely be terrible compared to everybody
else's. It is what I do with the copy after my first draft that really
makes the difference.

In that first draft the goal is to put something-anything-
on paper, the emotional outpouring of everything you are trying
to convey about your product or service. Don't woffy about how
it reads. Just get it down onto something you can work with like
a computer screen or a piece of paper and then go from there.

To define exactly what copywriting is, I often presented the
following axiom:

Axiom I Copywriting is a mental process the successful execution of
which reflects the sum total of all your experiences, your spe-
cific knowledge and your ability to mentally process that infor-
mation and transfer it onto a sheet of paper for the purpose of
selling a product or service.
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And in this book you will learn some of the valuable tech-
niques to use to expand your knowledge of the copywriting
process so you can write copy that motivates people to take an
action-specifically to take their hard-earned money and
exchange it for your product or service.

Copywriting is the key to any successful direct marketing
venture. You can have the world's best product or service, but if
you can't communicate your ideas, you have nothing. I will give
you the skills and insights you need to successfully write copy.
I've already personally taken the most expensive course ever. If
you would add up my failures and their cost to me, add the
insights I received mostly from my failures, and then add the
experiences I've had in copywriting and marketing, you would
see that it has indeed been an expensive education. And you're
about to share in it.
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Ghapten 4 The Purpose of All the Graphic Elements of an Ad

You are now ready to start to learn the techniques I use to
write copy. You already understand the importance of having a
broad general knowledge. This takes time and is a lifelong quest.
And you understand the importance of obtaining specific knowl-
edge on a project you are working on. This I hope is quite clear
from Chapter 2.

But what you are about to learn in this chapter and the chap-
ters that follow is the specific knowledge you will need to under-
stand my copywriting approach and to become a top copywriter.

In these chapters, I will present several axioms. Each one
will be in bold type and each one is critical to your understand-
ing of my philosophy. The axiom presented in this chapter is very
important and very difficult to believe at first. Understand this
concept, believe in it and it will give you a good foundation for
your future writing skills. Don't believe in it and you'll fall into
the trap that many copywriters typically fall into.

To introduce the concept, let's look at the CB radio ad on the
next page, which ran from 1975 through 1911 . The ad has all the
elements you would expect any space ad to have. And to under-
stand this first axiom, I would ask my students to define the pur-
pose of each element in an advertisement. The following is what
we finally decided:
1. Headline: To get your attention and draw you to the subhead-
line.

2. Subheadline: To give you more information and further
explain the attention-getting headline.
3. Photo or Drawing: To get your attention and to illustrate the
product more fully.
4. Caption: To describe the photo or drawing. An important ele-
ment and one that is often read.
5. Copy: To convey the main selling message for your product
or service.



A D

Subheadline

Paragraph
Heading

Photos
& Drawings

copy

Price

Logo

Response Device

6. Paragraph Headings: To break up the copy into chunks,
thereby making the copy look less imposing.
7. Logo: To display the name of the company selling the product.
8. Price: To let the reader know what the product or service costs.
The price could be in large type or could be buried in the copy.
9. Response Device: To give the reader a way to respond to the
ad, by using the coupon, toll-free number or ordering informa-
tion. usuallv near the end of the ad.
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10. Overall Layout: To provide the overall appearance for the

ad, by using effective graphic design for the other elements.

After they clearly understood each of the elements that
comprise a direct response ad, I then told the class that there is a

singular purpose for all the elements in an ad-a purpose so
important that it constitutes one of the essential concepts in my

approach to copy.

When you were first attracted to the ad you might have

looked at the photo at the top of the page or the other photos. You

might have then read the headline, read the subheadline and then
glanced down to the name of the company selling the product.

You may have read the captions to both the pictures and the

sketches and you may have noticed the toll-free number indicat-
ing that you could order the product on the phone.

When you looked at the ad overall, you may have noticed
the layout, the paragraph headings scattered about the layout and
the attractive graphic and typographic presentation.

There are plenty of elements that can draw your attention
before you start reading the copy. But one of the most important
axioms you will learn for becoming a gteat copywriter is my
second axiom. Here it is:

Axiom 2

Each element
should lead you to
the ftrst sentence.

Atl the elements in an advertisement are primarily designed to
do one thing and one thing only: get you to read the first sen-
tence of the copy.

At this point, there was usually a confused look on the faces

of my students. They thought that each of these elements had its
own reason for existence. But I
was saying, "No, they are there
strictly for the sole purpose of
getting you to read the first
sentence."

I know what you're think-
ing. "What about the headline?
Isn't it supposed to have a ben-

efit, be 16 words long and what about . . ." Stop. Just accept my

word at this point that each element has a single purpose and that
is to get you to read the first sentence. Don't question me. Don't
jump to any conclusions. Just remember this axiom.

ffi-uenoutnr
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This means if somebody asks you, "With the Sugarman ap-
proach to copywriting, what is the purpose of the subheadline in
the ad?" don't answer, 'A subheadline is designed to give you
more information and to further explain the attention-getting
headline."

Neither of the above reasons is as important as the fact that
the subheadline is designed to get the reader to read the copy.

If somebody asked you for the main purpose of the logo in
an advertisement, 1lou could answer, "to establish the corporate
integrity of the company selling the product," or you could
answer, "to provide a degree of continuity." But the real answer
is to get you to read the copy. Really.

If you don't believe it, have patience and I will prove it to
you.But if you'll open your mind and just accept what I tell you,
you will eventually realize that what I am saying is correct. Most
importantly though, when you realize this and start writing with
this in the back of your mind, you'Il be amazed at the change in
your results. But like I said, just take my word for it now and let
me prove it to you later in this book.
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Chapten 5 Sentence

T
lf the purpose of all the elements in an ad is therefore to get

you to read the copy, then what we are really talking about is
reading the first sentence, aren't we? What does this tell you
about the first sentence? Pretty important, isn't it? And if the first
sentence is pretty important, what do you hope that the person
who looks at your ad does? Read it, of course. If the reader does-
n't read your very first sentence, chances are that he or she won't
read your second sentence.

Now if the first sentence is so important, what can you do to
make it so compelling to read, so simple, and so interesting that
your readers-every one of them-will read it in its entirety? The
answer: Make it short.

If you look at many typical JS&A ads, you'11 notice that all
of my first sentences are so short they almost aren't sentences.
Some typical ones might be as follows:

Losing weight is not easy.
It's you against a computer.
It's easy.
It had to happen.
Hats off to IBM.

Each sentence is so short and easy to read that your reader
starts to read your copy almost as if being sucked into it. Think
about the analogy of a locomotive. When the locomotive starts to
chug from a standing start, it really works hard. The amount of
commitment and energy that the train must exert is monumental.
But once the train starts to move, the next few feet become easi-
er and fhe next few even easier. So it is with copy.

Mogozines Use This Technique
Many magazines use a vanatton of this technique in their

articles. They start an article not with a very short sentence but
maybe with very large type. Once they have you sucked into read-
ing the copy and you turn the page to read the rest of the article,
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you notice that the typeface has gotten smaller. But that's OK.
The purpose of the large type was to get you into the article and
it worked. Now it's up to the author to keep you reading and turn-
ing the pages.

In an advertisement, you've got a lot going against you
unless the readers are genuinely interested in your product. And
if they are, then you've got to really grab and keep them. So your
first sentence should be very compelling by virtue of its short
length and ease of reading. No long multi-syllable words. Keep it
short, sweet and almost incomplete so that the reader has to read
the next sentence.

If all the elements are designed to get you to read the first
sentence in an ad, then what is the pu{pose of the first sentence?
If you guessed, "convey a benefit or explain a feature," impossi-
ble. How could a short first sentence do anything more than get
you to read it? The correct answer is, of course, "The purpose of
the first sentence is to get you to read the second sentence."
Nothing more, nothing less. You probably figured this one out
already anyway.

The Purpose of ihe Next Senfence
Now if you're starting to get a feel for my approach to copy-

writing and I asked you what the pu{pose of the second sentence
is and you answered, "to get you to read the third sentence," you
would be absolutely correct. And for those of you who missed
that last answer and I asked you what the purpose of the third sen-
tence was and you answered, "to get you to read the fourth sen-
tence," congratulations. I think you've got it.

Was there any mention of benefits? Or product description?
or unique features? Of course not. The only purpose of those first
few sentences in an advertisement is to get you to read the fol-
lowing sentences. True, you may at one point have to start talking
about product features or benefits, but if you lose sight of the fact
that your sole purpose at the beginning of an ad is to hold that
reader's attention at almost any cost, then you may lose your
reader for lack of interest. Therefore we have the third axiom:

Axiom 0 The sole purpose of the first sentence in an advertisement is to
get you to read the second sentence.
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Just compare the situation in our ad example with a sales-
person selling somebody face-to-face. If the first few minutes of
the sales presentation put the prospective customer to sleep or if
the customer stops hearing the presentation and walks away, that
salesperson has lost everything. So in copywriting as in selling,
if your reader is not riveted to every word you write in the first
few sentences, then your chances of having that reader get to the
real sales pitch are very remote.

My most successful ads have followed this format, with
very few exceptions. What about making the sales pitch at the
beginning of an ad? This is certainly possible, of course, but then
it is often not very effective. I've tried putting the sales message
at the beginning of an ad. I've tried using every trick in the book
to prove my theory wrong and have failed at each attempt. Just
remember that the sole purpose of all the elements of an ad is to
get you to read the first sentence. Make that first sentence so easy
to read that your reader is almost compelled to read it. If you
grasp this, you've got an awfully good start and a great under-
standing of copywriting and the persuasive process.
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Ghapten $ Creating the Perfect Buying Environment

Besides holding the reader's attention, there is another
important function we are trying to accomplish in the first para-
graphs of an advertisement and that is to create a buying envi-
ronment. Let me cite an example.

Picture this. You're a salesperson and you need to sell a
prospect. You've been given a choice of environments in which to
meet the prospect, and you must pick one.

The product you are selling is very expensive and you'll
need at least one hour to explain and properly sell the product.
The choices you have are as follows:

1. At noon at a very fancy restaurant near the prospect's office.

2. After lunch in the board room at the offices of the prospect.

3. After work at the prospect's health club while working out
with him.

A.In the evening with the prospect at his home while the prospect
baby-sits for his three children.

5. Any of the four above might be an acceptable choice.

The correct answer is 5. Why? Because the correct answer
to the question "Which is the best location?" is simply "in the
best selling environment for what you have to sell."

If the product is a piece of exercise equipment, the health
club might be perfect. If the product has something to do with
parents and children, at home with the prospect and his children
in the evening might be the perfect environment.

Now if the correct answer for the salesperson is "in the envi-
ronment best suited for the selling activity," it is true in print
advertising too. Yes, but let me cite another example before we
discuss print advertising environments.

The Honolulu Experience
I was in Honolulu after a trip to the Far East. I usually stop

tu
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at Honolulu to recover after traveling so long and so far and over
so many time zones. As I was walking down one of the main
streets in Waikiki, I stopped to look into an art gallery and saw a
painting of scenes from outer space.

Since JS&A was known for selling space-age products, I
thought that the painting would fit very nicely in my office. I
walked into the gallery noticing how very elegant it looked and
saw the paintings neatly displayed on the wall. The gallery
looked like it sold expensive paintings. In short, I expected the
prices to be high.

It didn't take too long before a well-dressed saleswoman
noticed ffie, walked over and asked if I needed assistance.
"Beautiful painting, isn't it?" she asked.

"Very nice," I nodded. "It really looks great."

At that point the lady said, "Please follow me," as she lifted
the painting off the wall and walked towards the back of the large
gallery. I followed.

We entered a large room, carpeted from floor to ceiling. In
the middle of the room were three very comfortable easy chairs
all facing the front of the room where the saleslady mounted the
painting on the wall. She then went back to the entrance of the
room, turned up the classical music being piped in through loud-
speakers and dimmed the lights leaving two spotlights focused on
the painting.

Poinling Looked lncredible
I must admit that the painting looked incredible. The vibrant

colors, the quality of the art, and the nice feeling I experienced
from hearing the classical music put me in such a buying mood
that I was ready to reach into my pocket and pull out my credit
card and buy the $2,000 painting.

That lady and that gallery had put me in such a focused buy-
ing mood by creating the perfect environment for selling me that
painting that I almost bought it right there and then. By the way,
I eventually sponsored the artist, Mark Rickerson, and sold his
paintings and prints through JS&A. I personally ended up with 50
of his paintings.

Once you realtze the importance of setting up a buying envi-
ronment, you'll know that it must be done in the early stages of an
advertisement. When vou establish the readins momentum at the
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Your copy has
to put the
prospect into a
reluxed buying
environment.

start of an ad, you also want to start establishing the
buying environment as well. The saleslady first had
to get me into the store and then slowly get me in
that room to put me in the ideal buying mood. If this
all sounds hard to do in print, it really isn't. You'll
see examples later of how to establish the buying
environment as you establish the momentum.

Since you are creating your own environment
in a print ad, you have total control over its appearance. Common
sense will dictate the rest.

For example, if I was selling products at a discount, I would
use big type for my prices and lots of busy graphic elements. In
short, I would make the ad look like a typical discount ad. And
conversely, if I was selling something expensive, I would present
myself in an environment that showed class and refinslnsnf-
that exuded confidence and trust.

Unlike the salesperson who may or may not be able to cre-
ate the ideal selling environment, you can create your own. And
unlike the salesperson who sometimes can't control the environ-
ment, you can.

So for selling products through Battram Galleries, the col-
lectibles company I formed, ffiy graphic and copy approach was
upscale and conservative-just what you'd expect from an expen-
sive gallery. However, when I presented my Consumers Hero con-
cept, a club that sold refurbished bargains, it had a totally different
environmsnf-sne that was clearly bargain-oriented.

The JS&A ads all had a uniform, well-organized format that
seemed to be the perfect environment for all my space-age elec-
tronic products. I rarely deviated from it, but when I did, it was to
create a better environment for a specific product I was selling.

You wouldn't expect to buy an expensive painting from an
Army surplus store and you wouldn't expect to find much of a
bargain at Tiffany's.

You Gonfrol the Environment
As a writer of direct marketing, you have control over the

environment. The environment you choose is created in both the
graphic elements and the copy, but especially the copy-by the
way you phrase your words, the choice of words and the level of
integrity you convey.
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Unlike a store where you spend thousands of dollars to
create an environment, you can do it all simply in the copy of
your ad.

The environment is critical in getting a prospective cus-
tomer into the buying mood. And to create that environment, you
attract the customer's attention (the headline, photos, logo, etc.)
and then you've got to get the person to read the first sentence by
making it so simple and so compelling that the reader cannot help
but read it. And the next sentence and then the next.

And while the reader is reading, you are creating an envi-
ronment just as surely as that art gallery was drawing me into that
back room. So now we are ready for the fourth axiom.

Axiom 4 Your ad layout and the first few paragraphs of your ad must
create the buying environment most conducive to the sale of
your product or service.

Creating the ideal buying environment comes from experi-
ence and the specific knowledge you get from studying your
product and potential customer. It comes from understanding the
nature of your product or service. Greater understanding will
come as you read this book. But for now, reahze how important
creating the buying environment is to eventually selling your
product.

To understand how we get the reader not only to read, but to
feel comfortable and be in a buying mood in that environment,
let's take time out for a little lesson on personal sales ability in
general, in the next chapter.
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CcccchapterTResonating with the Reader

Wh"n I was only 20 years old, my father sent me to New
York City to run the branch office of his printing equipment
company, Consolidated International. He was having financial
difficulties and I was happy to help him out since I wasn't get-
ting as much out of college as I had hoped. I dropped out of
college and while in New York, too young to sell his expensive
equipment, I took an interest in salesmanship. I knew that he
expected me to eventually help him sell his equipment, so I set
out to prepare myself.

I went to bookstores and bought everything I could on sell-
ing. I read every book available at the public library-all to
become an expert in salesmanship. And during that year in New
York I would stroll down Broadway and visit small auction shops
located right on Times Square.

Wonderful Sqles Technique
These small auction shops would prey on unsuspecting

observers by appealing to their greed. The shop's proprietor
would auction off what appeared to be terrific bargains, hook one
of the prospective bidders in the audience and create a buying
frenzy that plenty of the onlookers would get sucked into. The
bidders ended up buying junk that wasn't much of a bargain. The
sales techniques were wonderful to watch and I spent hours just
observing them and human nature.

Then I would go back to my small apartment and read more
books on selling. It wasn't easy for a young, inexperienced 20-
year-old to sell expensive and complicated printing equipment. I
thought that if I could become an expert on selling in general and
printing equipment in particular and then, through experience,
pick up specific knowledge about selling the equipment, I could
be an effective salesman for my dad.

Selling was something I was suited for. In the preference
tests I took in high school, I had the highest score in a category



called 'opersuasion" and another high score in "literary." My
career in advertising could have been predicted even back in high
school, for when you think about it, print advertising is nothing
more than "literary persuasion."

Some of the really significant lessons I learned in New York
were the steps in selling a prospect, which also apply to selling in
print advertising. Let me review the procedure.

The first thing you do in selling is to set up the selling envi-
ronment. Whether it be a private room in a gallery or a car deal-
er's showroom, you configure the physical environment to be
your selling environment.

Next, you have to get the attention of the prospect. That
certainly makes sense and is related to the headline of a print ad.

Once you have the prospect's attention, the next step is to
introduce yourself and say something that will keep the atten-
tion of the prospect. This is similar to the subheadline and the
photos and captions. Then comes the sales pitch or the copy in
a print ad.

During this activity, the seller has two thoughts in mind. The
first is that the buyer must like and develop confidence in the sell-
er. The buyer must believe that the seller knows his product.
Secondly, the seller must somehow relate the product to the buyer
and the buyer's needs. That's clear. But the buyer and the seller
must literally vibrate together. There must be a harmony struck in
both the buyer and seller, or the persuasive sales message won't
come throush.

There are many
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Get the customer
to nod in the
affirmative and
agree with you.
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methods for creating this harmony and two
of the most important apply very directly
to space advertising. First, you've got to
get the prospective reader to start saying
yes. Second, you've got to make state-
ments that are both honest and believ-
able. Let's cite an example. A car sales-
man says, "Nice day, Mr. Jones." Mr.
Jones then answers, "Yes." (It is a nice
day, the statement is truthful and the cus-

tomer answers in the affirmative.)
'oI see, Mr. Jones, that you keep your car very clean." "Yes, I

do." (At this point, the salesman has Mr. Jones saying yes and
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nodding his head.) "I see, Mr. Jones, that
since you now own a Buick and we sell
Buicks, you probably could use a new one?"
"Yes." (The salesman asks a rather obvious
question and Mr. Jones, nodding, replies in
the affirmative.)

"May I show you one of our latest
models with improvements over the model
you currently own?" "Yes." (The salesmanGet your reader

to sav "Yes."

ME5,

once again says the obvious to get a yes answer and the har-
mony continues.)

In short, you try to get the customer to nod his head in the
affirmative and agree with you, or at the least, you make truthful
statements which the prospect knows are correct and would con-
cur with. Make sure that the prospect does not disagree with
something you're saying. If for example the salesman said,"Could you use a new Buick?" and the customer said "No," the
sale would have taken a bad turn right there and the harmony
would have been lost. In a print ad, the reader would have
stopped reading and turned the page.

Hqrmony Is the Key
The moment you get the reader to say "No" or even "I really

don't believe what he is saying" or "I don't think that relates to
me," you've lost the reader. But as long as the reader keeps say-
ing yes or believes what you are saying is correct and continues
to stay interested, you are going to be harmoni zing with the read-
er and you and the reader will be walking down that path towards
that beautiful room in the art gallery.

To show you a specific approach to this method, let's take
an example from an ad I wrote for one of my seminar partici-
pants. Entitled "Food Crunch," it offered dehydrated survival
food. on occasion, when one of my students wrote a good ad that
did not succeed, I would help him or her by either suggesting
minor copy changes or sometimes rewriting the entire ad myself
if I felt I had a better overall concept. The first ad, by John Sauer,
was written right after our major fuel crunch in L9i3, when there
were lines of cars at gas pumps that had little or no fuel to pump.
The ad is shown on the next page with my ad above it. John
chose the concept of insurance as the best approach in his ad. I
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Which qd would
you read ftrst
right after the
fuel crunch?

felt that insurance put people to sleep. See if you
agree with the copy statements in my ad as I tie in
the then current feelings of helplessness during
the fuel shortage with John's product.

We all take our food supply for granted. And for
good reason. Americans have always had plenty.
But we may be heading for one of the most seri-
ous periods in our history. Let me explain.

The ad then goes on to explain the writer's
firsthand experience of arriving at a supermarket
right after the news of the Kennedy assassination
only to discover that the shelves were bare and
that people in time of distress or calamity think
first of their own survival.

Notice that the reader's attention was riveted.
The headline, "Food Crunch," and subheadline,
"We've all experienced the fuel shortage and most
of us were unprepared. Will you be prepared for
the food crunch?" caused us to read the first sen-
tence. The first sentence was short and the typical
American who could afford this offer would nod
his or her head in the affirmative. The sentences
were both interesting and true and caused the read-
er to start nodding his or her head.

So now we have three things we are trying to
do at the beginning of an ad. First we want the
reader to read the copy. Remember, that's the
objective of all copy. Without the prospect reading
the ad, you have nothing.

Then we create the type of environment
through copy that causes the prospect to feel com-

fortable in exchanging his or her hard-earned money for your
product or service. And finally, we want the prospect to harmo-
nrze with us-ts agree with us-by feeling that indeed we are
saying something that is truthful, interesting and informative and
that the prospect can agree with. In short, we want agreement. We
want that head to nod in the affirmative. We want harmonv.
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This is the ad that
Cycle magazine
creuted us a sules
tool to harmonize
with JS&A and
convince as to buv.

Look what Cycle magazine did to create the
perfect harmony with me when they tried to get
me to buy media in their magazine. They created
a knockoff of my ad format and sent it to me with
a copy style that resembled mine. Of course it
could have backfired if I was upset that they were
copying ffie, but they also knew that I would
quickly rccognrze the format and the effort they
were making to land me as a customer and that I
would respect their creativity. Indeed I harmo-
nrzed with their effort and bought some space in
their magazine.

Another illustration of this concept is in the
ad I wrote trying to appeal to bargain hunters for
a company called Consumers Hero. After a few
sentences the copy read as follows:

Consumers are being robbed. Inflation is stealing our purchasing
power. Our dollars are shrinking in value. The poor average con-
sumer is plundered, robbed and stepped on.

If you were a consumer looking for bargains when inflation
was skyrocketing, during the years when I wrote this, you would
very likely be in harmony after that brief paragraph. I used
words that the consumer could relate to. I spoke in the con-
sumer's language.

I once had a top-producing salesman say to me, "Joe, I
really admire you. I can sell anybody on a one-to-one basis. Put
me up against the toughest customers and I'11 melt them down
and sell them. But you have the ability to do that on a scale that
dwarfs mine. When you sell, ]ou manage to duplicate yourself
and sell millions of people all at the same time."

And that's what is so incredible about selling in print. You
can duplicate yourself on billions of pages. You've got to be able
to reproduce a selling job in print that will harmonize with the
consumer, and then you've got the essence of a powerful tool that
will bring you rewards for the rest of your life in all forms of
communication whether they be in print or on TV or in any of the
new electronic media of the future.

t '  t .
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A D V E R T I S I N G S E C R E T S

So our fifth axiom is simply:

Axiom E Get the reader to say yes and harmonize with your accurate and
truthful statements while reading your copy.

Now you have the basis for another very important principle
in writing effective copy.
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Chapten I SlipperySlide

Every element
must be so com-
pelling that you
find yourself
falling down a
slippery slide
unable to stop
until you resch
the end.

By no* you have learned several very important points
about copywriting. First, you learned that you have, in your life,
experienced general knowledge through your actions, circum-
stances and personality. You have also been given the tools to ob-
tain specific knowledge, such as the ability to inquire, read and
research. Then you learned that practice is a great teacher-that
the more you write, the better you get. And finally you learned
that copywriting is the mental process of transferring what is in
your head onto a sheet of paper.

Then we got into the pure Sugarman stuff. We learned
what most people think elements like the headline and captions
do for a typical ad. And then we learned what I believe their pri-

mary purpose is: to get the reader to read the first
sentence.

And if you remember, we said that the sole pur-
pose of the first sentence is to get prospects to read
the second sentence and that the sole purpose of the
second sentence is to get them to read the third and
then the fourth-all while you are building a selling
environment for the sale of your product.

We also compared the selling process in print to
what a live and in-person salesperson does. You

learned that ideally, as your reader starts read-
ing your copy, you get the reader to start nod-
ding in agreement with everything you say.

So now the reader is reading your first
few sentences, is feeling comfortable in the
environment you have created and is nodding
in agreement. Now comes the critical part

called the "slippery slide."

Picture a steep slide at a playground. Now picture somebody
putting baby oil or grease along the entire length of the slide



including the side rails. Picture yourself now climbing up the
ladder, sitting at the top of the slide and then letting gravity force
you down the slide.

As you start to slide down and build momentum, you try
holding on to the sides to stop, but you can't stop. You continue
to slide down the slide despite all your efforts to prevent your
descent. This is the way your copy must flow.

Every element in an advertisement must cause that slippery
slide effect. The headline must be so powerful and compelling
that you must read the subheadline, and the subheadline must be
so powerful that you are compelled to read the first sentence, and
the first sentence must be so easy to read and so compelling that
you must read the next sentence and so on, straight through the
entire copy to the end.

The Force of "Reqding Grovily"
I once received a letter from a reader of Scientffic American

magazine in response to one of our ads on thermostats. The lady
who sent me the typewritten letter told me that she had no need
for a thermostat, was not interested in the subject, rarely reads
advertisements and when she does, she just scans through them.
But, she went on, "I am a busy scientist. When I started reading
your ad, I wasted five minutes of my valuable time reading the
entire thing and I was so upset at the complete waste of my time,
that I wanted to write you and complain." As a copywriter, I
couldn't have gotten a more complimentary complaint letter.

If you can get the majority of the people who scan a maga-
zine to read your ad, maybe you won't sell every one of them but
you will sell a good percentage. Creating the slippery slide will
cause people to "traffic" your ad-to go through the entire text of
your ad and then decide if they want to buy.

'Traffic' is a good word in retail selling. Any shopping cen-
ter that can draw increased traffic will have increased sales for its
stores. But the traffic generated by these stores can only be com-
pared to the people who actually read your copy. That's why some
of the greatest magazines with the largest circulations do not
guarantee the success of your advertisement. Traffic is strictly the
number of people who get into your copy.When I say "get into,"
I mean falling down the slippery slide all the way through to the
end of your copy.
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Creating the slippery slide effect is not that difficult oncethe reader is well into your copy. In fact, it's been proven that ifa reader reads over 25vo of your ad, there is a great probability
that he or she will read the entire ad. so once you,ve grabbed
your reader at the start of your ad with your perfect environment
and once they're reading ygyr compelling first sentence, you,ve
got them started down the slipp.ry ,tid". 

-

Slippery Slide Exomples
Let's look at a few examples of the use of the slippery slidein some of the advertising I've written through the years. I re_ferred to the thermostat ad above, so let,s start with that. Thecopy starts out with the following headline, subheadline and firsttwo paragraphs:

Headline: Magic Baloney
Subheadline: you'll love- the way we hated the Magic Stat ther_mostat until an amazing thing happened.
Picture caption: It had no digital readout, an ugry case and astupid name. It almost made u, ,i.k.
copy: You're probably expecting our typical sales pitch, but getready for a shock. For instead oI ffyin;'to tell you wha t a greatproduct the Magic stat thermostat ii, *-.'." going to tear it apart.Unmercifully.
when we first saw the Magic Stat, we took one look at the nameand went, "yuck." we tooli one look at the plastic case and said,'oHow cheap looking." And when we looked for the orgiiur read-out, it had none. So before the salesman even showed us how itworked, we were totally turned off.

Now if y.ou're reading the above ad, you,re starting downthe slippery slide unable to stop. you might find yourself ieading
the copy even though you have no intention of buying a thermo_
stat by mail. You're curious. what's the gimmick?

The environment was set by the very clean layout. The toneof the ad was one of a flip, sarcastic and skeptical company ex_ploring the possibility of selring a product that we were not veryimpressed with.
of course the rest of the ad told of how we discovered a fewnice points and then a few more and then some really great fea_tures and finally decided that this was one great product. At theend of the ad, we finished with:
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Beauty is only skin deep and a name doesn't really mean that
much. But we sure wish those guys at Magic Stat would have
named their unit something more impressive. Maybe something
like Twinkle Temp.

That single ad ran for over three years and not only gener-
ated large volume for us but propelled the Magic Stat people
to become one of the major thermostat contenders nationwide.
Finally, after three years of promoting their product, I received a
call from the owner of the company thanking me for the wonder-
ful sales and awareness we created for him. "Had it not been for
JS&A, the company would have never even gotten off the
ground."

'And by the way;' he added, "we just sold our company for
$20 million to Honeywell. From now on, you'll be dealing with
their national sales manager."

It was this small incident that planted the seeds for the
creation of BluBlocker Corporation-the sunglass company that
I launched along with the help of my operations manager, Mary
Stanke. After helping companies such as Magic Stat for the past
several years, I thought it was time to launch my own product
through my own company instead of everybody else's products
through their companies. Our first BluBlocker ad appears later in
this book in Chapter 33.

Another example of the slippery slide theory is in my ad for
a company I started that sold bargains, called Consumers Hero.

Picture yourself scanning through a magazine and coming
across the following copy:

Headline: HOT
Subheadline: A new consumer concept lets you buy stolen mer-
chandise if you're willing to take a risk.
Highlighted copy block: Impossible-to-trace Guarantee-We
guarantee that our stolen products will look like brand new
merchandise without any trace of previous brand identification
or ownership.

Well, if you're like most readers, 1lou had to start reading the
copy. How could you help but not?

Copy: We developed an exciting new consumer marketing con-
cept. lt's called "stealing." That's right, stealing!
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Now if that sounds bad, look at the facts. Consumers are being
robbed. Inflation is stealing our purchasing power. our dollars
are shrinking in value. The poor average consumer is plundered,
robbed and stepped on.
So the poor consumer tries to strike back. First, he forms consumer
groups. He lobbies in washington. He fights price increases. He
looks for value.
So we developed our new concept around value. our idea was to
steal from the rich companies and give to the poor consumer, save
our environment and maybe, if we're lucky, make a buck.

I then went into the concept, which was our plan to take de-
fective merchandise, repair it and then make it available to the
consumers through a club that cost $5 to join. Newsletters were
sent to members offering the products. one of the paragraphs
near the end of the ad summed it up beautifully:

So that's our concept. we recycle "lousy rotten" garbage into
super new products with five-year warranties. We steal from the
rich manufacturers and give to the poor consumer. We work hard
and make a glorious profit.

The above two ad examples are but a few of the many I've
written through the years that illustrate the slippery slide theory.
once you start reading the headline, which forces you eventually
down to the first sentence, )ou are in my slide. And then I take
you all the way to the bottom of that slide so before you know it,
you've read the entire ad. You've been in my store, you entered
and didn't get out until you fully examined the merchandise I
offered you. I took you into my private room and gave you a
demonstration of my product in an environment that was so com-
pelling, you couldn't help but buy. And I did it with integrity and
honesty while getting you to nod your head as I sold you.

That's what the slippery slide is all about. Getting your
reader to read all of the copy. So a major axiom of mine is simply:

,,li
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Axiom I Your readers should be so compelled to read your copy that
they cannot stop reading until they read all of it as if stiding
down a slippery slide.

As we explained above, one of the most important elements
in creating the slippery slide is the start of your ad copy. I often
will start my copy with a story or even pick up a piece of news



from a magazine that I feel would be of interest to my readers. The
story is often offbeat, always interesting and a great short story.

A good example of this technique is the story about a trusted
accountant who was caught emb ezzling money from his com-
pany. Here's the copy I wrote based on that article and the very
unusual connection I made to the product I was selling:

Headline: Last Wish
Subheadline: He was a prisoner conflned to a cell block. "Give

him one last wish," pleaded his wife.
Copy: George Johnson is in a state penitentiary for a white-collar
crime. His seven-year sentence gives him plenty of time to exer-
cise.
Johnson, 36 years old, always took care of himself. He exercised
regularly, ate good food and took vitamins. But he got greedy.As
a company accountant he kept issuing bogus checks to "Cashin

Electric Company" for electrical contracting work.
One day his boss noticed the large payments being made to the
Cashin Electric Company and discovered that the outfit didn't
exist. Johnson was actually typing out checks to "Cash," cashing
them himself and then after the checks cleared the bank and were
returned to his company, he carefully typed on the checks "in

Electric Company" after the word Cash." Since he was a trusted
accountant, who would suspect?

WIFE MORE SYMPATHETIC
His wife was more sympathetic than was the judge. She wanted
to help her husband and suggested he pick an exercise product for
his cell-something that was easy to store and could give him a
complete workout. And the prison agreed. Johnson chose a Precor
precision rower. Here's why.

I then described the Precor rower and how beneficial it was
for your entire body, how it stored easily out of the way and why
George selected the product for his primary exercise device.

Later in the ad I admitted the liberty I had taken with the
story out of frustration. The copy ended with the following:

Before I tell you which rower Johnson selected, I have a confes-
sion to make. I love the Precor line of rowers so much that I prob-
ably committed a crime too. The story about Cashin Electric
Company is true. Some trusted accountant was sent to prison. But
his name wasn't Johnson and his wife never called JS&A to order
a thing, let alone a rower.
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But one night, while I was trying my hardest to figure out a new
way to share my enthusiasm for the Precor rowers, I started get-
ting a little silly and concocted this dumb story about Johnson
and his interest in the rower. Copywriting is not easy and some-
times you go a little bonkers.

I then finished the ad with a selection of rowers and my
usual close. In this case the offbeat article about Cashin Electric
Company had nothing to do with the product I was offering but
it created a very strong beginning for my slippery slide.

The news item could have nothing to do with your product
or it could tie in perfectly. For example, I was reading Forbes
magazine and in their "Forbes Informer" section, there was an
article entitled "Growth Market." The copy read as follows:

It looks like U.S. underwear manufacturers have overlooked a po-
tential growth market. According to a survey of 1,000 adult Brits
conducted by London-based Survey Research Associates, one in
ten British men wears the same underpants two or three days run-
ning. One in a hundred wears the same pair all week. Half the
women polled said they kept wearing underwear after it went
gray with age.

I would cut out articles just like the one above and keep a
collection of them. And then when appropriate, I would use one
of them to begin an ad that somewhat related to the news item.

For example, I was in England appearing on QVC, the TV
home shopping network. QVC has a branch office in England
and I often appeared on TV selling my products there. While in
the lounge waiting to go on the air, I met a man who showed me
a new product he was presenting called "Scrub Balls." They were
simply nine golfball-sized spheres that you put in your washing
machine with your laundry. They sloshed around scrubbing the
clothes to bring out more dirt and make the clothes cleaner and
whiter. They also saved on detergent and made your clothes
cleaner while using less water. If I were marketing that product
in print, I might pull out that Forbes afttcle and start my ad with
something like the following:

Headline: British Men Have Underwear Problem
Subheadline: New survey shows that many British men do not
change their underwear for up to three days. Some even as long
as a week.



Quest maga-
zine started
their feature
story on
the cover
to hook the
readers and get
them interested.
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Copy: Holy Odor Eaters! Has Britain got a problem. It seems that
the men in Britain don't change their underwear often and the sur-
vey mentioned above shows that many men change their under-
wear just once a week. But there's an important question I'd like
to ask you.
How often do you change yours? If you're like most Americans,
you change them every day. And as an American, you probably
use more detergent than most Britains. But there is one more sur-
prise that you may not realize either. Americans have a serious
waste problem. Let me explain.

I would then go on to explain how we waste our resources
by not efficiently washing our clothes and that there was this
product I discovered in England called Scrub Balls and how
efficiently it cleaned your clothes with less water and laundry
detersent.

I could alsouse the same article to sell an electronic product
simply by saying:

Now you probably wonder what dirty British
underwear has to do with this new pocket-sized
computer. I'm glad you asked. It has nothing to
do with it except for one important fact which I
will reveal shortly. But first let me explain an
unimportant fact.

I would then go into the computer features,
playing off British men, and I would use odor or
smell to relate to some of the computer features.
I would then come up with a computer feature
at the end of the ad that would tie into the story.

Sove Those Articles
I reahze that it may seem a little far-fetched

to sell a rower tied into an embezzlement story
or a computer using that Forbes article on

British underwear habits. But the point I am making is simply
this: The use of an interesting article or bit of information, when
tied into your product or service, often makes for a good start to
the slippery slide. And when blended nicely with your product, it
can work to cause a reader to read every bit of your copy. So save
those offbeat articles you come across that tweak vour interest
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and might interest your readers-regardless of how ridiculous or
offbeat they may be.

Some magazines create the slippery slide by simply starting
out their stories with larger type to get you into the copy. Larger
type is easier to read and so you tend to start reading the copy
which may seem less imposing. Quest/80 magazine (no longer
around) started the copy of an article on the front cover and then
continued it inside the magazine to get you into their slippery
slide. Many articles written for magazines use similar graphic
elements to get you into their stories. Of course, the key is to
make the copy so compelling that once you start reading it, you
can't put it down. And there are even more techniques to create
the slippery slide which I will cover later in this book.

You're now in store for some fun. For in the next few chap-
ters, I'm going to stretch your imagination and then continue to
build the foundation we've been building in Section One of this
book. So stay with me as we cover the timely topic of Assumed
Constraints.
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Chapten $ Assumed Constraints

Huu" you ever looked at a circus elephant anchored to the
ground? If you have, you might notice that the elephant has a
metal collar around its leg to which is attached a small chain. And
the small chain is attached to a small wooden peg driven into the
ground. Pretty good protection?

Pretty lousy, if you ask me. That 12,000-pound elephant
could very easily pick up its foot and with one fell swoop, yank
the peg out of the ground and walk away. But the elephant
doesn't. Why? I'll explain.

When that elephant was still a baby, that same collar and
chain and peg were used to hold the elephant in place. The
restraint was sufficient to hold the baby elephant in place even if
it wanted to break away. And break away is indeed what the baby
elephant tried to do.

So every day while the baby was chained up, it would pull
at the chain and pull and pull until finally a cut appeared on its
leg exposing the sore sensitive layers of deep skin tissue. It hurt
to pull like that and soon the baby elephant, reahzing the effort
was both futile and painful, stopped trying to escape.

Elephonls Never Forget
As the baby elephant grew older, it never forgot that bad

experience with the chain and the peg. And so whenever it was
anchored down in a spot, it would think, "He], it's impossible to
break away and besides, it hurts."

The large elephant had what I call an "assumed constraint."
And all of us have the same problem to one degree or another. We
all have the power to be great copywriters. But at one point in our
lives, we may have written something and gotten a bad grade in
English. Or we may have attempted to communicate something in
writing to somebody else and had a bad experience as a result. As
we've grown older, those hurt feelings, the feelings of inadequacy
and the wrong guidance we may have received from teachers or



See if you can
connect the dots
in this puzzle with
four straight lines
without taking
your pen
ffi the paper.
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friends are still in our subconscious and whether we want to
admit it or not, they really do affect us.

If you understand the hurt and you understand some of the
constraints we put upon ourselves, then you are better able to
cope with breaking out of those assumed constraints and becom-
ing anything you want to be and accomplishing anything you
want to accomplish. Let me cite some examples.

One of the best is the following nine-point puzzle. I gave
this puzzle to my students as an example of an assumed con-
straint. The rules to solve this puzzle are very simple. You must
draw four straight lines and connect all the points without taking
your pen off the page. In short, all the lines have to be connected.
Please do the puzzle before reading on.

Most people who try to solve the
puzzle make one fatal error and it is sim-
ply that they don't reahze the constraint
they subconsciously put upon them-
selves. The solution is in Appendix A on
page 263. Turn to it now for the answer.

As you can see, you were con-
strained by the box surrounding the
points and did not go out of the box in
order to find the solution. Often, to solve
that very important problem, you've got
to go out of the problem area itself to
find the answer.

A good example of assumed con-
straints was my choice of mailing lists for my first direct mailing
when I sold the first pocket calculator by mail. I had to select 10
mailing lists for my 50,000-piece mailing and I picked eight good
lists that made a lot of sense to me.

I selected engineers, accountants and surveyors for example.
I selected wealthy people at their home addresses. I chose the mail
order buyers from a ceftain catalog that sold similar products. But
when it came to the last two lists, my list broker suggested the
presidents of corporations with $20 million in sales or more.

I thought the idea really didn't make sense. I thought that the
presidents of these companies would be so busy that more than
likely they wouldn't even open their own mail and that some
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secretary would throw my mailing in the garbage. But I went
along with the list broker and to my surprise, those lists he sug-
gested turned out to be the best ones, while the others reallv
pulled poorly.

I can point to hundreds of assumed constraint examples that
I personally experienced:

1. "You can't sell your airplane for over $190,000." I sold it for
$240,000 in ten days.
2. "You can't sell a $600 pinball game through the mail." We sold
over 3,000 of them.
3. "consumers will rip you off if you let them buy using their
credit card over a toll-free line without having them sign any-
thing." we launched toll-free order taking in the u.S. and were
very successful with very few problems before everybody else
caught on.
4. "This calculator isn't selling at all at rctarl. It's the biggest
bomb in calculator history. How are you going to sell it via mail
order?" We sold over 30,000 of them at $59.95.
5. "who would buy sunglasses through the mail? people need to
try them on first and besides, people buy different styles." we
sold over 10 million pairs of the same style.

or how about the following business examples of other
historical assumed constraints :

1. "There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their
home." This was said by Ken olsen, president, chairman and
founder of Digital Equipment Corp., in 1977 .
2. "computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons."
This was quoted by Popular Mechanics magazine forecasting the
relentless march of science in 1949.
3. "The concept is interesting and well-formed, but in order to
earn better than z'C,'the idea must be feasible." This was said
by a Yale University management professor in response to Fred
Smith's paper proposing reliable overnight delivery service.
Smith then went on to found FedEx.

If you'd like to read more examples of assumed constraints,
look in Appendix A, which lists other historical quotes.



You Never Reolly Know
I can give you dozens of examples from history and from

our company or from friends, but my point is simple. You never
really know what will work or what won't. If you believe in your
idea, do it. Step out of those assumed constraints.

This concept also applies to coming up with marketing solu-
tions too. When thinking about a problem or looking for a solu-
tion, don't rule anything out. Sometimes that big idea will come
to you if you step out of the traps that we very often fall into.
Remember de Bono's concept of lateral thinking, which is some-
what the opposite of assumed constraints. Step away from the
problem, think of some possible situations that have nothing to
do with the problem and guess what? You'll be amazed at how
often you find a solution.

As you proceed in this book, remember the baby elephant
and the nine-point puzzle and break out of those assumed con-
straints.

Axiom 7 When trying to solve problems, don't Assume constraints that
aren't really there.
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Cfiapter | 0 Seeds of Curiositv

W" have already learned that'traffic' is a key word to anv
retailer. A shopping center that increases traffic will generally see
an increase in sales for its stores. And since the traffic generated
by these stores can only be compared to getting a prospect into
your copy, you increase traffic by increasing readership.

One way to increase readership is by applying a theory I call
"seeds of curiosity." It goes like this. At the end of a paragraph, I
will often put a very short sentence that offers some reason for the
reader to read the next paragraph. I use sentences such as:

But there's more.
So read on.
But I didn't stop there.
Let me explain.
Now here comes the good part.

These seeds of curiosity cause you to subconsciously con-
tinue reading even though you might be at a point in the copy
where the copy slows down. This concept is used a lot on TV
before the show host goes to a commercial. She may say, "When

we come back, we'll see something that you've never seen on TV
before. Stay tuned." Well, it should be done in print too. And
here's why. (Notice how I just used it.)

In print, the ideal situation is to create such interesting and
compelling copy that you don't need the seeds of curiosity, but
often that is very difficult. And using these seeds of curiosity
enhances most copy. But like every good thing, don't overdo it.
Later in this book I will be showing examples of seeds of curios-
rty at work in many of my ads. Use them; they are very effective.
But there's another example.

Seeds of curiosity can be used at the beginning of an ad
where you mention some benefit or payoff that you are going to
reveal somewhere in your copy. In short, the reader has to read
the entire ad to find it. A good example of this technique was in
our Consumers Hero ad mentioned in Chapter B. In that ad, you
had to read the entire copy before you got to the punch line.
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A great example of both seeds of curiosity and traffic is what
happened to me at my office. It's something that I've quite frankly
never experienced again but it is very relevant to this subject.

A Very Unusuql Cqll
I received a call one day from a very sensuous sounding

young woman who called herself Ginger. She started the conver-
sation with: "Mr. Sugarman, I love you."

I was a little taken aback and at first thought that this was a
practical joke. "Thank you," I responded. "I love you too."

"No, I'm serious," continued the woman. "I've been reading
your advertisements for the past five years and I love your mind,
I love your thought process and I love your creative personality.
I really believe that I can tell a great deal about you from what
you write and I really believe in you and truly love you."

I was surprised and then flattered. Even before I received her
call, I had gotten comments from people who claimed that my
personality really came through in my copy. And I believed it.

If you are dishonest, it is sensed by the reader. If you are
hiding something about a product you are describing, it comes
through. If you're very creative, it too is picked up. And it is the
combination of all of these impressions that creates the buying
environment that we referred to in Chapter 6.

If you study the copy of others, you can sense what they are
like from their copy. You'll be amazed at how the copy reflects
the personality of the person writing it. Any copywriter working
for a CEO of a company will try and reflect the personality of the
CEO and not him- or herself. Since I'm the guy who writes all the
copy, you can pretty well tell a lot about my personality. But back
to Ginger.

An lnvifqtion I Couldnnt Refuse
Was Ginger just flattering me or did she have an emotional

attachment to me personally without having met me-strictly
from reading my copy? She continued.

"Mr. Sugarman, you are the only one who could help me. I
need your help. Please, may I have an appointment to see you,
privately? I promise you that you'll be very glad to see me."

When she arrived at my office I could see what she meant
when she said that I'd be slad to see her. She was a beautiful
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blonde with long legs and a miniskirt so short I was embarrassed
to have her sit down. "Mr. Sugarman, may I call you Joe?""Sure," I replied, looking away as she adjusted her skirt."Joe, I want to be very frank with you. I have admired your
copywriting for years. I'm not even into electronics and gadgets
but I enjoy so much what you do in print that quite frankly I have
a real emotional attachment to you. I know this sounds silly but
when I got in trouble, I couldn't think of anybody else who could
help me but you. I really need you."

She paused for a moment as if to hold back tears. she then
continued.

"I run a beauty shop in a shopping center. I know that when
the shopping center is fuil, I get a percentage of that traffic and
they buy my cosmetics. I also know that when the shopping cen-
ter is empty, I get a smaller number of people who .o-. to my
store. It's almost directly proportional to the traffic in the shop_
ping center.

"So Joe, when I decided to offer my cosmetics in a direct
mailing, I thought that if I sent out 50,000 mailing pieces, I would
get a certain percentage of response and I would make a profit.
All I needed was half a percent return rate to make a nice profit."I then invested all the money I had to get this 50,000_piece
mailing out. I borrowed from my friends. when I launched the
mailing, the results were so bad I couldn't believe it. I ended up
with one-tenth of what I needed to break even. I need you to look
over my mailing piece and just tell me what went wrong with it.
And Joe, if you could help me get it to work, I'd be extremelv
grateful." J

Whot Wqs Her Angle?
was I being propositioned in return for my help? I won-

dered. was this all a ploy or a guilt trip to get me to write her next
mailing piece? I was a happily married man with two children
and quite busy running my own business. And quite frankly, I
didn't like the idea of somebody trying to use guilt or sex or any-
thing else to entice me to write copy or do a mailing piece. still
somewhat reserved, I said, "Show me the mailing pi".".,'

Ginger reached for her purse, which was on the floor, and as
she reached, she exposed even more of her legs. I was convinced



she was in my office to seduce me. No question about it now. I
was convinced that she was determined to entice me into writing
copy for her. But I wondered how far she would go. I was soon to
find out.

She pulled out her mailing piece and handed it to me. I
examined it for a few minutes, read the copy and studied the
entire package. I also asked her which mailing list she used.
"From the entire local area served by the beauty shop," she said.

I looked at the mailing and saw many problems. She was
using a mail-in offer yet her mailing list was not oriented toward
mail order buyers-just the retail community-so it was no won-
der her mailing didn't work. Even the copy in the letter was very
poorly written. It was a horrible presentation. It wasn't that it
looked bad, but it violated many of the principles I discuss in this
book and some that apply to direct mail. I told her the presenta-
tion was not very good and that I wasn't surprised that the piece
did so badly.

You already know the principles on traffic. You already
know from previous examples that unless the recipients read all
of her copy, the mailing most likely won't work. Of course, she
also used the wrong mailing list and that didn't help either.

I Exploined the Problems
After I explained to Ginger the problems with her mailing

piece and mailing list, I brought out another very important fact
about direct response advertising. "You can't spend that kind of
money without testing. That's one of your problems too. You just
mailed to too big a list. You could have picked just 5,000 names
and not 50,000 names for your mailing. And then you would have
known if the mailinq was successful without riskine too much
money."

I finished talking and there was a short pause. As she looked
straight into my eyes, she said,"Can you help me? I mean really
help me? Like write the copy for the mailing piece, help me pick
the proper list and guide me as my mentor?"

Since I was a little turned off by Ginger's use of sex and guilt
to get me to do her piece, I responded, "Ginger, I really don't have
the time. Plus, I have established a seminar in the north woods of
Wisconsin where I take 20 people and teach them as a group. I just
don't have the time to help you on an individual basis."
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A Shock I Never Expecled
What Ginger whispered to me next took me totally by sur-

prise. In fact, there have been very few times in my life when I
have been at a complete loss for words. But wait. This is a book
on copywriting and not about the secret goings-on behind the
doors of successful direct marketing executives who are per-
ceived by beautiful cosmetic executives as the answer to their
dreams. 'Aw shucks," you're probably saying. "Why doesn't he
finish the damn story and tell us what happened."

OK, I will. But not here. I want you to continue uninter-
rupted with my thought process on copywriting, so I have
devoted Appendix B on page 265 to the rest of the story-an
episode that actually took place in my office and that could be
part of a very steamy novel.

Once you understand the concept of traffic in retailing and
how it relates to direct marketing, then you should realize how
important the slippery slide concept is in getting the reader to
read the entire text of your ad. And one of the most powerful
techniques to keep your slippery slide greased is the use of seeds
of curiosity. Your readers must get into your copy. They must
read your headline and be so compelled to read further that they
read your subheadline. Then they must be so moved that they
read your first sentence. And the rest of the copy must be so com-
pelling that by the time your prospects read 507a of your ad, they
are helplessly caught in a slippery slide and can't escape.

Once you understand the slippery slide and the seeds of
curiosity, you will have two of the most powerful copywriting
tools you can use. . ( t' |

lltiom I Keep the copy interesting and the reader interested through
the power of curiosity.
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Cfiapten | | Emotion

Up to now we have covered some general principles of
copywriting. You learned that all the elements of an advertise-
ment are designed to get prospects to read the first sentence and
we showed you how to get them to start reading your copy by
creating a very simple first sentence. And then we told you how
important it is to get the second sentence read and the third and
so forth. We mentioned nothing about benefits or features of a
product because the sole purpose of the copy was to first get
people to read the copy. The benefits come later.

And then we covered the environment you create at the
beginning of your copy. We explained the importance of resonat-
ing with your reader by getting the reader to say yes, believe you
or agree with your assumptions.

We expressed the importance of the reader slipping through
your copy as if on a slippery slide-reading the copy so they can
traffic your ad-and we gave the example of Ginger and her
failed mailing. And we just showed you how seeds of curiosity
work to keep the slippery slide fully greased.

Mosf of My Concepl You've Leqrned
Armed with the above principles, you have a major portion

of the overall philosophy of my copywriting concept. There are
only a few more points to learn to have the complete foundation
upon which you can build your skills and write great copy.

I can still remember the first seminar when I taught these
same philosophies. At the end of the course, a Texas farmer
named Frank Schultz locked himself in a room at the nearby
Holiday Inn motel and, inspired by the seminar, wrote his first ad
for the grapefruit he wanted to sell nationally in a print campaign
in major magazines.

His very first space ad was so powerful that it sold more fruit
than he could pick and ship. He received letters from other promi-
nent copywriters congratulating him on his simple yet beautiful
ad. We'll study that ad later, but if knowledge of the principles I



teach can make a Texas farmer a great copywriter, it can do the
same for you.

Emotion in Adverfising
This chapter is about emotion in advertising. And there are

just three points to remember about the subject.

Emotion Principle 1: Every word has an emotion associated
with it and tells a story.

Emotion Principle 2: Every good ad is an emotional outpour-
ing of words, feelings and impressions.

Emotion Principle 3: You sell on emotion, but you justify a
purchase with logic.

Let's take the last point first. Why do you think people buy
the Mercedes-Benz automobile in America? Is it because of the
rack and pinion steering or the antilock braking system or the
safety features? Other cars have the same features, so why spend
a fortune to buy one when, for a fraction of the cost of a Mercedes,
you can get an American or Japanese car or even a Volvo that has
many of the exact same features?

The answer: We buy on emotion and justify with logic. I
know that when I first bought a Mercedes and my friends saw it,
I told them that the reason I bought it was because of a series of
technical features that I found very impressive. The real reason I
bought the car was not for the technical features at all. I wanted
to own a prestigious car and belong to the crowd that drove a
Mercedes. But when I had to explain the reason for my purchase,
I ended up using logic-something that I really believed was
correct when I used it.

Mercedes Advertising
Look at a Mercedes ad. Since the Mercedes advertising

agency knows the real motivation behind the purchase of their
cars, they focus on the reasons people use to justify their purchase.
All their ads talk about the terrific drive you get or the technical
features that make the car a breed apart. In reality, feature by fea-
ture, there is nothing so revolutionary that it can't be duplicated in
a less expensive car. The car is sold by virtue of its emotional
appeal and then justified in its advertising by an appeal to logic.
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D V

Look at the emotion of a message conveyed in the form of a
song. The music is like the vibration or that special harmony that
you work at creating in an advertising message. If the music
appeals to the audience and their soul, they are really set up to
receive the sales message-or in the case of a song, the words,
which incidentally also have an attached emotion. A song is sim-
ilar to an advertisement.

Take a song and say the words without the music and it may
sound rather funny. Steve Allen back in the '50s onThe Tonight
Show would recite the words of a number one hit song and get
lots of laughs reciting, "Ooh pappa doo pappa doo pappa woo. I
love you. Ooh pappa doo da ditty." Without the music, the words
sounded absolutely ridiculous.

Logic Often Doesn'f Work
In writing copy for an advertisement, often you get your

reader in an emotional frame of mind as a result of the environ-
ment you have created, and logic becomes less important. For
example, I've always used the phrase near the end of my ads, "If

you aren't absolutely satisfied, return your product within 30 days

for a prompt and courteous refund." Who ever heard of a refund
being courteous? It doesn't matter. The emotion or the feel of that
phrase really says that we are a very respectful and understanding
company that will return your money very promptly. With very
few words, I conveyed the feeling of being a concerned company
that acts promptly. And even though the phrase makes no logical
sense, it has been picked up by several direct marketers and used
in their catalogs and print ads.

Often, a phrase or sentence or even a premise does not have
to be correct logically. As long as it conveys the message emo-
tionally, it not only does the job, but does it more effectively
than the logical message.

A good example of this was an ad I wrote for a device that
had a breakthrough digital calculator display. The new display
showed both alphabetical and numeric characters. And because it
had such alarge memory, you could use it to hold the phone num-
bers of your friends along with their names.

At the time I had two competitors who got hold of the
product first and came out with advertisements-both of which
failed. There were several reasons they failed, but one of the
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main reasons was the way they pitched the produgf-sn a logical
level. They tried to explain what the term 'alphanumeric' meant
in a display and how much memory the unit had. The ad was
filled with facts and logic and because it was such a new break-
through product, you would think it would sell just based on
logic. It didn't.

On a lark, I decided to sell a similar product myself in my
catalog. Canon Corporation had approached me and told me that
if I took their product, they would give me an exclusive for sev-
eral months as long as I advertised it nationally.

I first tested the ad in my catalog and came up with the head-
line "Pocket Yellow Pages" with the subheadline being "Let your
fingers do the walking with America's first pocket yellow pages."
Now listen to the emotional version of the copy.

You're stuck. You're at a phone booth trying to find a phone num-
ber, and people are waiting. You feel the pressure.
To the startled eyes of those around you, you pull out your calcu-
lator, press a few buttons, and presto-the phone number appears
on the display of your calculator. A dream? Absolutely not.

The Emofionol Approqch
The ad was a terrific success. We eventually placed the ad in

dozens of magazines and while the other competitors dropped
out, we succeeded handsomely. But look at the emotional
approach I used. There is nothing about the product's technical
advantages, nothing about the powerful memory of the unit. I just
knew the nature of the product and the person buying this prod-
uct. Each product has an inherent nature, and understanding that
inherent nature will help you sell it. (I explained this partially
when I talked about the Midex burgl ar alarm and the insurance
salesman in Chapter 2, "Specific Knowledge," and will explain it
in more detail later.) I rcahzed that the product would appeal to
the gadget-motivated person who would want to show it off to his
or her friends. The ad copy reflects this specific knowledge.

Later on in the ad I justified the purchase with the facts and
the technology but not too deeply. The real motivation for people
to buy this product was the emotional appeal of the sales message.

I was invited once to speak at New York University to a class
on direct marketing.As I addressed all the students on copywriting,
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I told them that if I was handed a product, showed it to the class
and told the class to write an ad on the product, I would venture
to say that everyone in the class would write a better ad than I
would. I said, "Your grammar would be correct, your spelling
would be perfect and mine would be just horrible."

Whqt Comes qfter the Firsf Drqft ls Whqf Counts
But it is what I do after that first draft that makes my copy

successful compared to the rest of the class. I then went on to
explain the editing process and its importance. But the reason, I
explained, for my ad appearing so poorly written in my first draft
is because it is simply an emotional outpouring of my thoughts
on the product and how I feel it should be sold. It is a free release
of my emotions.

And as you write copy, keep this in mind. It makes
absolutely no difference what your first draft looks like. If you
can get all your feelings and emotions about the subject out on
paper and work from there, you will have mastered a very impor-
tant technique.

The final point on the emotion of copy relates to words
themselves. If you reahze that each word has an emotion
attached to it-almost like a short story unto itself-then you
will also have a very good understanding of what emotion means
in the copywriting process.

Look at a drctionary not as a collection of words but as a
collection of short stories. Webster once was quoted as saying
that if you took every one of his possessions away and left him
with just his words, he'd get all his possessions back. The power
of words is enormous.

Words Hqve Strong Emolions Affqched
What emotions do you feel when I mention the following

words: Cleveland, rip-off, consumer, farmer, lawyer, Soviet?
Cleveland may have evoked a little laughter as a place you might
not consider moving to unless you live in Cleveland, and if you
do live there, please accept my apologies. Cleveland is a very
nice city. But every country has a famous city that everybody
makes fun of. The Russian comedian Yakov Smirnoff once said
that in Russia they also have one city that the Russian comedians
make fun of. He savs it too is Cleveland.
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And then what do words like 'consumer' and 'rip-off' make
you feel? The word 'farmer' may not only remind you of what he
does for a living but also bring to mind words like'honesty',
'integrity', 'earthy', 'hard-working'. Think of all the feelings the
word 'farmer' conjures up, not only from your experience but
from what you feel emotionally. The word 'Soviet' sounds more
sinister to me than 'Russian'. What thoushts come to mind with
the word 'lawyer'?

When you analyze these words and see how you can use
them to create a message that has emotional impact, then you
have mastered an important lesson in writing copy.

Here's some copy I wrote that points out the emotional
differences in copy. Which sounds better?

Example 1: The old woman in the motel.
Example 2: The little old lady in the cottage.

I was writing an ad on some rubbing oil I had discovered in
Hawaii and describing how I had discovered it. Example 1 was in
my first draft but example 2 sounded much better.

I'm not suggesting that you materially change the facts of a
situation to suit an emotional feeling. In the above case, the motel
office was in a small cottage, and the word 'cottage' gave the
copy a better emotional feel. What do you think? Do you "feel"

the difference?

Sometimes changing a single word will increase response
in an ad. John Caples, the legendary direct marketer, changed
the word 'repant' to the word 'fix' and saw a 207o increase in
response.

Don't feel that you have to have a total command of the
emotional impact of words to be a great copywriter. It takes test-
ing and common sense more than anything else. And knowing
the emotional feel of words is like your general knowledge-it
comes with time. It is enough for now that you reahze the impor-
tance of the emotional values in every word. As time goes on,
you will feel this influence play a bigger and bigger role in your
successful copywriting.
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Ehaptet12Selling the Concept, Not the Product

Let's discuss one of the most important and basic copy-
writing principles I teach. In fact, if you can understand and learn
this single point, you will have mastered a major lesson in writ-
ing good advertising copy.

Axiom 0 Never sell a product or service. Always sell a concept.

what do I mean by 'concept'? There are many words that
mean the same thing. One day, for example, the hot buzzword in
advertising might be 'positioning'. A product is positioned or
placed in such a way as to appeal to the consumer.

Other terms commonly used are 'Big Idea,, or ,USp'

(unique selling proposition), maybe even 'gimmick'. whatever
it's called, it means basically the same thing. you sell the srzzle
and not the steak-the concept and not the product.

The only exception to this rule is when the product is so
unique or new that the product itself becomes the concept. Take
the digital watch for example. When the watches first came out, I
could hardly keep them in stock. When I first announced them,
my main thrust was to explain the various features, which were
all new, and then just take orders.

But as the digital watches became plentiful and everybody
understood what they did and how they worked, each ad had to
differentiate the features of the watch through a unique concept.
For example, the world's thinnest digital watch or one with a
built-in alarm or one with the most expensive band, or the one
with the finest quality, or even one that required a laser beam in
its manufacturing process-all were different concepts. Concepts
started selling watches; the product was no longer the concept.

Another example is the Pocket CB. It had its concept right
there in the headline. There were walkie-talkies and there were
mobile CB units, but we had the first pocket CB. And it was the
name itself that expressed the concept.

In fact, I remember receiving a personal call from Marlon



Brando. He wanted more information on the Pocket CB and was
only about five miles away in the Chicago suburb of Libertyville
where his sister had a farm. "Pick one up for free, if you'd like,"
I said. "I think our staff would really appreciate meeting you."
But Brando wanted his privacy and never showed up.

Or take the example of the Pocket Yellow Pages I referred to
in the previous chapter. Doesn't that name express everything you
really need to know about the product in a simple concept? In that
ad I didn't sell the product, but rather the concept of standing in
a phone booth and pulling out an electronic directory to the
surprise and delight of those around you.

Another example was a smoke detector I was selling.
Instead of selling it as a smoke detector, the headline screamed,
"\sss"-a product that just sat on your ceiling and sniffed the
air. It sold quite well.

Combining Producfs info Concepls
Sometimes the concept naturally comes from the product

and other times the concept can be created. I remember once
running several products in my catalog without much copy and
discovering two that sold quite well. Rather than run them as
separate products in full-page ads, I decided to run them together
in one full-page ad as a concept.

The two products were a miniature travel alarm and a chess
computer. But rather than develop a concept for each, I wrote the
headline "Winners" and told how both products were the top-sell-
ing products in our recent catalog. The headline put both products
under a single concept and made them both winners while draw-
ing attention to our catalog.

Sales continued briskly with the chess computer in 1918
when I received a call from the company in Hong Kong from
whom we were importing the product. o'Joe," said my friend Peter
Auge, the man in Hong Kong supplying me with the computer,
"I think I can get Anatoli Karpov, the Soviet chess champion,
to endorse our chess computer. I'm friends with him through
a contact in Russia and it might make the chess computer sell
better."

Indeed it would, I thought, but let's come up with a concept
using Karpov-not as a person who will endorse the product but
as somebody whom we can challenge to play our unit. And
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indeed, that's what we did. Our first major ad with Karpov's

name appeared with the headline "soviet Challenge."

Subheadline: Can an American chess computer beat the Soviet
chess champion? A confrontation between American space-age
technology and a Soviet psychological weapon.

Copy: The Soviet Union regards chess as a psychological
weapon, not just a game. It is a symbol of Communism's cultural
struggle with the West.

So when Russian Anatoli Karpov competed against the Russian
defector Victor Korchnoi, he had the entire Soviet Union's re-
sources at his disposal, including a hypnotist and neuro-psychol-
ogist.
Karpov won. And with it the world's undisputed chess champi-
onship. Karpov, however, has never confronted American space-
age technology and in particular JS&A s new chess computer.

Of course the copy continued to talk about the challenge we

were making against Karpov. That was the concept. We weren't

selling chess computers. We were selling the challenge against

the Russian champion and as a consequence selling chess com-

puters. It was taking a very staid product and giving the entire

promotion a more emotional appeal.

Then the ad went on to explain how the unit worked, its

features and ended with the challenge to Karpov.

The ad had some pretty effective copy. And I've reproduced

it in Appendix E at the end of the book. Read it. It's a lot of fun.

Sovief Inlrigue
I was sitting in my office as the ad was breaking throughout

the United States when I received an urgent telegram from over-

seas. Opening it up, I saw right away it was from Karpov. "I am

going to sue you for using me in your advertising without per-

mission." Signed: Anatoli KarPov.

I was told that I had permission to use his name by my

friend Peter, who said, in fact, that he would be sending me the

endorsement contract and that I should go ahead and run the ad.

So I did, thinking all was OK.

What to do. Simple. I could just see my next headline:
"soviet Union Sues JS&A" or maybe "Little JS&A Attacked by

Soviets." What a great concept. But before I could sit down and

write it, my friend Peter called and advised me that he had gotten
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a copy of the telegram too and that everything had been worked
out with Karpov's agent and there was nothing to worry about.
Karpov would endorse the chess computer and I could continue
my ad campaign.

I then sat down and wrote the third ad in the series, entitled
"Karpov Accepts," which talked about the challenge made to
Karpov and how he then decided that for whatever reason, he
didn't want to play the chess computer as part of the challenge.
Instead he could just endorse it and hope that many Americans
would learn to improve their chess game on it.

Concept Selling Does Well
All three ads did very well and over 20,000 chess computers

were sold. And all three had different concepts associated with
them. Meanwhile, my competition was out there in force trying
to sell their chess computers but not succeeding because they
were selling chess computers and not Soviet Challenges and Kar-
pov Accepts-all concept advertising.

If your advertising just sells the product, be careful. you
need a concept. If you've come up with a unique concept, fantas-
tic. You'll do much better.

Price Cqn Also Affect Concept
sometimes simply changing the price of a product can dra-

matically alter its concept. For example, when we were offering
our Pocket CB at $39.95 it came across as a serious electronic
product similar to a full-sized CB radio. When we dropped the
price to $29.95 it became more of a sophisticated walkie-talkie.
And finally when we dropped the price to $ 19 .95, the product
was perceived as a toy-all this despite the fact that the copy in
the ad was pretty much the same.

Finding the concept is often not easy. It takes all the skills of
a conceptual thinker to come up with the right idea and the right
position. One of my favorite advertisements that really captured
the essence of this chapter was an ad I once read from the Leo
Burnett ad agency. It was a full-page ad that appeared rn Adver-
tising Age magazine and is reproduced on the next page.
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Tcudorp
The first job of an ad agency is to look at your

product in every imaginable way: frontwards, back-
wards, sideways, upside down, inside out. Because
somewhere, right there in the product itself, lies the
drama that will sell it to people who want it.

There may be 10,000 ways to bring that inherent
drama to the stage. And given a world in which "me-

too" products multiply like mayflies, the drama may
seem that much harder to find.

It is.
But every good product has it.

And every good agency finds it.
(Please note: The "t" in tcudorp is silent.)

It's so true. Every product has that unique selling proposi-
tion that makes it stand out from the rest. And it is indeed up to
you, the copywriter, to reahze this fact and discover each prod-
uct's uniqueness. If you do, the simple positioning of a product
and the developing of a concept can be so powerful that it can
make the difference between a huge success and a loser.

In the next chapter, you'll discover how to come up with
that great idea as we study the incubation process.
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Chapten | 3 The Incubation Process

It', firr" to read about the real secrets of copywriting but
let's get serious. One of these days you're going to have to imple-
ment what you've learned and start writing copy. What are some
of the mental steps required to write copy in general and how do
you go about writing effective copy?

Let's establish a few things that you have learned already in
this book and then take everything a step further. As you recall, I

referred to general knowledge-the knowledge
you have picked up simply by living-and spe-
cific knowledge-the knowledge you learned
while studying the specific product you want to
write copy about.

Assume you are now an expert on a partic-
ular product and you are ready to start writing.
The first thing I would do is go over all the mate-
rial you have on your subject and give a great
deal of thought to what you have just read and
studied. Do plenty of thinking about what you
want to write. You may jot some headlines down
and some of the copy points you would like to
bring out. You might list those points which best
describe the nature of the product you are selling

I/M sORRY, MR.6U6ARMAN CANNOT 'T
DI5TUROEP - HE'E INCU6ATII{6 RqHT NOUJ.

Take a break
from your
work and
do something
pleasurable
while your
brain
incubates.

and you might like to list some of the strong reasons that your
product would appeal to your customers. Put all your thoughts
down on paper. But keep in mind, you have not yet started to
write the copy. This is just preparation.

Or don't put a thing on paper and just think through every-
thing you know about the challenge you have to solve through
copy.

You might even visualize the end result of your work.
Maybe it's imagining that a stack of mail has arrived showing
what a great response you received. Maybe it's your boss coming
up to you and patting you on the back for a job well done. Once
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you've done all that, do something that may seem strange to you
at first. Stop.

That's right, stop. Go on and do something else. Forget
about the project. Do something pleasurable-a stroll in the park,
a walk down the street or lunch with a good friend. Whatever you
do, let it be a total diversion from what you are currently work-
ing on, and please don't even think of the copy project.

whether you realize rt or not, you are actually working on
the ad constantly even though you've put it out of your mind.
Your subconscious mind is actually processing everything you've
learned-all of that data that you have accumulated in general
and all of the information in particular. And your mind is then
taking all of that data and running it through everything you know
about copywriting and communications, mentally preparing the
first version of your ad copy.

It is taking this information and working through the millions
of permutations possible to come up with the best solution to your
marketing problem. And you're doing absolutely nothing about it.
You're just out having a good time while your brain is working
llke crazy. And ironically, if you start thinking about your project
again, it intemrpts this process and the results won't be as good.
This entire subconscious activity is called the incubation process,
and the time you are giving to it is called the incubation period.

Your subconscious is processing millions of bits of data like
a computer in your brain running a very important program in the
background. Then, while you're taking a walk or standing in a
shower or even daydreaming, suddenly that big idea will flash
across your mind. Eureka. Then go to your desk and start writing
down some of that good stuff your mind has created and organtzed
for you.

Your Mind ls Alwqys Working
sure, you might think you can eliminate the incubation

period. You never do. Even when the pressure of deadlines pre-
vents me from taking the luxury of time to incubate, I'm still
incubating but at a much more rapid speed. The results may not
be as good, however. The time pressure only increases the incu-
bation process and speeds up the assimilation of data in your
brain. If you have the luxury, your copywriting and what you pro-
duce will improve if you balance the pressure of deadlines with
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time away from the project. This could also mean working on
one project, then going to another and then coming back to the
first one. This is another way of allowing you the luxury of hav-
ing your subconscious mind work on a project while you do
something else.

The incubation process actually works best with pressure. If
you have no pressure, your brain will not work as fast or as effi-
ciently. So it is a balance of various pressures that produces the
optimum results.

What causes pressure? We already know that time causes
pressure but there are other factors as well. Ego for example. If
you have a big ego, it creates a certain amount of pressure. This
pressure can be very positive in the incubation process. For
example, your boss expects you to produce some knockout copy
and your ego won't let you disappoint her. You've added to the
incubation pressure. Your creative orientation plays a role too.
For example, if you are naturally creative, you have a big advan-
tage over someone who is not. And finally, the environment plays
a role. If you are in a creative environment which encourages
those incubation activities required in the creative process, it will
help the incubation process along.

Just Allow ll to Hoppen
Now don't show this chapter to your boss and say, "See, Joe

Sugarman tells me to take a pleasurable walk in the park on com-
pany time and enjoy myself while my brain incubates." That's
nonsense and not the purpose of this chapter. In this chapter, I
just want you to reahze that there is a constant process going on
in the background of your brain. And with the proper balance,
you can create blockbuster copy by allowing the incubation
process to function.

The biggest mistake a manager can make in a mail order
company is to have the creative department in the same building
as any other department in the company. Imagine the operations
people walking in to see the creative people incubating-staring
into space or taking a long break with one of their peers. "Those

privileged bastards in creative really get away with murder"
would be a typical comment. But the creative department needs
that atmosphere in order to function to its optimum.

If management imposed the same rules on the creative
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department as on the rest of the staff who have to function on
a conscious level during their jobs, the end result would be a sure
drop in good creative work. It's important to keep the creative
staff separate from the rest of a company because the copywriter
needs a little more freedom to incubate and create.

When it comes time to sit down and knock out that copy,
discipline comes into play. You've got to let that copy come pour-
ing out of your brain, forgetting about spelling and grammar.
Remember, your mind takes the data you've accumulated and
runs it through everything you know about copywriting, commu-
nications and life in general. Well, hold back the stuff on spelling
and grammar just long enough to let the copy flow out freely.

left Brqin vs. Righf Brqin
If you're knowledgeable about writing and creative think-

ing, you know that there has been much said about the different
hemispheres of our brains controlling different types of thinking.
The right brain does the intuitive or emotional thinking and the
left brain does the logical. Which side of the brain should write
the copy? The right brain of course. Let the copy flow out of that
right brain and let it pour out unencumbered by any left-brain
restraints.

The pouring out of that copy or idea is the culmination of the
incubation process. It is the end result of all the mental activity
that has been running in the background. And so, the axiom that
I suggest you remember is as follows:

Axiom l0 The incubation process is the power of your subconscious mind
to use all your knowledge and experiences to solve a specific
problem, and its efficiency is dictated by time, creative orienta-
tion, environment and ego.

If you've gone through the incubation process and then put
your thoughts on paper, you've accomplished half the challenge
of writing good copy. Next comes the fun part-the editing
process. We'll have to wait for that process in later chapters of
this book. Now that you are mentally prepared to tackle the copy-
writing process, it's time to decide how much copy you should
actually write.
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Ghapten 14 How Much Copy Should You Write?

Incubate, slippery slide, seeds of curiosity-all may be neat
concepts, but often at my seminars the question would come up:
Do people read all the copy in your ads? Students of direct mar-
keting learn that there is no such thing as copy that is too long.
And there is some truth to this.

The key is simply this: Copy is never too long if the reader
takes the action you request. Therefore, it can't be dull, it must be
compelling, it must relate to the reader and, finally, it's got to be
about something the reader is interested in.

What we're talking about here is the slippery slide concept.
The copy must be so compelling that it will be read from the
beginning to the end. Everything else is secondary. If you don't
write compelling copy, you'11 never get the reader to read the part
of the copy that sells your product.

Will people read long copy? Let me answer the question in
a different way by having you go through a little experiment. On
the following lines I want you to fill in the blanks of a headline
for an article as I direct vou.

Headline:
(Your Last Name) family chosen as heirs of

(Your Street) in
multi-million-dollar fortune.
Familv who hves on

(Your City) was willed millions of dollars by an
anonymous person.

If you saw that headline in your local newspaper, would you
read the first sentence? Of course you would. Let's say the copy
read as follows:

Wow, what a score ! How would you like to inherit millions of dol-
lars from somebody you don't even know?

Well, that's what happened to (Your Full Name),
who has yet to be found but who
greatest fortunes ever received
unknown.

might have fallen into one of the
from somebody who remains
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BE WITH YOU
IN A MINUTE,
l10N6Y, t'n4
Arfvl06T
FINISHEO
R'ADNA fiIs
J51A A0lN,fiY
MAqAZINE.

If the copy is
interesting,
the reader will
read it all.

of course you would read the entire 3,000-word article.
After all, the article is talking about you. You are involved, you
relate to what is being written in a very intense way and it's both
informative and interesting, to you in particular.

And that's my point about long copy. If the copy does all the
things I've just described, the reader will be intensely interested
in it and will read it all-maybe not with the intensity of some-
body who just won millions of dollars, but with an intensity that
could come very close if your copy is effective.

lnfense lnteresf
I'm writing this book on a Macintosh computer. A short time

ago while I was mastering my word processing program and had
an intense interest in this computer, I would read anything on the
Macintosh. And I would read an entire article or advertisement if
it was on the subject I was interested in. Later, as I mastered what
I had to learn, the information was not as interesting to me and I
did not seek it out with the same intensity

This is also true about prod-
ucts. When digital watches first ap-
peared, my customers were very
intense about buying them. And they
bought them in droves. They read
every word of my copy. It was infor-
mative, helpful, it involved them and
they read the ads with interest. When
the market for digital watches dete-
riorated and the fad was over. mv

customers were not as intense about the product category and went
on to other things. Therefore readership dropped.

Copy will be read if it is interesting to the reader. I can
remember when I would visit the car showrooms in the'50s
looking at new cars with their huge tail fins and sleek new
designs. Ads would talk about rack and pinion steering and I
often wondered what that meant. All that the copy would do is
go into the emotional feel of driving the car, which is good emo-
tional copy but didn't really tell me enough. And when some-
thing doesn't tell you enough, it will cause you to go to the
showroom and ask questions, which is maybe what the car com-
panies want you to do.
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But often the salesmen didn't know much either. Rack and
pinion steering was foreign even to them.

I learned a lesson from those visits to car showrooms. You
can't tell the prospect enough about a subject he or she is truly
interested in. And so it is with copywriting. People will read with
a high degree of intensity if you are talking about something they
are genuinely or passionately interested in.

Long Enough but Shorf Enough
Back in the days when copywriters were mostly men, there

was an old adage about copy length: "Copy is like a woman's
skirt. It should be long enough to cover the essentials but short
enough to make it interesting."

Let's use the same example of the salesperson visiting a
prospect that we used earlier in this book on page 35. But this
time, the salesperson appears for the appointment and the prospect
explains that he can't meet for 45 minutes because he is in the
middle of a budget session. Could the salesperson make the pre-
sentation in 15 minutes? What would you do?

A good salesperson would make a new appointment. If the
sales presentation takes an hour, then it should be an hour long.
Not more and not 15 minutes. And so it is with copy.Depending
on how long your sales pitch is, the copy should cover the amount
of time you need to create the selling environment, develop inter-
est in the product, relate to the prospect's needs and make the sale.

The copy has to be long enough to tell the entire story or
make the entire sales pitch. No longer and no shorter. Of course
there are certain practical limits, but even these can be broken.
When Gary Halbert, one of the great mail order copywriters, was
looking for a girlfriend, he ran a full-page 3,000-word personal
ad in a local Los Angeles newspaper. He was deluged with poten-
tial dates.

And when Richard DelGaudio wanted a personal assistant
to help him run his fund-raising company, he ran a 4,000-word
want ad that pulled in more qualified respondents than he was
able to interview.

The long-Copy Approoch
There really is no limit to how long copy should be if you

get results. For example, rf a good salesperson made his or her
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pitch in 10 minutes and sold a prospect on purchasing a $19.95
household gadget and another salesperson selling a million-dollar
high-speed printing press took several months to consummate
a sale, then who would be the better salesperson? There is, of
course, no answer. Both could be great or both could be lousy.
why then should there be such controversy over copy length? If,
as I hope you believe by now, selling in print is very similar to
selling in person, then shouldn't the same rules apply?

So let's take a moment and look at two factors that increase
the need for a lot of copy.

Price Point: The higher the price point, the more copy
required to justify the price or create the need. This is a general
rule unless the price point is perceived to be a tremendous value
(then less copy may be required) or the lower price point appears
to lack credibility (then more copy is required). More copy will
allow you to increase the value of a product and add many more
dollars to your retail price. In short, by educating the consumer
you can demand more money for your product.

unusual ltem: The more unusual the product, the more you
need to relate that product to the user and the more you've got to
focus on creating the buying environment and explaining the
product's new features. At retail, generally, this type of item will
not sell. Mail order is the perfect method to use when you have
the right amount of copy.

In conclusion, there are two basic reasons for using the long-
copy approach. The first is to allow you to create an environment
that will place your prospect in the proper buying mood, and the
second is to give you the time necessary to tell the full storv of
your product.

Shorf Copy Works Too
Robert scott of Scottcade Ltd., an English mail order com-

pany, came to my seminar and told me that his approach broke all
of my rules. His catalog copy was very short, yet he still sold a
lot of merchandise.

But his catalog really appeared to follow my rules. First, he
created his environment through photography. The products were
placed in elegant settings using fine photography. Second, his
prices were very low compared to other companies or retailers.
Since he was offering his products at such low prices and since
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his environment was so effective in placing the customer in a
buying mood, a lot of what normally would have been done in
copy was being done visually and through the price points of his
products. Then too, his medium was a catalog, and in catalogs
long copy is often not required. The catalog creates the environ-
ment, thus saving you the time of creating it with copy.

I am not trying to sell you on using long copy. I use short
copy at times and sometimes very short indeed. But the short
copy I use is usually all that is required and the price points are
low enough that the short copy does the job. In fact, I am not for
long or short. I'm for causing the prospect to exchange his or
her hard-earned money for your product or service, and quite
frankly, copy length has always been just one of several consid-
erations in producing an advertisement.

So the axiom to remember from this chapter is simply:

Axiom | | Copy should be long enough to cause the reader to take the
action you request.

Do people read all
enough of them who do
copywriters a nice living.

that copy? Some do. And there are
to have earned me and several other
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Ghapten | 5 The Art of Personal Communication

Every advertise-
ment should be q
personal message
from the adver-
tiser to the
prospect.

If you have read the chapters of this book in sequence,
you are building a good foundation to understand and learn

copywriting.
This chapter builds upon the knowledge that took me several

years of copywriting to really understand and learn. Learning it

wasn't difficult, but understanding why it was so important took

a little longer.

One of the things that ads should do is harmonize with the

reader or viewer. Advertising is the ultimate form of communica-
tion in that its purpose is to cause an action to be taken by con-

sumers-usually to exchange their hard-earned money for a
product or service. But for some reason, many advertisers are

missing an important key in this form of communication-
namely, it should be personal.

As a good example of personal communi-
cations, let's first cover direct mail. In direct
mail, personal communication is easy to under-
stand. After all, you are writing a letter to a
single individual.

But in creating the letter that goes with a
mailing, too many copywriters write their let-
ters as if they were hiding behind a podium,
speaking through a microphone and addressing
a large audience. For example:

We at ABC Company wish to invite all of you to visit our exhibit
again at the upcoming trade show. Our staff will be there to meet
you and demonstrate our new and novel button machine.

The personal way of saying it might be:

Hi. You might remember me from the last trade show. Well, I'd
like to invite you to the next one where I will be looking forward
to meeting you again to demonstrate our new and novel button
machine.
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You see the difference? The second version is more personal
and direct. It is me talking to you-not me talking to a large
crowd. It is as if I, as an individual, were writing that letter to
another individual.

Now, in direct mail this makes sense. Why not make your
letters more personal and diresf-rns1e like one person talking to
another in a direct and eyeball-to-eyeball sort of folksy way? of
course, folksy might not be the best way in certain circumstances.
That's OK. As long as you use words like 'I', 'you'and 'me', you
create the feel of a personal form of communication.

Emolionql Process in Communicotion
Remember I said earlier that copywriting is an emotional

outpouring of an idea onto paper. And I said that copywriting is
very much an emotional process. Look at the following two let-
ters from the same company and see how much more emotional
one sounds than the other.

Dear Customer: We here at Consolidated International would like
to thank you for your recent order. We realize that you could have
given your business to many of the other companies in our indus-
try, but the fact that you chose Consolidated International is really
appreciated by our entire staff. Thank you very much. Sincerely,
Mr. John Smith.

Now compare it to the following:

Dear Mr. Jones: I just wanted to thank you personally for your
recent order, which I've just received. I took your order and even
showed it to the president of our company. I rearrze that you had
a number of other choices, but I really appreciate the fact that you
chose my company. Sincerely, John Lee.

Both letters would have served the same purpose. But the
second letter was warmer, more personal and you felt that Mr.
Lee was talking to you directly. Indeed, he was happy to get your
61ds1-so happy that he went to his president and showed it to
him. It was a genuine expression of thanks and a direct mes-
sage-all with genuine emotion.

on the other hand, the letter from Mr. Smith could have
been a form letter that the company sends to all its customers,
thereby losing the personal feeling that Mr. Lee's letter had. It
lacked the warmth and personal touch. The difference should be
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obvious. Read both letters again, and this time feel the differ-
ence. Put yourself in the place of Mr. Jones and imagine how he
would have felt if he had received both letters.

Letters Should Be Personol
Good examples of a personal letter were the letters I used to

send out to a membership program in my Consumers Hero club.
They may have been totally off the wall, but they served my pur-
poses well.

The membership program was created in response to our
advertisement for our discount club in which we refurbished new
but defective products and then sold them, at discount prices,
through a club we established.

Part of the club program was our regular monthly bulletin.
It listed all the buys for that month and along with it came a very
folksy letter talking about the club.

The image I conveyed was not that of a very large, imper-
sonal corporation filling the needs of its membership but that
of a bunch of hard-working people, of all ethnic backgrounds,
working together in harmony to make the company a success.

The company had to be portrayed as being small. That was
essential for the concept. After all, that was part of the image-
a little consumer-oriented company fighting the big U.S. corpo-
rations and the effects of inflation.

And one of the techniques we used to keep the image of a
small company was to use old envelopes from companies that had
gone out of business. We simply explained that the envelopes
were no longer good and it was our way of saving money as well
as the environment and passing the savings on to the consumer.

So in one month, members might get an envelope from Ski
Lift International, a defunct company, and the next month they
might get a letter from CMT Machine Tool Company, another
defunct company, but the contents of the envelope were always
from Consumers Hero.

As membership cards, we sent out Batman credit cards.
(There is a whole story on that card, but that's for some other
book I plan to write.) And one of the qualities we tried to convey
was absolute total honesty. We were so honest that the reader
would actually be embarrassed for us. The typical letter is on the
following page.
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A D V E R T I S I N G S E C R E T S

fffiil$UilT.ER$
\HEnGl 

rhree rs&A Praza, Nortirbrook. rrr' 60062 i3r2i 56'1e000

Dear  Menbe r :

Enc losed  a re  r t i e  l a tes t  bu l l e t . i ns  on  ou r  Consumers  He ro  P rog raa t .

Two  new compar : i es  now  j o i n  ou r  g roup .  The  f i r s t  j - s  Panason i c  and  t he

second  i s  Mc l l r a r , r  Ed i son* *bo th  h igh l y  r espec ted  and  we l l  es tab l i shed  co rnpan ies .

I . i e  vJ i r n t  t o  t hank  many  o f  vou  f o r  t he  ve ry  n i ce  l e t t e r s  1 i e  rece i ve  abou t

o u r  e l f o : : t s -  l J e  a p p r e c l a t e  r e c e i v i n g  t h o s e  v e r y  m u c h .

The  o the r  day ,  we  rece i ved  t ' he  f o l l ow ing  l e t t e r  f r om a  Mr -  l t .  I .  i n

( ) l as tonbu rg ,  C r .  I t  r ead ,  
" I  an l  l ho rough l y  d i senchan ted  i n  you r  Consu r0e rs

Hero  g i r nn r i ck .  I  sen t  i n  $5  i n  t he  t l oPe  l ha t  you r  o f f e r  r , r ou ld  be  wo r thwh i l e .

To  da te  I  have  rece i ved  on l y  one  bu l l e t i n  wh i ch  o f f e red  rebu l l t  i t ems  fo r

more  t han  I  r , r ou ld  pay  a t  mos t  d i sco ru l t  s t o res .  I f  any  iEem L ras  l ess  i c  was

jus t  p l a i n  j unk .  You  d id  no t ,  l l ve  up  t o  you r  p r : om ises .  T l r c re fo re  I  an

re tu rn ing  you r  s i l l y  Ba laan  ca rd  and  p lease  l e tu r r r  ny  $5 . "

I 'm  t r u l y  so r r y  t ha t  i l i ,  R .  I ,  f ee l s  t h i s  waY  abou t  ou r  company .  t r Je  a r t r

l i r ow ing  and  we  v i l 1  be  o f f e r i ng  many  no l : e  p roduc t s  f r om many  more  d i f f e ren t

compan ies  bu t  i n  l he  mean t ime  we  mus t  wo rk  ve ry  l l a rd  t o  a t t r ac t  a l l  t hese

new o f f e r s  t l l a t  a re  f i na l l y  s t t r r t i r l g  t o  come  ou r  way .  ? l ease  bea r  w i t h  us

a s  w e  a r c  t r y i n g  o u r  b e s t .  W e  t r y  L o  l n s i s t  t h a l  t h e s e  m a n u f a e t u r e r s  k e e p

the i r  p r l ces  as  l o r . r  as  poss ib l e  a i l d  we  w j - I l  con t i nuc  Eo  pu t  p ressu re  on  t hem

|  -  - - r . . .  - , , - ^  + h -  h . F . , - . i  - -  . - A  F - . . r  h - -  . .  : -  . r .  * .  s t  o f  t h e m  a r et o  i l r a t s e  5 t r ! c  L l l c  u d r E . r r i l S  d r u  r  l u r . y  L r r e d r

and  a l t houg t i  r . r e  d i sag ree  r v i t h  l { r .  R .  F .  ve  respec t  h i s  op in i on .

I ' Je  a re  p leased  to  announce  t he  add i t i on  o f  l Jenn i s  De laney  who  j o i ns  ou r

s t a f f  t o  a s s i s f  u s  i n  s t u f f i n g  e n v e l o p e s .  D e n n j s  i s  a  s t u c l e n t  a t  o u r  l o e a l

h i gh  schoo l  and  i s  o r t  t he  f oocba l l  Leam and  has  wo rked  o l r  t he  schoo l  pape r .

H i s  t r obb ies  a re  sk in  d i v i ng ,  wa te rsk i i ng  and  pho tog raphy .

I t r s  r a t h e r  d i f f i c u l t  k e e p i n g  o u r  s t a f f  L o g e E h € r "  B e E t y  J a n e  I ' I i l l - i a r n s

h a s  d e c i d e d  r o  m o v c  t o  I - o s  A n g e l e s  v i t h  h e r *  b o y f r i e n d .  S h o  v r i l 1  b e  m i s s e d

as  she  a lways  added  a  b i t .  o f  sunsh ine  whenewe t  sh r -  sho rved  up  f o r  vo rk .

I n  t he  nex t  ma i l i ug  we  hope  to  : Ldd  a  f ew  more  b r j l l e t i ns  l r om some  new

compan ies  so  t t r ank  yo r r  a l l .  ve l ]Y  much  f c r  y t l r r  pa l t i ence  and  unde rs tand ing .

I , I e  e v e n  a p p r e c i a t e  M r .  R "  I ? .  r - s  l e t r e r  c v e n  i f  h i s  l e c L e r  w a s  n o r '  v e r y

comp l j .men ta ry .  we  p rom ise  t o  co t r f - i nue  t o  do  ou r  bes t '

S  i n . c e r e l y ,

CONSLNfiITS }IERO
,  / t ^ -  /

Tnut 4friffs
Your:  i ieros

Your U_e.los:

Cindy Donner John Handmeister  ] le-nnj -s  l ' fer r ins Bur t  ] ler tz

Al l -an l1 j . ln ik  l loug Ramis ' l l : r t i  Venlur in i  l )orothv \ r inkowski

Dennis 1)e laney

The very down-to-
earth and personal
Ietter sent to
Consumers Hero
members.
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Even though the letters were from the staff as opposed to an
individual, they still conveyed a personal feel to the reader. And
weren't they fun to read? We often got comments that the letters
alone were worth the price of the membership.

In print ads, the need to be personal becomes less apparent.
After all, you are talking to the masses, aren't you? But the fact
remains that you are indeed talking to a single individual-that
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person reading your ad. And he or she is listening to a single
individual-the person who wrote the ad. So it is essential that
you write your copy as if you are writing to that single individ-
ual. Your copy should be very personal. From me to you. Period.

Use of o Byline
An effective way to do this in print is to use a byline. Use

your name or the name of somebody in your otganrzation such
as the president-like the news organizations do in a magazine
or newspaper article. This allows you to use words like 'I' and
'me' and 'we' and 'you'. Let's look at the example of the ad I
first ran for BluBlocker sunglasses that launched a multi-million
dollar company.

Headline: Vision Breakthrough
Subheadline: When I put on the pair of glasses what I saw I
could not believe. Nor will you.
Byline: By Joseph Sugarman
Copy: I am about to tell you a true story. If you believe me, you
will be well rewarded. If you don't believe me, I will make it
worth your while to change your mind. Let me explain.

Read that personal copy. It's as if I were talking to that per-
son directly. I used the words 'I' and 'you' and 'me'-all very
personal words used in a one-to-one conversation. Let's examine
the first paragraph of copy from a few other ads that were writ-
ten in this personal tone.

This may surprise you. In fact, if my hunches are conect simply
reading this article may change your idea of aging for the rest of
your life. Here's why.

Or how about the following:

If I were to buy a ticket in the Illinois State Lottery, my chances
of winning would be a million to one. But if I were to bet that
you, as a reader of this publication, have high blood pressure and
don't even know it. mv chances of beins coffect would be eisht
to one.

The above paragraphs show how very personal you can get
in copy and still convey a very powerful thought or develop the
environment and slippery slide you need to cause your reader to
continue reading and then respond.



When I started writing, I kept a low profile and never used
my name in any advertising communications. But as I became
more proficient and saw the effect a personal message could cre-
ate in direct mail, I started using my byline in print on a regular
basis. In my catalog, I could speak in the first person about all the
products because on the first page of the catalog, I introduced
myself in a letter to my customers.

Even Mogozines Hqve Personqlities
I remember reading a story about the image conveyed by

the magazine itself. Forbes magazine has a strong personality.
Steve Forbes now runs the publication and his editorials appear in
every issue. A reader feels more personally involved with the
publication. On the other hand, Business Week appears more like
a corporate publication even though it has many bylines. A busi-
nesswoman once commented that she could put her arms around
Forbes and hug the mag azine but would only feel comfortable
shaking Business Week's hand. So it is with copywriting.

You want to create a very personal image so that people
will emotionally respond to you, feel close and feel very com-
fortable taking their hard-earned money and buying your prod-
uct or service.

Axiom 12 Every communication should be a personal one, from the writer
to the recipient, regardless of the medium used.

So as you start to write copy to reach and motivate an indi-
vidual, think in terms of writing in the first person with a personal
message.

You are now ready to write that first ad. Everything you've
read has prepared you for this moment and everything that you
are going to learn later in this book will only polish what you
already know. True, you're also going to get a whole bunch of
new insights too. But right now you're ready for the big plunge.
In the next chapter, we discuss writing your first ad using my
techniques and thought processes.
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Chapten | $ Sequence

Yo, are now really ready to write that first successful ad.

You already know how important it is to know your subject. You

already know the purpose of all the elements in an advertise-
ment-to get the prospect to read the first sentence. And you

know all the axioms to get the reader to read beyond the first

sentence and all the way to your last word.

Copy must also flow. And its flow must make sense. It must

be in an understandable order where each thought flows logically

to the next.

I've had many people tell me that when a question comes
into their minds as they read my ads, I answer it in the next sen-

tence. They often claim that it's almost uncanny. But that's the

skill that makes the good direct-response copywriter the envy of

any one-on-one salesperson.

Leqding the Reoder
Since we copywriters do not have the benefit of having the

prospect in front of us to ask the questions, we must craft our ads

in such a manner that they literally lead our prospect (by the flow

of the copy) to ask the question we want to answer. Sounds hard,

doesn't it? It really isn't.

Start by writing the headline. Will it grab the reader? Then

write the subheadline. Will it compel the reader to read further?
Then write the caption to go under an imaginary picture. Is all

this strong enough to get people to read the first sentence? And

then write the first sentence.

Once you start using my thought process, you'll find a dis-

cipline and a direction that you might not have experienced in

writing copy before.

You might even write a pafagraph in the copy to stand out in

boldface type similar to the Consumers Hero ad that reads:

Impossible-to-trace Guarantee-We guarantee that our
stolen products witl look like brand new merchandise without
any trace of previous brand identification or ownership.
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At my seminar, I would call on various students and ask
them to read their headline. The class would then critique their
headline to determine if it would get us all to read the subhead-
line. It was a good process with 18 students from all walks of life
coming up with some of the most creative approaches on a vari-
ety of subjects.

one day, my eight-year-old daughter April was sitting in one
of the chairs in the class. She was taking notes, listening intently
and, in short, acting exactly like one of the students. I would
always allow my children free access to the entire seminar
process and they had never been a nuisance. In fact,, the students
liked this family touch.

April Becomes Reql Nuisqnce
After I had assigned an ad-writing exercise and asked for vol-

unteers to read their ads, April started waving her hand wildly. I
called on a man from New Zealand-Archie Mason-who was in
the wool business. Later, when I asked for another volunteer,
April once agarn waved her hand wildly but I called on another
student-Fred Simon, president of omaha Steaks. Finally, April
came up to me in front of the class and whispered, "Dad, let me
read my ad. It's a good one. It follows your principles."

I was annoyed . "Later, April. Can't you see I'm trying to
teach the class?"

Finally at break time, April came up to me and handed me
her ad. I read it. It indeed was a good example of anticipating
what a consumer would ask and then answering it. It was very
simple-after all, an eight*year-old had written it-but it con-
tained a question-and-answer format that was very logical and
covered a topic of interest that her eight-year-old peers would
enjoy reading. Her product was a guinea pig. The ad read:

Headline: The Best Pet
Subheadline: Do you want a pet that doesn't shed?
copy: Think about it. You can get a pet that doesn't shed, doesn,t
run around the house, and is easy to take care of.
You have probably guessed it's a rabbit, bird, fish or a turtle. well,
you're wrong. It's a guinea pig.
You probably want to know how do you take care of the guinea
pig? Where should I keep it? What does it eat?
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It's all simple. If you don't have a guinea pig cage, then get a box
high enough so it won't get out and large enough so it can run
around.
Feed it guinea pig pellets and feed it a couple fresh greens. Put
plastic at the bottom and newspaper on top then at least an inch
high of shavings. Put a bowl in for food and a water bottle for
water.
That's all you need to know. To order, call fphone number] and
order today.

April's ad made an important point which I have reminded

each class of since. Good copy can be written at any age and by

anybody. Simply understanding the principles and applying them

to something you intuitively know is all it takes.

Logicol Progression of Flowchqrt
In class I would ask my students to write a headline and a

subheadline. I would then ask for the first sentence. Then the

next sentence and then the next until each student had composed
a complete ad.

The ads had to flow on paper and then, once they were on
paper, the editing process was of paramount importance. One of

the tips I gave during this process was to create a block diagram
of a logical way the copy should flow and the questions that
might logically be asked.

In order to develop a sense for this, you break your ad into

small abbreviated copy blocks similar to those in a corporate
flowchart. But this flowchart goes in one direction only-down.

I made a block diagram of the ad I did for the Bally pinball

game. I showed that at the start of the ad, I wanted to get my

reader into the copy and then I wanted to set the environment for

the product. So, I started the ad with the fun times that this prod-

uct represented. The ad started like this:

It's you against a computer. And the action and excitement from
Fireball, your own computerized pinball machine, is nothing
short of spectacular.
Fireball's computer replaces many of the mechanical, scoring,
conventional electronics and sensing devices of a standard pinball
machine. It's a dramatic change in pinball devices and the start of
a new consumer electronics revolution.
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With the first paragraph I create interest and excitement
for this product. with the second paragraph I start to weave the
drama of the product and the differences between Fireball and
conventional pinball games.

Then I go into the next block of copy and explain why and
how the gamers dffirent, how to play it and some of the unique
features made possible by the computerized electronics.

Logically, a reader who had read this far would want to know
a little more about how the game was constructed, the quality of
the product and the many new features. Therefore, the next block
of copy has this information.

OK, you are really interested in purchasing this game. But
you say to yourself, "How can I justify it? I'd love to get this
Fireball game. Emotionally I'm hooked, but how can I justify
purchasing it?"

So the next block should justfu the purchase. I used cost
comparisons with what you pay for a TV set, pool table or your
stereo system. I plant the seed about its practicality when guests
pop in and how Fireball will be the hit of any party or family
gathering. It's here that I'm giving the prospect the logic he needs
to make that emotional purchase. I even suggest that a business
might purchase one as a way to entertain employees at work and
claim it as an investment tax credit and depreciation expense-
all tax-saving measures. I knew I had to provide all the logic
possible for this $650 purchase.

By now the customer is saying to himself, "OK, I want to
get the unit and I can justify the purchase, but what if I use it, get
tired of it and it sits in the corner like that exercise device that's
gathering dust?"

So I go into the fact that it has lasting play value. And I
describe several reasons why he won't get tired of it.

The customer is now thinking to himself, "Hmm. I like the
product, I can justify it and I can see that it will have lasting play
value, but what if I buy this big pinball game and suddenly the
computer poops out?" I then raise the service question in the ad
copy and answer it. The point of each of these blocks of copy is
that they are logically placed as if to anticipate the next question
a prospect is going to ask-all in an environment that you have
created and all flowing logically to the last part of the ad when
you ask for the orden
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Flowing in q Logicol Sequence
When you work with copy long enough, the flow is auto-

matic. You don't need to do flowcharts, as you can instinctively
sense the next question and answer it. And that is the special skill
that a good direct-response copywriter has over a one-on-one
salesperson. We sense the questions, answer them-and we do it
on a mass scale.

You still might find it helpful to create a block diagram of
your ad after you've written it to see if it flows properly and
raises the right question at the right time. How do you want to
sequence your questions in your copy? What kind of environ-
ment do you want to weave through the early part of the text?
What are some of the questions you would surely be asked about
the product if you were a salesperson and you were selling the
product face-to-face?

It's really all common sense. Looking at your copy as it flows
out onto a computer screen or onto a piece of paper is the mechan-
ical part of this process but not the important part. It's the common
sense you use to anticipate the sequence of what will be asked next
and how your copy should flow that really counts at this stage of
the copywriting process. This brings up my next axiom.

Axiom l3 The ideas presented in your copy should flow in a logical fash-
ion, anticipating your prospect's questions and answering them
as if the questions were asked face-to-face.

By now you understand the basic concepts of good direct-
marketing copywriting. You understand the importance of
becoming an expert on the product you are going to write about.
You know that the more you learn about a product or service, the
greater the chances you'll come up with that unique copy angle
or product position or big idea.

But there are some other tips I can give you that will help
generate that concept you want to develop. First, state the prob-
lem. It might be as simple as "I want to sell this pinball game."
Then, once you have stated the problem, restate it in a different
way: "I would like to introduce my prospect to the unique
aspects of this pinball game." Then restate it again: "I want to
make the pinball machine easy to buy and seem like fun."

It's that last restatement that makes the pinball game seem
to come alive and is closer to the copy approach I've actually
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used. During problem restatements (and you could list dozens of
them), all the knowledge that you've learned about the product
seems to come together to give a new perspective.

Prepore Thqf Big ldeo
Once you've restated your problem and you have the state-

ment that you like best, sit down and list your big ideas or con-
cepts. List several concepts. Then pick the one or two that make
the most sense.

Visualize your concept and see how it might be incorporated
into the ad. Think again about your problem restatement and
whether your concept seems to be consistent with it. Then stop.
It's time to incubate.

After you've slept on it for a while, start writing. First write
your headline-an attention-getting blockbuster of a headline
short enough to grab the reader's attention. Then write the sub-
headline-so compelling and curiosity-building that your prospect
must read the first sentence. And finally, write the first sentence of
the copy-short, to the point and strong enough to carry you into
the next sentence-and then it's down the slippery slide.

Block-diagram your ad. What do the first few paragraphs do
for the ad? What is the emotional appeal? Are you anticipating
those questions and answering them to the satisfaction of your
prospect? Are you frank and honest in those answers?

Try Potterning Your Ad
Another approach is called "patterning." Simply pick an ad

written by somebody you admire and whose product or service is
similar to yours and use their ad as a pattern or style from which
to write. If they use a long headline, make your headline long. If
they use a lot of captions, then you create a number of captions.
Capture the feel of the ad, but be careful. Do not copy the per-
son's layout too closely so that people reading the ad might think
at first glance it was from the company you were copying. This
exercise is only to give you a format or guide from which to
write. If you copy the layout too closely, you are violating the
rights of the person who wrote the ad.

The main points in this chapter are the basic steps and the
thought processes you go through as you construct your ad. The
key point is that you don't have the prospect in front of you,
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so you have to anticipate the questions the prospect will ask in
almost the same order the prospect will ask them.

This flow is important. But there is also a crrtical part of the
copywriting process that really separates the best copywriters
from the worst. It's called the editing process and we cover it in
the next chapter.
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Ccccchaptet 17 The Editing Process

r-r't
lhis chapter holds one of the most valuable secrets to effec-

tive and persuasive copy, for it is in the editing process that you
turn that raw emotional outpouring of thoughts and ideas into a
polished, harmonious, resonant tuning fork which will vibrate
perfectly with your prospect.

It's like the story of a diamond. When a diamond is found it
looks like a piece of coal or carbon. Take that black, ugly stone
and polish it and it soon becomes the world's most beautiful gem-
stone.

Remember that lecture I referred to earlier in Chapter 1 1
that I gave at New York University? I mentioned to the students
that if everybody in the class completed a writing assignment, my
first draft would probably be the worst in the class. Poor gram-
mar, atrocious spelling and disjointed sentence structure might be
the way an English teacher would describe it.

But it is what I do after that first draft that makes the differ-
ence. It's the difference between just plain copy and a polished
advertising message-from copy that doesn't move prospects to
one that moves prospects so strongly that they reach into their
collective pockets and exchange their hard-earned money for
your product or service. It's the difference between earning a
salary as a copywriter and earning millions of dollars as an effec-
tive copywriter/entrepreneur.

The Secret to Editing
Is there a secret to editing? Once agarn, it is a mental process

that almost parallels that of the copywriting act itself. It requires
lots of practice, although you will find it easier to do than writing
the copy itself. In fact, it is a lot more fun. Look at the act of writ-
ing the first draft as giving birth. It may be a painful, long process
or it can go quite quickly with little pain. Then compare the
editing process to raising the child-the caring and nurturing
required to ensure a healthy, happy child.

You wouldn't want vour child to so out into the world in

-  * r -
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funny clothes, unable to communicate or relate with others,
would you? You therefore have to mold and nurture that child as
you prepare to present him or her to the rest of the world.

Editing is a nurturing process. And just as there is no perfect
way to nurture your child, there are many different approaches to
editing copy that are certainly acceptable. I strive for one result
when I edit and this can be summed up in the following axiom:

Axiom 14 In the editing process, you refine your copy to express exactly
what you want to express with the fewest words.

Now this sounds rather simple, doesn't it? But it is the true
essence of the editing process. You want to maintain the same
emotional feel, the same thought process, the same vibration that
you had in mind when you wrote the copy. It's just that you want
to do it in the fewest words.

This may mean that you rearrange the words you wrote to
make the thought more direct. Or it may mean cutting out words
that have little contribution to the overall feel of the ad. It may
mean substituting new words that express your thoughts better.
And it may even mean adding words to clarify a thought. But the
goal in writing ad copy is to express the thoughts you want to
convey in the most powerful way but with the fewest words.

I remember the feeling I had writing my previous book,
Success Forces. Since it was a book format and I was not under
the same constraints as when I wrote my advertising copy, it was
an easy process. In fact, it is a lot easier writing anything other
than direct response advertising copy. You have the freedom to
use as many words as you wish to express a thought or feeling.
And you have no space restrictions.

Copy Hqs Spoce Restrictions
But with advertising copy you do have space restrictions.

Your copy has a very focused purpose-to motivate your prospects
to exchange their hard-earned money for your product or service.
And everything you do or write must lead to this one goal.

Let me give you one example from an ad that I wrote. we'll
look at my first draft of the initial two parugraphs, which con-
tained 66 words, and then the final draft, which containe d, 43
words. We'11 then study the two versions and certain lessons will
emerge. The ad was for a bathroom scale, and here's the first draft:
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Losing weight is not easy. Ask anyone.
And, if you've tried it, you know that part of a good weight reduc-
tion program is your bathroom scale. A bathroom scale is like a
report card. It's a feedback mechanism that tells you how well
you've done. In fact, one of the few pleasures of losing weight is
stepping on your bathroom scale and seeing the positive results.

Now let's take the same ad and condense it to reduce the
word count while still maintainins the same meanins and emo-
tional feel.

Losing weight is not easy. Ask anyone.
One of the few pleasures of losing weight is stepping on your
bathroom scale and seeing positive results. Your bathroom scale
is like a report card-a feedback mechanism that tells you how
well you've done.

If you removed the first paragraph from this exercise and
just concentrated on the second paragraph, there would be a
reduction from 59 words to 36. With nearly 40Vo fewer words,
the meaning and emotional appeal of the second version is
exactly the same as the first or even better.

Apply this percentage to a full-page ad with 1,000 words
and you can see the difference the editing process can make. In
fact, at this point, let's look at the advantages.

Advqntoges of Fewer Words
With less copy, your ad will look less imposing to the

prospect and he or she will be more likely to read it. The second
advantage is that you are making the slippery slide even more
slippery by making it shorter. Your prospect will get to the bot-
tom of the slide much faster, yet still get the full impact of your
sales message.

The example above was given to my seminar class and they
spent about 20 minutes coming up with their own edited versions
of the ad. Many of them were excellent and some were even
shorter than my version. Of course, the copy was taken out of
context, they didn't have the rest of the ad and couldn't see far
enough into the ad to see what my environment, goal and emo-
tional appeal for the product were, so this might not be the per-
fect example. But it brought out many of the principles of good
editing. The following are a few of the principles they learned:

n
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Some Principles of Editing
1. Look for any 'that' words. For example, in my first draft I
used the words, 'And, if you've tried it, you know that. . . ." The
words up to and including 'that' can very often be eliminated. In
this example, I could eliminate eight words.
2. E,dit for rhythm. Make sure that you vary the length of sen-
tences so they don't sound monotonous. I discuss rhythm later in
this book, in Chapter 18.
3. Consider combining sentences. Note that in the edited ver-
sion, I combined the two sentences that read, 'A bathroom scale
is like a report card. It's a feedback mechanism that tells you how
well you've done." I condensed it into "Your bathroom scale is
like a report card-a feedback mechanism that tells you how well
you've done." I saved only one word by doing this, but it made
sense to combine the sentences and eliminatins even one word is
a good move.
4. Eliminate unnecessary words. Look at the word 'the' in the
phrase "and seeing the positive results." The word 'the' can eas-
ily be eliminated without changing the meaning so that the final
sentence will read, "and seeing positive results."
5. Rearrange thoughts so they flow better. Note that in the first
draft, the flow of the copy pointed out that the scale was a report
card and the second thought was that part of the pleasure of a
weight loss program was stepping on a scale and seeing the pos-
itive results. By reversing these two thoughts, I made the ad more
emotional by focusing on the pleasure of using a scale when los-
ing weight and then I explained why. This sounds a lot better and
more logical from a flow standpoint than the first draft.

Tqke As long As You Need
Sometimes editing is like raising and nurturing your child

and you need to take a lot of time. You may end up doing ten
drafts before you get to the final draft. Other times it may flow
right out of your mind with hardly a coffection.

When Frank Schultz, the grapefruit marketer, attended my
seminar and wrote his famous grapefruit ad, it was so close to
perfect that it didn't need much editing at all. When Joe Karbo,
who wrote The Lazy Man's Way to Riches, attended my seminar,
he told the class that after his ad was written, other than two
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You want to
remove the
unnecessafy
words and still
have the ad
make sense.

words that needed correction, the ad was perfect. On the other

hand, other seminar participants who had a gteat deal of copy-

writing experience spent many hours editing their ads.

And the same holds true for me. I've written ad copy that

flowed right out of my brain through my pen, or later my com-

puter, and never had to be edited much. On the other hand' most

of the time I would have to go through several drafts

before I was satisfied. And then there is the experience

factor. The more you write, the less editing you have to do.

The easier the flow out of your brain, the better you ate at

expressing the emotional feel of copy and the excitement

that each word represents.

The novice copywriter will usually need the editing
process to craft and polish an ad, whereas the experienced

copywriter has many of the editing mechanisms pro-

grammed in his or her brain. The copy seems to flow out through

a filter that comes only from experience.

On the other hand, the need for editing is sometimes unpre-

dictable regardless of your experience. You could produce copy

that needs plenty of editing or you could end up with excellent

copy that never needs much at all.

Reqd the Periodicqls

I'm always amazed at the lack of editing I see in many of

the periodicals I read. Phrases like "Finally, it is important to

note that . ." canbe totally eliminated and not affect the flow or

understanding of what follows. Another example: "Fortunately

or unfortunately as the case may be . . ." is not really required to

make the information that follows clearer. Many of the articles

written in periodicals contain these unnecessary preliminaries

that fill up space but mean very little. In writing effective copy

you can't afford to be too wordY.

If you'd like a little practice, take a look at the examples that

follow and edit them yourself, or read any periodical and edit the

copy by seeing how many extraneous words can be eliminated.

Or write a draft and practice this critical skill.

Example L:
'About the only redeeming feature of this product is that we don't
have huge quantities to sell. The importer is afraid to order too
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many for fear that nobody in their right mind would buy it let
alone sell it. So we only have a few hundred to sell as pariof this
test program."

Example 2:
"I was sitting in an office in New York city talking to a very suc-
cessful friend and businessman whom we'll call Stuart. I told Stu-
art that I had to make a very critical decision in my business. I
needed some guidance and advice."

When I started writing a great deal of copy in the '70s, I
would use a legal pad and ballpoint pen and write my draft in
longhand. I would then give it to my secretary, who would type it
out for me in rough draft form, usually double spaced.

I would then make my editing corrections and hand it back
to my secretary for her to retype. And this process would continue
for several drafts until it was in a final form for the typesetter.

Computers Are q Greqt Help
When computers with word processing programs first came

on the scene, I resisted using them. I was used to writing the copy
in longhand and to switch to a computer and keyboard seemed
difficult. But I made the transition sometime in the early '80s on
an Apple II computer and I haven't looked back since.

Writing copy on a computer makes the editing process very
easy. Word processing allows you to pick words or entire sen-
tences and drag them to another place in the copy. Sophisticated
spell-checkers whiz through copy and correct your spelling even
as you type. Thesauruses, grammar-checkers and all sorts of edit-
ing aids are built into every decent word processing program.
Today, I never have to give a draft to a secretary.I type it in draft
form first on the computer and then do all my editing, often
before I even print my copy. The computer has done more for my
copywriting and editing than any other single factor and it is
making a difference for copywriters everywhere.

Another technique that will help you in the editing process
is time. If you can put aside your copy after you edit it and look
at it the next day or even in a few days, you will often discover
things that you never saw before. If time is critical, put the copy
down for a short while and get back to it. The key is to allow time
for your subconscious mind to digest what you've done and pick
out the areas that need work.
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Many other rules for editing can be found in English text-
books and style books. There are also other books on writing
that cover this subject very nicely. In fact, it was a book I read
in college that really opened my mind to the importance of edit-
ing in the copywriting process. I am currently trying to get the
rights to that book and may offer it as one of my future books
on marketing.

Finally, after you think you have that perfect final draft-a
draft so well edited that you can't possibly make one more cor-
rection-give it to somebody who is a professional editor or
English major and have them edit it to correct the English and
grammar that you missed. This does not mean that you have to
accept all of their changes. Sure, you want to correct the spelling
and the dangling modifiers and any other terrible grammar that
may negatively impress your prospects. But then simply weigh
each one of the changes and if you feel that any interfere with the
style of your writing and your original version does not violate
grammar or spelling rules, then ignore them. The point is, don't
be intimidated if you don't feel comfortable with somebody
else's suggestions to change your writing.

The Use of Commqs
A good example is the use of commas. There are two

schools of thought-one which uses a lot of commas and the
other that does not. I do not believe in too many commas as they
take up space. And as a copywriter you don't have much space
to work with. So I use commas where the rules of grammar are
clear that they are needed for clarification. I don't use commas
in places where I am not violating any grammar rules or where
they are considered optional. For example, when three items are
grouped together, such as 'apples, oranges and tomatoes',I don't
use a serial comma after 'oranges'.

I would have both my sister Judy, who is a high school
teacher, and Mary Stanke, my associate at JS&A, proof all my
copy. I didn't accept all their changes but I certainly paid a lot of
attention to them.

It is important that you do make your copy as free from
error as possible. If you don't, it reflects badly on the integrity of
your offer. It raises doubts in the minds of your readers. They
may think, "If this guy can't get his grammar straight, how do I



know he runs his business right?"
A good example of how a prospect thinks is reflected in a

letter I received from an irate reader of one of the airline maga-
zines in which we ran the ad for our Consumers Hero club. We
received the following:

Dear Sir: Despite the intended conversational tone of the attached
advertisement, no license within consumer-oriented ad writing
permits the type of glaring poor grammar usage circled in para-
graph flve of your copy. "We better not" may occur in sloppy,
colloquial speech, but it is not acceptable in writing. The phrase
should read, "we'd better not", of course.
I cannot believe that your ad agency would permit such poor
proofing in an ad which finds its way into the hands of a sharp
consumer such as the type which pays the kind of money required
to purchase an airline ticket today, and thus is inflicted with this
bad grammar in a captive audience magazine like the attached.

The above individual took the time to write us about a sim-
ple grammar error. How many others saw it and didn't respond?
And whenever we do make a mistake, our readers do usually
find it.

One editing error was actually quite funny. In copy describ-
ing a blood pressure unit, I wrote, "blood pressure can be very
dangerous" instead of "high blood pressure can be very danger-
ous." Nobody picked it up. Sometimes I'm amazed at what the
public misses and what they complain about, but the fact remains
that in the editing process you really do want to be as thorough as
possible.

What I have conveyed in this chapter is simply how impor-
tant the editing process is, the value of editing in terms of the
final copy, and some of the logic I use in the editing process.

Now you're ready for some interesting, subtle and sophisti-
cated insights into copywriting. By now you understand the
entire copywriting process, can write an ad and edit it. In Section
Two, I give you some of the significant insights I've gained
during years of experience.
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PneuiewUnderstanding What Works

No* comes the fun part.In the followin g chapters you'Il
find not only insights and tips on how to write copy but also
revelations of what has worked exceptionally well during my
3O-year career as a copywriter.

This section contains only six chapters. But packed into
these chapters is the heart of this book-the basis for the copy I
write and many of my copywriting secrets. It's an education that
cost me millions to learn and you're going to learn it for the
simple price of this book.

In my seminar promotional outline, I listed several topics
that would be presented, one of which was "The 57 Points Every
Ad Should Cover." And very often, my seminar participants, in
anticipation of coming to the seminar, would sit down and in
advance list some points to see if they could guess what I taught
in the course.

Typically, they knew maybe six or seven of the points. And
typically, they were amazed at what they didn't know. You've
already learned the first 10 of these points, the graphic elements
of an ad, in Chapter 4. You're now about to discover the lssf-
23 copy elements and 24 psychological triggers to buying. And
from the other chapters in this section you will further build the
base you need in order to write incredibly effective copy.

So study this section completely and continue to build your
solid copywriting foundation.



Chapten I I Powerful Copy Elements Explained

R"-"-ber our discussion about graphic elements in Chap-
ter 4? We explained that each of these elements was designed to
get prospects to do only one thing-read the first sentence. And
we explained how important the first sentence was in your copy.

And if we know that all those graphic elements are designed
to get you to read the first sentence and eventually all of the copy,
then the next thing we should address is the nature of the copy
elements in an advertisement.

In this chapter, I will cover all the copy elements and their
relationship to the advertisement-23 concepts that you should
review for each ad you write.

1. Typeface: This element is really important. If you're a
graphic designer, you know that each typeface has its own per-
sonality, emotion and legibility. And that's the point of this sub-
ject. You've got to determine the combination of personality and
legibility that will make your ad easy to read and inviting. Since
we are talking about copy here, we are talking about only one
style of type called "serif" type. Serif type has those little
curlicues whereas the other style of type called "sans serif"
(French for 'without curlicues') doesn't. The type used for the
text of this book is serif type. Why? Because in legibility tests,
serif type produced greater comprehension than sans serif type
and by a 5 to 1 margin. I didn't discover this until well into my
writing career, but now all my ads are printed in serif type. This
was one test I wish I had known about earlier.

Another important factor is the legibility of all your type-
faces in other parts of your ad such as the headline, subheadline
and various headings. Fancy type might look elegant to the type
designer, but if it can't be read it has no value. It's like talking to
a foreigner and finding the words difficult to understand. The
most important role a typeface has is to allow the greatest com-
prehension possible, and the second role, less important by far, is
to convey the image of a company.
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2. First Sentence: This we discussed in Chapter 4 as the
purpose of all the graphic elements of an ad-to get the prospect
to read that all-important first sentence. Keep your first sentence
short, easy to read and compelling enough to cause the reader to
read the next sentence.

3. Second Sentence: This sentence is almost as important as
the first. You've got to maintain interest, so you must also create
another sentence with a compelling reason to cause your reader
to want to continue. You must continue this momentum through-
out the first and second paragraphs. Put aside any facts, benefits
or product features. Your only goal is to get the momentum going
and create that buying environment.

4. Paragraph Headings: In Chapter 4, parugraph headings
are mentioned as one of the graphic elements in a print ad. They
are supposed to make the copy look less intimidating, and thus
encourage the reader to read all the copy. But paragraph headings
are also a copy element that needs to be addressed in this chapter
as well.

Paragraph headings could introduce material in the para-
graph that follows or they could have absolutely nothing to do
with the copy underneath or the copy in the entire ad for that mat-
ter. Remember, they are designed to break up the copy and make
it look less intimidating. They have little to do with selling or pre-
senting your product. They simply make the copy look more
inviting so your reader will start the reading process.

When a reader looks at copy that appears like one continu-
ous paragraph, subconsciously it looks a lot more difficult to read
than copy that is broken up into neat little chunks headeci by var-
ious paragraph headings.

Use paragraph headings to break up copy in the middle of
columns but not at the very end or beginning. Avoid placing
paragraph headings right next to each other in two adjoining
columns.

As I just mentioned, your paragraph headings could say any-
thing. I once ran an ad for a radar speed indicator, and as a test I
used the most outrageous paragraph headings you could think of.
They included "Scrambled Eggs," "Working and Playing" and
"Success and Good Thinss." Even thoush the headinss had
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absolutely nothing to do with the ad copy, they drew absolutely
no attention. Nobody ever asked me what the headings meant or
commented that they were not consistent with the copy. But had
I misspelled a word in the body of the ad, I would have heard
plenty about it.

The primary purpose of paragraph headings is to get the
reader to read the copy by making the copy look less intimidating.

A secondary purpose might be to arouse curiosity. Maybe my
"Scrambled Eggs" paragraph heading did just that, i.e., created
curiosity and caused somebody to start reading the copy to find out
what scrambled eggs had to do with the product I was offering.
Although I've never tested to see if this was the case, my experi-
ence with paragraph headings tells me that curiosity does play a
minor role but that the main purpose is to make the copy less
intimidating.

5. Product Explanation: Sounds simple. Sounds basic. But
you'll be amazed at how many ads leave out the simple step of
explaining what the product does. A rule of thumb here is to
explain a complicated product in a very simple way and explain
a simple product in a very complex way.

For example, I once sold a smoke detector. At the time it
was a very common household product whose function was
clearly understood by the consumer. In short, the product was
simple. In the ad I wrote for an expensive brand, I told a story
about the inside workings of my smoke detector. I described the
gold contacts (which every other smoke detector had) and even
explained how the comparator circuit functioned to determine if
there was smoke in the room. Even though this smoke detector
was $10 more than the market price, it was a big success. The ad
illustrates a way to present a simple product in a complicated
way. You should sell a simple product that is clearly understood
by the consumer in a more complicated way and a more compli-
cated product in a very simple way.

When I first explained the computer to my customers, it was
always a very simple explanation of what it could do for them.
My ad was not about the technology inside (although some ref-
erence was made to the inside) but focused on the simplicity of
the product and its use. At this time, consumers were just getting
into computers. They were new, seemed complicated to use and
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indeed many were. By explaining computers in very simple and
basic terms without getting too complicated, I was able to ease
them into a purchase.

Latet, as consumers understood more and the products
became a commodity, explaining them in greater detail proved
more effective.

In addition to the above concept, you should always check
your copy to make sure you have explained all of the features.
Ask yourself, "Did I explain the product sufficiently to my
prospect?" You might ask a number of people to read your copy
to see if they understand the product and its features. Look at the
questions they raise and see if you've addressed them fully in
your copy.

6. New Features: Highlight those features which make your
product or service new, unique or novel. This might appear to be
the same as the copy element "Product Explanation" that we've
just discussed, but it is different. Here you are revealing not just
the features of the product, but the features that distinguish it
from anything else on the market.

7. Technical Explanation: Regardless of the product or ser-
vice, each ad can be enhanced with a technical explanation.

r por{'T We all like to buy something from an expert-somebody
UND6RSTAND
ANY OF THIS
TECHNICAL STUFF
, , , . 9U1,HEY,  r
THEY UNDrR'TANDa
ff, 
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A technicql
explanation will
build confidence
in the prospect.

we like, respect and trust. Buying is indeed a process
of trust. The buyer's thought process might be, "I

'M&,",trust that you really know your subject and fully
understand the product category and have

described your product to me properly and will
give me something of value that I want in
return for my hard-earned monev."

Trust is always enhanced when the seller has become an
expert at what he or she is selling. Let's say the seller says, "I have
studied everything I could on competitive products and know
everything there is about the product I am selling, so I know that
what I am offering you is the best product at the best value." You
would naturally have a great deal of confidence that this seller's
product is indeed good.

You might also be impressed if the seller, in describing the
product, used words that you didn't understand. Why? Because it
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would appear that the seller really was an expert about the prod-

uct. This is not deception. A seller must become an expert on the
product in order to talk about it in technical language.

In a mail order ad, technical explanations can add a gteat

deal of credibility, but before you write them, make sure you

indeed become an expert. If not, the consumer will see right

through the ploy.

A good example of this technique is expressed in the fol-

lowing caption I wrote for a picture of the integrated circuit in a

watch:

A pin points to the new decoder/driver integrated circuit which
takes the input from the oscillator countdown integrated circuit
and computes the time while driving the display. This single
space-age device replaces thousands of solid-state circuits and
provides the utmost reliability-all unique to Sensor.

Very few people would be able to understand the technical
commentary.In fact, when I sent the ad to the manufacturer for

approval, he called my attention to the caption under the picture

and said, "What you wrote there is correct but who is going to

understand it? Why did you even use it?"

Providing a technical explanation which the reader may not
understand shows that we really did our research and if we say
it's good' it must be good. It builds confidence in the buyer that
he or she is indeed dealing with an expert. Incidentally, the watch
was one of our best-selling products.

Another example of a technical explanation appeared in the
outline of a seminar. Jimmy Calano of CareerTrack came up to
me after I explained the reasons for a technical explanation and

said, "Joe, do you realize that the outline of one of my seminars
is, in fact, a technical explanation? By using technical terms that
not too many people understand until they come to the seminar,
they sense that we know what we are talking about."

Yet another example is an ad written by Frank Schultz after
attending my seminar. His product was grapefruit and he was
explaining how he graded them:

Even after picking there are other careful inspections each fruit
must pass before I'll accept it. I size the fruit. And I grade it for
beauty. Sometimes the fruit will be wind scarred. I won't accept
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it. or sometimes it will have a bulge on the stem that we call"sheep nose." I won't accept it. you can see I really mean it when
I say I accept only perfect Royal Ruby Reds.

In many of my ads, catalogs, direct mailings and infomer-
cials I convey thorough knowledge not only of what I am selling
but of the entire universe of products available. I convey the
thought process I went through in picking the product I chose and
why it is better than anything similar at a parti.cular price point.
And the consumer appreciates the effort I took, feels more confi-
dent in the purchase and consequently is motivated to reach into
his or her pocket and exchange hard-earned money for my prod-
uct or service.

8. Anticipate objections: This is a very important element
to consider when writing copy. If you feel that your prospect
might raise some objection when you are describing a product,
then raise the objection yourself. Remember, you're not in front
of the consumer and you have to sense what the next question
might be. If you sense that there might be an objection and you
ignore it, it's like ignoring that consumer. you won't get away
with it. The consumer is too sharp and will not buy.

A good example of anticipating objections is in that ad we
saw earlier in Chapter 16 for that expensive electronic pinball
game from Bally Manufacturing. The average consumer would
raise the question about service. we resolved it in our ad.

Another example of raising an objection is in my ad offer-
ing a thermostat for the home. If you remember from Chapter g,
I looked at the product and saw that it was really ugly. It didn't
have a good design at all. In fact, it would turn me off if I were a
consumer. So I raised the objection at the very beginning of the
ad, calling it the worst-looking product I'd ever seen. I later jus-
tified the product by calling attention to its spectacular features,
but only after I had raised the objection myself.

Often products that require installation concern consumers.
It is then that you have to raise the question about installation
yourself and not hide from the facts.

9. Resolve objections: Just as you have to recognrze objec-
tions, it is your opportunity and duty to resolve the objections too.
You must be honest and provide alternative solutions or dispel the
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objections completely. With the pinball game, we talked about
the modular circuit boards that you simply snap out and
exchange if service is required. More on this later in copy ele-
ment 14, "Service." In the case of the thermostat, we explained
that beneath that ugly skin was an incredible advance in technol-
ogy. Finally, when it comes to installation, we are very open and
honest and explain exactly what the consumer can expect during
the installation process.

10. Gender: Who is the consumer? Male, female or both
male and female? Are they female golf players, lady pilots or
professional women? Make sure there are no sexual or sexist
comments that would offend any group and know your target
audience so that you can communicate in their terms.

I once ran an ad for gold chains in my catalog. It was in the
form of a story about a salesman named Bob Ross who tried to
convince me to sell gold chains in my catalog. I resisted until he
showed me a picture of his cousin whom he offered to have model
the chains in one of my ads. I quickly accepted the product after
seeing a picture of Bob's cousin. The ad copy was considered by
many to be one of my most creative approaches to selling a prod-
uct. The chains had nothing to do with the core products we had
been selling-electronic gadgets-however, I did get a few letters
as a result. A woman in Egg Harbor City, New Jersey, wrote:

Dear Sir: Your friend, Mr. Bob Ross, may regard himself as a
successful salesman, but unfortunately he comes across in your
ad as a consummate asshole.

The letter then went on to point out the achievements of women
in many technical fields, the military, air traffic control, sports
and leisure, racing and several other professions in which women
now play a very active role. She finally concluded:

Perhaps a long, hard look at the person or department responsible
for the ad on page 37 is in order. Apparently he has to "come a
long way, baby" to catch up to the Twentieth Century. Cordially
wishing you immediate bankruptcy, I remain,

And with that she signed her name. It was a two-page
single-spaced letter which included a copy of our mailing label.
Was I really insensitive to women? Did I demean them in my
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ad copy? I've reproduced the ad in Chapter 34 and it is called"Gold Space Chains." See if you agree.
It is also important that you recognize the differences

between men and women in terms of what is important to them.
women are generally into color, fashion, family, home and rela-
tionships. Men are more likely into sports, military combat,
machines, earning money and supporting their family. Sure, they
overlap tremendously today. Women are assuming the roles that
men once had exclusively and men are doing things today that
years earlier would have been considered feminine. Being aware
of the differences (and sometimes the lack of differences) is the
most important point here. And this awareness can help you har-
monize with your target audience by understanding how to com-
municate with them and knowing what might offend them.

11. clarity: Your copy should be clear, simple, short and to
the point. Avoid big words that confuse those who don't know
them and which often establish the writer as a pompous snob-
unless, of course, you're trying to appeal to pompous snobs. Keep
it simple. The clearer the copy and the more concise, the easier it
will be for people to read and get on the slippery slide and stay
there. The only exception to this rule is when you give a technical
explanation, as described earlier in copy element 7 in this chapter.

12. clich6s: Avoid the obvious ones: "Here's the product the
world has been waiting for," or "It's too good to be true." If you
feel inclined to use a clich6, don't. Clich6s seem to be used when
you have nothing really significant or good to say and must fill up
space. How do you know if you are writing a clich6? If it sounds
like you're writing typical advertising copy some agency may
have written 20 years ago, that's one clue.

Have I used them? You bet. My first several ads were replete
with them. Back when I wrote them, I didn't know better.

For example, in my 1972 ad for a desktop calculator, I
stated, "It's the breakthrough the world has been waiting for!,'
Bad, isn't it? I wrote it then but would never write anything as
trite today. The lead sentence for the first pocket calculator I
introduced in the U.S. in l9l1 read, "It's the most exciting new
breakthrough in electronics since the transistor radio!" Ironically,
at the time, it may have actually been more truth than clich6.
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13. Rhythm: Just as a song has a rhythm, so does copy.
Humor writers know this well. If you can write good humor,
you've already got the rhythm thing down pat. In fact, the most
difficult copy to write is humor. Why humor? Because you have
to know how to build up to a punch line and then deliver it. You
have to know how not to be too obvious in your delivery and
you've got to understand the art of timing. So what does this
rhythm sound or feel like in advertising copy?

It has no distinct pattern: a short sentence, then a long sen-
tence followed by a medium sentence followed by a short sen-
tence and then another short sentence and then one really long
sentence. Got it? In short, a mixture of sentence lengths which,
when read together, gives a sense of variety and rhythm.

Think about how copy would sound if all the sentences
were very short or very long or all had a distinct predictable pat-
tern. Pretty boring. And that's the point of copy rhythm. Vary
your sentences; vary their length to give your copy a rhythm.

Another rhythm technique is the use of what is called a
"trrad." Very often when I list examples or attributes of some-
thing, I use just three of them. For example take the sentence, "I

went shopping for a hammer, a screwdriver and a pair of pliers."
In copy you list three items in a series with the last item preceded
by the word 'and', and you create a nice rhythm within that sen-
tence. In fact, when you read some of the ads in Section Three of
this book, you will see how many of them have triads throughout.

14. Service: If you are selling an expensive product or one
that is not easily returned for service, you must address the ques-
tion of service and convey the ease of that service to the con-
sumer. Often the mention of a brand name manufacturer is all
that is needed to establish ease of service. But if there is a remote
possibility that the consumer would still ask about service, then
you must address this issue in your ad.

In selling our Bally pinball game by mail, we knew that a
buyer might have concerns about the matter of service. What if
the pinball game broke and required rep atr? It was large and
expensive and the inconvenience of a broken game would be in
the back of our customers' minds. We addressed that in the ad.
The following is the subheading and paragraph we used to alle-
viate any customer concerns:



A FRANK DISCUSSION OF SERVICE
Fireball is a solid-state computer with its electronics condensed
on integrated circuits-all hermetically sealed and all pre-tested
for a lifetime of service. Fireball is also self-diagnostic. Let us say
something goes wrong with the system. Simply press the test but-
ton on the back panel of your machine and the exact problem is
displayed on your scoreboard in digits. Check the instruction
booklet and simply remove the designated plug-in circuit board,
light bulb or part and send it to the service department closest to
you for a brand new replacement. Even your TV or stereo isn't
that easy to repair.

A full paragraph was used to cover the issue of service.
And we sold thousands of pinball machines to people who ordi-
narily might not have purchased a unit because of their concern
about service.

Another good example of how important service is to help
sell a product took place during the height of the digital watch
boom in the mid'70s. The industry was expanding very rapidly
but there were problems with the reliability of these space-age
timepieces. Unlike mechanical watches, these new electronic
timepieces had batteries, used sophisticated chips and circuitry
and had a high defective rate.

I recognrzed this as a problem that had to be addressed in our
copy. And since I look at problems as opportunities, I wondered,
"Where is the opportunity in this serious and rapidly growing
problem?" I then came up with the following copy to establish the
quality of the product we were offering and our commitment to
back it.

The Sensor l7O has an unprecedented five-year parts and labor
unconditional warranty. Each watch goes through weeks of aging,
testing and quality control before assembly and final inspection.
Service should never be required, but if it should anytime during
the flve-year waffanty period, we will pick up your Sensor at your
door and send you a loaner watch while yours is being repaired-
all at our expense.

Then later in a summary of the offer, we again played up the
part on service.

We have selected the Sensor as the most advanced American-
made, solid-state timepiece ever produced. And we put our com-
pany and its full resources behind that selection. JS&A will
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unconditionally guarantee the Sensor-even the battery-for five
years. We'lI even send you a loaner watch to use while your
watch is being repaired should it ever require repair.

We alleviated any concern about service in the copy of the
ad. If the issue of service was raised in the minds of our prospects,
it was now resolved. By showing such a strong commitment to
service, we had overcome a major objection that we realized, rn
advance, could be a problem, and turned it into an opportunity.

Indeed when a customer's watch did not work, the customer
would call us on our toll-free number and we would immediately
send out a package containing a UPS call tag that allowed UPS
to pick up the defective watch free of charge, a loaner watch and
a postage-free envelope for the consumer to return the loaner
after receiving the repaired watch.

This gave our company the opportunity to prove to our cus-
tomers how consumer-oriented we were. Our customers were
literally amazed at the way we followed up with our service pro-
gram. And after they received their repaired watch, they even got
a call from us to make sure everything was OK.

But that's not the point of this example. If service is a con-
sideration in the subconscious mind of the consumer and you
address it up front, you will melt any resistance to buying your
product. The Sensor watch was one of our best-selling watches
and the mailing list of watch customers became one of our
strongest mailing lists for future offers.

Service in the selling process has been a critical factor in the
success of a personal friend, Joe Girard, who is in The Guinness
Book of World Records for having sold more cars in a single yeat
than anybody in history. Joe's books on salesmanship are worth
reading for their many insights, but the one factor that made Joe
such an effective salesman (aside from the fact that he was a very
personable guy) was the way he handled service. His customers'
service problems became his. And each time he sold a car, Joe
became that buyer's personal service representative. And Joe per-
formed. Then when buyers returned for another car, they only
wanted Joe. It wasn't price that made Joe's success, although that
was important; it was his attitude toward service.

15. Physical Facts: In copy you must mention all the phys-
ical facts about a product or you risk reducing your response.
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I'm talking about weight, dimensions, size, limits, speed, etc.
Sometimes you might think that a certain dimension isn't really
important or the weight may not be necessary. But it's not true.
Give readers any excuse not to buy and they won't buy.

I remember running ads for products and then personally
taking the orders on our toll-free lines. I did this because it was
on the phone lines that I got many of my insights into the buying
process. Here were my customers, motivated enough to reach
into their pockets and pull out their hard-earned money for a
product they trusted me to sell them. What a wonderful oppor-
tunity to peek into this process and hear the really subliminal
reactions people made when they responded.

It was during my time on the phone lines that I learned that
if you don't give all the facts, it gives your customer the excuse
not to order. It may be a weight or dimension that you thought
was irrelevant, but if you don't mention it, people will call and
ask for it. And how many more customers didn't bother to call
and check on it? Of course, they didn't order either.

I remember an ad for a scale pictured on the floor. I didn't
give the actual weight of the scale itself. "Who would care?" I
thought. But my prospects did care and frequently asked. We
eventually included the weight of the scale in the ad. I remember
showing an object that was being held in my hand. I gave the
exact dimensions but failed to give the weight because the weight
was not really relevant. I got a lot of calls from people wanting to
know the weight before deciding whether to bry.

The point: List the physical dimensions even in cases where
you think they are not that important.

16. Trial Period: You must offer a trial period for any prod-
uct that the consumer cannot touch or feel at the time of purchase,
as is the case with mail order items. The only time you can make
an exception to this rule is when the value is so strong and the
product so familiar that the consumer is willing to take the risk.
If I were selling a box of 24 rolls of toilet paper at a bargain price
delivered to your home and it was a brand that you already used,
then you wouldn't need atrial period.

Make sure your trial period is at least one month, or even
better, two months. Tests have proven that the longer the trial
period, the less chance the product will be returned and the more
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confidence the consumer will have in dealing with you and pur-

chasing the item.

Let's say you receive a product that has a one-week trial
period. You've got one week to make up your mind. You feel the
pressure, so you examine the product and try to make the deci-

sion as quickly as possible. If you are unsure after the week is up,

what do you do?You say, "I'm not sure, so I'm not going to take

the chance," and you return it.

But let's say you have two months to make up your mind.

No pressure there, right? You even have a pretty good feeling

about the company offering the product. The company must be
confident that you're going to like the product because they are
giving you a two-month trial period.

So you put the product aside. You use it freely, not worried

about having to make a decision, and then before you know it the
two months are up and you've not even thought about returning
it. Just knowing you could have returned it was enough to make
you feel comfortable holding on to the purchase.

17. Price Comparison: Whenever possible, offering a price

comparison to another product establishes value in the mind of
the purchaser. This points out one of the really important consid-
erations that motivate consumers to buy-namely that they are
getting real value.

An example of a price comparison was my ad for the Sen-
sor watch. I stated:

The $275 Pulsar uses the LED technology which requires press-
ing a button each time you want to review the time. Even the
$500 solar-powered Synchronar watch, in our opinion, can't
compare with the Sensor and its 5-year waranty. And no solid-
state watch can compare to Sensor's quality, accuracy, rugged-
ness and exceptional value.

If you are selling an expensive item or something that is a
good value when compared to another product, you should
always consider a price comparison as a means of establishing
the value of your product. If your product is the most expensive
product being offered, then you want to suggest that it has more
or better features. If your product is less expensive, then you

want to focus on better value and use a price comparison.
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But there's a word of caution. Your comparison must be
totally accurate and be I007o fair or you could be sued by the
company whose product you are comparing.

18. Testimonials: A testimonial is a good way to add cred-
ibility if it is from a very credible person or organtzatron. This
approach can be used not only in the copy but in the headline or
photo. See if your ad copy could use a celebrity for a testimonial,
but make sure the testimonial makes sense for the product.

When I was selling a space-age Midex security system, it
made sense to have Wally Schirra, the famous astronaut, endorse
my product. He did, and the product sold very well. If I were sell-
ing basketball shoes, Michael Jordan would be a natural.

Make sure that the celebrity matches with the product and
adds credibility. The use of a celebrity that doesn't make sense
for your product or doesn't add credibility could backfire, have
the wrong effect and kill sales if the offer is not believable.

You can also use what I call a "reverse testimonial." That is
where you don't use a spokesperson but you refer to your com-
petitor's. For example, when I was selling the Olympus micro
recorder, I stated the following:

Headline: Endorsement Battle
Subheadline: A famous golf star endorses the Lanier. Our unit is
endorsed by our president. You'll save $100 as a result.
Copy: Judge for yourself. That new Olympus micro recorder
shown above sells for $150. Its closest competition is a $250
recorder called the Lanier endorsed by a famous golf star.

FANCY ENDORSEMENI
The famous golf star is a pilot who personally flies his own Cita-
tion jet. The olympus recorder is endorsed by JS&A s president
who pilots a more cost-efficient single engine Beachcraft
Bonanza. The golf star does not endorse the Lanier unit for free.
After all, a good portion of his income is derived from endorsing
products.
our president, on the other hand, does not get paid for endorsing
products-just for selling them. And his Bonanza is not as expen-
sive to fly as the golf star's Citation. In fact, our president also
drives a Volkswagen Rabbit.

I then continued to show how inefficiently the Lanier was
sold (through a direct selling organization) and how efficiently
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the Olympus was sold (via direct marketing and through JS&A).
The conclusion: savings of $100 for an even better product-all
because we didn't have our product endorsed by an expensive
spokesperson.

Another form of testimonial is from the man on the street-
used primarily on TV. I've used them extensively in my
BluBlocker infomercials. And finally, another one could come
from those people who use your product and send you an unso-
licited testimonial. Whatever testimonial you do use, make sure
it is authentic and honest. The public will see right through a lie
and the FTC won't be far behind.

19. Price: Another important copy point to consider is
price. Should the price be obvious? Should it be large? Small?
These are important considerations and must be examined.

If you're selling a product or service at a very good price,
then make the price larger. After all, you want people to see that
benefit very clearly. If the product is expensive and it's not the
price that will sell it, you want to underplay it. Don't hide it; just
underplay it.

As I write my ad I have always anticipated the questions my
prospects will ask. There is one exception. I never know when
they are going to wonder about the price of the product. I have
always felt that the point at which your reader will want to find
out about the price could happen anytime during the reading
process. It could happen before they read the ad. It could happen
halfway through or it could happen near the end. You must, as an
effective copywriter, answer the question that is being raised by
the reader when the question is being raised.

By putting the price in a logical position in the copy-
whether it be in the coupon, which is the ideal place, or in the
copy highlighted with a bold typeface-you are answering the
question that the reader asks without knowing when the reader is
ready to ask the question. The reader simply scans the ad and if
the price is in bold or in the coupon, the price will pop out and
answer the question.

20. Offer Summary: It's a really good idea to summarrze
what you are offering the consumer somewhere near the end of
your ad. "So here's my offer. Order two pots with Teflon coating



and you'Il receive the two pots plus our handy cookbook and
video for the price of only $19.95." You'll be surprised at how
many ads miss this important point.

21. Avoid Saying Too Much: This is probably rhe biggest
mistake my students make. They say too much. There are really
two issues here. The first issue is one of editing. It is normal to
say as much as you can about a subject and then refine the copy
to a point where it flows smoothly. This usually means editing
and reducing the copy length until it has rhythm and flows. This
could take time and involves a few steps.

First, say to yourself as you go through the editing process,
"Is there a simpler way of saying this?" very often you can cut
your copy down 50 to even B0%o and still say the same thing. It's
the difference between a salesperson who talks too much and one
who is to the point and succinct. Wouldn't you rather be sold by
the one who is to the point?

There is another issue involved with not saying too much,
and later in this book in Chapter 20 I explain how not saying
too much will actually enhance and even stimulate the selling
process. Chapter lJ on editing also has ideas which will help you
reduce your copy.

22.Ease of ordering: Make it easy to order. use a toll-free
number, a coupon, a tear-off reply card or any vehicle that is easy
to understand and use. My recommendation: Use a coupon with
dotted lines. In tests, it usually generates more response because
the dotted lines clearly convey at a glance that you can order the
product from the ad.

23. Ask for the order: Always ask for the order near the
end of your ad. Believe it or not, this is often forgotten by many
copywriters. At the end of an ad,I state the following or some-
thing similar: "I urge you to buy this at no obligation, today."
Have you ever met a salesperson who has already sold you and
you are waiting for the salesperson to ask you for the order but he
or she never does? It's happened to me. And it is one of the prob-
lems with a lot of inexperienced salespeople. You've got to ask
for the order, and if you're doing it right, it should be at the very
end of the ad where you've finished selling your prospect, sum-
marized the offer and your prospect is ready to buy.
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These 23 copy elements are points you want to consider
when you are writing copy. Use this chapter as a checklist when
you get started. Consider all of these points when you write an
ad. Can some of them be eliminated? Possibly. But simply by
using them as a checklist, you might discover a few deficiencies
in your ad copy which can be corrected with my suggestions and
might result in enhancing your response.

One of the other benefits of the list is to give you an insight
into the relative importance of the various copy elements. Some,
like the Paragraph Headings, have little purpose other than to
make the copy less imposing. Others, like Resolve Objections,
can make a dramatic difference in the credibility of your copy.

Use the convenient copy elements checklist located in
Appendix C in the back of this book and make a copy to keep
right next to your computer or desk when you are writing an ad.

But the really interesting part of my checklist is in the next
chapter where you'11 learn about the psychological triggers that
need to be considered when you write an ad. You first learned
about the 10 graphic elements and their purpose (to get you to
read the first sentence of the copy) in Chapter 4. You have just

learned 23 copy concepts and how they are to be used. Now
learn the 24 psychological triggers-the underlying motiva-
tional messages that good direct-response copy should convey,
often in subtle but very effective ways. When I was teaching my
seminar course, this was the part my students enjoyed the most.
So read on.



Chapten | $ The Psychological Triggers

Thr is probably going to be the most interesting of the 5l
points you want to consider when writing a direct response print
ad or any kind of selling message.

The first part of the 57-point checklist involves the 10
graphic elements of an ad-those elements designed to get you to
read the first sentence. The previous chapter covered points to
consider when writing the actual copy. But now get ready for the
psycholo gy that should be considered when writing your adver-
tising message-concepts that took me years of failure, experi-
ence and gradual insight to understand and implement.

You may understand and relate to some of these concepts
right away. Some you may not fully understand without experi-
encing them yourself. And finally, some will require a fairly
detailed explanation.

If you've found this book informative so far, you will find
this chapter fascinating. So let's start.

1. Feeling of Involvement or Ownership

I was once told this story by a master salesman who worked
at a TV and appliance store. He was the most successful salesman
this store ever had. He consistently beat out all the other salesmen.
He had some very good sales techniques, but that wasn't what
impressed me. It was the way he decided in advance who his best
prospects might be.

What he would do was stand in the aisles watching cus-
tomers walk into the store. He would observe them. If they
walked up to a TV set and started turning the knobs, he knew that
he had a 507o chance of selling them. If they didn't turn the
knobs, he had a I07o chance of selling them.

In direct response advertising, you don't have the opportu-
nity of sitting in your prospects' mailboxes or in their living
rooms observing them as they read your sales presentation. You
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are not there to see any knobs being turned. But you can get them
to turn the knobs by giving them a feeling of involvement with or
ownership of the product you are selling.

In all my ads I try to make the prospects imagine they are
holding or using my product. For example, in one of my earlier
calculator ads, I might have said, "Hold the Litronix 2000 in your
hand. See how easily the keys snap to the touch. See how small
and how light the unit is." I create through imagination the
reader's experience of turning the knobs.

In short, I take the mind on a mental journey to capture the
involvement of the reader. I make the reader believe that he or she
could indeed be holding the calculator and experiencing the very
same things that I've described. It's mental energy creating a pic-
ture for the prospect, whose mind is like a vacuum waiting to be
filled.

In your copywriting, let your readers take a stroll down a
path with you or let them smell the fragrance through your nose
or let them experience some of the emotions you are feeling by
forming a mental picture from your description.

If I were writing an advertisement for the Corvette sports
car, I might say, "Take aride in the new Corvette. Feel thebreeze
blowing through your hair as you drive through the warm
evening. Watch heads turn. Punch the accelerator to the floor and
feel the burst of power that pins you into the back of your contour
seat. Look at the beautiful display of electronic technology right
on your dashboard. Feel the power and excitement of America's
super sports car."

I would still explain all the special features of the car-the
logic upon which to justify its purchase-but I would really play
up that feeling of involvement and ownership.

This technique is used in many different ways. In direct
response, it is often referred to as an involvement device-
something that involves the consumer in the buying process.
Sometimes it may seem silly. Have you ever received those solic-
itations that say, "Put the 'yes' disk into the 'yer' slot and we
will send you a trial subscription to our new magazine"? I often
wonder who invented that seemingly simpleminded and juvenile
concept. Yet, as direct marketers will tell you, this type of in-
volvement device often doubles and triples response rates. It's not
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simpleminded at all but rather a very effective direct-response
involvement technique.

The reader becomes involved in the solicitation. Similarly,
your reader is either taking action or imagining taking action
through the power of the words you write.

The Involvement of TV

TV is a great example of involvement. You see, hear and can

almost touch the product. It is no wonder that TV advertising is

one of the most effective ways to sell.

My own daughter, when she was four years old, clearly
demonstrated how you can get involved in the sales message.
There was a Peanuts Valentine's Day TV special and my daugh-
ter Jill was sitting and watching the show with her seven-year-old
sister, April. My wife, who was watching as well, told me this
fascinating story.

Charlie Brown was passing out Valentine cards in a classroom and
was reading off names of the recipients, "Sarah' Mary. Sally . . .
Jill. Where's Jill?" said Charlie Brown. My daughter immediately
raised her hand and said, "Here." She was so involved in watch-
ing the show that she thought she was a part of it.

I use involvement devices quite often. An involvement
device that ties in with what you are selling can be very effective.
Let me give you a perfect example from an ad that I wrote. The
results really surprised me.

The product I was offering was the Franklin Spelling Com-
puter-a device that helped correct your spelling. It was a nov-
elty when it first appeared and it sold quite well. Although I
wasn't the first to sell it, I had a model that was a little more
sophisticated than the first version.

I examined the product and felt it was priced too high. But

the manufacturer would be pretty upset with me if I were to drop
the price. So I tried an involvement device as a method of lower-
ing the price.

First, I wrote an ad that described the product but with an
unusual premise. The ad that I wrote had several misspelled
words. If you found the misspelled words, circled them and sent
the ad with the misspelled words circled, you would get $2 off
the price of the computer for each misspelled word you circled.
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My concept was simple. If you didn't find all the misspelled
words, you paid more for the computer, but then agarn, the com-
puter was worth more to you than to somebody who found all the
mistakes.

I ran the first ad in The Wall Street Journal and the response
poured in. I also received a few phone calls from people I hadn't
heard from in years. "Joe, I want you to know, I spent the last
hour and a half trying to find all the words and I don't even intend
on buying your damn computer. I normally don't read the entire
Wall Street Journal for that length of time."

I Even Mode More Money
And the response was surprising. I anticipated that the read-

ers would find all the misspelled words. In fact,, even the word'mispelled' was misspelled. When the response was finally tal-
lied, to my amazement, people only caught, on average, half of
the words and I earned a lot more money than I had expected
from the ad. And, of course, those who really needed the com-
puter got real value.

The feeling of ownership is a concept that is pretty close to
the feeling of involvement, but here you are making readers feel
that they already own the product and you're letting them use their
imaginations as you take them through the steps of what it would
be like if they already owned it. An example might be, "when you
receive your exercise device, work out on it. Adjust the weights.
See how easy it is to store under your bed. . . ." In short, you are
making them feel that they have already bought the product.

Advertising copy that involves the reader can be quite effec-
tive-especially if the involvement device is part of the advertis-
ing. Whenever you write an ad, keep this very important concept
in mind. It can make direct response copy far more effective.

2. Honesty
If I had to pick the single most important point of the 57

points, I would pick honesty. Your advertising must be honest.
This doesn't mean that if you are dishonest in your message, you
won't achieve a successful result. Give the consumer a price
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that's too hard to believe or a product that doesn't live up to its
claims and you might be able to get away with it once, maybe
even twice, but not for the long haul.

But this section on honesty is not about whether you can get
away with being dishonest and for how long. It's about honesty
as a psychological selling tool. First, let's start out with a very
important premise.

Consumers are very spnlf-smarter than you think and
smarter collectively than any single one of us. With all the
experience I have in marketing products and with all the product
knowledge I've gained over the past 35 years, 1lou can take my
word for it, the consumer is quite sharp.

The consumer can also tell whether people are truthful in
what they are trying to communicate. And the more truthful you
are in your advertising, the more effectively your message will
be accepted by your prospects.

Try to lie in your copy and you are only deceiving yourself.
Your copy will say what you think you wanted it to say, but it
will also say what you thought you covered up. Even a reader
who hurries over your copy can feel the difference.

When I wrote a JS&A ad, I would include many of the neg-
ative features of my products. I would point out the flaws up
front. And of course, I would explain why the flaws really didn't
amount to much and why the consumer should still buy my prod-
uct. Consumers were so impressed with this approach and had
such trust in our message that they would eagerly buy what we
offered.

And it seemed that the more truthful and frank my ads
were, the more the consumer responded. I soon reahzed that
truthfulness was one of the best advertising lessons I had ever
learned.

Consumers really appreciate the truth. And since they are
smarter than you or I, you can't fake the truth. They'll pick out a
phony statement every time.

I learned to make every communication to my customers
truthful, whether it be on national television or in my print ads.
And the more truthful I am, the more responsive my customers.
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3. Integrity

Not too far from honesty is integrity. An advertisement is a
personal message from an organrzatron or an individual and is a
direct reflection of the writer's personality and integrity. You can
convey this integrity by the truthfulness of your message, the look
of your ad, the image that you convey and even the typefaces that
you use.

Integrity can be reflected by the choices you make in the
layout of your ad. Is it clean and neat? Or is it shouting out at you
with color bars running in different directions and headlines
screaming and words underlined and pictures exaggerated? You
get the idea. The integrity of the person delivering the message is
always amazingly clear to the recipient. And this integrity is often
reflected by the appearance of the advertisement and the copy
you write. Show good integrity and your advertising message will
be well received. Don't show it and join the ranks of those who
are rarely successful.

4. Credibility

If you convey honesty and integrity in your message,
chances are you've gone a long way toward establishing your
credibility. However, credibility is not just honesty and integrity.
Credibility is being believable. In an ad for a product whose price
is exceptionally low, you've got to convey that the offer you are
making, as great as it may seem, is indeed a valid offer.

Let's say you are offering something for $10 that everybody
else is selling for $40. Your job is establishing credibility for your
price. You might explain that you are buying a very large volume
from the Far East and that you were able to buy the remaining
stock from a major manufacturer for a very low price. In short,
you've got to establish the credibility of your company and your
offer.

Credibility also means truthfulness. Does the consumer
really believe you? Rash statements, clich6s and some exaggera-
tions will remove any credibility your offer may have had.

One of the most important factors that could affect credi-
bility is not resolving all the objections that are raised in your
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readers' minds, such as hiding something or avoiding an obvtous
fault of the product or service. You need to raise all objections
and resolve them.

Products that require installation or assembly ate good
examples. If it is obvious that a product doesn't just pop out of
the box ready to use, you must explain that it does require assem-
bly. You might say something like, "To make it easy, we provide
you with the tools. In our tests, it only took five minutes for
somebody with very little mechanical skill to put it together."
Once again, it is the anticipation of objections and their resolu-
tion that means so much to the credibility of an ad.

You are in essence sensing the next question the consumer
may ask and answering it in a straightforward, honest and cred-
ible way. The integrity of your product, your offer and yourself
are all on the line, and unless you convey the highest credibility
in your ad, your prospects will not feel comfortable buying from
you.

When I appear on QVC-the TV home shopping channel-
it is easy to sell a difficult product that normally would require a
lot of credibility. The reason: QVC already has a lot of credibility
with their customers. If a product is being offered on QVC, it must
be good. It must have the quality that customers have come to
expect, and chances are the product will be bought by somebody
who has bought product before from QVC and already feels that
the company is a very credible concern. In short, I've piggy-
backed my product onto QVC's credibility, and the combination of

QVC's credibility and my product's credibility is pretty powerful.

The effect of credibility also extends to the magazines or
newspapers in which you advertise. If you advertise your prod-
uct in The Wall Street Journal, you are piggy-backing onto their
credibility and their constant vigilance, making sure their readers
aren't being taken advantage of. On the other hand, place that
same ad in The National Enquirer and you then take on the lack
of credibility that this publication has established in the mind of
the reader. Again, credibility is affected by the environment in
which you place your advertisement.

You can enhance credibility through the use of a brand
name product. For example, if I'm offering an electronic product
by the name of Yorx with the exact same features as one whose
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brand name is Sony, which one has more credibility? The Sony
would probably sell better if both were at the same price.

Adding an appropriate celebrity endorser is another effec-
tive way to enhance credibility. The name of a company can, too.
For example, there was a company by the name of The Tool
Shack selling computers. This company's name actually
detracted from the credibility of the product they were selling.
We once ran the same ad in The Wall Street Journal to test the
effect of our JS&A name against a lesser known name-Con-
sumers Hero. In the test, the JS&A ad far outpulled the other ad.
Only the name of the company was different. Sometimes a city or
state can add credibility. That's why some companies located in
smaller cities have offices in London, Paris or New York. The var-
ious ways of adding credibility should be an important consider-
ation in crafting your advertising.

5. Value and Proof of Value

Even if you are a multi-millionaire, you want to know that
you are not being taken advantage of, and even more importantly,
that you are getting value for your financial investment.

In an ad, you want to convey, through examples or by com-
parison, that what the customer is buying is a good value. A typ-
ical example in one of my ads is where I compare my prices to
products with similar features and point out that I'm providing a
better value.

By positioning your product and comparing it with others or
by proving the value of something even though the value may not
be apparent, you are providing the logic with which the prospect
can justify the purchase.

Simply educating the reader to the intrinsic value of your
product is equivalent to lowering its price. In short, there is a value
associated with the education you are providing your reader.

The buying transaction is an emotional experience that uses
logic to justify the buying decision. You buy a Mercedes automo-
bile emotionally but you then justify its purchase logically with
its technology, safety and resale value. So justifying its value is
something that the consumer wants to do before making an emo-
tional purchase.
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D V

And with such intense competition in the world, there ts a
question in the mind of the consumer: 'Am I buying the product
at the best price?" Once agarn, you must resolve that question or
you are not communicating effectively with your prospect.

6. Justify the Purchase

One of the questions people may think about while reading
an ad is "Can I really justify this purchase?" Once agarn, it is a
question that is raised and then must be resolved. If you don't
resolve it, then you won't answer all the prospect's questions and
this will give the prospect the excuse to "think about it" and, of
course, never buy.

Somewhere in your ad, you should resolve any objection by
providing some justification to the purchaser. Sometimes it's just

saying, "You deserve it." And other times you might have to jus-

tify it in terms of savings (the price is a one-time-only value),
health reasons (protects your eyes), recognition (the men in your
life will love the way you look in it) or dozens of other reasons
based on the wants and needs of your prospect.

I've often had people tell me, "Joe, when I read your ads, I
feel guilty if I don't buy the product." That's quite a compliment
and probably due to the way I justify a purchase in the mind of
the consumer.

The higher the price point, the more need there is to justify

the purchase. The lower the price point or the more value the
price represents, the less you have to justify the purchase. In fact,
the lower the price, the more greed plays a role.

7. Greed

Greed in the form of attraction to bargains is a very strong
motivating factor. I don't know how many times I've bought
things even though I didn't need them simply because they were
a bargain.

Don't hesitate to recognrze greed as a very strong factor in
either low-priced merchandise or expensive products offered at
low prices. Too low a price may diminish your credibility unless
you justify the low price. Many people are willing to risk dealing
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with an unknown vendor and pay less just to get something more
for their money. Providing the consumer with more than what is
normally received for the price is a way of appealing to the con-
sumer's greed.

In one of my earlier ads in The wall street Journal,I offered
a calculator for $49.95 and the manufacturer got really upset
with me. "That product should have sold for $69.95 and now I
have dealers all over the country calling me and complaining,"
screamed the manufacturer.

"Don't worry," I said. "I'll correct it." So I ran a small ad in
The Wall Street Journal announcing my error, raising the price
from $49.95 to $69.95 and giving consumers just a few days to
respond at the old price. Even though the size of the ad was con-
siderably smaller, it outpulled the previous one as people rushed
to buy the calculator within those few days at the $49.95 bargain
price.

Greed is not a technique that can be employed all the time.
But it should be recogmzed as an effective element that plays on
everybody's weakness.

When you lower the price of a product, you usually end up
with more unit sales. Keep lowering the price, and you'll con-
tinue to generate more unit sales than before if the price drop is
big enough. Go too low and you'll have to add a little justifica-
tion for the lower price as it will start raising credibility issues
with your prospects.

Greed is really not a very positive human trait. But it exists
and it is a force to consider when communicating with vour
prospects.

8. Establish Authority

There's always something that you can say about your com-
pany to establish your authority, size, position or intention. The
consumer loves to do business with experts in a particular area.
That's why the trend is away from department stores that sell gen-
eral merchandise to category stores that sell a specific line of prod-
ucts. These stores have more expertise, knowledge and authority
in a specific category.

For example, for years I would call JS&A 'America's
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largest single source of space-age products." What I was really
doing was establishing the authority of JS&A as a major supplier
of space-age products. The words "single source" really meant
that we shipped our products out of a single location. We may
not have shipped more space-age products than Sears or Radio
Shack, but we shipped more out of a single location and we
specialized only in space-age products.

Establishing your authority is something that should be
done in each ad regardless of how big or how little you are. For
example, 'America's largest supplier of speci ahzed products
for the chimney sweep industry." (One of my seminar partici-
pants was actually in the chimney sweep industry.) Or even if
you are the smallest, you can always say, "The hardest-work-
ing bunch of guys in the advertising business." If you really
examine your company, you will find something that you can
say that establishes your authority and expertise in what you
are selling.

Then, after you establish your authority, there is going to be
the temptation to stop using the phrase that established your
authority. I know that when we had run our phrase for almost six
years I wondered if we really needed it. But there were always
those first-time readers who caught the ad and needed that reas-
surance that they were dealing with an authoritative company in
the field in which they were contemplating a purchase. That
phrase gave them the confidence.

Sometimes it is easy to establish authority by virtue of the
name of the company. 'American Symbolic Corporation" was a
company I set up once and which sounded like it was a very big
operation. "Jack and Ed's Video" doesn't sound very big at all.
Computer Discount Warehouse gives you a pretty good idea of
their authority. It has name recognition, plus it tells you what it
is through its name.

People Respecl Authority

People naturally respect a knowledgeable authority. Let's say
you want to buy a computer. You might first check with the expert
in your neighborhood who is known as the neighborhood com-
puter genius. Let's call him Danny. He has established his author-
ity and you feel quite comfortable going to Danny to get advice.
He'll then tell you what he thinks you should buy and from whom.
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And chances are, he'll recommend some retail outlet that has
established itself with some level of authority. It might be the
cheapest computer company or maybe the company that provides
the best service. You'Il seek out the type of authority you need.

Sometimes the authority does not even have to be stated but
can be felt by the copy, the layout or the message of an ad. Estab-
lish your authority in the field of the product or service you are
selling and you'll find that it will make a big difference in your
copy's effectiveness.

Let me give you a personal example of something that really
illustrates the point. As I was about to walk into a local business
supply store in Las Vegas, a young lady came running up to me
and said, "Please, could you help me?"

I was a little surprised by the suddenness of her approach
and, in fact, first thought that there was some kind of emergency.
"Sure, what's the problem?"

Almost with tears in her eyes, she answered, "I'm about to
buy a computer and I've picked out the one I like the most, but I
need somebody to tell me if I've made the right choice. If you
know about computers, could you come in the store with me and
give me your opinion?"

I agreed and went into the store with her. The girl explained
that she was attending college at UNLV (the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas) and since this was her first computer, she
needed reassurance from somebody who knew computers that
this was a good and wise purchase. She told me how most of the
people in the store really didn't know that much about comput-
ers. I looked over the computer and, having pretty good knowl-
edge about home computers, told her that she had indeed made
a wise choice and that the computer was also a good value. I
pointed out some of the technical features that would help her in
her schoolwork, and although she didn't have any idea of what I
was talking about, she felt that she was making the right choice
because I said so.

Nobody Wqnts to Mqke o Mistoke

Relieved, she thanked me, and then was off to buy her new
computer. As she was walking aw&1i, she looked over her shoul-
der and said, "I've worked hard for my money and I didn't want
to make a stupid mistake."
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Before you bought a computer, you may have first called
somebody who was a partial expert on computers to ask for an
opinion. You too wanted reassurance and confidence about the
purchase you were making-that the money you were about to
exchange for a computer was going to be spent wisely. The same
holds true when you buy anything of value. you just want reas-
surance. If, however, you can trust the sales organLzation as the
experts, then you won't need any outside expert opinion as the
young student needed in the example above.

Even after you buy something, you often seek confirmation
that your purchase was a good one. The late direct marketing
consultant Paul Bringe once wrote: "One of the first things we do
aftet making a sizable purchase is to seek assurance from others
that our decision was a good one. We tell our family, our neigh-
bors, our friends and our business associates and wait for their
approval."

one of the surprises I had while taking orders on our phone
lines at JS&A was the number of customers who stated some-
thing like, "I bet that's one of your best-selling products." In
many cases, it wasn't. But in every case, whenever I mentioned
that the product they had just purchased was indeed a very pop-
ular product, there was always a comment like, "I just knew that
it was." People need reassurance that they have made the right
purchase.

9. Satisfaction Conviction

when you saw this heading, you might have thought we are
talking about the trial period. Indeed, a trial period could be
defined as a form of satisfaction conviction. "If you aren't totally
satisfied with my product within one month, you may send it
back for a full refund." But that isn't what we mean here. Sure,
every direct response offer should have a trial period. After all,
the consumer needs to touch and feel a product to make a deci-
sion about whether to keep it. So the trial period provides the
buyer with a level of confidence. The consumer can change his
or her mind if it is not exactly what he or she is looking for.

But a satisfaction conviction is more than a trial period. It
basically conveys a message from you to your prospect that
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says, "Hey, I'm so convinced you will like this product that I'm
going to do something for your benefit to prove how incredible
my offer is."

If your potential customer, after reading what you are going
to do, says something like, "They must really believe in their prod-
uct," or "How can they do it?" or'Are they going to get ripped off
by customers who will take advantage of their generosity?" then
you know you've got a great example of a satisfaction conviction.

Let me give you an example. When I first offered
BluBlocker sunglasses, I said in my TV advertising, "If you're
unhappy with BluBlockers, I'll let you return them anytime you
want. There is no trial period." A lot of people thought to them-
selves, "That must be a good product or otherwise they wouldn't
make that offer." Or they may have said, "Bo], are they going to
get ripped off." In either case, I conveyed a conviction that my
customer was going to be so satisfied that I was willing to do
something that is rarely done.

In one ad, I stated, "If you aren't happy with your purchase,
just call me up and I'11 personally arrange to have it picked up at
my expense and refund you every penny of your purchase price
including the time you took to return the product."

Tesling q Sotisfqction Convicfion
Once I was able to test the power of a satisfaction convic-

tion. In an ad I wrote for the company called Consumers Hero, I
was offering subscriptions to a discount bulletin showing refur-
bished products at very low prices. But rather than just mail the
bulletin to prospects, I formed a club and offered a subscription
to the bulletin. I tested various elements in the 700-word ad. I
changed the headline and tested it and improved response by 207o.
I changed the price and saw little change in total response. The
lower the price, however, the more orders I received. But when I
changed just the satisfaction conviction, the response rate doubled.

In one ad, I said, "If you don't buy anything during your
two-year subscription, I'll refund the unused portion of your
subscription."

In the second ad I stated, "But what if you never buy from
us and your two-year membership expires? Fine. Send us just
your membership card and we'll fully refund your five dollars
plus send you interest on your money."
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In the first ad, you see a basic, simple trial-period type
offer. In the second version, however, 1lou see an offer that goes
well beyond the trial period and can be classified as a satisfac-
tion conviction.

In the test, the response doubled even though the satisfac-
tion conviction was at the very end of the ad. This meant that
people read the entire ad and then, at the very end when that
important buying decision had to be made, the satisfaction con-
viction removed any remaining resistance to buying into the
concept.

If you have gotten the reader into the slippery slide and all
the way to the end of an ad, it's that last part of the ad where
you've got an awful lot to do. Think about it. You've got to
explain the offer to the prospect, why it's a good offer and why
he or she should buy the product, and then you've got to do
something dramatic to push him or her over the edge-all within
the very last part of your sales message. It's like a salesperson
asking for the order and then also saying, 'And if you buy this
from me now, I will do something that few salespeople would do
to ensure your satisfaction."

The right satisfaction conviction is important too. The ideal
satisfaction conviction should raise an objection and resolve it,
as I've indicated in the previous chapter, but in resolving it, go
beyond what people expect.

It was effective in my Consumers Hero ad because it tied
perfectly into resolving any last-minute resistance. First it
raised the objes[isn-('What if I don't buy from your bulletin
over a two-year period?" And then I resolved it with a satis-
faction conviction-something that went beyond what people
expected.

But be careful to use a satisfaction conviction that makes
sense for the offer. You wouldn't want to raise an objection and
then satisfy it with the wrong resolution. Make sure any objec-
tion is indeed satisfied by the correct resolution. In short, it's got
to make sense.

The satisfaction conviction is a critical part of the sales mes-
sage and few rcahze its importance. Yet, if you can create a pow-
erful satisfaction conviction, this simple device will do a great
deal for the success of your offers.
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10. Nature of Product

This is one of the really important keys in determining how
to sell a product. First, you have to realtze that every product has
its own unique personality, its own unique nature, and it's up to
you to figure it out.

How do you present the drama of that product? Every prod-
uct has one very powerful way of presenting itself that will
express the true advantages and emotion that the product has to
offer and motivate the largest number of people to buy it.

Remember the Midex burglar alarm that I sold for many
years through full-page ads in national magazines? What was the
nature of that product and how could I motivate people to buy it?
I explained that in Chapter 2.

I used the security system as an example of the nature of
products. This was an unusual product because it had a unique
personality. The product category itself had its own profile. By
reahzing the nature of every product and playing to its strengths,
you will end up with a very powerful and emotionally dramatic
presentation.

Think about other examples. What is the nature of a toy? It's
a fun game. So you bring out the enjoyment. What is the nature
of a blood pressure unit? It's a serious medical device that you
use to check your blood pressure. Note the word 'serious'. What
is the nature of a burglar alarm? It's a serious product that should
be easy to install, work when it is supposed to and provide protec-
tion to concerned homeowners. Very often, common sense is all
you need to understand and appreciate the nature of a product.

Realize that you must understand the nature of the product
you are selling or you won't effectively sell it.

11. Current Fads

There are always a number of fads taking place at the same
time. One might be a clothing fad, another might be an unusual
expression made popular by a TV show or commercial, or a fad
might be a popular trend.

There are also fads in direct response. On TV right now, the
hottest products are exercise devices. There was a time when real
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estate shows were popular. Be aware of the current fads so you can
determine the hottest product categories and also the new language
of our time. You want to recognrze them and harmonize with them.

A good example of recognizing fads and knowing what to
do with them comes from an experience I had with Richard Guil-
foyle, a direct marketer from Boston. He had a strong sense of
history and prided himself on creating replicas of historic Amer-
ican objects-Paul Revere's lantern, a statue of George Wash-
ington at Valley Forge, a salt and pepper set from the time of the
Revolutionary War. In 1975 his company was doing quite well.

And no wonder, the country was about to celebrate its
bicentennial anniversary, and this class of merchandise was
being recognized as a way of celebrating the birth of our nation
200 years ago. Sales were brisk. Richard was capitalizing on this
current fad for American Revolutionary period products.

Then the bottom of his business fell out. Sales plummeted
and he couldn't figure out why. And it all happened just prior to
July 4th, 1916-the date of the bicentennial celebration.

When he attended my seminar, he was really quite disap-
pointed with his business. What happened? I suggested that
maybe it was because people were associating his merchandise
with the anniversary of the United States. Since that date had
already passed, his sales reflected this perception.

But Richard insisted that this wasn't the case. "My products
have true historic significance and have nothing to do with the
bicentennial." Could I simply look at his copy and help him
improve it?

After looking over his copy, which was actually quite good,
I saw clearly what the problem was. He had not recognrzed that
consumers perceived his products as part of the excitement of the
bicentennial and not as apart of American history that they could
save and own.

He then showed me a few ads he had prepared as a result
of attending my seminar. One of them was for a necklace con-
sisting of a small replica of a Paul Revere lantern that had a dia-
mond in the center representing the candle. It was a beautiful
piece of jewelry.

I read the copy and said, "You have a winner here. This ad
will do well-not because of the historic nature of the necklace
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but because of the beautiful piece of jewelry that it is. You're now
selling jewelry, Richard, not good old Amerrcana."

Sure enough, the ad was a huge success and he soon realized
how a powerful fad can grow and fade.

Fqds Generqte Publicity
I used fads as a way of generating publicity when I was

doing public relations for a few of my clients. One owned a ski
resort and was trying to increase the awareness of snowmobiles
at his resort. At the time, during the mid to late '60s, the women's
lib movement was new, strong and vocal. I suggested that the
resort owner ban women snowmobile drivers and issue a press
release proudly announcing the fact. He did and the publicity
went national. He rescinded his ban and snowmobile sales srew
dramatically from the national publicity and attention.

At the same time, one of rny accounts-Jerry Herman,
owner of the Spot pizza restaurant near Northwestern University
in Evanston, Illinois-wanted national publicity too. Women
were in the middle of an unusual fad-throwing their bras away
and going braless. I suggested to Jerry that he design a bra-
shaped pizza and he too got national publicity. While these pub-
licity stunts might seem a bit silly in retrospect, back then they
were effective because they tied into a fad of the times.

Later I used fads as a way of selling products. When it was
uncovered in 1973 that Nixon was using phone-tapping equip-
ment to record all his phone conversations, there was enormous
publicity about it. I immediately put together a JS&A offer of a
system whereby anybody could tap their phones and ran the ad in
The Wall Street Journal under the headline "Tap Your Phone."

That ad was a mistake. The FBI showed up at my door, The
Wall Street Journal threatened never to run my ads anymore and
even worse, I didn't sell many of the systems and lost money on
the ad.

Cqtch One qt the Right Time
On the other hand, I caught another fad at just the right time.

Remember the Pocket CB that I described earlier in Chapter 2?
By calling my walkie-talkie a Pocket CB because it broadcast on
the CB frequencies, I was able to capture a major chunk of the
walkie-talkie and CB market.
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The minute there is a lot of publicity about something and
it has the potential of turning into a fad., consider the possibility
that it's a good signal for you to exploit the opportunity.

A fad can die just as quickly as it can grow. So you must
capture the moment early enough and get out right after the fad
peaks. The people who came out with radar detectors when they
became a fad did exceptionally well. A few of them attended my
seminar and wrote great ads and built their companies into very
successful entities.

one of the companies selling radar detectors-cincinnati
Microwave-sent three of their top people to my seminar before
it really took off and became a $140 million company with over
$40 million in profits.

But be careful. I can tell you stories (I should say night-
mares) that show how dangerous fads can be to your financial
health. During the watergate scandal, I once introduced ,.The
watergate Game-a game of intrigue and deception for the
whole family." But no store would carry it because of the con-
troversy and I lost my shirt. I once created the Batman credit card
to capture the Batman fad of the '60s and printed 250,000 of
them only to be denied a license to sell them.

But as you can see, knowing how to recognrze a fad and
capitalize on it can be a very powerful tool if your timing is right.
This brings us very nicely to the next topic.

12.Timing

How many times have you been too early with an idea or
too late? I've heard complaints from many of my students who
have failed because their timing just wasn,t right.

Timing certainly has a lot to do with fads. you want to be
involved at the beginning of a fad and not enter in the middle or
the end. That's smart timing. But there are products that have just
been introduced too early or too late, and that relates to timing
too. when do you introduce a new product? Is America ready for
it? And how do you know?

The answer really is quite simpre: Nobody knows. That's
why every product that I sell, I always test first. The consumer
will always tell me if I'm too early or too late or right on target.
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When crime increased, it was good common sense to offer
burglar alarms. When the o.J. Simpson case unraveled, there were
plenty of opportunities to capitalize on it and the media sure did.

President Carter went on television in 1980 and repri-
manded Americans, accusing us of running up too much debt.
"Stop using your credit cards," was his suggestion. And millions
of Americans did just that. Direct-response rates plummeted
overnight. Tests that we had previously run and which showed
great promise were coming up as losses. Our timing obviously
was bad but through no fault of ours. Knowing the cause of the
problem helped us keep our sanity.

It's just as important to know when the timing is bad. We
came out with a product called the Bone Fone, a portable radio
worn around the neck. It was perfect timing until a product called
the Walkman came out and killed our new product. Timing. It can
kill a product or make it.

I once ran a media test on an electronic blood pressure unit
we were thinking of putting in our catalog. I thought it would do
well and when the results were presented to me, I was amazed at
how well it had done. Armed with a great deal of confidence, I
placed a major national advertising campaign in all the maga-
zines we normally advertised in-spending almost $300,000 at
the time. But even before the ads started to run I discovered
that the report I thought was so good was actually produced in
effor. The product did not do well in the test and in fact did quite
poorly.

Since I had already placed the advertising, I braced myself
for the bad response. But my timing proved to be coincidentally
right on target. About the same time as the ads started to run, the
American Heart Association started running a major advertising
campaign suggesting that Americans take their blood pressure
regularly. Our sales jumped and what was destined to become one
of our biggest losses turned into a nice profit. And we even won
the Life Extension Award from the Life Extension Association
for our work in alerting the public to the need for measuring their
blood pressure regularly.
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13. Desire to Belong

The desire to belong is a strong motivational factor in mar-
keting but it is often not appreciated. Think about it.

Why do people own a Mercedes? Why do they smoke
Marlboro cigarettes? Why do certain fads catch on? It could be

that these people buy a specific product because they subcon-
sciously want to belong to the group that already owns or uses
that specific product.

In the case of Marlboros, the smokers subconsciously want
to join that group of smokers who have responded to the rugged
western image the cigarette's ad agency has created.

The people who buy a Mercedes often want to belong to
that special group of Mercedes owners. Do you think it's because
of the special braking or suspension system? Forget it. They're
going out and spending megabucks to b,ry something that's
maybe slightly better than many of the other automobiles. The
other cars can take you to the same places at the same speed and
yet these people-all very intelligent-will go out and spend
plenty more to buy a Mercedes.

And the list goes on. You name a product that has an estab-
lished image and I'll show you a consumer who, somewhere in
his or her subconscious value system, wants to belong to the
group of people who own that product. Fashion, automobiles,
cigarettes, gadgets, whatever the category-the consumer who
buys a specific brand has been motivated to buy that brand by
virtue of the desire to belong to the group of people who already
own that brand.

When Volvo discovered that its customer base had one of the
highest educational levels of any of the car manufacturers, they
publicized this fact. They then noticed that when the same survey
was conducted a few years later, the percentage jumped even
higher. The increase was caused, in my judgment, by the associ-
ation that other highly educated new buyers wanted to make with
the Volvo owners-they wanted to belong to that group.

I've had my students say to me, "Well, what about hermits?
Don't tell me they have the desire to belong."

And my answer was that they want to belong to the group

of people who are hermits. To belong to the group means you
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don't necessarily have to be with anyone or be very social. And
maybe the key word here is 'identify'. The Mercedes owner
wants to be identified with the class or group of people who also
own a Mercedes.

Owning a Rolls-Royce in California in the '70s was the ulti-
mate status symbol. I couldn't believe how impressed people were
with other people who owned one. Being a midwest boy and not
growing up on the car-conscious West Coast, it was culture shock
to reahze how much a Rolls meant to somebody from the West
Coast. Yet when you look at the car, it is one of the most conser-
vative and old-fashioned-looking automobiles on the road today.

The desire to belong to and identify with a group of people
who own a specific product is one of the most powerful psycho-
logical motivators to be aware of in marketing and copywriting.
But one of the best examples I can give was a personal experi-
ence, which leads me to my next psychological point.

14. Desire to Collect

There must be a natural instinct in the human race to collect
as I learned from my marketing experience.

If you are selling a collectible, it's pretty easy to understand
that this urge exists and therefore, as a direct marketer, you need
to capitalize on it. But often overlooked is the fact that it can be
used to sell any other product too. Let's take the watch buyer. An
enthusiastic watch buyer is your perfect prospect for another
watch.

When I was selling watches in print, I would send mailings
to those customers who had previously ordered from me and offer
them other watches. I received a great response. My best list for
watches consisted of my existing watch owners. Now you would
think that if you had a watch, what would you need another one
for? Wrong. Many people actually collect them. They'll have sev-
eral watches, several pairs of sunglasses, several pairs of jeans, a
library of videos or compact disks. The list is endless.

I'm always amazed at the number of dolls collected by QVC
viewers. Some of the viewers are older women, long past child-
hood, yet among QVC's most avid collectors. And they have
dozens of dolls.
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You'd be amazed
at what people
collect.

Small car models are also
sold on QVC. They are some of
the most popular products. And
not to be outdone, there must be
thousands of viewers who own
many BluBlocker sunglsssss-
often in several different styles.

The point is, when selling,
whether in print or on TV, recog-
nrze that there is a very large

segment of the population who, for whatever reason, has an emo-
tional need to collect a series of similar products. These products
bring greatjoy and satisfaction and in some cases utility.

And think about those who collect the real cars. Many who
can afford them have collections that range up to hundreds of
full-sized automobiles. What kind of emotional need are thev
fulfilling?

One of the ways that direct marketers optimize on the col-
lecting instinct is by sending, free of charge with their very first
shipment, some sort of device to hold the collection.

I can remember ordering a series of silver airplane tails with
various airline logos embossed on them from the Franklin Mint.
I started collecting them to see how the Franklin Mint conducted
its program rather than from any interest in collecting airplane
tails.

I received a beautiful chest with cutouts for each of the sil-
ver tails. And they came once a month and each month I put one
more tail in the chest. I looked at my collection each time I put
in a new tail and felt the pride of knowing that my tail collection
was growing. Finally, I had enough to filI the chest so that when
guests came over, I could display my entire tail collection. I
finally sobered up and stopped collecting. It was costing me a
small fortune, and after all, the only reason I had started was
for the research. And the collection was kind of silly to begin
with. The airlines were either merging, going out of business
or changing their names so fast that even the Franklin Mint
couldn't keep up.

But it was this experience that convinced me that there were
lots of opportunities for selling to collectors.
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15. Curiosity

If I had to pick the one major psychological reason which
makes direct marketing so successful today, it would be curiosity.
At retail, a customer can touch and experience the product first-
hand and then decide. A mail order customer can't do that. The
product might look good and do exactly what the customer
expects it to do, yet there is always that level of curiosity that
makes the product attractive to the prospect. "What is that prod-
uct really like?" might be the typical thought of a prospect.

When I sold BluBlocker sunglasses on TV I deliberately
created an enormous amount of curiosity. I had my subjects-
ordinary people we would find on the streets-try on a pair of
BluBlocker sunglasses. I would then videotape their reactions.
Some of the reactions were great and when I presented them
on TV the viewers were wondering, "'What was it like to look
through these glasses-that pair of sunglasses with the orange
lenses that was making everybody go wild?"

I didn't take the TV camera and look through a pair. That
would have destroyed the curiosity and would not have given the
true picture of what the sunglasses would do for you. (Your brain
adjusts to the color shift when you look through the lens, whereas
the TV camera does not.) Instead, I enhanced curiosity by not
showing the view. The only way you could look through them
was to buy a pair. And buy the public did-almost B million pairs
from a series of commercials that ran for six years.

Curiosity also works well with books. You can tease
prospects by telling them what they will find out by reading your
books. In fact, the strongest motivating factor in selling books is
curiosity, followed only by notoriety and credibility.

Because a prospect can't touch or experience the product,
curiosity is the strongest motivating factor in mail order. Immedi-
ate gratrfication is the strongest factor in retail. So if I recognize
that fact and can deliver your product promptly-lef'5 say with
FedEx-I'm capitahzing on the curiosity in mail order and coming
close to the retail advantage.

I've sold products relying completely on the factor of curios-
ity. In 1913I offered a pocket calculator without ever showing a
picture of it. By creating such compelling curiosity about that
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product, I sold thousands of them. Sure the price was good and
the product was great, but without showing the product or even
mentioning the brand name, I was still able to make the selling
message very compelling.

How do you use curiosity in selling your products? First
reahze that when you sell books, curiosity is the key motivating
factor and you should use it as your prime selling tool. But real-
ize also that there are many other products that lend themselves
to holding back part of the story in order to arouse curiosity and
create a demand.

show too much, tell too much and you run the risk of killing
whatever advantage you had using mail order as a medium.

A friend of mine, Steve Dworman, who publishes an info-
mercial trade newsletter, was fascinated by my success using
curiosity as the main selling tool in my BluBlocker commercial.
He thought to himself, "Could the same technique be used to sell
something that was impossible to sell on TV in a direct response
commercial? Like perfume?" So he organrzed the shooting of a
commercial using curiosity as its main motivating factor.

In the commercial, everybody was raving about the perfume
but there was no way the TV sets allowed viewers to sniff it
unless they bought Steve's product. The commercial generated
enough curiosity to work.

How many times have you said too much, shown too much
or failed to use the power of curiosity? It is one of the leading
motivating factors in all direct response marketing.

16. Sense of Urgency

You might have already figured this one out. You've sold the
prospect. The prospect believes in your product and is ready to
brry. But like many of your customers, this one says, "Well, let
me think about it."

It is a proven fact that when this happens, chances are the
prospect won't buy.And the reasons are really very logical. First,
in time that excellent sales message you wrote will most likely
be forgotten. Second, if you're lucky and it isn't forgotten, it
won't have the same impact it had when it was first read. That
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old saying, "out of sight, out of mind," holds true in a case like
this.

Therefore, to avoid the delaying tactic, you've got to provide
prospects with an incentive or reason to buy now. In fact, if you
do your job right, the customer has to feel guilty if he or she
doesn't buy right now. But how do you do it?

First, here's what you don't want to do. The prospect has
spent a lot of time with your ad and you've convinced him or her
to buy. The one thing you don't want to do is blow your integrity
at the very end of the ad by making a statement that is not true. A
statement like, "If you don't respond within the next few days,
we'11 be sold out," or some other deceit will turn off the prospect.
So be careful. Whatever you say at the end should be the truth and
should be crafted to maintain the same integrity expressed
throughout your ad.

Now, what can you do to provide a sense of urgency? Some
ads reek with a sense of urgency and nothing has to be said. For
example, I once ran a retraction for an ad which said that the price
listed for a calculator was the wrong price and that the new price
was $20 higher, but you had a few days to purchase the product
at the old price before the new price went into effect. That
approach was an integral part of the concept and provided a sense
of urgency that was obvious and very much real.

You can also convey a sense of urgency by offering limited
editions. 'oWe only have 1,000 sets and this will be our last adver-
tisement" can be persuasive and motivate the buyer to act right
away.

You might have a great ad with a good sense of urgency but
a fatal error might still kill your ad's effectiveness. What is that
fatal error? Omitting important information that the buyer needs
in order to make that buying decision. Then the buyer has the
excuse, "There's a question I have but I'm too busy to call and
find out the answer," or a similar excuse. In short, even a great
sense of urgency can be wasted if you leave out some critical
information in your ad copy.

You can use the sense of urgency in many different ways-
low supplies, closeout opportunity, price rise, product shortages,
limited-time price opportunity or limited-edition opportunity.
How about "Buy now so you can start enjoying the benefits of my
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product tomorrow." Or even "Buy one during the next three days
and you'll get a second one free."

Another way to provide a sense of urgency is through your
shipping methods. "We'll ship your purchase via FedEx if you
order by (a certain date)." Or "Since you are one of our cus-
tomers, you can buy this wonderful product prior to our national
introduction if you order by (a certain date)."

We used to run all our new product introductions with the
phrase, "National Introductory Price." This didn't mean that much
but it raised the possibility that the price was the introductory
price and later might go up. In actuality, the prices of calculators
and electronics always went down, so we eventually dropped that
phrase.

The number of possibilities is limited only by your imagi-
nation. The sense-of-urgency statements always go at the end of
your advertising. And if there are two critical locations in your
advertising, they are the very beginning and the very end. And it
is at the end where the sense of urgency and several other impor-
tant concepts meet and must be considered and blended seam-
lessly together.

17. Instant Gratification

This is a big advantage at retail. Think about it. At retail,
you pick something up, hold it, touch it and look it over com-
pletely. You can make your decision to buy and then you can take
it home with you where you can enjoy and use it immediately.
You don't have that advantage in mail order.

So to compensate, you should convey to your customer
either the advantages in ordering from you via mail or the assur-
ance that you ship promptly and that the customer will have his
or her purchase within a few days.

The effort by direct marketers to provide that instant gratifi-
cation-shipping promptly-has made mail order one of the
fastest methods of distribution in the United States and has thus
taken a great deal away from the retail industry. I can call a com-
puter mail order company and order a piece of software on Mon-
day morning and use it by Monday evening. That's so much easier
than running to the store, parking, finding the right department



and then having to deal with the salesclerk. It's no wonder mail
order has taken a dramatic bite out of manv of the traditional
retail categories.

The mail order computer industry created giants such as
Dell and Gateway 2000 that speciahze in next-day delivery.

And so if you have a product and want to capitalize on the
main advantage that a retailer has, find a way to ship your mer-
chandise out quicker, deliver it faster and provide better service
than any retailer could ever offer.

18. Exclusivity, Rarity or Uniqueness

These are very strong motivating factors for the right prod-
uct or the right situation.

The concept is to basically let the prospect feel that he is spe-
cial if he buys a particular product-that he will belong to the very
small group that can be envied for owning this very limited item.

The emotional appeal of this approach is quite strong. Every-
body likes to feel special. Most people would like to belong to a
rare group that owns a product that few people can own and enjoy.

By limiting the number they produce, some marketing com-
panies have come up with a very strong appeal for consumers.
The Franklin Mint-a multi-million-dollar business-was built
on the premise of the limited edition, first with coins and then
later with everything from plates and cups to model cars and
dolls. Anything you could collect and they could limit was fair
game for the Mint.

The thought behind the limited edition is also to provide
value. As people build various collections of things, the objects
grow in value if others start collecting the same goods too. Soon,
the collections come to the attention of the mass market and that
attracts more collectors. Then the value of the collections reallv
starts to grow.

Those collectibles which have a limited circulation or a lim-
ited number in circulation grow in value even more. And there's
always the story of somebody discovering an old heirloom in the
atttc worth a small fortune. There are exceptions of course-
silver airplane tails, to name one.

One of the appeals of an exclusive item is the possibility of
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extra future value implied by limiting the circulation of that
product.

The power of exclusivity was driven home to me in October
of 1980 when I was in Minocqua, Wisconsin. It was right after I
had given a seminar.

At the seminar site, for the enjoyment of the participants,
I kept a stable of six snowmobiles. Whenever I would give a
seminar during the winter, I would have these machines available
for my students during their breaks. Riding snowmobiles was a
lot of fun and everybody loved to drive them. Then one day the
president of Mattel Electronics, Jeff Rochlis, broke his arm in a
bad snowmobile accident. That ended our snowmobile program.

I now had six snowmobiles in my garage with not many
people to use them. Out of curiosity, one day I visited the local
snowmobile shop-the same place that sold me the six that I
owned. I obviously didn't need any more but wanted to see what
small improvements were added in the new models.

I walked into the shop and asked the salesman, "Well, Paul,
what's new for this year?"

Paul took me over to a snowmobile that was propped up on
a small riser and pointed to it. "This baby is our new oil-cooled
model that goes over 100 miles per hour and sells for $2,600."

At the time, snowmobiles were selling for under $ 1,000 and
their top speed was around 40 miles per hour so this new model
was obviously special. But regardless of how special it was, I
already had six and I certainly did not need any more. I turned to
Paul and in a matter-of-fact way said, "Who could possibly want
a snowmobile that could go 100 miles per hour and cost $2,600?
How ridiculous."

Paul chuckled, "Well, there are only going to be six sold in
the entire state this year. We've only been allocated two of them
and we already have one sold."

I then quickly blurted out, "I'll take this one." Yes, I ended up
buying it. I wanted to be one of the few who owned this powerful
new machine. I wanted to feel that I was part of a unique group and
that I was special. And even though I didn't need any more snow-
mobiles, I ended up buying it and I was proud of the fact that I did.

It was this incident that made me reahze the power of
exclusivity, uniqueness and rarity.
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19. Simplicity

You must keep your advertising copy simple. The position-
ing of your product must be simple. Your offer must be simple.
In short, you want to keep your entire presentation as simple as
possible while still getting across your message.

There are times when you want to turn something simple
into something complex. We talked about that in the previous
chapter under the topic "Product Explanation." But that rule
applies to marketing issues and here we are looking at the basic
psychological motivator of simplicity.

What does this mean in terms of your advertising copy? I
like to tell my students to focus. Focus on what you are trying
to accomplish and eliminate things that either complicate your
presentation or aren't necessary.

This doesn't mean you write copy that is so simple a third
grader can read it. That's not what we mean by simple. The copy
should be able to be read by the less educated people as well as
the more educated and come across clearly. It is not good style to
write either "up" or "down" to anybody.

The use of big words to impress is one example of writing
up to somebody. You're trying to impress with your use of words
while somebody else who might not be familiar with your fancy
words will be lost. Use simple easy-to-understand words. Words
are, after all, stories-emotional images-each having an impact
sometimes greater than we think. Using simple words has the
greatest impact. Using words that everybody can understand has
a greater impact than words that most people have difficulty with.

And keep your layouts simple. Tests have confirmed that
things like color bars across an ad, fancy type that is difficult to
read and lines that draw your eyes away from the copy can hurt
comprehension. Fancy typefaces may look good but they often
give the lowest comprehension scores.

Simplicity ls q Powerful Tool

If you have a tendency to complicate things, you're not
going to succeed in writing good direct-response advertising
copy. Be aware of this important point as you decide which type-
face to use, how you want to present your product and the offer
you want to make.
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A good example of how simplicity works in direct response
happened to me when Murray Raphel, a dear friend and a great
public speaker, approached me. He had been in touch with the
people who had developed the Swiss Army watch and wondered
if I would be interested in marketing the product in the United
States. Yes, I was. A meeting was arranged in which I was going
to see the line of watches.

At the meeting I was presented with three styles and three
colors in each style for a total of nine different watches. One
was a men's style, the second was for women and the third was
for children. The colors were black, red and khaki. I examined
the watches, learned the history and in general became very
knowledgeable about the watches themselves. Then came the
big question.

"Mr. Sugarman, you've examined the watches. What do you
think?"

I looked over the watches, thought for a few minutes and
answered, "I'd like to run just the men's watch in black rn The
WaH Street Journal to test the concept."

The watch company executives looked perplexed. "Why

don't you offer all the styles? Look at how many more people
you'll reach if you offer nine different styles. You'Il reach
women and children in addition to men and you'll give them all
a color choice."

I told them that in my experience, keeping it simple was the
best approach and that offering a customer too many choices was
a very dangerous thing to do.

But no matter what I said, they would not agree. "Logic

says, Mr. Sugarman, that offering more of a choice will result in
more sales."

I then came up with an idea to prove that I was right. I
offered to run two separate ads in what is called an 'AlB split."
That is where TheWall Street Journal will print two separate ver-
sions of the same ad-version A and version B-to be delivered
in the same area at the same time. So one home will get one ver-
sion of the ad while the next-door neighbor might get version B.
This was a very good way to test two different ads to determine
the winning approach.

I offered to do the test and ran the two ads with almost
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Enlist
NOW

Join the S\viss Amv.
Tbey need a few good

men. A gaod deal and

Both sds were
practically identical
with ad A (top)
offering nine
dffirent models
and ad B (bottom)
offiring only one.

identical copy and graphics. One of the few
differences was that in ad A, I showed the
men's watch along with the child's watch for
size perspective, whereas in ad B, I showed
just the men's watch. I then listed each one of
the choices-nine in all-in ad A and just one
in ad B.

When I finished the ads, the A version
actually looked better than the version with
only one choice. When both versions ran, the
ad that featured only one men's watch out-
pulled the other version that featured nine mod-
els by a surprising 3 to I ratio. In short, for
every watch we sold from the ad that featured
the nine styles, we sold three in the other ad
that showed just the one black watch.

I knew almost instinctively that to give the
consumer a confusing array of choices meant
that the consumer would back off and not buy.

When would I show all these nine
watches? Later, in my catalog. Once I've
located those people interested in Swiss Army
watches, I would then show them all nine mod-
els in the catalog. By the time the catalog
reaches my customer, he or she has been quali-
fied as a watch buyer. I can now offer a larger
selection.

Another good example of the power of
simplicity occurred during the production of a
half-hour TV commercial I was doing for a pill
that reduced wrinkles and improved the skin.
Called Miracell, the product was truly revolu-
tionary. I had been taking it for a few months

and noticed dramatic results. We did two double-blind studies
that proved that the product really did work. But there was one
major problem.

For maximum effectiveness, you had to take two pills a day
for the first three months and then reduce the intake to one pill a
dav.
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This violated my principles of simplicity and I was very
concerned that the consumer was going to be confused. You
make it easy initially to buy a continuity product and then later
you raise the price. For example, the first video in a video series
offered on TV may cost only $5. It is a simple offer and it isn't
very expensive. You then buy the video and to get the rest of the
series, you must pay $19.95 a month to receive a video each
month for the next 12 months.

I was going the opposite way. For the first three months,
pills would cost double what they would cost during the fourth
month and beyond. And here I was recommending taking two
pills a day for three months and then one pill a day for the rest of
the time. It was really confusing and not very simple.

So I did two things to ensure the success of this show, which
we had already spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to pre-
pare. The first was to have the host in the show verify the dosage
and tell how the program worked even after I had explained it.
We devoted almost three minutes to explaining the complicated
offer in order to answer all anticipated questions.

But somehow I knew that the first offer was too complicated.
And so I prepared an alternate offer just in case. For the second
version I shot additional footage with just a simple offer: "Miracell

costs $25 a box and a box lasts one month." That was it. It was very
simple and very easy to understand. I knew that I would have to
supply my customers with a double dose for the first three months,
so three boxes would be at my own expense if this second version
of the ad worked and the complicated first version did not.

Sure enough, after testing, the version that worked was the
simple one; it outpulled the first one by a very large number. We
ended up giving away an enormous amount of product in order
to keep the offer simple and make the program simple as well.

Simplicity in direct response is critical and quite necessary.
The two examples above are just a few typical experiences from
my many years of direct response marketing in various media.

20. Human Relationships

It is always important to relate the product or service you
are offering in human terms. How the product will fit, how it will
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feel, how it will look-all are just some of the ways you can
relate. That may seem pretty obvious.

But there are other ways that copy or graphics can bring a
human element to an advertisement. And let's look at why this is
important.

Buying is an emotional human experience when we ex-
change our hard-earned money for a product or service. And
because we worked hard for that money, the act of buying repre-
sents more than just handing over our money. Buying something
becomes an emotional event.

Resonoting with Your Prospect
Now let's consider for a moment a physical device-specifi-

cally a tuning fork. I'm talking about the ones that look like a U-
shaped piece of metal. Clang one of the metal tines and you hear
a vibration. Take two tuning forks and if they are of the same
frequency and you hit just one, the other one will start vibrating
even though it did not come into physical contact with the first one.

Taking this experiment one step further, if you take several
tuning forks and put them together and hit them all, they will
create a harmonic frequency all their own. And if you just happen
to know what that combined frequency is and have a tuning fork
that matches that frequency, then it too will start to vibrate in
resonance with all the other tuning forks.

In creating a direct response advertisement, it is important that
you create a condition where your customer is in perfect harmonic
resonance with your copy. We talked earlier in this book about get-
ting the prospect to start nodding his or her head in agreement until
the close. And the close becomes easier because the prospect is
already nodding yes in agreement. It then becomes easier to say
yes when that final question is posed: "May I have your order?"

If you look at all the elements of an advertisement as a series
of tuning forks that must resonate with your reader, you've got a
valuable picture of the dynamics that take place during the sell-
ing process.

One tuning fork might be the headline, another might be the
picture, another might be the caption, and on to the first sentence
and through the copy to the final offer. In a print ad, the vibrations
must be conveyed through the elements in the advertisement.
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In order to create these positive vibrations, you first must
interest the prospect in reading your copy and then you must
really "tune in" and relate to your prospect.

You can add a human element by relating a story in your
copy. Stories hold people's interest. I discuss this technique in
Chapter 22. Or you can use a byline and write copy in the first
person using a conversational tone. This makes your copy a
more direct communication from one individual to another.
Using humor in a light, nonoffensive way will also develop a
human relationship with your prospect. The humor can relate a
story in a folksy way as in my ad for the Pet Plane in Chapter
30 or it can bring out the "humanness" of the person marketing
their product or service as I've done in my ad for the Magic Stat
thermostat in Chapter 29.

Another approach is to use a picture of a human hand hold-
ing a small product. The hand adds size and perspective to what
is being presented and also adds that human element.

You can use attractive models. People like to relate to pretty
women or handsome men even though they may not themselves
be attractive. In a subtle sense, they want to belong to the group
of people in the picture. On the other hand, you don't want to
use a picture of yourself if you think some of your readers may
respond negatively to it. Especially if you look like a bearded
villain from some B-rated movie.

In short, in your advertising you want to use as many posi-
tive human elements as you can without risking any negative
vibrations from emotional reactions.

And if you do your job right, your advertisement will have
its own vibration-so much so that some people will be able to
pick up that vibration and almost feel that they know you.

21. Guilt

Have you ever received mailings from charities that include
a small gift? The gifts are usually address stickers, colorful
stamps or some other inexpensive token. Or how about those
mailings with surveys that include a dollar bill or a reply envelope
with a return stamp? In both cases you may have experienced a
slight touch of guilt. After all, you've received something of value
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and you feel an obligation to take some action in return, such as
sending in a donation or answering the survey. These are good
examples of the use of guilt. But how do you use this technique in
a print ad when you can't include stickers or a dollar bill?

I've had many people tell me that after they read one of my
ads, they not only are compelled to buy my product, but feel
guilty if they don't. Instead of giving them stickers or a dollar
bill, I give the reader plenty of compelling information and read-
ing entertainment-so much so that they sense an obligation to
respond. In a print ad, often the mere repetition of seeing an ad in
several magazines works to create a slight sense of guilt.

Repeated mailings also create guilt. Keep sending some-
body mailings and after a while, they may feel guilty that they
haven't responded. I used this technique when I sold ski lifts for
a company called Ski Lift International. Each week I sent out a
small mailing with a premium gift enclosed. One mailing would
have a button, another an unusual mailing piece and still another
an involvement device. After a while, many of the recipients felt
guilty and responded. Some even apologized for not responding
earlier.

22. Specificity

Being specific in your explanations is very critical and can
establish your credibility. Let me first give you an example. If
I were to say, "New dentists everywhere use and recommend
CapSnap Toothpaste," it sounds like typical advertising lingo-
puffery designed to sell a product. It's so general that it will prob-
ably cause a viewer to discount the statement you have just made
and maybe everything else you say. But if I said, "92Vo of new
dentists use and recommend CapSnap Toothpaste," it sounds
much more believable. The consumer is likely to think that we
did a scientific survey and that 92%o was the result.

When people perceive certain general statements as puffery
or typical advertising babble, those statements are at best dis-
counted and accepted with some doubts. On the other hand, state-
ments with specific facts can generate strong believability. I once
wrote an ad for a company I created called Battram Galleries-a
collectibles company. In the ad I stated the exact cost of running
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the ad, the exact cost of the product and I clearly demonstrated
through specific figures that we weren't making any profit from
the offering. It was so successful, it was oversubscribed. I've
used this technique on video as well.

In my BluBlocker infomercials, I state the specific reasons
why blue light isn't good for your eyes. I explain that blue light
focuses in front of the retina (which is the focusing screen of the
eye) and not on the retina as do the other colors. So when you
block blue light, you block those rays that don't focus on your
retina and therefore objects appear clearer, sharper and more
defined. I'm specific. It sounds believable. And the statement is
a lot better than just saying, "BluBlocker sunglasses let you see
clearer, sharper and with more definition."

If you're describing a product that is designed for the circu-
latory functions of the body, you can talk about "242 miles of
blood vessels" instead of "miles of blood vessels." When you
talk about the bottom of your feet, instead of saying, "There are
a lot of nerve endings at the bottom of your feet," you can say,
"There are 72,000 nerve endings at the bottom of your feet." You
are stating a fact as opposed to a general or vague statement. You
are more believable.

You Sound More like qn Expeil
There's one other benefit to being specific. By being spe-

cific you sound like you're an expert on your product-you've
really investigated it and are very knowledgeable. And this too
builds trust and confidence.

People, in general, are very skeptical about advertising and
often don't believe many of the claims stated in ads. But when
you make a specific claim using the exact facts and figures, your
message is much more credible and often trusted.

23. Familiarity

The Kowloon section of Hong Kong is an exciting but very
foreign part of the city. Its storefronts, hordes of people and
many sounds and smells make for a very unique and exciting
place to visit. It is different. And when you are in Kowloon,
America seems awfully far awav.
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I was walking down the street absorbing the energy of the
area and stopping occasionally to look in a store when suddenly,
right in front of me, I saw one of my American suppliers walking
down the sidewalk.

What a surprise. What a totally wonderful feeling to see
somebody you know in a totally lonely and foreign place like
Hong Kong.

Although previously I hadn't been that friendly with the
supplier, I suddenly felt close. I asked if he was available for din-
ner and I made an appointment for that evening to get together
and spend some time with him. As a result, he ended up selling
me a lot more than I normally would have bought. The contrast
of seeing somebody with whom you are familiar in a totally
foreign setting creates a strong attraction. And so it is with
advertising.

An Ad os on Old Friend
If somebody is reading a magazine and sees your advertis-

ing formnt-sspething they have seen many times before-and
recognizes your logo or company name, there is a feeling of
familiarity. They see a friend in an environment of foreign adver-
tisers and to them you're not foreign. You are familiar and as a
result, there is an attraction to your offering just as I was attracted
to my supplier in Hong Kong.

Advertise enough times or sell a product whose name is
familiar to your prospect and you will create the same attraction.
That is why brand names are so important; that is why the famil-
iarity of a shopping environment is also important.

When I first appeared on QVC, the home shopping channel,
we sold out our entire inventory of BluBlocker sunglasses within
minutes. When our sunglasses first appeared on retail shelves in
the Walgreens drug chain, they quickly sold out within a few
days. In short, our product was well known to the consumer. Each
time we introduced our product to a familiar shopping environ-
ment, the combination of brand name familiarity and a familiar
selling environment caused an immediate sellout.

Even the word 'familiar' or 'familiarity' has the word 'fam-

ily' in it. People feel most comfortable within their own family.
They feel confident and trusting and allow themselves to be more
vulnerable. So it is with anything people are familiar with. They
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trust a brand name, are more confident that they are buying the
right product and are more inclined to do so.

One of the biggest mistakes traditional advertisers make is to
kill campaigns they have been using a long time because they are
tired of them. "Fly the friendly skies of United" and "You deserve
a break today, at McDonald's" are but a few examples familiar to
consumers. In addition, consumers often sang along during these
commercials. Too often in traditional advertising, the client gets
tired of the commercial long before the public does.

In direct marketing, a decision to drop a commercial
approach is not arbitrary. You keep running your product or ser-
vice ad until the public tells you when to stop by virtue of lower
sales. The orders simply stop coming in or you have replaced
your ad with something that pulls more response. Good direct-
marketing technique calls for continually revising or "tweaking"

your ad until it does better. But you never drop a campaign
because you are tired of it. Drop it only when the public stops
exchanging their hard-earned dollars for your product or service.

Now the traditional agencies will tell you something like,
"Well, we asked a focus group what they thought about our
slogan and they said that they were getting tired of it, so we
are going to pull it." This is a major fallacy too. There is no real
way to test the effectiveness of a commercial except by virtue
of sales. Focus groups only tell you what they think you want
to hear and not how they would act themselves. If the product
isn't selling, then look at the campaign. Maybe it isn't even the
campaign but rather competition or some other element in the
market ing mix.

Use Fomilior Wotds

There are certain words that are more familiar to most peo-
ple and to the human consciousness. For example, if you ask
somebody to give you a number from 1 to 10 right off the top of
their head, chances are the number 7 will be chosen more often
than any other number-often dwarfing the next choice. There-
fore, using the number'l in a book title such as "The Seven Ways
to Improve Your Relationships" or "The Seven Spiritual Laws of
Success" is utili zing the most common and familiar integer of
the first ten. You are therefore vibrating with the familiar and
harmoni zing with your reader.
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Ask somebody for a color off the top of their head and the
answer will be 'red' the majority of the time. Ask them to name
a piece of furniture and the answer will likely be 'chair'. There
are familiar words that can create a very subtle harmony with
your reader and it's up to you to find them and use them. Where
do you find them? Many books have been written on the effec-
tive use of words that really draw response. Books by David
Ogilvy or John Caples are good ones to read. A list can be found
in Appendix D. There are some powerful words such as 'sale' or
'free'. And then there are the not so obvious words-the ones
that relate specifically to your product and which you, as a pas-
sionate devotee of your product, inherently already know.
F'inally, there are words that aren't in your own consciousness
and aren't in any books but will only be discovered by testing.
Sometimes, changing just one word in a thousand-word ad will
double response.

As a copywriter, be aware of the powerful force of familiar-
ity to make a person comfortable with your product or service.
Realize the importance of a familiar brand name, a logo that
appears many times and becomes well known, a layout that peo-
ple instinctively know is yours, familiar phrases (not clich6s) and
words that your public can harmonrze with-all of these create
the bond that familiarity creates between you and your prospect.

24. Hope

Hope can be a great motivator in the buying process. A
woman buys a new face cream that offers the hope it will make a
difference in her wrinkles. An intense golfer buys a new golf ball
that offers the hope it may take a few strokes off a golf game. In
short, there is an implied possibility that using a product or service
will provide a future benefit. The future benefit is not assured nor
is it guaranteed; it is a dream, a fantasy or, at the most, a possibil-
ity. The hope replaces the reality of an already-delivered benefit or
guarantee that you receive when you buy other products such as a
radio or a computer. Let me cite a few personal experiences and
describe how hope applies to specific products.

I was introduced in 1996 to a very successful scientist. He
had supposedly invented a formula that cured a great many
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human ills. The formula contained what he called "biological

repair machines" that went to the source of a malfunction in your
body and repaired it. If an organ was damaged, these miniature
"machines" would repair the organ even if it meant regenerating
a new one.

You placed a few drops of this product under your tongue
twice a day and it was absorbed into your body.

In a discussion with the scientist, it occurred to me that if
people took this product they would never die, if indeed it
repaired any defective body part. He agreed. "I'm taking it and
honestly feel I am getting younger. Look, -y gray hair is start-
ing to turn black again."

The scientist continued claiming that there was no reason
why his formula couldn't keep us alive until the age of 300. This
sounded incredible to me. If this was true, this man had indeed
discovered the fountain of youth.

The scientist appeared to be very credible. He had several
Ph.D.'s, and I honestly thought he was one of the smartest people
I had ever met. He had three manufacturing facilities in different
parts of the world. He had a reputation that extended all the way
to Europe and Asia, and he told me how he helped an Asian
country cure many of its citizens of a specific form of cancer.

His discovery of the biological repair machines came to him
from uncovering formulas that were hidden in coded ancient arti-
facts and through the process of what he called "sacred geome-
try." He had apparently cracked the code and opened up a wealth
of information. He spent two hours showing me photograph after
photograph to substantiate the information he had received from
the artifacts.

I had a health problem that was not serious but for whatever
reason, doctors did not know its cause or cure. The problem was
a few small growths beneath the surface of my skin. They were
not cancerous, others hardly noticed them and they posed no
health threat. But they were there and they were not normal.

Surgery Wqs lhe Only Woy

The only method doctors had for eliminating these growths
was to cut open the skin and surgically remove them-a rela-
tively easy procedure that was done on an outpatient basis.



I was told by this scientist that indeed his formula could elim-
inate the problem completely. "In just a few months they'Il be
gone," he said. In short, I received from him an explicitly clear
time frame during which my growths were going to melt away and
disappear. The promise wasn't in the form of a hoped-for result or
a dream or even a possibility. It was a definite warranty that they
would disappear.

I was so impressed by him and his discoveries and he seemed
so credible that I decided to put his product to a test. A 750 ml bot-
tle (the size of a wine bottle) of his formula sold for $600. It was
rather expensive but it lasted a long time as you only used a few
drops each day and it was less costly than the surgical procedure.

A Few Months Go By
After a few months, I noticed that the growths were not gone

as I had been promised. I was then advised to buy his stronger
formula-the one with a higher concentration of biological repair
machines. I did, at a cost of $2,000. Still no improved results after
two more months.

I was then told that there was a S20.000 bottle that would do
the job (boy, they saw me coming) and believe it or not, I was
tempted to get a bottle. I didn't.

Note: In all fairness to the scientist. there were clinical stud-
ies done on rats with his formula by a credible pharmaceutical
company and there were very positive results with the rats. The
research is continuing now on humans and he may have indeed
created a powerful new medical concept.

What did I learn from this experience? The doctor should
have simply told me about how his formula improved his life. I
trusted him. He had all the credibility I needed for me to ingest
this foreign substance into my body. What if I could live to 300
years of age? What if indeed I could become younger? I would
have gladly taken the formula and continued purchasing bottles
of it with the hopes that I was right about him.

Scientist Mqde Fotql Error
But the scientist made a fatal effor. Had he not made any

claims to me about specific expected results, I would not have
been disappointed but would have continued taking the product
waiting and hoping that the stuff would kick in and dissolve those
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growths. I would, on the basis of hope, have continued taking it
and buying more. But once a specific promise was made and I
saw that the formula didn't work within that time frame, I imme-
diately refused to invest further. The scientist's credibility was
questioned even though he may have had a gteat product.

When using the psychological trigger of hope, 1lou must
avoid the trap of making a specific claim that can be measured or
guaranteed. You want to allude to what the product is used for
without making any promises of an exact outcome.

There are other products people buy repeatedly, on hope.
Let's take vitamins for example. Can people tell if taking vita-
mins makes a difference in their health? Yes, some can. Interview
a bunch of people and they'll swear the vitamins are making a
difference. Capture those interviews on TV and they are very
impressive. Then prospects, impressed with the results shown on
TV start buying the product and continue to buy it regularly with
the hopes that it is making a difference in their lives. But the key
here is not to make a specific promise but rather to imply results
through testimonials.

How does this apply to selling in print? There are some
products that are sold using hope as a strong motivational tool.
You need to determine the nature of your product and find some-
thing that you can imply about a future result without stating a
specific guarantee (particularly if you want to stay in business for
a long time).

Many product categories lend themselves to the power of
hope. The entire health food industry is a good example, includ-
ing vitamins, food supplements and even brain enhancers. Low-
ering your golf score, finding a new relationship, preventing
wrinkles, impressing your date-all are good opportunities to
recognrze the psychological trigger of hope at work.

Focus on Gredibility

One aspect to focus on when you create an ad using the
power of hope is credibility. If you present yourself as a credible
person representing a credible company, then what you say will
elicit a feeling of confidence on the part of your prospect. Then,
whatever you say your product did for you or for your previous
customers will be taken as a possibility for your prospect, and the
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power of hope will compel your prospect to order. And reorder.
It might be a book on relationships and how the information
changed your life and those of previous readers. It might be on a
formula you take to live a long life and how wonderful you feel.
whatever you are selling, with the proper credibility, you will
automatically engage the power of hope to sell.

The preceding chapter is very important in your understand-
ing of the underlying reasons why people buy. Some of the 24
psychological triggers to buying may not have been obvious to
you before. Nevertheless, an awareness of each of these points
will give you a tremendous boost in becoming a greatcopywriter.
The following chapter is also very important in understanding the
mental process that takes place in your prospect's mind. It will
help supercharge the information you have already learned.
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Dhapten 20 Getting the Mind to Work

Huu. you ever gone to a movie and known how it was
going to end after watching the first few minutes? Or a movie
where every action can be easily anticipated? These movies tend
not to be very enjoyable.

However, the opposite is true when you watch a movie that
keeps you in suspense until the very end when it reaches a cred-
ible surprise ending. Any movie that is not predictable is more
enjoyable.

What forces in our mind are in effect that make one movie
seem a lot better than another?

I have a theory-one that I strongly believe in-which I feel
comes pretty close to the answer.

Axiom lU The more the mind must work to reach a conclusion success-

fully, the more positive, enjoyable or stimulating the experience.

I taught this concept at my seminar for many years, and one
day one of my participants brought me a copy of a media
newsletter which confirmed what I had been teaching. The article
claimed that a missing element was responsible for advertising
failure-a lack of whole-brain appeal.

The article went on to explain how science is rapidly dis-
covering that different parts of the brain perform different func-
tions and how some brain researchers are suggesting that human
beings experience the most pleasure when all parts of the brain
are engaged in pleasurable levels of stimulation and activity.

The four parts of the brain discussed were those that control
thinking, intuition, sensation and emotion. The theory suggests
that advertising which pleasurably engages the senses, emotions
and thought process as well as our innate intuition will tend to be
successful, while advertising which merely grabs the attention of
the senses will tend to be only temporarily attractive. Most adver-
tising tests today reflect the power of day-after recall but fail to
predict the response from whole-brain advertising.
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Anything that
causes the mind
to work hard to
reach a conclusion
creates a positive,
enjoyable or
stimulating effect
on the brain.

Let's look at how whole-brain advertising
applies to copywriting. If you make your copy too
obvious, the reader is feeling either looked down
upon or bored. Provide a little suspense so that the
reader has to come to a conclusion on his or her own
using intuition, thinking, sensation and emotion and
you've got a very good force working for you. Let
me cite an example from an ad I wrote on digital
watches.

The ad was for an alarm chronograph digital
watch. At the time, Seiko was the standard of com-
parison for this type of watch. They were the first out
with the new technology.

The following paragraph from the ad best
exemplifies what I am talking about:

The Seiko chronograph alarm sells for $300. The watch costs j"*-
elers $150. And jewelers love the item, not only because of the
excellent reputation of the Seiko brand, but because it's probably
America's best-selling new expensive digital watch. And Seiko
can't supply enough of them to their dealers.

Now note what I didn't say but what was rather obvious.
Read the quote again to see if you pick it up. What I didn't say
was that the jewelers were making a small fortune each time they
sold a Seiko. I didn't have to say it, yet the readers could come to
their own conclusion all by themselves using their intuition,
thinking and emotions. Had I made it too obvious by adding the
line "and jewelers are making a small fortune," it would not have
been as powerful. The mind had to work a little to reach a con-
clusion through its own thought processes.

This is a very subtle but powerful concept. It's the difference
between talking down to a prospect and making the prospect
think along with you. And it is one of the most difficult theories
to understand.

Working Hord Brings Appreciqtion
To get a better appreciation for the theory, think back in

your life to those times when you had to work hard to achieve
something and how much more you appreciated what you
achieved.
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I remember all the work I had to go through to get my

instrument rating after getting my private pilot's license. It took

me months of flying and studY, not to mention thousands of

dollars in expense. And when I finally received my instrument

rating, it was one of the thrills of my life.

On the other hand, when I took my commercial rating test,

it was simple. Not that much study, very little flying and within

a few weeks I had the rating. Sure I was proud that I was finally

a commercial pilot, but nowhere near as proud as I was of my

instrument rating. Working hard for a successful conclusion

brings a great deal of personal satisfaction.

The same holds true for the mind and the thinking process.

Anything that causes the mind to work hard to reach a conclusion

creates a positive, enjoyable or stimulating effect on the brain.

The opposite is true if the mind does not have to work hard and

the conclusion is obvious.

You appreciate that sale to a difficult client a lot more than

the one to the pushover who bought the very first minute. When

a very difficult product is given to me to sell and I am success-

ful, I get great pleasure from it. But give me a really easy prod-

uct-something that is already in demand-and I don't have the

same feeling of satisfaction.

Vogue Descriptions Promote Work
When Hemingway described beautiful women in his books,

he was never very specific. He used general terms and let his

readers picture them in their imagination.

And so it is with copywriting. If you make your copy too

obvious, the reader feels either paffontzed or bored. Make the

reader think to come to a conclusion, and you create a very stim-

ulating mental effect.

Another good example is the experience I had with a jog-

ging machine. It was a small flat platform on which you jogged

in place, with a separate unit that had a digital readout show-

ing the distance you were jogging. It was an inexpensive solu-

tion that allowed you to jog indoors. I showed a dramatic view

of the unit and the readout and explained its use without show-
ing the readers a picture of how it actually looked with some-
body jogging on it. I felt that showing a jogger was showing
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too much and that the drama of the unit was all that was needed
to sell it.

It sold fairly well. But then I started getting pressure from
my Japanese supplier who couldn't understand why I didn't have
somebody jogging on the unit, thereby showing clearly how
the product was used. They were convinced that sales would
increase. I disagreed but decided to do as they recommended and
even put the ad in color, whereas before it had just appeared in
black and white. The ad bombed.

Telling Too Much Will Hurl q Sqle
Telling too much in copy or even in photography can actu-

ally harm a sale. Have you ever met salespeople who said too
much when selling? I'm sure we can all remember one who
didn't know when to stop talking.

How do you write copy that doesn't say too much? You do
it in the editing process. You go over your copy after you've writ-
ten it and you edit with the thought in the back of your mind, 'Am

I saying more than I have to? Am I challenging my readers'
minds? Am I being too obvious?"

I'm convinced there is a chemical process that takes place
in the mind that secretes wonderful-feeling hormones each time
we have to stretch our minds a little. And the results can make
a dramatic difference in how effective you are at getting your
prospects to exchange their hard-earned money for your product
or service.
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Bhapter2lSelling a Cure, Not Prevention

On" of the least understood reasons why many products

fail is due to one aspect of human nature. Understand this aspect

and not only do you hold the key to creating a successful direct
response ad, but you will also understand clearly why some
products just plain don't sell.

The key to successfully marketing certain products lies in

the nature of that product and the way that product is viewed in

the marketplace. The guiding principle can be summed up very
clearly: Always sell the cure and avoid selling prevention.

Now what does this mean? Let me explain. If you were my
prospect and I tried to sell you a magic pill that contained an

extract of carrots and various tinctures of leafy vegetables because
it would help prevent cancer, chances are it would be a difficult
sale. On the other hand, if you suddenly discovered you had can-
cer and I said to you that I had a magic pill that would cure the
disease, you would be not only willing to try it, but willing to pay

considerably more. In the first instance, you might be willing to
pay $20 a bottle to prevent the disease but in the other you might
be willing to pay $1,000 if it would cure the disease.

Humon Noture of Ploy
The above is an extreme example. But let's take something

less extreme. You're a traveling salesperson and stay at hotels a
lot. Somebody tries to sell you a spray that you put on your feet
before you go to sleep to prevent athlete's foot which might come
from walking on a floor that hasn't been cleaned thoroughly. You
ignore the sales message because you rarely get athlete's foot,
and besides, it's a bother to use. The next week you get athlete's
foot and you're atthe corner pharmacy trying to find the strongest
thing they've got to cure it.

The two situations illustrate two general principles. The first:
It is human nature to think you're never going to get the disease or
affliction that the preventative can prevent, so it becomes a very
tough sell. The second: If you do get the disease or affliction,
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you're willing to pay a whole lot more for the cure than you were
for the preventative and it's easier to sell.

I have been talking in medical or health terms. But this the-
ory also applies to several other products and concepts. I'll go
into those in a moment, but let's examine the first step in break-
ing through the cure/preventative theory and see if you can make
the appeal of the preventative as strong as the appeal of the cure.

It can be done, but only if you can position the product to
make the preventative the cure. Let me cite an example:

when the Midex burglar alarms were first sold by JS&A in
the late '70s, it was definitely a product that was more of a pre-
ventative. However, I also knew that there were people who were
recently robbed or whose neighbors were recently robbed, and to
these people, the Midex alarm was more of a cure. Think about
it. At first they thought, "Naw, our neighborhood is safe. I don't
need one." And then after their neighborhood was robbed and
they needed a cure, "Bo!, I'd better get one of those Midex
alarms or else I may be next." And of course, there was the
prospect who had just been robbed: "Where did I see that ad for

that burglar alarm?"
I also knew that if I advertised

in a professional manner and
explained the quality and value of
my product and its quick and easy
installation, as opposed to using the
scare tactics expressed through
quoting crime statistics, I would
attract a different kind of customer.
I would attract the person not quite
threatened but concerned-a per-
son to whom the product did not
currently represent prevention or a

cure. In short, it was for somebody who hadn't been robbed and
whose neighbor hadn't been robbed, but who reahzed that there
was a problem out there. This last group would save my ad, and
when they needed it, they would take it out of their files-often
after several months-and call. This actually did happen a lot.

Twenty years ago, The club automotive steering wheel
locking device would have been a tough sale. Back then, car theft

The consumer
waited until he
felt threatened
before he bought.
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was not as big a problem as it is now. But with the increase in

drug traffic today and with thousands of cars being stolen every

hour, The Club has become more of a cure against your fear of

having your car stolen.

The big rage in health food and prevention as I write this

today is the melatonrn craze. This is a hormone secreted naturally

by the pineal gland-a pea-sized object at the center of the brain'

It is supposed to help prevent aging. With millions of baby

boomers turning 50, it has suddenly become a very big product-

more of a cure than a Preventative.

Mony Producfs Mqke Poweful Cures
When I sold my wrinkle pill, Miracell, it too was a cure. If

you have wrinkles, you afe a gteat prospect for wrinkle creams

and treatments. They represent cures, not preventatives. And think

about it. Don't the preventatives like creams to moisturize yovt

skin and sunscreens to avoid sun damage cost a lot less than the

cures? But some of the effective wrinkle eliminators cost plenty

for a small jar. Miracell sold at $25 for a month's supply.

Insurance is another preventative. "Keep your family from

going through hard times after you die." What could be tougher

than thinking you're going to die someday? But the older you get,

the more you think about it. And remember the story about my

friend, the insurance salesman, who always tried to sell me insur-

ance and finally succeeded when my next-door neighbor died

suddenly at an early age? I couldn't wait to sign the papers.

You must first make a decision when evaluating a product.

Is this product a preventative or a cure? Can the product be posi-

tioned as a cure rather than a preventative? Is the market trend

changing the perception of your product from being a preventa-

tive to being a cure? Or do you simply have a preventative that

does not have a broad enough market?

If you've got a cure and the market is large enough, you've

got a powerful product. If you've got a preventative, think in

terms of how you can change it into a cure. Let me show you how

this can be done.

Moke q Preventqlive q Cure
Another pill I have been selling for the past few years'

called simply "The Pill," is a fuel conditioning treatment for
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automobiles. It is a pill you put in your gas tank, and it is both a
preventative and a cure.

First, as a preventative, it helps you avoid engine problems
by cleaning out your engine before anything serious happens to
your car from impurities that could lodge in your fuel injectors.
It reduces pollution to help you pass the many mandatory emis-
sion tests conducted throughout the United States, and it prevents
you from having to visit the repair shop. Again, these are the pre-
ventatives.

But when I go on TV at evc to present The pill, I don't talk
that much about what it prevents but rather what it cures. It cures
engine knock, it eliminates ping, it saves up to l0To on gas. If you
flunk your emissions test, use The pill and you,ll pa; the next
time. In short, I emphasize the curative aspects of the product and
underplay the preventative features. And The Pill is truly a miracle
product. (I swear, it really works.) This brings me to my next point.

Notice how I have to swear that The pill mentioned above
really works. Selling truly breakthrough products is the toughest
marketing job in the world because people find it difficult to
believe that these products really work. And belief is one of the
strongest motivational factors in human nature. If your prospect
believes in something, he or she will move rnountains to obtain it,
but if he or she doesn't believe in something, /ou won't move that
prospect an inch.

In this chapter you've learned that you sell the cure, not the
preventative, that preventatives don't sell very easily and that
some products can be changed from preventatives to cures.
You've also learned that you can charge a lot more for a cure than
you can for a preventative. And finally, I've demonstrated that
you can successfully market a product that is both a preventative
and a cure by emphasizing its curative aspects while underplay-
ing its preventative aspects. So let's summarize what you've
learned in a simple statement that we can refer to in the future:

Axiom l0 Selling a cure is a lot easier than selling a preventative unless
the preventative is perceived as a cure or the curative aspects of
the preventative are emphasized.

The information presented in this chapter will be very help-
ful for you in evaluating products in the future. Simply under-
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standing that the cure/preventative factor exists will help you to

select and then position your next product for selling.

But now it is story time. And if a sudden rush of interest

now perks you up and you are aheady waiting eagerly for the

story, you're not alone. Everybody loves a good story. And the

effective use of telling a story in your advertising is explained in

the next chapter.
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Ccccchapten22Telling Storv

Rople love stories, and
relate to your audience is to tell
a thousand words. a storY can

one of the really good ways to
a story. Just as a picture is worth

be invaluable and often provides
an emotional relationship that
keeps the reader riveted and
reading. Stories create human
interest and in our childhood,
stories read to us by our parents
influenced the way we fanta-
sized or even saw the world. In
short, we've been primed for
stories ever since we were very
young.

Think of the public speaker
who starts a speech with a story or uses stories throughout the
presentation. It makes for a more interesting presentation and
helps hold the interest of the audience. In fact, very often after
I've been listening to a boring speaker and start to doze, I wake
up when I know a story is about to be told.

Stories Hqve Lessons to Teqch
Stories usually have lessons to teach or experiences to share

or even endings that can excite and surprise. And so it is with
advertising. If you can tell a story in your advertisement that is
relevant to either selling your product, creating the environment
or getting the prospect well into your copy and into the slippery
slide, you are using this wonderful and powerful tool as a very
effective way to sell your product or service.

And finally, some stories add that human element which
allows you to relate more closely with your prospects.

Kathy Levine, one of QVC's top TV salespersons, wrote in

her book lt's Better to Laugh, "I reahzed early on that selling is
a matter of capturing people's attention and holding it with a
good story." The most interesting salespeople I knew always had
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Telling a story is
a powerful tool to
create a bond
between you and
your prospects.
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a story to tell. It was their way of relating to their customers and
entertaining them as well. One in particular has a repertoire of a
thousand jokes-each relevant to the selling environment and
what he has to sell. And, as you would imagine, he is very effec-
tive. Remember, selling in print is similar in principle to selling
in person. And if telling a story is a very good sales technique
face to face, then chances are you can translate this concept into
writing effective copy.

My most successful print campaigns all had stories as the
basis for my presentation-the BluBlocker sunglasses, the Bone
Fone, Magic Baloney (the Magic Stat thermostat) and several
others are examples. Let's take a closer look at the use of this
technique in a few ads.

The following paragraphs from my BluBlocker ad will give
you a flavor of how a story can be very helpful in creating that
human interest which will cause your prospects to read your
entire message. The full ad is in Chapter 33.

Headline: Vision Breakthrough
Subheadline: When I put on the pair of glasses what I saw I
could not believe. Nor will you.
Byline: By Joseph Sugarman
Copy: I am about to tell you a true story. If you believe me, you
will be well rewarded. If you don't believe me, I will make it
worth your while to change your mind. Let me explain.
Len is a friend of mine who knows good products. One day he
called excited about a pair of sunglasses he owned. "It's so incred-
ible," he said, "when you first look through a parr, you won't
believe it."
"What will I see?" I asked. "What could be so incredible?"
Len continued, "When you put on these glasses, your vision
improves. Objects appear sharper, more defined. Everything takes
on an enhanced 3-D effect. And it's not my imagination. I just
want you to see for yourself."

The story continues as I personally see the sunglasses and
learn more about them from Len. The ad uses a conversational
tone which covers all the important points on the sunglasses, the
danger from the sun and the danger caused by blue light. A story
is used very effectively to build curiosity and cause the reader to
read all the copy and eventually read the final sales pitch.



The ad worked extremely well and from this ad we sold
100,000 pairs of sunglasses at $59.95 each for a total sales vol-
ume of $6 million. This was before I presented the product in
an infomercial first at $39.95 and then later at $49.95 and sold
close to 8 million pairs over a six-year period from 1987 through
1993.

Then there was an ad I wrote in which I offered a $6 million
home. The "tell a story" concept in this ad ran almost the entire
length of the advertisement:

Headline: Mail Order Mansion
Subheadline: It's only 6 million dollars and comes complete
with swimming pool, tennis court and a breathtaking view.
Byline: By Joseph Sugarman
Copy: Have I got a deal. And even if you don't buy this home,
you'll love the story.
It all started with an invitation. I was invited by one of the top real
estate developers in the country to attend a party at his home in
Malibu, California. I didn't know why. All the developer would
say is, "Just come."
The jet was waiting for me at O'Hare Airport in Chicago and his
chauffeur-driven limousine met me at Los Angeles for the drive
to Malibu. It was class all the way.
When I drove up to the home, there was a party going on. Rolls
Royces were lined up everywhere and the noise and music from
the house made it clear that something special was going on.

The story continues almost the entire length of the ad with
the purpose of not only selling the house but offering a video-
tape of the house which people could order. The entire ad
involved me telling this story well into the very last column of
the ad where I summ arized the offer. The story was the com-
pelling vehicle driving you through the entire ad. You'11 find the
full ad in Chapter 31.

These ads tell a story. And each story is so compelling that
you've got to find out what the payoff is, so you are encouraged
to keep reading.

Often the best stories are told in the first person and sound
like a personal message from the writer to the prospect. Other
stories are told in the third person, but because they are in story
form, they still sound quite personal and very compelling.
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Frank Schultz wrote his highly successful grapefruit ad after
finishing my very first seminar. In fact, his ad almost sounds like
the beginning of a fairy tale. The ad copy he wrote was used in
one form or another for over 18 years from the time Frank
attended the seminar in I9ll . It stood the test of time. Here's
what he said:

Headline: A Fluke of Nature
Subheadline: A new grapefruit discovery may change your con-
cept of fruit.
Copy: I'm a farmer. And the story I tell you is the absolute truth,
as incredible as it may seem.
It all started in a grove owned by Dr. Webb, our family doctor.
One of the men who was picking fruit in the doctor's orchard
came up to the Webb house holding six of the strangest grapefruit
anyone had ever seen. A single branch of an ordinary grapefruit
tree had produced these six unusual fruit.

The story goes on for five paragraphs explaining the discov-
ery and what it meant. And of course, later in the copy the grape-
fruit was explained further. By the time you finished the fifth
paragraph you were hooked. You had to read the rest of the ad as
the product took on an almost mystical character. I cover the ad
completely in Chapter 25.

Once agarn, if you can weave a story around your product,
it makes for both interesting reading and a way to develop your
slippery slide and that perfect buying environment. Storytelling
can be best expressed in the following axiom:

Axiom 17 Telling a story can effectively sell your product, create the envi-
ronment or get the reader well into your copy as you create an
emotionsl bonding with your prospect.
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Ghapten 23 Rating Your Writing Level

You'u" gained a tremendous amount of knowledge reading

this book. And in Section Three you will use this knowledge to

evaluate my mail order ads and those of others who attended my

seminar.
But how are you going to rate yourself in the future? Is there

some measure you can apply to your writing to determine if you

are communicating at the level you need to in order to reach your

audience?
Well, fortunately there is a way, thanks to Robert Gunning

who created the Fog Index for newspaper writers to help them

avoid "foggy writing" and determine for themselves the grade

level of the copy they were writing. In short, were they writing

with enough clarity so that a fifth grader could understand their

copy or must a reader be in high school or even college to under-

stand it? The lower the grade level, the wider the audience.

Reoching o Mqss Mqrket

For example, if I wanted to reach a mass market, I would

keep my ad copy simple, my sentences short and I wouldn't use

big words. On the other hand, if I wanted to reach a very upscale

audience, I might use bigger words and longer sentences.

Best-selling books are written for the 8th to 1Oth grade level.

Time, Business Week and The Wall Street Journal are 1lth grade

level. The Gettysburg Address and Reader's Digest have a 1Oth

grade level in common. And for the most part, the average Amer-

ican audience reads between the I lth and l2th grade levels.

The following are the rules for determining the Fog Index,

or grade level of the copy you write:

1. Take a sample of your copy-start with 100 to I25 words from

the very beginning of the ad.

2. Count the words in each sentence. Dates and numbers equal

one word and independent clauses count as separate sentences
(e.g.: "We studied, and we learned" would be two sentences).
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3. Divide the total number of words by the number of sentences
to get the average sentence length.

4. Count the number of long words (those of 3 or more syllables),
but:

a. Do not count short-word combinations like 'pawnbroker'

or 'yellowtail'.

b. Do not include proper names.
c. Do not include verbs that have become 3 or more svlla-

bles by adding 'ed' or 'es'.

5. Divide the number of long words by the total number of words
in the selection to get the percentage of long words.

6. Add the average sentence length to the percentage of long
words.

7. Multiply this total by 0.4 to get rhe grade level.

Now let's use as an example the vision Breakthrough ad we
saw in the previous chapter. The ad is presented in full in Chap-
ter 33. I will take the first 102 words of copy, and show you how
to determine the grade level.

I am about to tell you a true story. If you believe me, you will be
well rewarded. If you don't believe me, I will make it worth your
while to change your mind. Let me explain.
Len is a friend of mine who knows good products. one day he
called excited about a pair of sunglasses he owned. ',It's so
incredible," he said, "when you first look through a pair, you
won't believe it."
"what will I see?" I asked. "what could be so incredible?"
Len continued, "when you put on these glasses, your vision
improves. Objects appear sharper, more defined.

I have put the three long words in bold type. There are 102
total words in this selection and 11 sentences. This means that the
average number of words per sentence is 9.3.

The next step is to divide the number of long words (3) by
the total words (I02) to get the percentage of long words: 2.9Vo.

Now add the average sentence length of 9.3 words to the per-
centage of long words, which is 2.9, and you have the numb er 12.2.
Then multiply the number r2.2 by 0.4 and you end up with the
number 4.9.In short, this ad started out being understandable to a
very large segment of the market by virtue of the fact that it was
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quite comprehensible to anybody reading at about the 5th grade

level and above.

Incidentally, the next block of copy in that same ad had

about the same reading level. The third block of copy jumped to

J.2,butby that time the reader was well into the copy. I would

suggest that you take different 100-word blocks from different
parts of your ad to see how consistent your style is.

Try this with one of your ads or with one of the many ads in

Section Three. It is an easy way to determine the level of com-
prehension of your writing and it will also make you aware of the

effect that multi-syllabic words and long sentences have on the

comprehensibility of your ad and the level of reader that will

resonate with your copy.

The ad that we just tested was one of JS&A s most success-
ful. And it seemed that with many of my ads, the greater the clar-
ity, the broader the appeal and the greater the response. After
you've tried it with some of the ads in this book or other ads,
you'll be amazed at how easily you will be able to guess the Fog

Index from reading just the first few paragraphs of any ad.

Clarity is one of the most important factors in writing copy

and the Fog Index gives you an insight into how important short
sentences and simple words can be. But don't be obsessed with
achieving low Fog Index scores at the expense of common sense.
You need to vary the length of sentences and use 3-syllable words
when you need them and realize that every audience is different.

You've Leqrned q Greql Deql

You have learned what it takes to be a gteat copywriter in
Section One. You have learned in Section Two what works and
why it works.

In the first two sections of this book I have taught you most
of the copywriting techniques I taught my seminar participants.
You have learned techniques that took me many years to develop.
You have learned concepts that I didn't discover and personally

use until well into my career. And most importantly, you have
learned from my failures-an education that has cost me dearly
but that you do not have to experience on your own. Finally, you

did not have to pay $3,000 to get this knowledge as my seminar
participants did.
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In Section Three we take all that you have learned and crys-
talhze it into practical knowledge by examining many of the ads
that were used as examples in our seminar. This is an important
section, for here you see how all the pieces you have learned fit
together. We also examine a few ads where the pieces didn't quite
fit together and we show you how they could have been done
more effectively.

In addition to examining a few ads from beginning to end, I
also reproduce a few of the JS&A ads that show my principles in
action.

If you've had a problem understanding any of the principles,
this is where you'll get greater understanding and clarity. It was
during this part of my seminar when participants would often
comment, "Now I feel I can do a great ad myself." And they often
did.
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PneuiewProving the Points-Ad Examples

You'u" learned the principles and theory of copywriting
and you've had a chance to see how it all works through my
many personal experiences. Now it's time to show you how these
principles actually work in some of the complete ad examples
that follow. This is the fine-tuning you'll need to perfect your
newly learned skills.

During the course of my seminar I showed slides of various
ads to illustrate the theories I was presenting. In my first semi-
nars, the ads were mine and those of my competitors-the very
companies who were copying my format. But as the course con-
tinued and more and more of my students succeeded with the
knowledge I gave them, many of the ads I showed at subsequent
seminars were created by my former students themselves.

Finally, I used illustrations to show the best and the worst
of mail order advertising and even non-mail-order advertising.
By the end of the course, not only were my students able to tell
me what was wrong with each of the ads that I showed but they
were producin g great advertising copy and even helping their
fellow seminar participants in crafting and improving their ad-
vertisements.

Hundreds of ads were presented during the seminar-each
on slides. Several of the classic examples were duplicated and
passed around. For the book I have selected only a few of the best
ads to illustrate the principles I taught-all examples that will
solidify everything you've learned so far and add even more to
your insights and copywriting skills.

"But hey," you might wonder. "What about those famous
JS&A mail order ads that were the hallmark of mail order adver-
tising in the'70s and'80s? Don't they point out some really
important principles and aren't they good examples of the best in
copywrittng?"

Shucks. Well, if you insist. OK, I'11 include some of those
as well.
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Starting in Chapter 29 are some of the JS&A ads that really
drive home various points. Not only are they examples of suc-
cessful copywriting but they are entertaining as well. The fact
that I wrote them might come through in my enthusiasm and
commentary, so please bear with me. Deep down, I'm really a
modest kinda guy.

If your future is in TV marketing, these examples will help
you understand marketing in that medium as well. For as you
have already learned, my copywriting and marketing principles
can be applied to any form of advertising communication.

But now it's time to solidify everything you've learned in
Sections one and Two with some classic ad examples to prove
many of my points.
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GGGGGhapter24The Lazy Man's Way to Riches

The Lazy Man's\A/aY to Riches
'Mos l  

Peop le  Are loo  Busy  Eorn ing  o  L iv ing  lo  Moke Any Mo"ey '

This classic
mail order ad
sold 3 million
books.

Tnir is a classic example of a mail order
ad. There are some people who spend their
entire career creating hundreds of ads, and then
there is Joe Karbo.

Joe Karbo wrote only a few ads. He wrote
the one I've featured here right off the top
of his head. There was practically no editing
involved. As he later claimed at my seminar, "I

just sat down and wrote the ad in a matter of a
few minutes and then looked back at it, made a
few changes, and that was it."

The ad Joe created ran in hundreds of mag-
azines for many years. In later years, it was
rewritten to reflect more current mail order
approaches, but it was basically the same ad.
And it has become a classic.

First, a little background on Joe. Joe Karbo

was discharged from the Army in 1945, and at age 20 with a wife

and child, no money and only a high school education, he started

his business career. Karbo was modestly successful in the scrap
paper business and then he moved on to acting, followed by

advertising, radio and finally television.

Karbo had his own TV show in Hollywood and, along with

his wife Betty, was on the air from midnight to 8 AM. Since

sponsors were hard to come by, Karbo started a direct mail

business and sold a variety of products on his show. Joe soon

mastered direct-response advertising and flourished.

In l9l3 Joe formahzed his personal philosophies in a book

called The Lazy Man's Way to Riches in which he shared his

beliefs and principles both on success and on direct-response
advertising. The ad shown above is the one he wrote to market his

book.
Let's examine the ad, as it will confirm many of the things
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you have already learned. We'll start at the headline and system-
atically work our way through the entire ad.

Headline: The Lazy Man's Way to Riches
subheadline: 6Most People Are Too Busy Earning a Living to
Make Any Money'

The headline is provocative. At the time, this was a novel
approach and a novel headline. Prior to this, ads such as these
were only found in the group of magazines classified as "income

opportunity." Magazines such as Income Opportunity, Success
and Entreprenelrr had dozens of offers such as the one Karbo was
making, but the category of advertising hadn't yet made it into
the mainstream. Joe's was one of the first to break through. The
headline grabbed you and got you to read the subheadline. And
the subheadline got you into the copy.

Let's start with the copy and see if he is creating that slip-
pery slide. First, notice how he gets you into the copy by the use
of short sentences. Notice how short the first sentence is and how
short all his sentences are. Also notice how he is identifying with
his prospect-the guy or gal who is serious about succeeding and
wants a good life but finds himself or herself working hard and
not getting anywhere. The copy starts out as follows:

I used to work hard. The lS-hour days. The 7-day weeks.
But I didn't start making big money until I did less-a /or less.

The ad continues and you're compelled to read further.

For example, this ad took about 2 hours to write. With a little luck.
it should earn me 50, maybe a hundred thousand doilars.

Remember, this was written in lg13 and the equivalent of
$100,000 today might be close to a half-million dollars. once
agarn, Karbo is building curiosity. What is he offering? Why will
this ad earn him so much money? You've got to read further.
Notice also that there are no big words, no complicated long sen-
tences. He's leading his reader into the copy slowly and easily,
building curiosity as he goes. He tells a story as he progresses.

what's more, I'm going to ask you to send me 10 dollars for
something that'll cost me no more than 50 cents. And I'll try to
make it so irresistible that you'd be a darned fool not to do it.
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Here Karbo is establishing trust with his readers. His hon-
esty is almost disarming. He tells you up front that he has some-
thing he wants to sell you for 10 dollars that only costs him 50
cents. He's also building curiosity. He's using basic and simple
statements, and the copy has you slowly slipping down his slip-
pery slide right to the next paragraph. Then note how he justifies

the purchase.

After all, why should you care if I make $9.50 profit if I can show
you how to make a lot more?
What if I'm so sure that you will make money my Lazy Man's
Way that I'll make you the world's most unusual guarantee?
And here it is: I won't even cash your check or money order for
31 days after I've sent you my material.
That'll give you plenty of time to get it, look it over, try it out.

Note the flow of the copy. Again he builds on the reader's
curiosity, justifying the $10 purchase even if he hasn't yet told
you about the offer. Now you are really curious. He wasn't going
to cash the check for 31 days, which at the time was a novel
approach. It was what I call a "satisfaction conviction" because
your reaction might have been, o'Bo], a lot of people are going to
rip him off. They're going to get his book, read it and then return
it and get their uncashed check back in the mail." You already
know how important a good satisfaction conviction can be from
Chapter 19, and Karbo uses it here, early in his copy.He also
shows a degree of enthusiasm and confidence in his concept that
raises your curiosity even more. He continues.

If you don't agree that it's worth at least a hundred times what
you invested, send it back. Your uncashed check or money order
will be put in the return mail.
The only reason I won't send it to you and bill you or send it
C.O.D. is because both these methods involve more time and
money.
And I'm already going to give you the biggest bargain of your
life.
Because I'm going to tell you what it took me 11 years to perfect:
How to make money the Lazy Man's Way.

Again, Karbo is justifying the purchase without even telling
you what it is. And he is justifying why accepting payment by
check is the only way he'll sell it to you, giving you an economic
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basis for his decision. The curiosity builds. But instead of telling
you about his offer, he now changes directions completely to
establish credibility for his offer by presenting himself as an
example of how successfully this program has worked.

o.K.-now I have to brag a little. I don't mind it. And it's neces-
sary-to prove that sending me ten dollars...which I'll keep "in
escrow" until you're satisfied...is the smartest thing you ever did.
I live in a home that's worth $100,000. I know it is because I
turned down an offer for that much. My mortgage is less than half
that, and the only reason I haven't paid it off is because my Tax
Accountant says I'd be an idiot.
My "office," about a mile and a half from my home, is right on the
beach. My view is so breathtaking that most people comment that
they don't see how I get any work done. But I do enough. About
6 hours a day,8 or 9 months a year.
The rest of the time we spend at our mountain "cabin." I paid
$30,000 for it-cash.
I have 2 boats and a Cadillac. All paid for.
We have stocks, bonds, investments, cash in the bank. But the
most important thing I have is priceless: time with my family.
And I'll show you just how I did it-the Lazy Man's Way-a
secret I've shared with just a few friends 'til now.

Here in these last paragraphs he is obviously whetting your
appetite and telling you what the results of his system produced
for him. But there is another very subtle thing he has done as
well. He is trying to personally identify with his audience. He
doesn't talk about driving around in a Rolls-Royce but rather a
Cadillac. He talks about having a mortgage which most of his
readers, if they own their own home, probably have. He keeps his
wealth to a modest level, for if it was too far out of the reach of
his readers, they would not be able to relate to Karbo.

He is also selling the sizzre, not the steak. He is relating a
number of things, most of which sound pretty inviting to you and
represent the results of buying his system-the many material
things in life that most of his readers dream of having. He is iden-
tifying with his prospects. And then at the end of the list, he talks
about the most priceless thing his system has created, "time with
my family." A11 of this resonates with the reader, who by now
can't stop reading and might be saying, "What does this guy have
to offer that can make it possible for me to live the life of Joe
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Karbo?" So you read on. You read the secret that he's shared with

only a few friends.

In the next paragraph you find one of the truly important
highlights of his ad copy. He is very subtly trying to expand the

appeal of his offer to the broadest possible segment of the market.
Think about it. If he said that one person made millions, 1lou might

not identify with what he is saying if you honestly didn't believe
that you could earn millions. But you might relate to the little old

lady who is now able to travel wherever she wants or the widow
who is earning $25,000 extra ayean Or the guy who doesn't have

much of an education.

As you read the following copy, see how he appeals to the
mass market-probably the single reason that this ad had such

widespread appeal and was not confined to just the income oppor-
tunity area. Also see where he agarn builds on his integrity when

he talks about almost declaring bankruptcy-thus relating to
many in his audience who may also be facing financial difficulty.

It doesn't require "education." I'm a high school graduate.
It doesn't require "capital." When I started out, I was so deep in
debt that a lawyer friend advised bankruptcy as the only way out.
He was wrong. We paid off our debts and, outside of the mort-
gage, don't owe a cent to any man.

It doesn't require "luck." I've had more than my share, but I'm
not promising you that you'll make as much money as I have.
And you may do better: I personally know one man who used
these principles, worked hard, and made l1 million dollars in 8
years. But money isn't everything.

It doesn't require "talent." Just enough brains to know what to
look for. And I'll tell you that.

It doesn't require "youth." One woman I worked with is over 70.
She's travelled the world over, making all the money she needs,
doing only what I taught her.

It doesn't require "experience." A widow in Chicago has been
averaging $25,000 ayear for the past 5 years, using my methods.

These last sentences are very important. In short, he

appealed to a very broad segment of the opportunity market and

even went beyond it to people who might not be looking for an

opportunity but would find this message compelling. And Karbo

comes across as being incredibly honest. Remember, he told you

the cost of what he was going to send you and he seems to be
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very honest throughout his ad, even to the point of being disarm-
ing. Remember, honesty is a powerful psychological selling tool.

Now comes the closing pitch, with complete and total enthu-
siasm for his concept and his book. Once agarn, Karbo realizes
that many of his readers have jobs and at this point in the copy
are wondering if they will have to give them up to learn what he
has to offer. He uses a little sage wisdom given to him by u wise
man he met. And then he wraps up the entire ad with a question
that builds the final level of curiosity to a point that compels you
to respond in order to find out what this man has to offer.

What does it require? Belief. Enough to take a chance. Enough to
absorb what I'11 send you. Enough to put the principles into
action. If you do just that-nothing more, nothing less-the
results will be hard to believe. Remember-I guarantee it.
You don't have to give up your job. But you may soon be making
so much money that you'll be able to. Once again-I guarantee it.
The wisest man I ever knew told me something I never forgot:"Most people are too busy earning a living to make any money."
Don't take as long as I did to find out he was right.
I'll prove it to you, if you'll send in the coupon now. I'm not ask-
ing you to "believe" me. Just try it. If I'm wrong, all you've lost
is a couple of minutes and an S-cent stamp. But what if I'm right?

It is interesting to see the cost of a first class stamp back in
1973. Today as I write this book a stamp costs 32 cents, so the
cost of his book relative to the cost of a postage stamp was equiv-
alent to $40 in today's dollars.

Then you examine the coupon. But right above the coupon
you first read a sworn statement from his accountant:

"I have examined this advertisement. On the basis of personal
acquaintance with Mr. Joe Karbo for 18 years and my profes-
sional relationship as his accountant, I certify that every statement
is true." (Accountant's name available upon request.)

He also includes his bank reference. Once agarn, this really is
very convincing as prior to Karbo, nobody had ever put anything
like this in an ad. He was strongly establishing his credibility by
using the bank's name as an indirect testimonial on his honesty-
something his prospects needed in order to feel confident to reach
for their checkbooks and send him their hard-earned monev.
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The coupon is a summary of the offer.

Joe, you may be full of beans, but what have I got to lose? Send
me the Lazy Man's Way to Riches . But don't deposit my check or
money order for 31 days after it's in the mail.
If I return your material-for any reason-within that time,
return my uncashed check or money order to me. On that basis,
here's my ten dollars.

He even has a small box you can check if you want his
"material" sent by airmail for only one dollar more.

Note that he is sending "material" and not just a book.
"Material" makes the program appear much more valuable-
more like a course as opposed to a book. It has much more sizzle
than just saying "book."

If you sent in your money, you received a wonderful book
that actually looked like it cost about 50 cents to print. But it con-
tained both a motivational message and the direct marketing
techniques necessary to make money the "Lazy Man's Way."

Karbo ran these ads for several years. I had been establish-
ing the fact in my national advertising that there was no such
thing as too many words. By 1913 we were really cranking out
our advertising, but mostly in The Wall Street Journal. One year
later when we advertised in many national magazines, we
noticed that Karbo's copy was expanding to include testimonials
and more examples to cover the broad market he was trying to
reach. The ads became more wordy with each passing year.

But it was Joe's very first ad-the first major mass market
advertising campaign to come from the income opportunity area
in many years-that was the purest example of what I was teach-
ing in my seminar.

Joe Karbo attended my seminar in l9l9. At my seminar he
shared his background and told the story of how he wrote this
one ad.

Joe died in 1980 from a massive heart attack. He was being
interviewed at a local TV station near his home in California
when the interviewer decided to unfairly attack Joe, thus chang-
ing entirely the premise of the interview. Joe's first reaction was
a heart attack from which he never revived. Joe was survived by
his wife Betty and eight children.
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His work and efforts have been continued in an excellent
recently revised version of his book including a workbook. Any
student of mail order needing some really good motivation
should purchase it. Please see the listing in Appendix D for this
course as well as several other good direct-marketing books.

The Karbo ad was a classic. It was his biggest and best shot
in the mail order business and its significance was felt by the
many millions who bought his book and later indeed profited by
it. But if this seemed like a real fluke-a once-in-a-lifetime expe-
rience that would be impossible to duplicat"-you're wrong. It is
happening even as you read this, with other entrepreneurs using
direct marketing as a method to market their products.

The next true story tells of somebody who never wrote print
mail order copy before he sat down and wrote one of the classic
long-running mail order ads of the decade, and he did it right
after attending my seminar. Read on.
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Chapten 25 A Fluke of Nature

Frank Lewis Schultz is a farmer who
grows grapefruit in the Rio Grande Valley of
Texas. For years he had used a simple letter or
direct mailing to build his customer base into a
nice-sized business which sold grapefruit by
mail. But something always seemed to elude
him. He couldn't get print mail order advertis-
ing to work for him.

He realized that space advertising (the idea
of reaching millions of people for the same price
it takes to reach thousands by mail) sounded like
a great concept. And along with reaching mil-
lions, he could add credibility to his company
and more profit to his bottom line.

It all sounded great until Schultz hired one
of the nation's most respected direct response

agencies. The first ad bombed. So did the second. In fact, his
gross sales didn't cover the raw cost of the ad space. Schultz was
discouraged.

When I announced my first seminar tn I9J7 , Schultz was
one of the first to sign up. During the seminar, he was very quiet,
but he seemed to be absorbing everything I had to say. I didn't
know at the time that he had a degree in marketing from the
University of Californta at Berkeley.

After the seminar, with the information fresh in his mind,
he went to the local Holiday Inn in Minocqua, Wisconsin, and
started drafting his first print ad.

He based it on both the successful letter that he had run for
years and the information I had taught. And the result was sent
to me in Northbrook, Illinois, upon my return home after the
seminar.

The ad was great. It wasn't the very technical style of the
JS&A ads, but it had a homespun feel that grabbed you at the start

It was Frank's
first ad and
it became
a clsssic.
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and drew you through the copy all the way to the very end. As
Frank later said about the seminar and what he had learned about
writing copy, "rt was actually pretty easy because suddenly
everything was clear. I knew what I had to say and how to say it.
I learned that you don't have to be a professional copywriter to
write effective copy."

when I received schultz's ad,I called him on the phone and
told him, "Your ad is great. I only have a few changes to suggest
but they are minor. Your big problem is the headline." I suggested"Fluke of Nature" instead of 'A Stroke of Luck from Mother
\Ja1s1s"-the one he had written. I suggested the subheadline: ,A
new grapefruit discovery may change your concept of fruit." I
also suggested he take out a line, "The zesty flavor of Royal Ruby
Red grapefruit juice will help start your day with a smile," as it
seemed almost a clich6-something an ad agency might have
written. And there were several other small changes, but agarn,,
they were minor.

There were two pictures captioned with copy explaining the
offer, and of course, all the elements were designed to get you to
read the first sentence. Let's examine the copy as we did with the
Karbo ad and see how Schultz captured the essence of what I
taught, and in a very simple yet persuasive way. The copy starts
out with a first paragraph that was printed in bold type to act
almost as a subheadline, thus drawing you further into the copy:

I'm a farmer. And the story I tell you is the absolute truth, as
incredible as it may seem.

This is a classic opening for an ad. Remember we talked
about how each word has an emotion and a story attached to it?
What does the word 'farmer' bring to mind? How about honesty,
hard work and inte grrty? Simply by stating that he is a farmer, he
has established a degree of credibility right from the start of the
ad. And then look at the curiosity he creates right away in the
second sentence. How could you not continue?

It all started in a grove owned by Dr. webb, our family doctor.
one of the men who was picking fruit in the doctor's orchard
came up to the Webb house holding six of the strangest grapefruit
anyone had ever seen. A single branch of an ordinary grapefruit
tree had produced these six unusual fruit.
These were big grapefruit, unusually big. And they had a faint red



blush on their skin. When Dr. Webb sliced open the grapefruit,
the fruit was a brilliant ruby red in color.
Dr. Webb decided to taste this strange new grapefruit. The fruit
was perfect, juicy and luscious. It wasn't sour like other grape-
fruit either-it was naturally sweet without sugar.
For some reason, we'll never know why, nature had chosen to
produce an entirely new kind of grapefruit here in our Magic Rio
Grande Valley. It was incredible-men had labored for years to
produce the ideal grapefruit, and had failed. But suddenly on a
single branch of one tree in one grove, Mother Nature had done
it all by herself!

The copy reads almost like a fairy tale with the use of the
Magic Rio Grande Valley name and the story of this unexpected
discovery. Schultz created this environment-all woven through
a compelling and interesting story that holds your attention and
keeps you reading. You can't stop now. You've got to see where
this all takes you. Schultz now goes into more detail on the fruit
itself. And he uses one technique that you would never believe
could be applied to fruit. He makes his product a ranty-a lim-
ited edition to be shared by very few people. Read the following
and see what I mean.

YOU CAN IMAGINE THE EXCITEMENT

From the fruit on that one branch, grove after grove now produces
our own Texas Ruby Red Grapefruit. When I say, "not one man
in a thousand has ever tasted this grapsfmil"-you can easily
understand why.
To begin with, Ruby Reds are rare. You can look for them in
stores but I doubt if you'Il find one. You may find pink grapefruit,
but seldom if ever do you see the genuine Ruby Reds.

So you start with the rarity of Ruby Reds, and to get to ROYAL
Ruby Reds you have to get rarer yet. Only 4 to 5 percent of the
entire crop will qualify as a "Royal Ruby Red."

Schultz graphically brought out the true rarity of what he

was selling. You can certainly do that with a collectible, but the

simple way Schultz made his fruit rare was ingenious. After he

told you that "not one man in a thousand has ever tasted this

grapefruit," you might have thought he was going to pitch you on

the fruit. Instead he started to explain what makes it even more

rare. And it got so rare that it seemed quite plausible that few

people indeed have tasted this fruit.
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In the next passage, Schultz continues to build the story but
now he makes his message a very personal one. It almost sounds
like he goes right into the grove with his men to pick the fruit. He
is personally involved in every step of the growing and picking
process, and he uses this approach to make his message personal.
Secondly, he even uses a technical explanation-something that
really builds confidence in the expertise he brings to his farming.
A technical explanation in selling electronics would make sense,
but see how he does it here with a very nonscientific product-
grapefruit. And he also gets you totally involved with the fruit
itself. Your taste buds are activated and you can almost savor the
grapefruit as you read the copy. He is actually using your sense of
taste as an involvement device. Instead of turning the knobs of a
TV set or clicking on the keys of a calculator to involve you, he's
getting you to salivate. The copy continues:

Each Royal Ruby Red weighs a pound-or more! Each has a rich
red color, flowing juices, luscious naturally sweet flavor, and the
ability to stay this way for many weeks.
Why, we won't even consider harvesting a grove until I've
checked out the fruit for tree-ripened maturity myself. I check for"natural sugar," low acid balance and high juice content. I check
to see that the fruit is plump and meaty, and I even check to see
that the skin is thin. Not only does each factor have to check out,
but all the factors have to be in a proper relationship to each other
before I'll harvest a grove.
And when we pick the fruit, we're just as fussy. Every one of us
takes a 'picking ring' when we harvest. If the fruit is small enough
to pass through this ring-we don't pick it! It simply isn't big
enough to qualify as a Royal Ruby Red!
Even after picking there are other careful inspections each fruit
must pass before I'll accept it. I size the fruit. And I grade it for
beauty. Sometimes the fruit will be wind scarred. I won't accept
it. Or sometimes it will have a bulge on the stem and that we call"sheep nose." I won't accept it. You can see I really mean it when
I say I accept only perfect Royal Ruby Reds.

By now you can just picture Frank Schultz out in the grove
with his picking ring rejecting wind-scarred grapefruit or fruit
that has sheep nose. By now you are actually convinced that this
fruit is very carefully selected-not only chosen for its juice con-
tent but also for its beauty. Beauty? Yep, beauty.

Probably the one thing that he uses with great skill is the
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personal nature of his presentation. His company sounds small-
as if it is made up of just Schultz and a few other pickers. And
they all go out with their picking rings, spend the day gathering
only the prettiest and juiciest grapefruit, and then return with
their harvest for shipping to just a few of their customers the next
day. It is a beautiful example of the personal one-to-one selling
technique that you want to capture in print, and Schultz has man-
aged to do this in a very simple and masterful way.

Think also about the nature of grapefruit. This is unques-
tionably a simple product and this chapter is a good example of
my "simple vs. complicated" rule. When something is simple,
like a grapefruit, you make it complex. If it's complex, you make
it simple. What could be more simple than a grapefruit? But look
at how Schultz has brought out all the features and the complex-
ities of his selection process and even his own expertise by
telling you more than you've ever wanted to know about grape-
fruit.

Schultz is now ready for the pitch. The grapefruit could not
get any better. It is rare, it is delicious, it is beautiful and it has
value. It's now up to Schultz to make his customers reach into
their pockets and exchange their hard-earned dollars for his
grapefruit, and he makes it as simple as possible.

Frank does this by offering a sample shipment-a low-
priced no-risk opportunity just to try his product. He makes it so
simple that you begin to wonder if he's going to be ripped off.
And what does that signify? That's right-a satisfaction convic-
tion-something that is so compelling, you wonder if people are
going to take advantage of him.

When Irealized that the Royal Ruby Reds were the ultimate fruit,
I decided to form a club and sell only to my club members. In this
manner, I can control my production to insure that nobody will
be disappointed.
But before I ask you to join my club, I want you to sample my
Royal Ruby Reds for yourself, at no cost to you whatsoever. Let
me send you a box prepaid of 16 to 20 Royal Ruby Reds. Place
four of them in your refrigerator until they are thoroughly cool.
Then cut them in half and have your family sample this unusual
fruit.
You decide whether or not Royal Ruby Reds are everything I say.
You determine whether or not eating a Royal Ruby Red is the
fantastic taste experience I promise.
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You decide. I'm confident that you and your family will want
more of this superb fruit and on a regular basis, too. If the four
Royal Ruby Reds make you say "y"r," then keep the remaining
fruit. Otherwise return the unused fruit (at my expense) and you
won't owe me a single penny.
But you are never going to know just how wonderful genuine
Royal Ruby Reds are unless you place your order right quick.
This way you are sure to receive your package containing 16 to 20
Royal Ruby Reds for you and your family to sample. But since the
supply is strictly limited it's important to place your order now.

Note the use of the words 'right quick'. That's the way farm-
ers talk, isn't it. And it is this homey-sounding copy that capti-
vated his audience. In fact, Schultz asked me if he should leave it
in. "It isn't really good English" was his concern. "By all means,
leave it in," I suggested. "It sounds great to me."

His offer then went on to give the terms of the purchase. The
first box was going to cost $5 less than the standard shippsnf-
a further incentive to at least try his grapefruit. In fact, you actu-
ally didn't pay anything up front, as he also included a bill for

$9.95. You only paid if you wanted to keep the shipment and you
then were enrolled in his monthly club. His copy continued:

Now suppose you do like Royal Ruby Reds-suppose you love
them-can you be sure of getting more?
You surely can. By saying "yes" to my first shipment you have the
privilege of automatically joining my Winter Fruit Club. Please be
assured you pay nothing in advance. But each month during the
winter, I'll ship you a pack of 16 to 20 orchard-fresh, hand-
selected, hand-picked Royal Ruby Reds.
Every Royal Ruby Red you receive will pass my tough tests. Each
will weigh a pound or more. Safe delivery is guaranteed. This
fruit is picked, packed and shipped each month, December
through April.
You pay only after you have received each shipment. And you can
skip or cancel any shipment, simply by telling me your wishes.

He summarrzed his offer. He restated most of the points he
told you in the previous copy at the very end of the ad. And then
he goes into the close:

Remember, it obligates you to nothing except making a taste test
of the best grapefruit that has ever been grown. And this taste test
is  on me!
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Of course, as you can well imagine, when I say supplies are lim-
ited-I'm not kidding! There's just so many club members I can
accept before I must close my membership this year.

In this statement, he is giving you a sense of urgency that is
both believable and true. Production is limited and getting your
order in quickly is very important to ensure that you'll be part of
the membership program. He also makes it sound risk free and
easy to test.

So to taste this 'miracle'grapefruit and have the opportunity to
savor it each month during the growing season, be sure to place
your order at no obligation, today.

F'rank was pleasantly surprised when he ran his test ad in
The Wall Street Journal: "Our cost per order was the lowest of
any outside list we've ever used, and I realized that a single
advertisement held the key to the rapid growth of our company."

But Frank Schultz dtdn't stop there. He continued to adver-
tise in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Parade and
W Guide to name only a few. "When you're a farmer you always
wolry about the crop. It's growing too slow-you worry. It's
growing too fast-you really worry," said Frank later in a letter
to me.

"I find it to be about the same when a farmer gets into space
advertising. The orders are coming in so good from our space
ads, I'm beginning to worry. A high-class worry, I'11 admit."

In December 1980, an article on Schultz appeared rn Texas
Monthly magazine. The story talked about his wonderful copy
and how the copy made his business seem small and personal.
Yet it also explained that the business was quite large by then. He
harvested 26,000 tons of grapefruit tn 1979 with only 47o pass-
ing Schultz's rigorous standards for Royal Ruby Red grapefruit.
The rest were sold to the grocery chains. And he now had 80,000
customers in the 48 continental states. He owned 14,000 acres of
orchards spread out from Brownsville to McAllen, Texas, and
had hundreds of employees. He truly was a success story-all
created from the power of his pen.

And yet, his customers visuahzed Frank with his picking
ring out in the orchard picking those perfect Royal Ruby Red
grapefruit free of sheep nose and wind scarring.
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From time to time, Frank would send me some of the letters
he received complimenting him on his copy. One came from
Stanley Marcus, then the chairman of Neiman Marcus. Some
were from other copywriters who rccognized his ad as brilliant.
And for many years Schultz ran the ads until they finally wore
out.

I myself was in Schultz's grapefruit club for many years.
And from my orders alone, he probably made back all the money
he had spent on my seminar. If you'd like Royal Ruby Red grape-
fruit sent directly to your door, call Frank toll free-(800) 477-
4113 between 8 AM and 6 PM Central time. But do it "risht

quick."
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Ghailen 2$ Lingerie

Lingenia for Men
How a Group of Very Spccial Mcn

Madc lt All Possiblc

The ad drew a lot
of attention but
missed a few
major points
at the end.

Vctoria's Secret is now a major chain with 800
stores, $569 million in sales and a major catalog
division. But back tn 19J9, it consisted of just three
small stores and a catalog run by a gentleman by the
name of Raymond. And that is when Barbara Dunlap
attended my seminar.

The ad she wrote helps illustrate many of the
points you've learned in this book and also points to
a few she overlooked. Let's start with the headline
and subheadline. If you were a man or a woman
reading through a newspaper, you might stop dead in
your tracks if you saw the following:

Headline: Lingerie for Men
Subheadline: How a Group of Very Special Men
Made It All Possible

Note that the headline was just three words-
short, concise and certainly enough to get you to read
the subheadline. Then notice that the subheadline did

not give away the premise of the ad; you still don't know what it

is. In fact, it might sound like some men got together and made

the wearing of lingerie possible. You just don't know, so you keep
reading.

Now read the first parugraph, which is in large type and
actually draws you into the copy. Also note the storytelling feel

of the first few paragraphs.

WB wene ASTOUNDeo! When we opened the doors of our new busi-
ness, we thought most of our customers would be women. After all,
beautiful designer lingerie is the kind of luxury a lady can't resist.

How wrong we were.

That first Valentine's Day, the men came in droves! Hundreds of
men, who had secretly been dying to visit our boutique. At last,
they had the perfect excuse-Valentine's Day gifts for their
favorite ladies.
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They loved the merchandise.
can you imagine how shocked we were? All those men-milling
about our Victorian boutique. Admiring the silk stockings and
lacy garter belts from France. Totally smitten by the luxurious silk
and satin kimonos from London. Crowding around the bra and
bikini sets from Italy. They couldn't wait to surprise their wives
or girlfriends with something truly special.

once again as the story is told you can visualize the scene.
You can almost see the merchandise and appreciate how the vari-
ety of merchandise is woven neatly into the story. But now a
question might pop into your mind as you are reading this. And
this very question is brought into the copy at precisely this
moment.

Weren't they embarrassed?
The truth is, they were. But not enough to keep them away! They
had seen our exciting, full-color catalogue. A breathtaking picture
book of beautiful women, wearing enticing creations. Besides, a
few men became our first satisfied customers. And in a short time,
they had managed to spread the good word. victoria's Secret was-
n't like shopping for lingerie in a department store. No matronly
saleslady to make a man feel uneasy. No raised eyebrows or
pursed lips asking about sizes. No racks of flannel and terrycloth
to wade through. And no clunky, plastic boxes overflowing with
boring white foundation garments.

There were a number of good issues just covered. First, Dun-
lap comes across as being truthful when she admits that the men
were embarrassed. In short, she raises an objection in the para-
graph heading ("Weren't they embarrassed?") and then answers it
honestly. But then she brings in the fact that they were motivated
by a full-color catalog that she refers to as a "breathtaking picture
book." Here she very subtly brings in the catalog as the motiva-
tional factor that prompted all these men to come to the store.

Another objection you might raise if you decided to go to
the store is the store environment itself and the human element in
the stsle-the salesclerks. If you were a man, would you be
embarrassed? Here in this same parugraph (which really should
have been a new paragraph) she raises the objection and resolves
it by pointing out that the store has none of the embarrassments
found in a department store. In short, this is a store that would not
embarrass a man at all.
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In this ad, Dunlap first got your attention and raised all the

objections that you might have if you were a man and wanted to

buy lingerie for your wife or girlfriend in a women's lingerie

store. In the next paragraph, Dunlap broadens the market from
just a few men to all men, similar to the way Karbo broadened

his income opportunity ad to include anybody interested in bet-

tering his or her life. Here's what she said.

The men in our life.

Since that first Valentine's Day, we've learned a lot about our
male customers. Mainly, they can't be stereotyped. Some are con-
servative, some far from it. Some are rather old, while others are
much younger. Whether doctors, accountants, salesmen or
bankers . . . they all have one thing in common. They are true con-
noisseurs of beauty. They know how sensuous and lovely a lacy
camisole or elegant gown looks on a woman. And what's more,
they know how wonderful a woman feels to receive something
beautiful and intimate from a special man. And it takes a very
special man to shop from Victoria's Secret.

Not only does Dunlap include a broad range of men but she

then compliments the men on their taste and understanding of

women in general.

In the next paragraph we finally get the real pitch of the ad.

Since the only Victoria's Secret stores were located in northern

Californra at the time, the real purpose of this ad, which ran

nationally, was to attract catalog customers from the other 49

states. So after the paragraph heading "Our luxurious photo

album ." comes the pitch. Note the colorful and sensuous lan-

guage which only helps to create the environment for this ad.

If you're like our male patrons-sensuous and fashion-conscious
in your own righl-you've been dying to find a place like Victo-
ria's Secret. However, if you live outside of northern California
you won't find it. But for $2.00 you can have the next best thing.
Our luscious, full-color catalogue of alluring designer lingerie.

What if you don't like our style?

We guarantee you'll be the first man who didn't. But . . . if after
you receive our catalogue, you find our fashions too sensuous or
too luxurious for the lady in your life, you haven't lost a thing.
Our lush, full-color catalogue is an elegant collecto1's ilsrn-2
conversation piece your friends will adore! (Already, our cus-
tomers are requesting previous editions of the Victoria's Secret
catalogue.)
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To receive your own personal copy, send $2.00 to Victoria's
Secret, dept. W500 faddress went here]. We'll send you our col-
orful catalogue of fashion romance via first class mail.

There was one main problem with this ad and unfortunately
it came at the most critical pafi-at the end. The objection some
prospects might raise is, "What if I'm not pleased with the $2 cat-
alog or any of the merchandise?" Nothing was indicated about
their return policy. And a nice hook could have been to allow cus-
tomers to use their $2 investment in buying the catalog toward the
purchase of their first order. Or even allowing them $ 10 toward
their first order.

From what I understand, the first ad was moderately suc-
cessful in bringing in catalog requests, which in turn brought in
sales. This was a two-step process-to scan the market for possi-
ble customers and then make them customers through the catalog.
This is a very good application of a print ad and a good example
of many of the principles.

The principles that you should particularly pay attention to
are the excellent timing of the objections and how they were
resolved and the beautiful use of words that told a story and cre-
ated the perfect environment for the offer. The real offer was the
catalog, but the story that was told gave men permission to get the
catalog and buy from it-a lot less embarrassing than going into
the store.

"Lingerie for Men" was brief, interesting and flowed quite
nicely. And although its ending could have been more compelling
and more effective, it brought you through the copy like a slip-
pery slide all the way to the very end. I would have also added a
byline to the ad to make it even more personal.

The catalog Mctoria's Secret published back in 1979 was a
lot more sensuous than the catalog they put out today. If I had to
classify it, I would say it was an upscale version of a Frederick's
of Hollywood lingerie catalog. And indeed, they were quite pop-
ular with the men.

Two advertising people from Victoria's Secret attended my
seminar before the franchise was sold to The Limited. The two
women used their copywriting skills to write the colorful cata-
logs. They both claim that the seminar was one of the turning
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points in their careers and a major factor in the early success of
Victoria's Secret.

The lesson to be learned from this example is that you can
write a great ad but then miss some great opportunities at the
end. And the end of the ad is when the buying decision has to be
made-it's a critical point in any advertisement.

In the next chapter, I give you an example of a company
trying to resolve a problem without first raising it. It will clarify
the important method of always raising an objection and then
resolving it.
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This ad had a
major flaw. The
entire ftrst part
was missing.

Tirir is a good example of an advertising
message that could have been quite powerful if it
weren't for one fatal flaw. Let me explain.

I was flying back from Rockford, Illinois, in
my own private plane. I was about 50 miles from
the Pal-Waukee airport where I was scheduled for
an instrument landing even though the weather
was perfect for flying. The air traffic controllers
were unusually quiet as I approached Pal-Waukee.
It was a bright clear day-one of those rare days
when you could see for miles.

As I got closer to Pal-Waukee, I could see off
in the distance a big fire near Chicago's O'Hare
airport. I landed my plane, parked and walked into
the airport office where I learned from a television
broadcast that American Airlines flisht 191 had

just crashed on takeoff from O'Hare and that all its passengers
had died. That was May 25,1979, and it was one of those mem-
ories that remains indelibly etched in my mind.

The plane that crashed was a Dc-lO-one of McDonnell
Douglas's largest and most popular aircraft. Immediately after
the crash, it was determined that there was a hydraulic problem
that, under certain circumstances, could cause loss of control and
consequently a crash. McDonnell Douglas quickly corrected the
problem, but for a while all DC-10s were grounded.

If that weren't enough, the DC-10 was involved in two more
crashes within a relatively short period of time. The last two were
unrelated to any fault of the airplane, but the stigma of the Amer-
ican Airlines crash was still on the mind of the public. McDon-
nell Douglas realized that it had to do something to offset the
negative publicity.

They picked Pete Conrad to act as spokesman in an adver-
tisement to address the public's concern. But instead of raising the
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objections of the plane crashes and then resolving the problem with
the excellent copy that was written, the objection was totally
ignored. The resulting ad was hollow. The following is the copy as
it was written:

Headline: "The more you learn about our DC-10, the more you
know how great it really is."
Byline: Pete Conrad, former astronaut, Division Vice President,
McDonnell Douglas
Copy: I've watched airplanes and spacecraft take shape for much
of my adult life. I'm certain that nothing made to fly has ever been
designed or built to more exacting standards than our DC-10.
Eighteen million engineering man-hours were invested in this
plane's development. That includes 14,000 hours of wind tunnel
testing, as well as full-scale 'fatigue testing' for the equivalent of
40 years of airline service.
I'm convinced that the DC-10 is the most thoroughly-tested jet-
liner ever built. Along with U.S. Government certification, the
DC-10 has passed structure tests just as demanding, in their own
way, as those required of U.S. Air Force fighter planes.

The DC- l0 fleet demonstrates its dependability flying more than
a million miles a dav and servine 170 cities in 90 countries around
the globe.

The ad then ended with a place to write McDonnell Douglas
to get more information.

The copy was good copy-very persuasive in terms of build-
ing confidence in the plane. And all this was presented by a former

astronaut to add credibility. But it lacked an important opening

that would have made the copy many times more effective.

What if the ad had started out differently? If I were given the
assignment of writing the ad it would go as follows:

Headline: DC-10's Big Secret
Subheadline: You've heard a lot of bad publicity about the DC-
10. But here's something you may not have known.
Byline: By Pete Conrad
Copy: It was horrible. When American Airlines flight l9l crashed
at O'Hare in Chicago last May 25th, hundreds of people lost their
lives in what was considered one of the worst plane crashes in
American history. The plane-a DC-10.
But as the facts emerged, it was learned that a series of coinci-
dences resulted in a hydraulic malfunction which in all likelihood
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may never happen again. But it did happen. And in the subse-
quent weeks, a series of fail-safe systems were installed that
make the DC-10's hydraulic system among the safest of any jet-
liner.
In addition, two other recent crashes of DC-10s were determined
to be totally not the fault of the airplane but of the pilots. But
because of the negative publicity generated by the American Air-
lines crash and these other two crashes, we have been even more
diligent. All airlines are required to give each DC-10 a complete
inspection every 50 hours instead of the required 100 hours of
flying. The plane's hydraulic system is checked before each flight
instead of waiting until a required inspection. And the plane's
structural system is checked not only by each mechanic but by
the pilots themselves. You couldn't fly a safer plane.

Then I would pick up the copy from the existing ad so it
would continue,

I've watched airplanes and spacecraft take shape for much of my
adult life. I'm certain that nothing made to fly has ever been
designed or built to more exacting standards than our DC-10.
[Then I would put the rest of his copy here.]

Do you see the difference? What I have done is to raise the
real problem (or as I call it, the "objection") and then resolve it.
Conrad's copy, which could easily go at the end of my ad, would
then contribute to resolving the problem.

After reading my version of the ad, you would leave with
a positive, good feeling about both the company and the mes-
sage. You would think, "That was a sincere effort to dispel
those false impressions on the safety of the DC-10." The mes-
sage is an emotional presentation which shows concern,
integrity and leadership.

Now compare that with the way the ad was originally writ-
ten, which might have left you with the sarcastic impression,
"Sure it's a safe plane. . . ." Or maybe, "They are just trying to
cover themselves from all the heat they've been taking."

Keep in mind that the copy they had was very good. They
just left off the entire front end of the ad and were avoiding the
real issue-the events that actually happened that prompted their
ad. They just spent most of their copy resolving the objection
without acknowledging and addressing it directly.
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The lesson to be learned here is to reahze the importance of
raising an objection, regardless of how embarrassing or detri-
mental it may seem, and then doing your best to resolve it. You'll
find that the public really appreciates your candor, honesty and
frankness and will respond to your message in a positive way,
whether it be to buy your product, to develop a good feeling
about your company or, as in the case of the DC-10, to restore
confidence in an airplane.
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Ehapten 28 Stimulating

Eu"n if you never wrote a piece of copy
in your life, one look at this ad from Sony
Video Communications and you would feel
pretty much like the cartoon character shown
in it. You'd feel like falling asleep.

The advertising agency that created this ad
probably thought they had a very clever idea.
Their concept-show the contrast between typ-
ical types of boring communications and a new,
more stimulating video presentation (new back
in the mid '70s when this ad appeared).

In keeping with the theme, the headline in
the ad was inadvertently boring in that it was
hard to read with its bold capttahzed type. The
ad layout was boring. And finally, the copy was
monotonous and did not follow many of my

principles. So whoever created this ad was certainly being con-
sistent with the theme in their presentation. It was boring.

But being consistent while going in the wrong direction is
not a great strategy either. Very few people would want to read a
boring ad. There are thousands of ad messages out there on a
daily basis, and to stand out you need a message that grabs peo-
ple's attention and causes them to read your entire ad. And to get
them to read your entire ad, you must use many of the techniques
I've presented throughout this book, even if the ad you are creat-
ing is not a mail order ad.

In the Sony ad they are first trying to sell the concept of
using video and then of using Sony video, once they have con-
vinced their reader to try this new medium. My approach would
have been to create a story of somebody who switched to video
and saw a dramatic benefit-more sales, greater productivity or
more awareness.

Here are the first few paragraphs to give you the sense of
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how the copy flowed. The ad had no subheadline, no cartoon cap-
tion and started out with a very long and boring first sentence.

Every day, American business spews forth a virtually endless
stream of inter-office memos, conference reports, training manuals,
brochures, telexes, phone calls, slide shows, letters, telegrams,
direct mail pieces, annual reports, press releases and newsletters.
The average employee is deluged with communication.
And there is no way of telling how much of it is either ignored,
forgotten, misplaced or summarily disposed of.
In short, American business is in the throes of a vast and complex
communication crisis.
A problem that today-in an age of shortened attention spans and
heightened communications gssfs-g1ies out for an efficient and
imaginative solution.

The first sentence is too long and the copy is boring. But
then agarn, isn't "boring" the theme of the ad? (I'm being face-
t ious.  )

The ad then tells how video is being used and what Sony has
to offer the new and emerging industry. If you thought the first
few paragraphs were boring, so was the rest of the copy. And
since I get bored typing it into my computer for this book, I'm not
going to include any more for you to read. Just trust me, it was
boring.

Chances are, unless you were totally interested in video
communications and were actively searching for everything you
could find on the subject, you wouldn't even consider reading the
entire ad.

And here's my final point. The ad was created by a profes-
sional ad agency using professional copywriters, layout artists
and art directors. After reading this book, you could act as a con-
sultant to that ad agency and improve its advertising by 1 ,0007o
and you may not even be a professional anything. The ability to
write good advertising copy is not limited exclusively to profes-
sionals. Often even the most inexperienced person can write an
incredibly effective ad. And certainly after reading this book, you
can criticrze even the most professionally prepared ads.
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Chapten 2$ Magic Baloney

I brought out the
worst aspects of
this product and
turned them
around.

7't-!

lhis JS&A mail order ad for the Masic Stat
thermostat basically tells a story but with a unique
twist. The story starts out with us hating the prod-
uct, and then as the story unfolds, the product takes
a quantum leap in our approval to become the best
product on the planet. How I get there is an inter-
esting process.

First I rcahzed that the number one drawback
in purchasing a thermostat was the installation. It's
not one of those things that consumers relate to. It
could be dangerous handling all those wires and
there's a lot of extra expense in having an installer
put one in. So one of the first good features we
finally like in our story is the ease of installation.
In short, we recognrze that consumers don't like to
be bothered with installation and we hit this fea-

ture right at the start of the ad.

The copy itself raises many objections-the case design, the
look of it and even the name. We reahzed that these would be
some of the same objections consumers would raise when they
looked at the product. And we resolved them one by one as we
floated through the copy.

A good portion of the copy explained in a light sort of way
the features of the product. And then near the end we built up the
company selling us the product to add credibility and make the
consumer feel more secure. Our competition, after all, was Hon-
eywell-a company with an established name and reputation.

The Magic Stat ad ran in print for almost three years start-
ing in 1983 and made the product into a very successful brand
name. The company eventually was sold to Honeywell.

The following is the complete text of the ad:

Headline: Magic Baloney
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Subheadline: You'll love the way we hated the Magic Stat ther-
mostat until an amazing thing happened.
Caption: It had no digital readout, an ugly case and a stupid
name. It almost made us sick.
Copy: You're probably expecting our typical sales pitch, but get
ready for a shock. For instead of trying to tell you what a great
product the Magic Stat thermostat is, we're going to tear it apart.
Unmercifully.
When we first saw the Magic Stat, we took one look at the name
and went, "Yuck." We took one look at the plastic case and said,"How cheap looking." And when we looked for the digital read-
out, it had none. So before the salesman even showed us how it
worked, we were totally turned off.

REAI TOSER
So there it was-at first blush a real loser. But wait, we did find
one good feature-a feature that led us to a discovery. The Magic
Stat installs in a few minutes and no serviceman is required. Ther-
mostat wires in your wall follow standard color codes. So when
you install Magic Stat, you attach the red wire to the red location
and the white to the white. That's play school stuff. And it's safe.
Conventional thermostats installed over the past 20 years are gen-
erally only 24 volts, so you can either turn off the power or work
with the "live" wires without fear.

OK, [ET'S TEST IT
The Magic Stat installation was so easy that the least we could do
was test it. And that's when we made an incredible discovery. we
discovered that the Magic Stat was probably the most consumer-
oriented, technologically-advanced and most sophisticated ther-
mostat ever developed on the face of this earth and in our galaxy
for all times ever. What made us switch from hating the thing to
loving it? Read the following:
The Magic Stat has six setback settings per day and a seven day
program. That means that you could set it for 70 degrees when
you get up in the morning, drop the temperature to 54 degrees
when you go to work, raise it to 68 degrees when you return for
dinner, raise it up to 70 degrees after dinner as you watch TV and
then drop it down to 62 degrees when you go to sleep. Count
them-flve settings with one to spare.
In one day the Magic Stat is programmed for the whole week and
for the weeks to come. If you want a different schedule for week-
ends, you can individually program the thermostat for those days,
too. "Big deal," you might think. "What's so great about that?"
Read on.
You set most electronic setback thermostats to the time you want
the furnace to go on in the morning, so when you wake up, your



room is once again warm. But what if one morning it's bitter cold
outside and the next morning it's much warmer? This means
that setting your furnace to go on at the same time may, on one
morning, leave you cold and on the next morning cause you to
waste energy by warming up your house too soon.
By golly, the Magic Stat has everybody beat on this one too.
Throughout the night it senses and computes the drop in temper-
ature and the time it will take to get your room to your exact
wake-up temperature. So if you want to wake up at 7 AM to 70
degrees-that's the temperature you'll wake up to every time.
Because it's a patented concept, no other thermostat has this fea-
ture. But wait. There is also a patent on the setting feature.

SIMPTE TO SET
To set the thermostat, you press just one button. A small LED
light scans the temperature scale until you reach your desired
temperature and then you release the button. You change the tem-
perature naturally, throughout the day, up to six times. The unit
responds and remembers that exact living pattern. The present
temperature is displayed by a glowing red LED on the scale.

The system also computes the ideal length the furnace should
stay on to keep the temperature within a range of plus or minus
one and one-half degrees. A battery backup lets you keep your
stored program in its memory so power outages as long as eight
hours won't let your unit forget. And if something happens and
your power is out for a few days, the unit will automatically
maintain 68 degrees when the power is restored.

Quite frankly, we were so impressed with the unit, its ease of
installation and setting plus its many energy-saving features, we
seriously considered advertising it until we realized that our cus-
tomers would probably not want to trust their future comfort to a
product called Magic Stat. What if something went wrong with
the unit? How substantial was this Magic Stat outfit? Remember,
a thermostat is something you live with as long as you live in
your home, and they're supposed to last ages. After all, your com-
fort depends on it.
Well, we did our homework. We found the company to be a
sound, well-financed organtzation. They have been in business
for several years, and they back their products with a three-year
limited warranty. In addition, the company has a policy of buying
back your unit in one year if you haven't saved its full cost in
energy savings. We were satisfied with the company, the people,
the product, its incredible features, the company's commitment to
the product and above all, the energy savings.
We are so impressed now with the Magic Stat that we're going to
make buying one irresistible. Buy one from us for only $79.
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Install it yourself in a few minutes or hire a handyman to install it.
or order the new deluxe unit for $99 with the exact same features
as the regular model, but with a beautiful new case.
Then edoy the savings this next winter. Not only will you save up
to 30%o on your heating bills, but you're eligible for the 75vo
energy tax credit. Then if you're not absolutely in love with this
product one year later, return it to JS&A. you'll get all your
money back and you can reinstall your old thermostat.

REATIZE SAVINGS
But we're counting on a few things. First, you will realize an
energy savings and a comfort that will far surpass what you are
currently experiencing. Secondly, you probably will sleep better
breathing cooler air yet wake up to just the right temperature.
Beauty is only skin deep and a name doesn't really mean that
much. But we sure wish those guys at Magic Stat would have
named their unit something more impressive. Maybe something
like Twinkle Temp.
To order, credit card holders call toll free and ask
number below or send check plus $+ delivery
ordered.
M a g i c S t a t ( 0 0 4 0 C ) .  . . . . $ 7 9
Deluxe Magic Stat (0041C) . . . . 99

The ad drew your attention and brought you into the copy
with the way I knocked the product. Your question might have
been, "what's the gimmick? why is he knocking the product?"

You started to read the ad. And then you discovered the one
feature that we liked, which happened to be installation-the
most difficult obstacle we had to overcome in selling this prod-
uct.

From then on selling the Magic Stat was all downhill. once
we had the product installed, we could then discover its great fea-
tures, raise and resolve the remaining objections (the name and
the appearance) and then sell all the product's benefits. And
indeed we did for more than three vears.

for product by
for each unit
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ChaRten $0

They said I'd
never get my
asking price,
but it only took
one customer.

At fSAA we had three corpor ate aircraft.
Like having a lot of cars, you can only fly one
airplane at a time. So I decided to get rid of the
plane I used the least-my Aerostar.

I paid close to $240,000 for it and every-
body told me that it was now worth only
$190.000 at best. I couldn't believe this fine air-
craft had dropped so much in value, so I decided
to take out a single ad in the AOPA Pilot-one of
the private pilot magazines-and find out if I
could get my asking price.

The basic format of the ad was a story about
my lack of use of the airplane and my concern
for our mechanic/pilot Dave. And I use the story
to weave in all the good features of the plane.
Then, at the end, to add a little humor, I offered

to give away a small steer to anybody who buys the plane. I fin-

ished the ad with a classic ending. In this ad the humor worked.

My Aerostar sold quickly for $240,000-I got back exactly what

I paid for it minus the cost of the ad, around $5,000. It was well

worth the effort. Humor can work if it is done in a friendly sort

of way. In essence I was poking fun at myself, but the serious

message of the ad didn't get overlooked. And, remember, I only

needed to sell one to break even.

Headline: Pet Plane
Subheadline: This advertisement has not been paid for by Piper
nor do I own any Piper stock.
Byline: By Joseph Sugarman, President, JS&A Group, Inc.

Copy: I am a proud owner of a I9l8 Aerostar 601P and have
decided to sell it despite serious reservations.

I bought Z96PA in April of 1978. It was one of the last ones pro-
duced by Ted Smith before Piper bought the company. I also hired
a full-time mechanic, Dave, who did nothing but keep the ship
gleaming and in perfect flying condition.
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Instead of flying the Aerostar, Dave and I ended up flying the
other corporate planes-our Grumman Tiger and our Beechcraft
Bonanza-while the Aerostar was hangared, polished and lookins
pretty.
In two full years, Dave and I have only put 350 hours on our pet
plane-a lot less time than can justify owning this fine ship.

DAVE IS A FARMER
Dave is also a farmer. In his early years he plowed the fields and
milked cows at his parents' farm in Illinois. Dave has always
loved the farm-almost as much as Dave loves flying.
In July of this year, Dave and I were talking. we weren't using the
Aerostar enough to justify keeping it, yet Dave, a loyal, hard-
working and excellent mechanic, would not have enough to keep
him busy to continue working for JS&A if we sold it and he only
had the other two planes to work on.
I personally love flying too. I am an instrument-rated commercial
pilot with a multi-engine rating. Unlike Dave, I was born in the
big city. I didn't know what it was like to raise crops or work on
a farm.

DAVE GETS THE WORD
I sat Dave down and told him that I was planning to sell z96pA
and I asked him if he wouldn't mind going back to the farm. My
idea was simply to buy a farm with the proceeds from the sale of
the Aerostar, put in a landing strip and a small hangar, and Dave
and his family could raise crops while he wasn't working on the
other two planes.
Dave loved the idea, so I decided to part with our Aerostar and
offer it for sale in this advertisement.
296PA is a fully pressurized light twin that gets an amazing 28
gallons per hour at a realistic cruise speed of 200 knots. It was
aerodynamically designed to take jet engines, but its designer set-
tled for two 290 HP Lycoming engines which provide great speed
and fuel efficiencv." 

ADVANCED AVIONICS
The avionics on the airplane remind me of many of the fine prod-
ucts our company sells. The fully computerized Bendix 2000
system includes radar, R-Nav, DME, a radar altimeter plus all
the goodies we could possibly put on the beautiful panel. There's
an auxiliary hydraulic pump, surface de-ice plus a flight phone.
The plane had to be fully equipped-after all, my reputation
demanded it.
A comparably equipped 1980 Aerostar currently sells for over
$350,000 and doesn't look nearly as pretty.
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Our Aerostar was a Ted Smith original-built by dedicated
craftsmen who took great pride in their work. But with any new
plane, there are always small bugs that surface. The JS&A
Aerostar is so debugged that we doubt you'll see one soon. Dave
spent an enormous amount of time tightening, greasing, cleaning
and examining every system in the plane. In addition to 100 hour
inspections, Dave conducted 50 hour inspections. In addition to
yearly inspections, Dave conducted semi-annual inspections.
And if I mentioned I heard a strange creak on the plane, Dave
would be there for days decreaking the plane.

In short, 296PA is a beautiful, fully-equipped airplane that has
been hangared and well taken care of for its short two-year life.
And it's for sale.
JS&A is offering our 601P for only $240,000 complete (sales tax
has already been paid on the plane) plus no postage or handling.
It's a genuine bargain that really has to be seen to be appreciated.
Dave hangars the plane at the Waukegan airport, north of
Chicago, and would be happy to affange a showing. Simply call
our toll-free number below to set up an appointment.
If you're not interested in our Aerostar but would like one of our
most recent catalogs, call us on our toll-free number or drop us a
line too. JS&A is America's largest single source of space-age
products and I'd be anxious to have fellow pilots as our cus-
tomers.
Dave has been looking at a lot of farms lately and is really excited
about getting back into farming. And, of course, I'm anxious to
sell my Aerostar so I could own a farm and keep a loyal employee
happy and productive.
And if somebody purchases my Aerostar from this ad, I'll also
throw in, free of charge, a steer from our new farm. After all, as
any airplane salesman will tell you, it's hard to sell a plane with-
out a little bull. Call early and see my Aerostar, today.

As I mentioned, the plane sold very quickly. And for the

asking price. It was only later, after a call from the FBI, that I

discovered the plane was used for running drugs from South
America and had been confiscated.
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Ghapten 3l Mail Order Mansion

We accepted Visa,
MqsterCard and
American Express.
And even
Japanese Yen.

Aft"r my success with the airplane, I had

a chance to really push the mail order enve-

lope. Could I sell a $e million home? The

exposure might find one buyer-just as it did

with my airplane-and all I needed was one

buyer.
So in l9B7 I created the ad as a complete

story almost all the way to the end. The mar-

keting strategy was to offer the house or a

video. If the house didn't sell, maybe I would

sell enough videos to cover the space costs.
But I didn't sell enough videos and the ad was

a loss, as the house did not sell either.

Headline: Mail Order Mansion
Caption: It looked like a setup to me.
Subheadline: It's only 6 million dollars and
comes complete with swimming pool, tennis
court and a breathtaking view.

Byline: By Joseph Sugarman

Copy: Have I got a deal. And even if you don't buy this home,

you'll love the story.

It all started with an invitation. I was invited by one of the top real

estate developers in the country to attend a patty at his home in

Malibu, California. I didn't know why. All the developer would

say is, "Just come."
The jet was waiting for me at O'Hare Airport in Chicago and his

chauffeur-driven limousine met me at Los Angeles for the drive to

Malibu. It was class all the way.

When I drove up to the home, there was a party going on. Rolls

Royces were lined up everywhere and the noise and music from

the house made it clear that something special was going on.

VERY FAMOUS GUESTS

After I entered and was introduced to the host and his wife, they

took me around and introduced me to some of their guests. "This
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is Joe Sugarman, that famous mail order copy writer who writes
all those interesting mail order ads."
I met a famous movie star, a nationally famous sports broadcaster,
a soap opera TV star, a few famous baseball players and two
famous California politicians. I recognized everybody and a few
even knew who I was. In fact, some of them were my customers.
But why was I there? I still didn't know.
I had a chance to look around the house. Now I've seen beautiful
homes in my life but this one had to be the most impressive I've
ever seen. First,_ it was on top of a 90 foot bluff overlooking a
sandy beach and the Pacific ocean. Secondly, it was night un-d t
could see the entire shoreline of Los Angeles. It was urlf I were
on a cruise ship at sea and I could look over the pacific and back
at the city.
Then I recognized the cliff. Was this the site of the most publi-
cized wedding in show business where seven helicopters hovered
above taking pictures? I found out later that it was.
The home took complete advantage of the view. practically every
room faced the ocean. And the sliding glass doors completely
opened so you had an unobstructed view of the ocean-no parti-
tions, no supporting beams.
The sound that filled the house with music first appeared to be
live. But later I found that the home had the best acoustics ever
designed into a personal residence with a sound system that
rivaled a recording studio. And what a personal residence.
There was a sunken tennis court, a swimming pool, whirlpool
bath and solid state electronic lighting system that was controlled
flom any place in the house. The ceilings were 25 feet high and
the interior decor was so tastefully done that I could easily-under-
stand why it won all sorts of awards. But why was I heie? why
were all my expenses paid for? Then I found out.
The developer and his wife set me up in one of the five bedrooms
and after the guests had left invited me into the living room."Joe, the reason we've invited you here is that we want you to
write an advertisement to sell our house. you're one of the
nation's top copywriters, and since this house is an award-win-
ning world-class residence, we wanted a world-class copywriter
to do it justice."

Now I'll admit, I was flattered. "But I'm a mail order copywriter.
How could I possibly sell a house this expensive?',

VERY SPECIAT
"Easy," replied the developer. "By its value. This property is very
special. It's on a peninsula that sticks out of the iurved part that
faces Los Angeles. when you look from the cliff you see Los
Angeles as if it were rising out of the ocean. And beiause we are



on a point, we do not get the harsh winds off the ocean but rather
gentle breezes all year long. The property itself is so valuable that
our next door neighbor paid close to 9 million dollars for his one
bedroom house."
I was starting to feel uneasy. "I'm soffy, but there's no way I can
sell your home. I refuse to write anything except under my own
company name. And I'm not in the real estate business." But the
developer persisted.
"Joe, you really can be. This house is an investment. There's a lot
of foreign money out there. And all it takes is that special person
looking for a celebrity-status world-class home on one of the best
sites in America and presto, it's sold."

. FINAT REFUSAT

I refused and it was my final refusal. "I'm soffy, I cannot sell any-
thing without a 30 day return privilege. My customers all have
the opportunity to return anything we sell them for a prompt and
courteous refund. And then there's the credit card issue. We make
it easy for them to purchase with either Master Card, Visa or
American Express."
Well, the rest is history. I am indeed offering the house for sale.
Please call me at (3l2) 564-7000 and arrange for a personal
showing. Then I urge you to buy it. We accept Visa, Master Card,
American Express, American dollars, Japanese Yen or any nego-
tiable hard currency.
After you buy the home, live in it for 30 days. Enjoy the spec-
tacular view, walk on the beautiful beaches, experience the spa-
cious living. If, after 30 days, you aren't completely satisfied,
return the home to the original owner for a prompt and courte-
ous refund.
The developer and his wife are thrilled that I am selling their
home. They rcaltze that the mail order business is a lot different
than the real estate business and are willing to compromise. But
don't you compromise. If you truly are one of those rare people
in search of a spectacular home on the best location in America,
call me personally at no obligation, today.

PS: If you don't have time for the showing, please order a video
tape of the home. (Please refer to product number 7077Y8.) Send
$20 plus $3 postage and handling to the address below or credit
card buyers call our toll-free number below.

Mal ibuMansion . . .  $6,000,000

As I mentioned, the house did not sell. And, as a matter of

fact, we didn't sell enough videos to break even either. But that

was part of the risk I was willing to take. We did get a lot of
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publicity from the ad including an invitation to appear on the
David Letterman show, which I declined.

I also got a call from the Disney estate asking me if I would
sell Walt Disney's old home in the same fashion I offered the
Mail order Mansion. I didn't accept the opportunity as one qazy
real estate ad was enough for me.
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Gha[ter 32 Hungarian Conspiracy

So*" of my ads were never even pub-
lished. Others were not that successful and
some appeared only in our catalog. From this
last group I have selected one that I felt struck
out in a very unique direction and had an inter-
esting story. Hungarian Conspiracy appeared
only in our catalog and was moderately suc-
cessful. It was, however, one of my favorites.

I actually traveled to Hungary, did all the
photography in Budapest and even met with
Professor Erno Rubik, the inventor of Rubik's
Cube-a three-dimensional puzzle in the shape
of a cube that was a fad in the early 1980s.

What was unique in this ad was the mes-
sage. Consumers were urged not to buy the

After completely
insulting my
prospects, I still
did well.

product through a tongue-in-cheek explanation of why purchas-
ing one could cause another major recession. It is only in the last
paragraph of the ad that I actually offer the product for sale.

Keep in mind that when this was written in 1983, we still
had the Berlin Wall and the Soviet Union with all the associated
paranoia.

The environment created in the ad for the product is both a
story and a tease. "What's the gimmick here if they aren't selling
the product?" is one of the questions you might ask yourself as
you slowly slip through the copy. And you don't get the answer
until the very last paragraph. What do you think of the ad copy?

Headline: Hungarian Conspiracy
Subheadline: Hungary plans massive assault on America with
new computer weapon. Exclusive report from Budapest.
Caption L: Warn your neighbors not to buy this dangerous Hun-
garian secret weapon.
Caption 2: Thomas Kovacs caught holding theXL-Z5 in this spe-
cial photo smuggled out of Budapest. "You think the last reces-
sion was bad?"
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copy: Note: Reproduction or any reprints, in whole or in part, of
the following material is strictly forbidden without the express
written permission of JS&A. All rights reserved.
BUDAPEST (Js&A)-Reporrers have smuggled intelligence
reports out of Hungary on a conspiracy that may have far-reach-
ing consequences for all Americans.
In the coming year, Hungarians will be shipping to the united
States, via Hong Kong, a game with the code name ,,XL_25.,,

The game at first may look innocuous-a typical electronic game
that could come from Mattel, or any of the other big electionic
game manufacturers. But beware. whatever you do, dbn't buy it.

MASSIVE CONSPIRACY
The game is part of a massive conspiracy to weaken the united
States by destroying our productive work force and eventually
putting the entire free world into a major depression. Here's what
we've discovered.
In 1980 when Erno Rubik, the Budapest university professol
unleashed the now famous Rubik's Cube, the united Stites econ-
omy was growing at a nice clip. Shortly after the cube was intro-
duced, America entered into a major recession. our gross national
product dropped, factories started laying off peopl" uv the thou-
sands and the economy took a big nosedive.
The exact reasons for the recession are varied, but our theory is
quite simple. JS&A contends that millions of American, *.r. ,u
busy twisting that small cube that they were not paying attention
to their jobs. Productivity dropped, profits plunged ind.onrumer
spending fell to new lows.
It was obvious to Russian intelligence sources that the cause of
the American recession was the Rubik's Cube. The Russians rea-
soned that if the Hungarians could invent games and then flood
the American market with them, they could cause a massive
depression-one that would permanently weaken America thus
making us easy targets for a communist takeover. If you think this
theory is farfetched, please read on.

THANK YOU
Hungarians everywhere, proud of the huge success of the Rubik,s
cube, were now inspired. Hungarians are quite a creative bunch
to start with. They were responsible for such things as glass fiber
optics, the micro floppy disk and the science of hotograiphy. Hun-
gary always had creative people, but their potential *ai n"ue,
really unleashed until Rubik.
The Hungarian government wanted to not only encourage this
pent-up creativity, but help Hun gary develop their game iridustry
for specific communist purposes.
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A new private company was set up last year for the sole purpose
of developing computer games for the American market. Funded
by banks and run by successful Budapest business types, the
company developed the XL-25 through the efforts of three game
designers shown to the left.
The bearded communist shown in the picture is Laszlo Mero, 33,
a winner of the 1968 International Mathematical Student
Olympiad held in Moscow. He's bright, intelligent and one of the
top puzzle and game designers in Hungary.

AUTO PARTS DEATER
The man in the middle is Thomas Kovacs, a Hungarian auto parts
dealer. At least that's what our investigators turned up. We sus-
pect auto parts is only a front.
The man to the left is Ferenc Szatmari, a physicist and a real
genius. He graduated from the University of Budapest with a doc-
torate degree in elementary particle physics.
The incredible game they invented and the one we must stop from
being sold in this country is quite fascinating. The XL-25 is an
electronic game with five rows of five squares or 25 squares in
all. Each square is actually a button with a built-in light-emitting
diode.
When you start, lights light up under five of the buttons. The
object of the puzzle is to get all the lights under the buttons to
light up. But there's a catch, and here's where the frustration
comes in.
Each time you press a button, the four buttons immediately sur-
rounding the button you push change state. If they're lit, they go
off. If they're off, they'll go on. If you're a little confused, it does-
n't matter anyway. Just remember that the object of the game is to
get all the buttons to light up with the least number of keystrokes.
The unit counts the number of button entries and you can ask the
XL-25 what your score is and still return to your game.

Once you try the XL-25, you'll be immediately sucked into the
Hungarian conspiracy. But don't worry. You're in good company.
Texas Instruments was so impressed with its design that they
developed the integrated circuit. A group in Hong Kong became
so obsessed with it that they built the game with the quality you'd
expect from a Mattel or Atari game.

Quite frankly, we were so hooked that we bought thousands and
even dispatched a reporter to Budapest where we made our
shocking intelligence discovery.

YOU CAN HEIP
So there's the story. A communist game, whose circuit was
designed by a good ol'American compan/, carefully assembled
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by one of our best friends in the Far East-all part of a massive
conspiracy to prepare Americans for a major communist takeover.
Prevent other Americans from falling into this scam. order a unit
from JS&A. when you receive it, whatever you do, don't play
with it. Instead, immediately take it to all your neighbors and urge
them not to buy one. Tell them about the real cause of our last
recession, the communist plot and the Hungarian conspiracy. And
then make sure you give them the ultimate warning. 'Anybody

who buys this thing is a real idiot."
xL-zs (304sc 4.00) $2e

This was a really good example of pushing the envelope.
The ad copy was strong enough to get my prospects to read all the
copy and hopefully the curiosity was strong enough to cause
them to purchase the product. Even if I did call anybodv who
bought one an idiot.
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Ghagen 33 Vision Breakthrough

This single ad
started an entire
business that
eventually creqted
a brand name.

Tn" Vision Breakthrough advertisement
was among the most successful in my com-
pany's history, so it merits a close look.

In this ad I did not want to present the
product as another pair of sunglasses, so I pre-
sented it as a vision breakthrough that protects
you from the harmful rays of the sun. It was one
of the first ads that provided a real educational
message about the dangers of UV rays on the
eyes. Before this ad ran, there was really noth-
ing in the popular press about UV ray damage.

The approach I used was to tell the story of
how I discovered the glasses and all the facts
I learned about them as well as the sun's light.
I did it in a simple yet powerful way.

I also used a tremendous dose of curiosity.
You can't experience the pair unless you personally try them on.

Thus, you must buy them to satisfy your curiosity.

The BluBlocker advertising campaign was a major success

that started with this print ad in 1986 and continued on television

for several years. Today BluRlocker is a recogntzed brand name

that is sold in retail stores throughout the country.

Headline: Vision Breakthrough

Subheadline: When I put on the pair of glasses what I saw I
could not believe. Nor will you.

Caption: They look like sunglasses.
Byline: By Joseph Sugarman
Copy: I am about to tell you a true story. If you believe me, you
will be well rewarded. If you don't believe me, I will make it
worth your while to change your mind. Let me explain.

Len is a friend of mine who knows good products. One day he
called excited about a pair of sunglasses he owned. "It's so incred-
ible," he said, "when you first look through a pair, you won't
believe it."
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"What will I see?" I asked. "What could be so incredible?"
Len continued, "When you put on these glasses, your vision
improves. objects appear sharper, more defined. Everything takes
on an enhanced 3-D effect. And it's not my imagination. I just
want you to see for yourself."

COUTDN'T BELIEVE EYES
When I received the sunglasses and put them on I couldn't believe
my eyes. I kept taking them off and putting them on to see if what
I was seeing was indeed actually sharper or if my imagination was
playing tricks on me. But my vision improved. It was obvious. I
kept putting on my $100 pair of sunglasses and comparing them.
They didn't compare. I was very impressed. Everything appeared
sharper, more defined and indeed had a greater three dimensional
look to it. But what did this product do that made my vision so
much better? I found out.
The sunglasses (called BluBlockers) filter out the ultraviolet and
blue spectrum light waves from the sun. Blue rays have one of the
shortest wavelengths in the visible spectrum (red is the longest).
As a result, the color blue will focus slightly in front of the retina
which is the "focusing screen" in our eye. By blocking the blue
from the sunlight through a special filtration process and only let-
ting those rays through that indeed focus clearly on the retina,
objects appear to be sharper and clearer.
The second reason is even more impressive. It is harmful to have
ultraviolet rays fall on our eyes. Recognized as bad for skin, uv
light is worse for eyes and is believed to play a role in many of
today's eye diseases.

SUNGTASS DANGER
But what really surprised me was the danger in conventional sun-
glasses. our pupils close in bright light to limit the light enrering
the eye and open wider at night like the lens of an automatic cam-
era. So when we put on sunglasses, although we reduce the
amount of light that enters our eyes, our pupils open wider and we
allow more of the harmful blue and ultraviolet light into our eves.

DON'T BE CONFUSED
I'm often asked by people who read this, "Do those BluBlock-
ers really work?" They really do and please give me the
opportunity to prove it. I guarantee each pair of BtuBlockers
to perform exactly as I described.

BluBlocker sunglasses use MaleniumrM lenses with a hard anti-
scratch coating. No shortcuts were taken.
The black, lightweight frame is one of the most comfortable I
have ever worn and will comfortably contour to any size face. It
compares with many of the $200 pairs you can buy from France
or Italy.
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There is a clip-on pair that weighs less than one ounce and fits
over prescription lenses. All models include a padded carrying
case and a one-year limited warranty.

I urge you to order a pat and experience your improved vision.
Then take your old sunglasses and compare them to the
BluBlocker sunglasses. See how much clearer and sharper
objects appear with the BluBlocker pair. And see if your night
vision doesn't improve as a direct result. If you don't see a dra-
matic difference in your vision-one so noticeable that you can
tell immediately-then send them back anytime within 30 days
and I will send you a prompt and courteous refund.

DRAMATIC DIFFERENCE

But from what I've personally witnessed, once you wear a part,
there will be no way you'll want to return it.

Our eyes are very important to us. Protect them and at the same
time improve your vision with the most incredible breakthrough
in sunglasses since they were first introduced. Order aparr or two
at no obligation, today.

Credit card holders call toll free and order by product number
below or send a check plus $3 for postage and handling.

BluBlocker Sunglasses (1020CD) . . . $59.95
Cl ip -OnMode l (1028CD)  .  . .  .  . 59 .95

The main feature of this ad is the storytelling approach

which wove an educational message-the first of its kind. It

brought the awareness of the dangers of sunlight to the attention

of the public who were unaware of these dangers.

In addition, it launched the BluBlocker brand name and

created a new business which continues to this day. It is a perfect

example of the power of the pen-the same power you will have

upon completion of this book and with enough practice.
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Chapten 34 Gold Space Chains

Tnir was the ad that created a lot of con-
troversy when it appeared in our catalog in
1918. A number of women complained vehe-
mently. It is a good example of the insensitivity
to women's issues that I had at the time. But,
hey. I'm human and I learned.

I also received a lot of mail congratulating
me on the incredible piece of copy that I had
written. So for its controversial response and
for the sake of presenting some interesting and
entertaining copy, I have included it here.

Another interesting factor was the timing
of this ad. When we placed it in our catalog,
prices for gold were pretty low. Right after the
ad appeared, the price of gold skyrocketed, the
response grew ITke crazy and we sold out. So it

This controversial
ad was a complete
departure from our
normal offerings.

proved to be quite a successful ad too-but probably due to the

serendipity of our timing.

Notice the use of the editorial 'we' in the ad copy. It would

have been more personal had I used the word 'I ' instead. Also

see if there is one place in the ad that might offend a woman

currently employed in a primarily male job category.

Headline: Gold Space Chains

Subheadline: Dress her in style for that next trip through outer
space with America's first space-age gold chains.

Copy: Our good friend, Bob Ross, is one of America's top whole-
sale jewelry representatives.
A few months ago, Bob approached us with a suggestion, "Why

not offer gold chains to your customers?" We rejected the idea, for
our catalog must only contain products that relate to space-age
technology. And besides, it was too late; we had just passed our
deadline.
But Bob persisted, "Most of your readers are men. Why not give
them something they could buy for their wives or loved ones?
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After all, you offer them all sorts of neat things to buy for them-
selves, but other than a good watch, there's nothing for the lady."

SUGGESTION REJECT.ED
we could not accept Bob's argument. Although we have a goro
mlle readershig, and although we felt that oul customers might
indeed want to buy jewelry from our catalog, we felt that our stiict
adherence to the principles of space-age product selection pre-
cluded our making any variation in our philosophy.
Then Bob tried to appeal to our sense of profit. .,your customers
are wealthy and smart. Offer them gold chains at very low prices.
You'll sell a ton because they have the money to spend, anb they
have the brains to recognize good value."
Again we had to disappoint Bob. True, our customers earn an
average of $50,000 a year, higher than practically any other buy-
ing group in the country. And true, our customers include ,o*. of
the nation's leading businessmen, politicians, newscasters, doc-
tors, and even movie stars. But we could not justify the violation
of our principles and take advantage of an opportunity just
because our customers are above average. "Sorry^Eob," w6 said."JS&A has an important reputation to maintain.',

HE DOESN'T GIVE UP
Bob is quite a successful salesman. He never gives up until he has
exhausted all arguments. A good salesman is persistent, and Bob
certainly persisted. He just wouldn't give up.

.'why don't you call the gold chains 'Space chains'-space-age
jewelry for the lady you want to take on that trip through ou6r
space? After all, giving it a space-age theme really -uk", it tie
nicely into your catalog, and besides, gold is a valuable metal
found on many of the planets in outer space."
"That would be deceiving," we told Bob. To think that we could
use a flimsy theme like that to tie such an unrelated product to
space-age technology was almost an insult. It was at this point
that we thought seriously of asking Bob to leave. "Bob, you^'r" u
nice guy and we've known you for years, but you'll haveio leave
now."

ENTER BOB'S COUSIN
But Bob pleaded, "Let me show you one thing before I leave. My
cousin Joy is very pretty, and I'm sure she would be happy tb
model the jewelry for you in your advertisement." Bob then^took
a photograph from his wallet and showed it to us.
At this point, Bob had worn out his welcome. We were surprised
to discover that he would stoop so low as to use one of hii rela-
tives as a means of getting his products displayed in our catalog.
But then we gave the whole matter some very serious thought.
'Actually Bob, space-age jewelry isn't a bad idea for our catalos.
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After all, the only items we have for women are watches. Gold
Space Chains might go very well. Of course we would keep our
prices low to provide some real bargains, and I'm sure our cus-
tomers would appreciate the convenience of being able to buy
such a valuable gift. Bob, can she be at our photographer Tues-
day so we can make our extended deadline?"
"Sure," said Bob. "But what about the selection?"
"Who cares about the selection? Why don't you just pick the
most popular styles in various price ranges, and we'll have those
photographed too."
Bob left quickly. He selected the chains and his cousin is shown
above.
We did keep our prices considerably less than any jewelry store
or catalog discount showroom. In fact, if you have a chance, you
might compare. Or compare them after you receive the chains. 14
carat gold makes a nice gift for any lady and with our space-age
theme, what a combination!
Bob's a funny guy. He probably thinks he's quite a salesman.
Actually, if it weren't for our open-mindedness, our keen ability
to recognize outstanding new space-age-oriented products, and
our compelling desire to satisfy the needs of our customers, Bob
wouldn't have a chance.

lPrices were then listed for dffirent styles on the order form.l

In the above ad, I mentioned that our customers earn, on

average, $50,000 a year. In 1978 when this ad was written, a

$50,000 salary was very high.

Did you find the offending passages? What could I have

said that would have made it less offensive without changing the

basic premise of the ad? And what was the premise of the ad? Let

me answer this last question.

The premise of the ad was to introduce a product that had

nothing to do with our product line and could not be justified

as an offering in our catalog-unless we created a very strong

reason for including it. The strong reason was Bob's beautiful

cousin, Joy, who agreed to model the jewelry for us. After all, we

were human and Joy was a beautiful girl.

As I mentioned, the ad did quite well but it was primarily

because of the dramatic increase in the price of gold right after

our catalog was published.
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Chapten 35 Consumers
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Once you started
reading this ad,
you couldn't
put it down.

Tnir ad was one of the best examples of
the slippery slide theory. If you just read the
headline, subheadline and the bold "Impossi-

ble-to-trace Guarantee," you would be com-
pelled to read the first sentence.

Once you started to read, you wouldn't be
able to stop until you reached the end of the
copy. It was a highly effective piece of advertis-
ing copy that I wrote in 1976.

This was one of my favorite ads in that it
was not the typical JS&A ad. In the JS&A ads I
was the expert in space-age products. In the
Consumers Hero ad I was a consumer advocate
speaking the language of the consumer. It
showed that I could write copy for two totally
diverse businesses. Each ad had its own set of

expressions and method of delivery. It was also a good example
of relating in a human way without being humorous. It remains
one of my personal favorites.

Headline: HOT
Subheadline: A new consumer concept lets you buy stolen mer-
chandise if you're willing to take a risk.
Copy: We developed an exciting new consumer marketing con-
cept. It's called "stealing." That's right, stealing!
Now if that sounds bad, look at the facts. Consumers are being
robbed. Inflation is stealing our purchasing power. Our dollars
are shrinking in value. The poor average consumer is plundered,
robbed and stepped on.
So the poor consumer tries to strike back. First, he forms consumer
groups. He lobbies in Washington. He fights price increases. He
looks for value.
So we developed our new concept around value. Our idea was to
steal from the rich companies and give to the poor consumer, save
our environment and maybe, if we're lucky, make a buck.
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A MODERN DAY ROBIN HOOD
To explain our concept, let's take a typical clock radio retailing
for $39.95 at a major retailer whose name we better not mention
or we'll be sued. It costs the manufacturer $9.12 to make. The
manufacturer sells the unit to the retailer for $16.

THE UNCTE HENRY PROBTEM
Let's say that retailer sells the clock radio to your Uncle Henry.
Uncle Henry brings it home, turns it on and it doesn't work. So
Uncle Henry trudges back to the store to exchange his "lousy rot-
ten" clock radio for a new one that works ("lousy" and "rotten"

are Uncle Henry's words).
Now, the defective one goes right back to the manufacturer along
with all the other clock radios that didn't work. And if this major
retail chain sells 40,000 clock radios with a 5Vo defective rate.
that's 2,000 "lousy rotten" clock radios.

CONSUMERS PROTECTED ATREADY
Consumers are protected against ever seeing these products again
because even if the manufacturer repairs them, he can't recycle
them as new units. He's got to put a label on the product clearly
stating that it is repaired, not new and if Uncle Henry had his way
the label would also say that the product was "lousy" and "rotten."

It's hard enough selling a new clock radio, let alone one that is
used. So the manufacturer looks for somebody willing to buy his
bad product for a super fantastic price. Like $ 10. But who wants
a clock radio that doesn't work at any price!

ENTER CONSUMERS HERO
we approach the manufacturer and offer to steal that $39.95 radio
for $3 per unit. Now think of it. The manufacturer has already
spent 59.72 to make it, would have to spend another $5 in labor
to fix and repackage it, and still would have to mark the unit as
having been previously used. So he would be better off selling it
to us for $3, taking a small loss and getting rid of his defective
merchandise.
Consumers Hero is now sitting with 2,000 "lousy rotten" clock
radios in its warehouse.
Here comes the good part. We take that clock radio, test it, check
it and repair it. Then we life test it, clean it up, replace anything
that makes the unit look used, put a new label on it and presto-
a $39.95 clock radio and it only costs us $3 plus maybe $7 to
repair it.

Impossible-to-trace Guarantee
We guarantee that our stolen products will look like brand
new merchandise without any trace of previous brand identi-
fication or ownership.
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We take more care in bringing that clock radio to life than the
original manufacturer took to make it. We put it through more
tests, more fine tuning than any repair service could afford. We
get more out of that $10 heap of parts and labor than even the
most quality-conscious manufacturer. And we did our bit for
ecology by not wasting good raw materials.

NOW THE BEST PART
We offer that product to the consumer for $20-the same product
that costs us $3 to steal and $7 to make work. And we make $10
clear profit. But the poor consumer is glad we made our profit
because:
1) We provide a better product than the original version.
2) The better product costs one half the retail price.
3) We are nice people.

BUT THERE'S MORE
Because we are so proud of the merchandise we refurbish, we
offer a longer warranty. Instead of 90 days (the original war-
ranty), we offer a five-year warranty.
So that's our concept. We recycle "lousy rotten" garbage into
super new products with five-year warranties. We steal from the
rich manufacturers and give to the poor consumer. We work hard
and make a glorious profit.
To make our concept work, we've organized a private member-
ship of quality and price-conscious consumers and we send bul-
letins to this membership about the products available in our
program.
Items range from microwave ovens to TV sets to clock radios,
digital watches, and stereo sets. There are home appliances from
toasters to electric can openers. Discounts generally range
between 40 and 70 percent off the retail price. Each product has
a considerably longer warranty than the original one and a two
week money-back trial period. If you are not absolutely satisfied,
for any reason, return your purchase within two weeks after
receipt for a prompt refund.
Many items are in great abundance but when we only have a few
of something, we select, at random, a very small number of mem-
bers for the mailing.A good example was our $39.95 TV set (we
had 62 of them) or a $1 AM radio (we had 1,257).In short, we
try to make it fair for everybody without disappointing a member
and returning a check.

EASY TO JOIN
To join our small membership group, simply write your name,
address and phone number on a slip of paper and enclose a check
or money order for five dollars. Mail it to Consumers Hero, Three
JS&A Plaza. Northbrook. Ill inois 60062.
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You'll receive a two-year membership, regular bulletins on the
products we offer and some surprises we would rather not mention
in this advertisement. But what if you never buy from us and your
two-year membership expires. Fine. Send us just your member-
ship card and we'll fully refund your five dollars plus send you
interest on your money.
If the consumer ever had a chance to strike back, it's now. But act
quickly. with all this hot merchandise there's sure to be some-
thing for you. Join our group and start saving today.

Since the time I wrote the Consumers Hero ad I have writ-
ten many different ads for many different companies. The point I
wish to make is simply this: A good copywriter can write to fit
any market. His or her ads can sound very upscale for one client
and then very downscale for the next. Simply by understanding
and applying the principles, one can rise to any copywriting chal-
lenge-through understanding the jargon of the customer and
using the appropriate words that will resonate with that customer.
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Chapter 30 Nautilus Spelling Sale
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There were 25
misspelled words
in this ad and
some pretty bad
grammar.
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lmagine writing an ad with dozens of mts-
spelled words and bad grammar and running it in
The Wall Street Journal. That's exactly what I
did in what was one of my most unusual adver-
tising approaches.

I was presented with a closeout product.
The Nautilus Lower Back machine had stopped
selling at retail. As a result, the manufacturer,
loaded with inventory, decided to liquidate the
entire load to one of the barter companies in New
York.

There was only one proviso in the closeout
sale. The manufacturer did not want the product
offered at a discount because it would embarrass
his retailers who sold customers this product at
its full retail price. "If it had to be advertised, it

had to be at the full retail price," was the directive from the barter
company who called me on the phone.

The product was going to cost only around $100. And I
could easily sell it for $250 and make a nice profit. But I was
being forced to offer it for $485. If it died at retatl, chances were
slim to none that I could sell any at $485.

So I created a novel strategy. I would offer the product at

$500, even more than the full retail price. I would then allow
readers of the ad to circle any misspelled words and I would give
them $10 off the retail price for each misspelled word they
found. I could then misspell 25 words and sell the machine for

$250 without creating a problem with my vendor. Nobody would
know the actual price I was selling it for, as it depended on the
spelling skills of my readers.

So in June of 1985, I ran the following ad. I had fun writing
it-purposely misspelling words as well as using bad grammar.
Read the ad and see how Vou would have done in the Nautilus
Spelling Sale.
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Headline: Nautilus Spelling Sale
Subheadline: Every mispelled word you find in this advertisement
is worth $10 towards the purchase of this popular exercise product.
Bold Copy:

Americans have two weaknesses. The first is
second is in our lower backs. JS&A intends
about both problems.

spelling and the
to do something

Byline: By Joseph Sugarman, President
Copy: This advertisment has several mispelled words. Some of
them are intentionally mispelled and others are because my
spelling is pretty lousy. (My grammar's bad too.)
For every mispelled word you find in this advertisment, I'll
reduce the price of the product shown here by $10. If you find 10
words mispelled, )ou get $100 off the price. If you find25 words
mispelled, you get $250 off the price. And if you find 50 words
mispelled, you get the product for absolutely nothing. Why such
generosity?

roo cosTrY
Hundreds of retailers throughout the country have been selling the
Nautilus Lower Back machine for its full retail price of $485.
Nautilus designed it for the consumer market. Their $3,000 hos-
pital version, used for rehabilitation purposes was too costly for
the average consumer.
So Nautilus designed one for the home and sold thousands. Then
JS&A got hold of a few thousand and felt that an entirely new
market would develope if the unit could sell for $250 or less. But
the manufacturer would obviously be concerned as the machine
would upset those who had sold the unit for its full price.
So by running this special sale and listing the full retail price and
with nobody really knowing what price we're really offering the
unit for anyway (I told you my grammar wasn't good), we can
make everybody happy-especially those of you with good
spelling skills and with lower backs you want to strengthen. The
rules are really quite simple.

THE RUTES
Look through this ad trying to find several mispelled words, Cir-
cle each mispelled word you find and put the total number of mis-
pelled words in the circle above. Please don't correct my grammar.
Then multiply the number of mispelled words by $10 and then
deduct that amount from the $500 price show in this advertisment.
we promise to deliver a unit to you for the price you earn. But be
careful. If you circle a word that is not mispelled, we reserve the
right to return your order and have you affested. All orders must be
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mailed in and paid for by check or money order. (We can't afford
the credit card charges, and COD's are more bother than they are
worth and at this price we don't need the extra espense.)

If you just want to enter this sale without purchasing anything,
simply send the ad in with the number in the circle. If you guess
the correct number of mispelled words, you will get a $10 credit
towards all the products listed in our catalog which we will also
send you (not all the products, just our catalog).

There are a few disclamers. We only have a few thousand of these
machines so we reserve the right to run out of them. We also
reserve the right to return any order that claims more mispelled
words than we've actually made. We will ship each unit freight
collect with charges usually running around $50 east of the Mis-
sissippi or a little more in California. And finally, a little clue.
There are three mispelled words in this paragraph.

DESIGNED FOR THE TOWER BACK

The Nautilus Lower Back machine is designed to strengthen your
lower back. If you're an executive who sits at a desk for long
hours, your back muscles soon grow weak and cannot support
your spine and your skeletal frame as it was designed to do.

What I like about the back machine is how easy it works to
strengthen the back. As little as five minutes a day and three days
a week is all the exercise you need to start the program. And since
the exercise time is so short and not very strenuous, you can exer-
cise anytime of the day or night.

There are ten tension positions. You start at the smallest setting
and gradually build up as you increase your strength. In a rela-
tively short time, you'll be able to feel the difference. I can't guar-
antee that your lower back problems will be gone forever, but the
Nautilus Lower Back machine can really make a difference. And
even with its low price, the Nautilus comes with a 30-day exer-
cise trial period. If the unit doesn't make a big difference in your
exercise program, return the unit to JS&A for a full refund of
your purchase price. But act quickly. Once we sell all these units,
that's all we can get. One last thing. Please don't call our opera-
tors to find out the number of mispelled words.

The Nautilus Lower Back machine is made out of tubular steel
that will take a tremendous amount of abuse. All the contact sur-
faces are cushioned and covered with black Naugahyde. It takes
only a few minutes to assemble it with a screwdriver and wrench
and it measures 34 ll2" x 51" x 54" and weighs 150 pounds. The
unit comes with a 90-day manufacturer's limited warranty and
complete instructions.
Take advantage of this unique opportunity to own one of the
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finest pieces of exercise equiptment at the lowest possible cost for
just being able to count our mispelled words.
To order, ask for product by number shown below or send a check
to the address below.
Nautilus BackMachine (7068) . . . . $500
Better Speller Cost (7069)

I had two surprises with the results from this ad. The first
was the number of people who missed many of the words. We
made more profit than I had anticipated. There were exactly 25
misspelled words, but on average most people found around 20
of them.

The second surprise was the number of people who called
me to tell me that they had spent hours reading and rereading the
ad to find the number of misspelled words even though they had
no intention of buying the unit.

I then used this technique to sell the Franklin Spelling Com-
puter. For the spelling computer, it certainly made sense as it tied
nicely into the product. But it was this first Nautilus ad that really
launched the concept.

One of the strong points of this ad was the involvement that
it created on the part of the reader. I received mail months later
asking me for the correct number of misspelled words. People
were spending hours reading my ad. How many ads can claim
that distinction?

The people who found all the words really had a bargain too.
And we eventually sold all of our inventory in what was a very
successful ad. Bad spelling, bad grammar, who cared? We broke
a few rules and came up with a very unique marketing concept
that could still work today.



A Note The Power of Your Pen

In Section Three you took all your new copywriting knowl-
edge and saw how it could be applied in actual mail order adver-
tisements. You also saw how these principles could work in ads
that weren't mail order ads and you saw what copy elements were
missing in others.

You can now write a great mail order ad using my approach
to writing copy.You can create the goose that lays the golden egg.
And you know that with this new knowledge you have the poten-
tial skill to start businesses and earn millions of dollars-all
through the power of your pen.

But it takes practice. And the more you practice, the greater
your skill and the closer you will come to the wonderful and
exhilarating feeling of writing an ad that the public responds to in
massive numbers. Good luck and best wishes in your quest for
success.

You may have a special technique or learning experience
that I can add to this book when it is reprinted sometime in the
future. Why not share it with me? Any insights, experiences or
novel theories would be welcome too. I look at this book as a
work in progress and your input will be most appreciated. You
can mail your comments to me, Joseph Sugarman, at DelStar
Books, 3350 Palms Center Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89103.

Finally, if you'd like to be on my mailing list, drop me a
short note with your name, address, city and zip code and I'll
make sure you receive all of our future announcements.
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EpiloUueSome Final Thoughts

Th. material which you have read was based on an exclu-
sive seminar I conducted from I9l7 through 1988. During this
time I taught many students who went on to build gteat compa-
nies and fortunes for themselves. I'm proud of them all.

And you should be proud of yourself too for having read this
book. You have had to read and learn a great deal. I hope you will
use this material to contribute to your community and to your
country in a positive and productive way through the informative,
entertaining and effective use of advertising.

There are many businesses to build in the future. There's the
Internet and all the opportunities associated with it. There's the
combination of direct marketing and the new technologies that
are only now being developed even as you read this. Congratula-
tions for making the effort to succeed.

I am not the smartest of men. Had I been smarter I would not
have made many of the mistakes I did. I would have read more of
the direct marketing books and learned more that would have pre-
vented those mistakes from ever happening. I would have tested
more. I would have thought more carefully before risking my
money and my time.

I never graduated from college, my grades were not great
and I practically flunked English. I've never taken an advertising
course (although that may have been the best educational break I
ever had) and I'm not formally educated in many of the subjects
necessary to ply my craft.

I am also not that much more talented than others. There are
many great writers, marketers and entrepreneurs. If you work
longer hours, if you risk more of your time and capital, eventu-
ally you learn. I worked and risked a lot. And I learned a lot.

Then what do I have? I would say three things could sum me
up. The first is the skill I have to take a very complex issue and
present it in a very simple, understandable way-in short, my
communications skill. Because of it, I therefore became a good
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teacher and was able to pass along to my students the underlying
reasons for why things work. I was able to share the many expe-
riences I've had and point out the real lessons that I learned. Very
often a teacher does not make a good practitioner and a practi-
tioner does not make a good teacher. I like to think I can do both.

The second thing I have is persistence. I don't easily give up.
And if I do, it is not without a very good reason. To me, it wasn't
whether I won or lost that was important. It was whether I played
the game. And I played hard.

And finally, as a writer, I am an originator. To best under-
stand what I mean by an originator, let me explain the difference
between compilers and originators.

Compilers: These are the writers who compile their infor-
mation from the works of others. Jack Canfield and Mark Victor
Hansen, co-authors of Chicken Soup for the Soul, are good exam-
ples. They compiled a book of short stories, anecdotes, cartoons
and commentaries that has sold millions and has enriched the
lives of those who have read it. Reporters and editors are other
examples of compilers. Their articles and commentaries in maga-
zines, in newspapers and on television reflect the current thoushts
of the day.

originators: These are the people from whom the compil-
ers take their information. originators may or may not write about
their own experiences but they provide the material that the com-
pilers compile. These are the people in the trenches who have
constantly reinvented themselves. They have not been afraid to
fail and have fought the good war and have battle scars to prove
it. Their many personal experiences are the stories people find
fascinating, for once you have achieved the status of an originator
you become newsworthy. The press soon creates your public
image and you are constantly copied or imitated. My favorite
examples range from software mogul Bill Gates to the music
group the Beatles, all the way to Nobel prize economist Milton
Friedman and back to singer and movie personality Madonna.

My role in life always has been and always will be that of an
originator. Although I have subtly put myself in some pretty good
company above, I have nowhere near their renown. That's not the
point of my commentary. I'm simply saying that this book has
been written by an originator. In fact,,I live to originate. It is my



sole purpose in life-the energy that has fueled my very being.
If I cannot originate, innovate, or break new ground, I am not
living to my full potential. I am not whole.

And through the years, when the compilers have written
about me and a story has appeared in Forbe,s or on the front page
of The Wall Street Journal or in an entire chapter of a book,
usually the article or story is mostly coffect, mostly reaches the
right conclusion but all too often misses the true essence of what
I have originated. And this is one of the reasons I have been so
motivated to write this book.

There comes a time in your life to step out of the trenches
and share the knowledge that you have acquired in your years of
battle-to examine the scars and reflect on the lessons and the
often odd directions you've taken. For me, that time is right now
and this book is a product of that introspection.

claude Hopkins, one of the early pioneers in advertising,
explained why he wrote his book My Lrfe in Advertising:'Any
man who by a lifetime of excessive application learns more
about anything than others owes a statement to successors."

If I had to pick another motivation for writing this book, it
would be my strong desire to give of myself to others. I learned
more at my seminars by giving and sharing than I did at any time
before or after. And aside from acquiring many insights from the
seminar participants themselves, I was forced to otganrze and
articulate my concepts to present them properly-which made me
a better copywriter and marketer, as I soon started following my
own advice.

Many of the seminar participants were highly motivated.
You had to be motivated to spend up to $3,000 to attend. And to
get to know over 200 of them personally-their successes, their
failures and the lessons they learned-simply added to my base
of knowledge and experience. You learn from the mistakes and
failures of others, and as I was sharing my mistakes and failures,
so were they sharing theirs.

Edwin Land, the inventor of the Polaroid camera and also
an originator, once said, 'A mistake is a future benefit, the full
value of which is yet to be rearized." And in that spirit many of
my mistakes became learning tools which I shared with my
students and which inspired them.
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I have helped many entrepreneurs build outstanding busi-
nesses and go on to contribute greatly to their industry and their
community. That is my greatest thrill. For if I can continue that
achievement with this book, I will have left a legacy that can live
long after I am gone.

Being able to write a great mail order ad is a tremendous
skill that will help you achieve a level of success that will amaze
you when it happens. But there is much more to achieving suc-
cess than simply creating the goose that lays golden eggs.

You first have to have a product. And then once you have a
product and a great ad, you need to run it in the media and then
you need to evaluate the response and respond to your customer
orders.

All of these steps are encompassed in my next book, Mar-
keting secrets of a Mail order Maverick, in which I present the
seminar teachings that focused on marketing. How to pick a
great product and then evaluate it for potential sale, how to pick
the right media at the right price, how to handle the response-
all are covered with the same style and unique approach you've
read in this book. It's a marketing book unlike any other. Get one
at your favorite bookstore or write Delstar Books at 3350 palms
center Drive, Las vegas, NV 89103. In addition, you might like
the cassette course available with Advertising secrets of the
written word along with a workbook to help hone your skills.
Just call (800) 323-6400 or fax (702) 597-2002 for particulars.
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fircndixAAssumed Constraintso Continued

Ar you can see from the diagram, by not
assuming any constraints the answer to the p\z-
zle on page 56 becomes quite simple. All too
often we assume constraints that aren't really
there. By breaking out of the box you can come
up with incredibly effective answers-whether
you're writing copy or simply solving everyday
problems.

Assumed Constrqinf Exomples
The following are examples of assumed

constraints from history. When somebody tells
vou it can't be done. recall these historical

examples before you become discouraged.

1. "Drill for oil? You mean drill into the ground to try and
find oil? You're crazy." This was said by drillers whom wildcat-
ter Edwin L. Drake tried to enlist in his project to drill for oil in
1859.

2. "Airplanes are interesting toys but of no military value."
Ferdinand Foch, professor of military strategy, Ecole Supe-
rieure de Guerre, later commander of Allied Armies in World
War I.

3. "Stocks have reached what looks like a permanently high
plateau." Irving Fisher, professor of economics, Yale Univer-
sity, 1929.

4. "I think there is a world market for maybe five comput-
ers." Thomas Watson, Sr., president of IBM,1943.

5. "So we went to Atari and said, 'Hey, we've got this amaz-
ing thing, even built with some of your parts, and what do you
think about funding us? Or we'll give it to you. We just want to
do it. Pay our salary, we'll come work for you.' And they said,
'No.' So then we went to Hewlett-Packard, and they said, 'Hey,

we don't need you. You haven't got through college yet."' This
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was related by Steven Jobs, Apple Computer co-founder, on
his attempts in the mid'70s to get Atari and Hewlett-Packard
interested in his and Steve Wozniak's personal computer.

6. "A cookie store is a bad idea. Besides, the market research
reports say America likes crispy cookies, not soft and chewy
cookies like you make." This was a response in the mid'70s to
Debbi Fields' idea of starting Mrs. Fields Cookies.

7. "640K ought to be enough for anybody." Bill Gates,
Microsoft founder. 1981.
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Appenilix B Seeds of Curiositp Continued

You couldn't wait, could you? You had to turn to the back
of the book before you read the next line of copy in Chapter 10.
Well, you just fell for the seeds of curiosity theory big time:

Your message must always be so compelling that you moti-
vate the reader to do things normally not done.

Ireahze that you might think this is a dirty trick and the story
never took place. You're wrong on both counts. This is exactly
what happened and this is no dirty trick. But to get people to reach
into their pockets and exchange their hard-earned dollars for your
product is not a natural act. It's one of the most difficult things a
copywriter must do to sell a product. It requires tremendous moti-
vation-motivation that needs to be generated by a compelling
message, a message so compelling that people will become totally
involved with your copy, slide down the slippery slide and call or
write to place an order or feel guilty that they haven't.

I guess it wouldn't be fair, now that I've proven my point, to
leave you hanging. After all, you were so involved with my text
that you skipped all the rest of the chapters in this book (some-
thing you normally wouldn't do) to find out exactly what Ginger
said to me at that dramatic moment in my office.

"Joe, I want only you to help me. I want you as my men-
tor-my guide through this direct marketing jungle. I don't know
what I can do to motivate you to help me, but I do know what
most men appreciate. I've had men proposition me all my life but
I've never openly propositioned a man. What I'm saying, Joe, is
1|131-"

'oWait," I said, fumbling for words as I held up one hand as
if to say stop. "You've got the wrong guy. Don't embarrass your-
self any further. I can no longer accept what I think you're trying
to say. I can't do the work for you. I'm really too busy to take out-
side projects. But attend my seminar. I'11 let you attend for free
on the condition that you pay me back after you make your first
million."

.t

-
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A D V E R T I S I N G S E C R E T S

Ginger left the office, maybe a bit embarrassed. And I never
heard from her again. I suspect that she thought she could entice
me into writing copy by flaunting her body. And would she have
really followed through? I guess I will never know.

when I returned home that evening and my wife asked me
how the day went, I replied, "oh, I was almost seduced by u gor- ,
geous blonde who was willing to give me her body for my copy-
writing ability."
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Aprcnilix G Summary of Axioms and Major Points

t'r't
lhe following lists summarizetheAxioms and major points

of copywriting that have been presented throughout this book.

Axioms
Axiom 1: Copywriting is a mental process the successful

execution of which reflects the sum total of all your experiences,
your specific knowledge and your ability to mentally process that
information and transfer it onto a sheet of paper for the purpose
of selling a product or service. (page 24)

Axiom 2z All the elements in an advertisement are primar-
ily designed to do one thing and one thing only: get you to read
the first sentence of the copy. (page 29)

Axiom 3: The sole purpose of the first sentence in an adver-
tisement is to get you to read the second sentence. (page 32)

Axiom 4: Your ad layout and the first few paragraphs of
your ad must create the buying environment most conducive to
the sale of your product or service. (page 38)

Axiom 5: Get the reader to say yes and harmonrze with your
accurate and truthful statements while reading your copy. (page
44)

Axiom 6: Your readers should be so compelled to read your
copy that they cannot stop reading until they read all of it as if
sliding down a slippery slide. (page 49)

Axiom 7: When trying to solve problems, don't assume con-
straints that aren't really there. (page 58)

Axiom 8: Keep the copy interesting and the reader inter-
ested through the power of curiosity. (page 63)

Axiom 9: Never sell a product or service. Always sell a
concept. (page 7 1)

Axiom 10: The incubation process is the power of your sub-
conscious mind to use all your knowledge and experiences to
solve a specific problem, and its efficiency is dictated by time,
creative orientation, environment and ego. (page 80)
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Axiom 11: copy should be long enough to cause the reader
to take the action you request. (page 85)

Axiom 12: Every communication should be a personal one,
from the writer to the recipient, regardless of the medium used.
(page 92)

Axiom 13: The ideas presented in your copy should flow in
a logical fashion, anticipating your prospect's questions and
answering them as if the questions were asked face-to-face. (page
et)

Axiom 14: In the editing process, you refine your copy to
express exactly what you want to express with the fewest words.
(page 102)

Axiom 15: The more the mind must work to reach a con-
clusion successfully, the more positive, enjoyable or stimulating
the experience. (page I75)

Axiom 16: Selling a cure is a lot easier than selling a pre-
ventative, unless the preventative is perceived as a cure or the
curative aspects of the preventative are emphasi zed. (page 182)

Axiom 17: Telling a story can effectively sell your product,
create the environment or get the reader well into your copy as
you create an emotional bonding with your prospect. (page 188)

Emotion Principles
Emotion Principle 1: Every word has an emotion associ-

ated with it and tells a story. (page 66)
Emotion Principle 2: Every good ad is an emotional out-

pouring of words, feelings and impressions. (page 66)
Emotion Principle 3: You sell on emotion, but you justify a

purchase with logic. (page 66)
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A D V E R T I S I N G S E C R E T S

Grophic Elemenls
The following are the 10 graphic elements to consider when

designing a mail order ad. (Chapter 4)

l. Headline 6. Paragraph Headings

2. Subheadline 7.Logo

3. Photo or Drawing 8. Price

4. Caption 9. Response Device

5. Copy 10. Overall Layout

The Powerful Copy Elemenls
The following are the 23 copy elements that should be con-

sidered when writing an ad. (Chapter 18)

1. Typeface

2. First Sentence

3. Second Sentence

4. Paragraph Headings

5. Product Explanation

6. New Features

7. Technical Explanation

8. Anticipate Objections

9. Resolve Objections

10. Gender

1 1. Clarity

12. Clich6s

13. Rhythm

14. Service
15. Physical Facts

16. Trial Period

I7 . Prrce Comparison

1 8. Testimonials

19. Price

20. Offer Summary

21. Avoid Saying Too Much

22. Ease of Ordering

23. Ask for the Order

{
-
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A D V E R T I S I N G S E C R E T S

The Psychologicol Triggers
The following are the 24 psychological triggers to remem-

ber or review when you are writing your ad copy. (chapter 19)
1. Feeling of Involvement or Ownership
2. Honesty

3. Integrity

4. Credibility
5. Value and Proof of Value
6. Justify the Purchase
7. Greed
8. Establish Authority
9. Satisfaction Conviction

10. Nature of Product
I 1. Current Fads
12. Timing
13. Desire to Belong
14. Desire to Collect
15. Curiosity
16. Sense of Urgency
17. Instant Gratification
18. Exclusivity, Rarity or Uniqueness
19. Simplicity
20. Human Relationships
21. Gui l t
22. Specificity
23. tramiliaritv
24. Hope
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Aprcnilix ll Recommended Reading

Reading a number of books on a variety of subjects prepares
you to become a good direct marketer and helps you avoid many
of the mistakes others have made. That's one of the benefits you
have realized from reading Advertising Secrets of the Written
Word. Many other people in the direct marketing industry have
also written books that might be helpful to you. By reading other
perspectives on advertising and copywriting, you can further your
education and avoid costly elrors that many before you have
made. I wish I had read many of them earlier in my career.

How to Sell Anything to Anybody, Joe Girard. The world's
greatest salesman shares his secrets on how he made a fortune
selling cars in Detroit. The book details how he eventually was
listed in the Guinness Book of World Records for having sold the
most cars in one year. An interesting read and some valuable
insights from a friend and powerful salesman. ISBN 0-446-
38532-8. Warner Books. I92 pages.

Sales Magic, Steve Bryant. Bryant is one of QVC's top
show hosts and a master at selling. Here he talks about his proven
techniques for selling that will give you new insights on what
works and why. Here's your chance to increase your sales dra-
matically through many of the techniques this popular and effec-
tive salesman shares with you. I've personally seen him use many
of these techniques on QVC in the sale of BluBlocker sunglasses.
ISBN 0-936262-24-9. Amherst Media. 152 pages.

My First 65 Years in Advertising, Maxwell Sackheim. One
of the former deans of direct mail advertising shows you how to
attract attention, create interest, carry conviction, and get action.
Sackheim shows you how to write a good ad and a selling head-
line and then gives you many firsthand experiences. One of the
true pioneers in the business, he is often quoted by others. ISBN
0-8306-5816-5. Tab Books. 200 pages.

Ice to the Eskimos, Jon Spoelstra. This is one of my
favorite marketine books of all times. And not because Jon was
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one of my former seminar partrcipants. When Jon gave me the
draft of his book to read, I took it with me thinking, "oh well, just
another marketing book," but I was totally wrong. It is one of the
most interesting, witty and well-written marketing books I've
ever read and there's a wealth of great ideas in its pages. Jon's
premise is how to market products nobody wants because if you
can do that,, you can market anything. After several successful
years with the Portland Trail Blazers basketball team as their gen-
eral man ager, Jon left to become the president of the New Jersey
Nets basketball team-one of the worst franchises in the league.
He had his work cut out for him. As the NBA s top marketer, Jon
shares his battle-tested secrets he used with the Nets-secrets
that can help you jump-start your sales, excite your customers
and improve your bottom line. An absolute must to read. you
won't regret it. ISBN 0-88730-851-1. HarperColl ins. 280 pages.

commonsense Direct Marketing, Drayton Bird. Hailed as"the authoritative textbook" on direct marketing, this book is
packed with global case histories of how companies using Bird's
ideas have managed to grow and prosper. His writing is witty and
practical but never boring. A great book to read and reread and
one that I wish I had read a lot earlier in my career. ISBN 0-7 494-
0996-l . Kogan Page, London. 375 pages.

Elephants in Your Mailbox, Roger Horchow. A classic book
on the experiences of one of the nation's top catalog entrepreneurs
and the 25 mistakes he made in building his company. trilled with
insights on what really goes on in an upscale catalog house, this
very honest and disarming book is a must-read for any catalog
entrepreneur. ISBN 0-8129-0891-0. Times Books. 250 pages.

To catch a Mouse, Lewis Kornfeld. Take somebody who
was responsible for spending in excess of 9600 million in adver-
tising over his career at Radio Shack and add his 65 rules of mar-
keting, and you've got the mix that makes this book a greatread.
Kornfeld is intimate, witty and tells you how to do it better,
cheaper, quicker, with less hocus and more focus, with or without
an ad agency. ISBN 0-13-922930-2. Prenrice-Hall. 360 pages.

Selling the rnvisible, Harry Beckwith. This is a field guide ro
modern marketing with many of the principles applying to direct
marketing. A really down-to-earth, practical guide on how markets
work and how prospects think. Beckwith presents hundreds of
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quick, practical and easy-to-read strategies with most no more

than a page long. An eye-opener to new ideas in the critical area
of marketing. ISBN 0-446-52094-2. Warner Books. 252 pages-

Breakthrough Advertising, Eugene M. Schwartz. One of
the really creative marketing and copywriting geniuses of his

time. A compendium of his philosophies. He shows how to

develop an entirely new market for a new or old product in a

number of clearly defined steps. Schwartz takes you through

those steps and shows you how to write effective copy in the
process. ISBN 0-932648-54-1. Boardroom Books. 240 pages-

MaxiMarketing, Stan Rapp and Tom Collins. Rapp and

Collins take you in a new and exciting direction in promotion,

advertising and marketing strategy. Reading almost like a novel,

this wonderful book challenges you to seek your own applica-
tions of its principles and ideas-to get your juices flowing and

to open your eyes to what advertising and, in particular, direct
marketing will be like in the future. Many of their predictions

have already come true. ISBN 0-07-051191-8. McGraw-Hil l.
280 pages.

Direct Marketing, EdwardL. Nash. One of the most com-
plete books on direct marketing available. This step-by-step tells
you everything you need to succeed in every aspect of direct
marketing-from writing a basic marketing plan to writing direct
mail copy. Nash guides you through planning an offer to plan-

ning a layout and even designing the product. You'll discover the
analytical methods for forecasting and you'Il get a good dose of
list selection. Even infomercials are discussed. A great reference
book you'll refer to often. ISBN O-01-046032-9. McGraw-Hill.
480 pages.

The Golden Mailbox, Ted Nicholas. Here's some gteat

advice on how to write ads, evaluate copywriting and layout and
systematically test your ads and analyze the results. Nicholas is

a direct marketing practitioner who has been on the firing line for
the past 25 years. His advice comes from having been through
the trenches and knowing what works and what doesn't. The
author of 14 books and a catalyst in the starting of several com-
panies, Nicholas is the entrepreneur'S Entrepreneur. Learn from

an experienced practitioner. ISBN 0-79310-486-6. Enterprise
Dearborn. 215 pages.
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Direct Mail copy That sells! Herschell Gordon Lewis.
one of the most prolific copywriters in the industry has put
together a book with his step-by-step formulas on how to write
effective direct mail copy. If you want a different perspective on
ad copy written in Lewis's light, humorous and often witty style,
pick up a copy. It contains a lot of plain truth and good common
sense. ISBN 0-13-214150-5. Prentice-Hall. 260 pages.

Tested Advertising Methods, John caples. one of the true
bibles of the direct marketing industry, this commonsense book
on direct marketing talks about everything from writing effective
copy and the power of words to testing and the effectiveness of
the right concept. Caples was also famous for many of his suc-
cessful ad campaigns, among which was the classic "They

laughed when I sat down at the piano." If you had to read just one
book on direct marketing, this is the one to read cover to cover.
ISBN 0-13-244609-X. Prentice-Hall. 300 pages.

My Life in Advertising/Scientific Advertising, Claude C.
Hopkins. He was the founding father of modern advertising and
these two reprinted classics together in one paperback book are a
must-read for any advertising practitioner. Hopkins covers all of
the scientific approaches he utilized in the '20s when he wrote
these books-approaches that are still used today in direct mar-
keting. This book will be an essential and vital guidepost for
present and future generations of advertising professionals. ISBN
0-8442-3101-0. NTC Business Books. 320 pages.

The Lazy Man's Way to Riches, Richard Gilly Nixon. One
of the classic books originally written by Joe Karbo, the mail
order legend whose ad we featured in Chapter 24 of this book.
This completely revised edition covers the spiritual and motiva-
tional aspects involved in making a success of yourself and start-
ing a successful business. Using a commonsense approach, this
book combines motivational exercises to build self-esteem with
worksheets to define your goals. Then it gives you a moneymak-
ing guide to success in mail order. very well done and a help to
any beginner in the direct marketing business, or any business for
that matter. ISBN 0-14-024936-2. Penguin Books. 385 pages.

Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion, Robert B. Cial-
dini, Ph.D. A great book for understanding the tools of influence at
work in today's marketplace. Cialdini takes us through a journey
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exploring some of the very subtle ways to influence a customer, a
loved one or even the mass market with many of the techniques
he's tested and personally used. A consultant to many Fortune
500 companies, Cialdini offers insights that will amplify your
marketing knowledge. ISBN 0-688- 12816-5. Quill. 325 pages.

Confessions of an Advertising Man, David Ogilvy. I read
this classic when I first started my career in advertising in the
'60s and it has been an influence ever since. Ogilvy strongly
believed in the disciplines direct marketers utilized to ply their
craft. Much of his knowledge and wisdom was acquired from
being a student of direct marketing. As a brilliant adman he cre-
ated great advertising for such clients as Rolls-Royce, Sears,
Campbell's Soup and IBM. He was also responsible for creating
campaigns for the governments of Britain, France and the United
States. ISBN 0-8442-31 ll-6. NTC/Contemporary. 170 pages.

Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind, Al Ries and Jack
Trout. The concept sparked a revolution in advertising and it is
also very important in direct marketing. You've got to find that
unique selling proposition-that big idea that will position your
product or service to outclass and outsmart the competition. Ries
and Trout show you how with many lessons that relate to direct
marketing. ISBN 0-446-34794-9. Warner Books. 220 pages.

Magic Words That Bring You Riches, Ted Nicholas. This
is a book that covers the gamut on how to use effective words in
a multitude of situations. It covers the words that will get you the
best table at a restaurant. The best words to use when making a
business sale. Several examples are used in direct marketing sit-
uations, and there are many other everyday insights on the power
of words. ISBN l-887141-00-3. Nicholas Direct.325 pages.

Million Dollar Marketing Secrets, David L. Deutsch. This
is a very well written book with plenty of good ideas written by
a marketing consultant and excellent direct response copywriter.
Any successful direct marketing copywriter has a lot of valuable
information to share and Deutsch shares a lot in his self-pub-
lished book. He reveals 20 powerful techniques that he guaran-
tees will turbocharge your marketing abilities. At the end of each
chapter he also lists resources where you can get more informa-
tion to further your knowledge. This 200-page book can be pur-
chased directly from Deutsch at (804) 319-6855.
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Marketing secrets of a Mail order Maverick, Joseph Sug-
affnan. A good complement to this book in that it takes you into
the next phase of becoming a direct marketer. Filled with insight-
ful stories, examples and strategy, you'll learn how to find a prod-
uct, protect it, create a mail order ad and then test the ad in a
magazine or newspaper. You'll learn some of the tricks in buying
media and running a mail order operation. Rich with examples and
stories, it reads more like a marketing novel than the textbook it
really is. ISBN 1-891686-06-2. Delsrar Books. 390 pages.

Television secrets for Marketing success, Joseph Sugar-
man. A comprehensive review told in story form of what it is like
selling your product or service through a home shopping channel,
an infomercial or spot TV advertising. Many helpful insights not
found anywhere else. Learn how to determine if your product is
suited for TV what margins you'll need, the importance of vari-
ous elements in a commercial and helpful tips for breaking into
this, the most rewarding of the direct marketing disciplines. ISBN
1-891686-09-7. DelStar Books. 310 pages.

success Forces, Joseph Sugarman. A book I wrote in 1980
about those forces that drive you closer to success and those that
draw you towards failure. Knowing the forces and controlling
them is the goal of any successful person and this book describes
how to do it. The first part of the book is autobiographical and the
last half contains the basis of the Success Forces concept. No
longer available from bookstores but may be found at some
libraries. Soon to be updated and reprinted. ISBN 0-8092-i061-
7. Contemporary Books. 215 pages.

Other Book Resources
out of Print: some of the books listed here might be out of

print and no longer available. If you can't obtain a copy and all
else fails, try reaching Carl Galletti and his Hard To Get Books
and Tapes club. He can be reached at (609) 896-0245 or fax him
for his latest catalog at (609) 896-2653. You might even check
him out on the Web at: www.magicT lhtg.

Hoke communications: This is another resource for a
number of good direct marketing books. Contact them at (800)
229-6100.
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D V

Newslelfer
The Gary Halbert Letter, Gary Halbert. This monthly

newsletter on copywriting and marketing is a must-read for

anybody actively engaged in marketing and copywriting. Halbert
is one of the nation's top copywriters and entrepreneurs and his

newsletter is one of the most helpful around. Each issue contains
a new concept or copywriting technique that can be easily imple-

mented. Halbert's copy is both entertaining and fun and I per-

sonally look forward to my copy each month. Study and collect
them as I do. To subscribe, call (305) 294-8425.

-
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Aprcnilix t Classic JS&A Ads

Ttt. following ads are some of the most unique and innov-

ative examples of my copywriting style from the mid '70s to the

mid'80s. I have included them here not necessarily because they

were the most effective or important in my marketing career
(those ads are in my next book, Marketing Secrets of a Mail

Order Maverick) but because they present examples of the typi-

cal advertising that made our ads and catalogs so unique.

Exact months listed below show when the ads were first run

in a mag azine or newspaper. When only the year is listed, those

ads appeared in my catalog. I hope you enjoy reading them as

much as I enjoyed writing them.

1. Mickey Math (January 197 5) This tongue-in-cheek ad

pitched business executives for a child's calculator and bombed.

The copy read great but the product never sold. The conclusion:

calculators are serious business tools and there weren't enough

chief executive officers with a sense of humor to go for the offer.

2. Laser Beam Mousetrap (April 1977) Great copy but we

didn't sell a single one. And we didn't do well with the pendants

either. But the copy was fun. If I had sold just one mousetrap I

would have felt better. It was a total failure.

3. Pocket Yellow Pages (June l97S) This was an example of

presenting a very complex new product in a very simple way.

This Canon calculator sold very well for JS&A. My competitors

offered similar products utilizing the same circuitry and

explained all of the product's technology in great detail but didn't

do too well. The headline capsulized in just a few words the prod-

uct's concept and the copy reinforced the message.

4. Unfair Copy (August l97S) How do you unfairly sell a

knockoff of a famous brand-name watch? You admit that it is a

knockoff and that it is also unfair. And that's what I did in this

successful ad in a very logical and forceful way.
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5. George's Revenge (October 1978) This was one of those ads
that just flowed right out of my brain and onto a sheet of paper.
It required just minor editing-maybe a word s1 tws-and it was
ready to run. It didn't do too well despite the holiday buying sea-
son and the fact that we had an exclusive for the product. The
product got lots of publicity but died.

6. Soviet Challenge (November lgTS) I got the endorsement of
Anatoli Karpov, the Russian chess champion, according to my
manufacturer in Hong Kong who had negotiated the deal with
Karpov's manager. Instead of just saying Karpov endorsed my
product, I challenged him to play against my chess computer.
This ad almost prompted an international incident as Karpov
refused to have any part in the promotion. The ad did very well.
It is honest in its tone and quite persuasive.

7. Karpov Accepts (March 1979) We had preuy good sales with
the previous "soviet Challenge" ad and wanted to continue the
momentum. It was natural, therefore, to play on the fact that Kar-
pov finally agreed to endorse our computer even though he wasn,t
going to play against it. I used some of the effective copy from the
previous ad and created some good Karpov quotes for my ad. I got
him to approve the quotes and ran this ad as a follow-up. Again it
did well, selling thousands of these games.

8. Endorsement Battle (September 1979) This tongue-in-cheek
takeoff of the endorsement scene compares JS&A's president
(me, of course) as the endorser of my olympus recorder with a
very famous golfer named Arnold palmer who endorses the
Lanier recorder and whose name I don't mention in the ad. The
comparison logically explains why you get a better value with the
olympus, based on the money Lanier spends for the expensive
golfer's endorsement as well as the cost of their direct sales-
people (vs. our direct mail selling). It's a good example of a
clever way to add humor to make a very valid point and justify
why the consumer is getting as good a value with our product
even though our price is a lot lower.

9. computer violence (19s1) This ad was run during my fight
with the FTC when I was hoping to liquidate as much outdated
equipment as I could to keep afloat. I used the premise of vio-
lence to grab attention and then I proposed an outrageous solu-
tion if I didn't sell my computer. The copy reflects not only my
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frustration at having lost so much value in my computer from

depreciation, but also my potential customers' frustration at hav-

ing seen the value of their computers drop too.

10. Cadillac Garbage Truck (1981) How do I sell a new type
of headlight that would cause a reader to want to remove from
his or her car a perfectly operating headlight and replace it with

the one I was offering? First, you grab their attention with the

unusual cartoon at the top of the page (drawn by Dick Hafer) and

then you get them to start reading the copy. That's logical. But as
the prospects read in an effort to find out where I'm headed with
my sales pitch, they are learning very important information that
will help them understand a lot of the technical stuff they may
need in order to make a buying decision that favors the purchase

of the headlights I'm offering. It's fun reading and it educates
and effectively persuades as you will soon find out. We did quite

well with this product.

11. Pickle Power (1982) You see this ad and you're hooked. You
wonder, what do I mean by "pickle power"? And as you read the
ad you realize that I'm selling not the pickle but the power-

a set of unusual rechargeable batteries and a battery charging
system. Again, the copy hooks you and leads you to the logical
ending. The product sold well in our catalog.

L2. Mafia Auto Gadget (1982) Here we explain why, for the
Mafia at least, the remote automobile starting device makes a lot
of sense. Then of course we extend its practical uses for the rest
of us non-Mafia types by explaining the advantages of a product

that remotely starts your car. It's great copy and resulted in a
large number of these expensive gadgets being sold.

13. Customer Explodes (1982) The headline is an attention-
getting device to get the reader into the copy. But once into the
copy, there is every reason to think that he or she will read all of
it. And many did. This was a very successful ad.

14. Space Shuttle (1932) How do you sell a poster of a scene
from outer space? Of course, if you're like me the answer is
rather obvious. You charter the space shuttle and then sell seats
on it. That's the premise of this ad which takes the reader on a
fantasy adventure whose primary purpose is to sell posters. Sure,
this was a stretch. But our customers loved the idea and
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responded in big numbers. And even McDonald's bought 300
posters for one of their promotions.

15. Juki Ooki (1984) What do you do when somebody hands
you a great high-tech product but the product does not have a
very high-tech name? Simple, you play up the fact that for the
sophisticated product you are selling, the name is rather stupid.
And that's exactly what we did. But we may have gone a little
overboard as you will soon discover. The product did well, but
we may have offended a few of our customers in the process.

16. Nuclear Mail Box (1984) How do you express the strength
of a galvanrzed steel plate mailbox? You give it the ultimate test
and position the product as capable of withstanding the impact of
a nuclear explosion or your money back. Of course, who would
be around after a nuclear explosion to call customer service and
request a replacement? But again, that's not the point. This ad
approach is a way of calling attention to the major advantage of
this mailbox-its strength. You read the ad and as you are enjoy-
ing the off-the-wall approach, you are being sold on the product's
advantages. You are entertained by the disarming copy and hope-
fully you buy. And many did.

The above are some examples of the approaches I've used to
solve a number of marketing problems. These are basically fun-
to-read ads, many of which were quite effective. And, of course,
some were not very effective. But in the process of publishing
these ads over an extended period of time, I developed a customer
following that looked forward to every issue of my catalog and
every ad we ran in magazines and newspapers. And when they
read the ads they bought my products, often in record numbers.
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lmpress your friends, figure
little deals, c/ose sa/es and

feel smarter with the world's
most powerful calculator.

Alco, one of America's largest manufac-
turers of paper clips and rubber bands, has
developed a space-age computer miracle.

H E R E ' S  W H A T  I T  C A N  D O
You're a salesman. You're at lunch with

a prospective customer. While discussing
prices, your customer pul ls out his $400
Hewlett Packard HP-80. You pul l  out your
$19.95 Mickey Math. Two minutes later
you walk out with the sale.

You're the f inancial vice president of a
major U.S. corporation. You're at the
board of directors meeting. The chairman
of the board poses an important f inancial
question and points to you for the answer.
You open your briefcase and pul l  out your
Mickey Math. The next day you're promo-
ted to president.

Success stories like the above are real
possibilities when you own a Mickey Math
calculator. In fact our guarantee of satisfac-
tion clearly states, "If the Mickey Math
calculator does not make you r ich, famous,
more interesting and smarter, return it any
time within two weeks for a prompt and
courteous refund." And no other calculator
company could dare make that guarantee,

F O R  L I T T L E  D E A L S  O N L Y
Mickey Math has six large, yet powerful

digits. That 's why we recommend it  for
l i t t le deals only. I ts ful l- f loating decimal,
four-function constant and algebraic logic
(you perform the functions as you think)
make working complex problems a breeze.

You can do chain calculat ions, derive
negative balances and figure all kinds of
answers automatical ly, al l  by pressing l i t t le
round buttons. I t 's truly the ult imate calcu-
lator.

iiu *

O W A L I '  D I S N ! ] Y  P R o D I J C I I o N S

Mickey Math is only 1" x 7Vz" x 7t/2"
and f i ts conveniently in your briefcase,
suitcase or the trunk of your car. I t  weighs
only 14 ounces and i ts bui l t- in, space-age
handle makes i t  fun to lug around.

T H E Y ' L L  N E V E R  F O R G E T  Y O U
Give Mickey Math to somebody you

want to impress: your boss, banker, State
Farm insurance salesman or favorite Gener-
al Motors executive. They' l l  not only be
getting the latest in space-age technology,
but they' l l  never forget you.

It  is true that the Mickey Math calcula-
tor was designed for chi ldren. The instruc-
t ion booklet with i ts colorful pictures and
clear examples is designed to stimulate
math interest and create little geniuses.

But as America's largest single source of
electronic calculators and other space-age
products, we feel Mickey Math's place is
with the executive-as a business tool and
as a major element in his day-to-day,
decision-making process.

If  you're looking for the perfect gif t  or a
great business tool,  we urge you to act
quickly and order your Mickey Math elec-
tronic calculator at no obl igation todayl

E X E C U T I V E  O R D E R  F O R M
( - l Y e s ,  p l e a s e  r u s h  m e -  M i c k e y  M a t h  e l e c t r o n i c
c a l c u l a t o r ( s )  ( r '  $ 2 2 . 4 5  e a c h  ( $  I  9 . 9 5  p l u s  $ 2 . 5 0
p u s t x g c  a n d  h J n d l i n g )  c ( ' n l p l e l e  w i t h  " n r  1 ! a r  w r r r r n
t y  a n d  e x p l i c i t  M i c k e y  M o u s e  i n s t r u c t i ( ) n s .  I  u n d e r ,
s t a n d  t h a t  i f  I  d o  n o t  b e c ( t m e  r i c h .  f a m o u s .  m o r e
i n t e r e s t i n g  o r  s m a r t e r ,  I  m a y  r e t u r n  M i c k c y  M a t h
w i t h i n  t w o  w e e k s  f o r  a  p r o m p t  a n d  c o u r t e o u s  r e f u n d .

( l P l e a s e  a d d  t h e  $ 4 . 9 5  A c l  a d d D t e r  w h i c h  w i l l  a l t o w
m c  t r )  e o n s ( r v e  b a t t e r y  p , , w e r  w h i l e  u s r n g  t h e  ( r l c u l a

: ; : " : :  
- t  d c s k  . ) r  d u r i n g  l e n g t h y  e x e c u t i v c  c ( ) n f e . .

(  )  P l e a s e  a d d  t h e  5 i 3 . 0 0  p a d d e d  c a r r y i n g  c d s c .

C l i p  o u t  E x e c u t i v e  O r d e r  F o r m  a n d  m a i l  w i t h
your  check  to  the  address  shown be low:

NATIONAL
SALES
GROUP

DEPT WMM 42OO DUNDEE RD.
NO R TH B R OO K, I L L, 60062 (3 | 2) 564.9000

@ t s a e  c ; r < t t . l l ,  I N c . ,  l 9 7 s
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OK WORLD WE'RE READY

Laser Beam Mousetrap
"Build a better mousetrap
and the world will beat a
path to your door."
This is  the story of  two very unusual  prod-

ucts.  The f i rs t  is  a market ing phenomenon
and the second a market ing exper iment .

T H E  M A R K E T I N G  E X P E R I M E N T

The market ing exper iment  has been design-
ed to prove a wel l -known market ing premise.
I t  was once said that  i f  you bui ld  a bet ter
mousetrap,  the wor ld would beat  a path to
vour  door .  So Amer ican sc ient is ts  have devel -
oped the wor ld 's  f i rs t  laser  beam mousetrap-
a space-age t r iumph us ing the la test  laser
technology and Amer ican sc ient i f ic  genius.

l f  the premise is  correct ,  the wor ld should
recognize th is  outstanding achievement  and
beat  a path to  our  door .  There is  no techno-
logica l ly  more advanced mousetrap in  the
wor ld.  l f  the premise is  incorrect ,  then th is
market ing exper iment  wi l l  cer ta in ly  prove i t .

A  R E A L  L A S E R

The laser  beam mousetrap consis ts  of  a
f u n c t i o n i n g  l a b o r a t o r y  l a s e r  w i t h  a n  i n g e n i o u s
wire hammer solenoid-act ivated spr ing mech-
anism. The ent i re  system is  mounted on an
at t ract ive pol ished walnut  base which can be
handsomely d isp layed in  any of f ice,  board
room, or  rodent- in fested area.

T h e  l a s e r  i s  o f  t h e  h e l i u m  n e o n  v a r i e t y
radiat ing in  red at  a  wavelength of  6 ,328
Sngstroms wi th one hal f  mi l l iwat ts  of  power.
Al l  mechanisms are safe ly  housed in  a t rans-
parent  acry l  ic  conta iner .

To act ivate the mousetrap,  you p lace
peanut  but ter  in  a smal l  c i rcu lar  conta iner
located in  the center  of  the t rap.  The laser
beam is  def lected down to the peanut  but ter ,
keeping i t  i l luminated whi le  the odor  s tays
f resh.  The wire hammer device is  then cocked
and held in  posi t ion by a so lenoid.

As the mouse n ibbles the peanut  but ter ,
the laser  beam is  in terrupted and a photo
diode senses the mouse's  presence and re leases
the spr ing- loaded hammer wire.  Kerp low!

The mouse is  then convenient ly  and rather
rapid ly  put  to  rest .

The laser  beam mousetrap is  of fered for
o n l y  $ 1 5 0 0  c o m p l e t e  w i t h  a  j a r  o f  p e a n u t
but ter ,  complete inst ruct ions and a one year
w a r r a n t y - a l l  d u r i n g  o u r  s p e c i a l  n a t i o n a l
in t roductorv of fer .

T H E  M A R K E T I N G  P H E N O M E N O N

The same companv that  invented the laser
beam mousetrap is  a lso in  the midst  o{  a
m a r k e t i n g  p h e n o m e n o n .

The Holex Corporat ion has p ioneered in
the commerc ia l  appl icat ion of  laser  technolo-
gy and has done numerous laser  exper iments
to create three-d imensional  images on f la t
p ieces of  g lass.  When Holex p laced these g lass
images in  a gold-p lated f rame,  not  only  d id i t
make an unusual  p iece of  jewelry ,  but  i t
appeared to g low in  i r idescent  co lors enhanc-
ing the three-d imensional  e f fect  and creat ing
an opt ica l  sensat ion for  those who saw i t .

Holex fe l t  that  laser  pendant  jewelry  might
make an in terest ing consumer i tem. To test  i t ,
they produced a few sample p ieces which
they sold for  $50 each in  a New York Ci ty
jewelry  s tore-wel l  be low thei r  actual  cost .

The hammer-wire mechanism is cocked and
held in ptace by the solenoid.

The f i rs t  product ion run quick ly  so ld out .
So d id the second.  l t  was. then that  Holex
contacted JS&A and of fered us the oppor-
tuni ty  to  of fer  the wor ld 's  f i rs t  mass-pro-
duced laser  pendant  in  a large product ion run.

A smal l  test  run f lyer  was sent  out  to  a
selected group of  our  customers of fer ing the
pendant  for  $20.  l t  received the b iggest
response we've ever  received for  any s ingle
product  in  our  h is tory.  In  addi t ion,  for  every
pendant  we sold,  we received an average of
th ree reorders.

We cal led the resul ts  of  ou r  program a
m a r k e t i n g  p h e n o m e n o n .  N o r m a l l y ,  a  w e l l -
accepted product  has a 

'10% 
reorder  rate,  but

a 3OOo/o reorder  rate was real ly  an incredib le
statement  about  th is  exc i t ing new product .

To capi ta l ize on th is  market ing phenome-
non,  JS&A has made avai lab le i ts  most  popu-
lar  two pendants,  one cal led "Watch Move-
m e n t , "  s h o w i n g  t h e  i n s i d e  w o r k i n g s  o f  a
watch,  and the second,  "Gold Dol lar , "  show'
ing a gold dol lar  good luck charm. Both ob-
jects  come complete wi th necklace chain and
gi f t  box-a l l  for  the same low pr ice of  $20.

The pendants make great  Mother 's  Day
gi f ts ,  a  g i f t  for  your  employees,  or  a g i f t  for

anyone to whom you want  to  g ive a token of
your  apprec iat ion or  af fect ion.  l t 's  t ru ly  an
unusual  and wel l -accepted g i f t  idea that  draws
admir ing g lances and many compl iments.

Laser  technology is  a re lat ive ly  new tech-
nology.  l ts  ef fects  are being fe l t  every day as
new and more advanced uses for  th is  sc ience
are being developed.  JS&A is  proud to in t ro-
duce two of  the newest  technologies.

A N  U N U S U A L  O F F E R

The laser  beam mousetrap sel ls  for  $ i500
and comes complete wi th peanut  but ter ,
inst ruct ions,  and one year  warranty.  The laser
pendants are of fered for  $20 each.  ( l l l ino is
res idents add 5o/o sa les tax. )  There are no
postage and handl ing charges for  e i ther  pur-
chase.  Credi t  card buyers may cal l  our  to l l -
f ree number to  order .  There is  a lso a ten day
tr ia l  per iod for  each i tem. l f  you are not  abso-
lu te ly  sat is f ied wi th your  purchase,  return i t
wi th in ten days for  a prompt  and cour teous
refund.  You can' t  lose.

P A R T I C I P A T E  W I T H  U S

For each of  you who par t ic ipate wi th us
and order  e i ther  a laser  pendant  or  a mouse-
t rap,  we wi l l  send Vou,  three months af ter
your  purchase,  a repor t  on the resul ts  of  our
market ing exper iment .  We wi l l  te l l  you how
many laser  beam mousetraps were sold and
our  conclus ions.  Won' t  you lo in  us and order
e i ther  product  at  no obl igat ion today?

The Laser Pendants are 1% inches in diameter
and come complete with matching metal
chain and gift box. When ordering, specify
'Watch Works" or 

"Gold Dollar."

NATIONAL
SALES
GROUP

Dept. OO One JS&A Plaza
Northbrook, l l l .  60062 (312) 564-9000

C A L L  T O L L - F R E E , . . .  8 0 0  3 2 3 - 6 4 0 0
I n  l l l i n o i s c a l l  . .  . . .  . . .  ( 3 1 2 )  4 9 8 - 6 9 0 0

OJS&A Group ,  I nc . , 1977

April 1977
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Let your fingers do the data entry
with America's first comPuterized
pocket tele phone d i rectory.

You're stuck. You're at a phone booth trying
to find a phone number, and people are wait-
ing. You feel the pressure.

To the startled eyes of those around you,
you pull out your calculator, press a few but-
tons, and presto-the phone number appears
on the display of your calculator. A dream?
Absolutely not.

Space-age technology has produced the
Canon Directory-a calculatorthat slores 20 of
your most frequently called numbers in its
memory and let's you recall them simply by
entering the person's name or initials.

The keyboard has letters as well as num-
bers (like the touch-tone pad on a telephone),
so it's easy to enter data and use. Want to call
Jim? You enter J I M, and your display shows
Jim's phone number. Even when you shutyour
unit off, it retains your complete directory in its
large memory.

Ever forget to shut your calculator off when
you slipped it in your pocket? No problem with
the Canon Directory. The system was built like
a liquid crystal digital watch. lts display can
remain on constantly without draining the two
long-lasting hearing aid batteries which you
get with your unit. A low battery indicator also
warns you well enough in advance when it's
time to change batteries.

STORE IN CONFIDENCE
lf you lost your little black book with all those

conlidential numbers, you might get in trouble.
Not so with the Directory. Without knowing the
specific initials or name, you can't access the
numbers.

And then there's convenience. You carry
your calculator with you anyway. Why not add
the convenience of a telephone directory to a
full-function calculator? When it comes to cal-
culating, the Canon is no slouch either.

There's a fully-addressable memory, square
root, and an add-on discount percentage
system.

EASY TO OPERATE
Just enter the name and number you want

stored and press a few buttons. That's all there
is to it. Changing an entry is just as easy. You
can also store credit card numbers, important
serial numbers, birthdays, and anniversaries.
For example, enter the next birthday or impor-
tant date you should remember under
"DATE." This date will appear each time you
enter lhe word "DATE." By getting in the habit
of doing that each week, the Canon won't let
you forget. Or have you ever been stuck at a
phone booth with no pen to write your mes-
sages? With the Canon, you can enter them
directly into your unit-name.and number.

The Canon Directory is a new breakthrough
in recent calculator technology. The large-
scale integrated circuit is programmable by
the user-something nearly impossible iust a
few short months ago.

TEST IT FOR A MONTH

Order the Directory. Ouickly program it with
your mosl frequently called numbers. (You'll
be amazed at how many 20 numbers seem
when you sort out your personal directory.)
Then use it every day. Program those impor-
tant dates, your social security number, the
phone numbers of your favorite restaurants,
airlines, or movie theaters. Test the batteries
by leaving your unit on for a week.

See how easy it makes life. Then within 30
days, decide if you want to keep it. lf not, no
problem. Just slip it in its handy mailer and
send it back. We won't be upset, and in fact,
we'll thank you for at least giving our unique
product a test.

JS&A is America's largest single souce of
space-age products-a substantial company
which has been in business for over a decade.
Canon is the famous company lhat manufac-
tures quality cameras, calculators, and other
precision quality instruments.

lf service is ever required, just slip your
three-ounce unit in an envelope and mail it to
Canon's national service-by-mail center. lt's
just that easy. Service should never be
required since practically all components are
on a single integrated circuit, but we wanted to
assure you that a service program is an estab-
lished part of Canon's program. The unit is
2Va"x SVz" and only one centimeler thick.

To order your own Canon Directory, send
$79.95 plus $2.50 for postage and handling to
the address below (lllinois residents, please
add 5"/q sales tax), or call our toll-free number
below. By return mail you will receive your unit,
a handy wallet-style carrying case, and a one-
year limited warranty.

This year, let the sophistication of space-
age technology and your fingers do all the
walking. Order your Pocket Yellow Pages at
no obligation, today.

NATIONAL
SALES
GROUP

Dept.WJ One JS&A Plaza
Northbrook, 111.60062 (312) 564-7000

CaIITOLL-FREE . .800323-6400
In l l l i no i sCa l l . .  . . (312)564-7000

OJS&A GrouP' lnc.,1978
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It's really a shame. The watch shown above
is a copy of the Seiko chronograph alarm.

Seiko is one of the world's most respected
watchmakers, having literally taken over the
quartz watch industry. Their quality is out-
standing, and they have produced many great
innovations in the digital watch industry.

The Seiko chronograph alarm sells for
$300. The watch costs jewelers $150. And
jewelers love the item, not only because of the
excellent reputation of the Seiko brand, but
because it's probably America's best-selling
new expensive digital watch. And Seiko can't
supply enough of them to their dealers.

The Mercury copy shown above looks
almost exactly like the Seiko and costs dealers
approximately $50. Most dealers are selling it
for $100, and they're selling them as fast as
they get them.

LABOR EXPENSIVE IN JAPAN
Unlike the Seiko watch which is made in

Japan, the Mercury is manufactured under
special contract in Hong Kong by a prominent
American watch manufacturer. The watch
uses basically the same components as the
Seiko, but the ditferences lie mainly in the
labor. Hong Kong's labor costs are far less
than in Japan. An average Japanese watch
assembler makes the equivalent of $75 per
day whereas the equivalent employee in Hong
Kong makes only a few dollars per day.

The value of the yen has skyrocketed while
the Hong Kong dollar has changed little in
comparison to the U.S. dollar. So all Seiko
products have become even more expensive
to export.

BOTH BACKED BY SERVICE
The Seiko is backed by a national network of

service centers. The Mercury is backed by a
very eff icient service-by-mail center. Since the
latest crop of space-age digital LC watches
require very little service other than battery
replacement, which any jeweler can do, ser-
vice has become less a concern.

Why then would anyone want to buy a copy
of the Seiko? For several reasons:
Savings JS&A has obtained sufficient quan-
tities of the Mercury to offer you the item for as
low as $69.95.
Support Mercury is a division of Leisurecraft
Industries, a public company that specializes
in obtaining the best digital watches and insur-
ing their value with excellent service, support
and quali ty.
Quafity You'll be amazed at the excellent
quality of the Mercury, especially compared
side by side with the Seiko.
Accuracy The Mercury is guaranteed accur-
ate to within 15 seconds per month, although
much greater accuracy can be expected.

THE BEST FEATURES
The alarm chronograph has an alarm that

really wakes you up. lts chronograph mea-
sures time to one hundredth of a second and
has three settings: split which continues
counting the split seconds while you freeze the
time for reading, add if you want the total time
of several periods, and lap which starts
counting f rom zero when you press the button.

You have hours, minutes, seconds, day of
the week, the month and date. The Mercury

Quartz LC also remembers the days in a
month and automatically recycles to the cor-
rect first day of the next month.

EXAMINE THE FEATURES
Order the Mercury from JS&A on a trial

basis. Compare it feature for feature with the
Seiko. Compare its accuracy, its alarm, and its
chronograph f unclions.

lf after a truly side-by-side comparison, you
aren't convinced that its accuracy, quality, and
features make it a truly outstanding value, re-
turn it within 30 days for a prompt and cour-
teous refund. We promise to accept the return
of your watch with absolutely no questions
asked and even refund the $3.50 postage and
handling.

AMER'CA'S LARGEST SOURCE
JS&A is America's largest single source of

space-age products-further assurance that
your modest investment is well protected.

The new crop of digital watches rarely mal-
function, but if service is ever required, it is
reassuring to know that there is a prompt
service-by-mail facility, a one year limited war-
ranty and two substantial companies backing
your modest investment.

To order your Mercury Quartz LC, send your
check for $69.95 for the silver-tone model or
$79.95 for the gold-tone along with $3.50 per
order for postage and handling (lllinois resi-
dents, please add 5% sales tax) to the address
shown belowor credit card buyers may call our
toll{ree number below.

ls it unfair to copy a popular expensive
watch? America's growth can be traced direct-
ly to the principle of open competition. Open
competition has not only been the catalyst for
innovation, but it is also responsible for bring-
ing better value to a free marketplace. Unfair?
Maybe if you were Seiko it would be. But then
we're all not that lucky.

Your timing is perfect. Why not order the
Mercury LC at no obligation, today.

W;i
Dept. AP OneJS&A Plaza

Northbrook, lll. 60062 (312) 564-7000
CaI ITOLL-FREE . . . . . . . .  800323-6400
ln ll l inois Call . .. (312) 564-7000

@JS&A Group, Inc.,1978

uniaircopy
The watch shown here is a copy of the
world famous Seiko chronograph alarm.
Unfair? You be the judge.

All the features of the Seiko watch are dupli-
cated in this digital watch. lt is an excellent
example of the fierce competition in the
United States.
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George is a pet truck. l f  you talk to him' he
responds. Just yel l  "George, turn r ight," and
George turns r ight. Yel l  "George, go straight" '
and George goes straight.

George, however, is not a maior break-
through in advanced technology but rather an
example of how space-age scientists have
figured out a way to total ly disrupt the Amer-
ican home.

For when George enters your home, you've
lost your chi ldren. Instead of talking to you'
they're on their hands and knees yel l ing at
George. And at night while you're sleeping, i f  a
sound disturbs George, there's a good chance
that he' l l  turn on and drive r ight into your bed-
room. That's George's revenge.

He' l l  also drive your neighbors bananas
when the whole neighborhood gathers to out-
yel l  each other r ight in front of your home.

It 's not that George is bright. He's rather
stupid. He only does the four things he was
trained to do at the factory, and he does those
lour things in the same order.

George wil lstart and turn r ight when you yel l
any th ing  a t  h im 'and we mean a lmost  any-
thing. You can yel l  "George, turn r ight" or
"George, you dummyl" and George wil l  start
his motor and turn r ight.

Then yel l  anything and George goes

straight. Yel l  again and George goes left .  Yel l
for the fourth t ime and George wil l  stop. And
repeat the yel l ing and George wil l  repeat the
same cycle. Lrke we said, George is stupid. He
only responds to sounds, not to specif ic
instruct ions.

make sure you order early enough for Christ-
mas. Just send your check for $29.95 plus

$3.00 for postage and handling ( l l l inois resi-
dents add 5olo sales tax), or credit card buyers
may cal l  our tol lJree number below.

By return mail ,  we' l l  send you George (the
9-volt battery and the two "D" cel ls required
are not supplied), complete instruct ions easy
enough tor a chi ld to understand (which
means there's a pretty good chance you' l l  be
able to understand them too), and a 90-day
l imited warranty. l f  for any reason you are
dissatisf ied, you may return George anytime
within 10 days after receipt for a quiet refund.

Your chi ldren wil l  definitely iump for ioy, and
you' l l  cl imb the walls with George-the world's
f i rst voice-command pet truck. Order one at no
obligation, today.

NATIONAL
SALES

GROUP
Deot.WJ One JS&A Plaza

Northbrook, l l l. 60062 (312) 564-7000
CaIITOLL-FREE . 800 528-6400
In ll l inois Call . . . (312) 564-7000

@r JS&A Group, Inc. ,1 978

George stands 9" long and is the world's first
voice-command remote control pet truck.

Fortunately, George was programmed not
to obey profanity. Unfortunately, George has
not been programmed to attack burglars. But
let 's face i t .  George, with al l  his advantages
and disadvantages, makes a great Christmas
gift  for any chi ld with good lungs.

And George is definitely not expensave.
$29.95 is rather cheap lor a high class remote
voice-command pet truck

George wil l  be sold only by mail  this year, so

October 1978
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CHESS DIPLOMACY

Sovlet
Challenge
Can an American chess computer beat
the Sovief Chess Champion? A Confrontation
between American space-age technology and
a Soyret psychological weapon.

Ihis is the computer that may change
course of chess playing history.

The Soviet Union regards chess as a
psychological weapon, not iust a game. lt is a
symbol of communism's cultural struggle with
the West.

So when Russian Anatoli Karpov competed
against the Russian Defector, Victor Korchnoi,
he had the entire Soviet Union's resources at
his disposal, including a hypnotist and neuro-
psychologist.

Karpov won. And with it the world's undis-
puted chess championship. Karpov however,
has never confronted American space-age
technology and in particular JS&A's new
Chess Computer.

So representatives of JS&A met with
Karpov's representatives in Hong Kong in an
effort to arrange a match between the Soviet
Champion and the JS&A Chess Computer.

It wasn't easy negotiating with the Soviets.
We offered them a $50,000 guarantee against
royalties from the sales of our chess com-
puters. But negotiations broke down.

Was the Soviet delegation afraid that
American space-age technology would win?
Were the Soviets fearful of negative publicity if
Karpov lost to a $100 computer? Or were they
fearlul of a circus-type atmosphere that would
degrade their prestige, even if he won?

Honestly, we don't know. We do know that
our offer is still open, but we suspect Karpov
will not accept.

Why did we challenge Karpov? Simple. We
thought that having Karpov play against our
computer would focus world-wide attention on
our product. This attention would increase its
sales and win or lose, we would sell more
computers.

We had to sell more computers. We wanted
to sell our unit for $100 even though it com-
pares with units that sell for more than $300.
But we had to do two things in order to sell our
unit tor $100. First, we had to manufacture it in
Hong Kong where labor costs are very low.
Secondly, we had to sell large quantities.

SOPHISTICATED DESIGN
The JS&A Chess Computer is designed to

look several moves ahead to determine its
next move. When we first designed it, it played
five levels of chess. Level one was for
beginners and as you played against the
computer, you could increase its level of dif-
ficulty until the computer became more of a
challenge. Level f ive was quite a chal lenge.

We thoughtwe had the ult imate unit with f ive
levels, unti l  we developed our most sophist i-
cated unit which has six levels. With six levels
and all its previous features, the system is now
a chal lenge for any Soviet Chess Champion.

The JS&A Chess Comouter is a small  unit
that comes without a board or chess oieces.
We felt  that most players prefer their own
board and pieces anyway.

LIKE PLAYING KARPOV
The system is the perfect way to sharpen

your chess skills. lt not only has six different
ski l l  levels, but i f  you are playing against the
computer at level two and you are beating it,
you can switch the unit to level six. lt's like
having Karpov as your new opponent-right
during mid game.

To play against the computer, you enter
your move on the unit's keyboard. You then
wait until the computer examines all its options
and selects its move. You then move the
computer's chess piece to correspond with its
request as shown on the display. A board
layout is provided to show you where each
chess piece should be moved.

SHARPEN SKILLS
lf you already play chess, the JS&A unit

provides a new chess dimension. lf you
haven't played chess, the system is a good
way to learn and sharpen your skills.

The JS&A Chess Computer measures only
21/e" x 47/a" x tt/a" and weighs just a few
ounces, so if service is ever required you can
slip it in its handy mailer and send it back to our
prompt service-by-mail center. Service should
never be required, but it is reassuring to know
that service is an important consideration in
this program.

JS&A is America's largest single source of

space-age products-lurther assurance thal
your modest investment is well protected.

We suggest you order a JS&A Chess
Computer on our 30 day trial period. Play
against it. Raise or lower the level as you play
and watch how the computer's personality can
change r ight in mid-game-from a tough
competitor to a push over.

TEST LEVEL SIX
Test our level six and see if you'd have much

of a chance against the Soviet Champion
Karpov. Then, after you've really given it a
workout, decide if you want to keep it. lf not,
you may return your unit for a prompt and
courteous refund, including your $2.50 pos-
tage and handling charge. There is no risk.
Each JS&A Chess Computer comes complete
with instructions and an AC adapter (no bat-
teries are required).

To order your JS&A Chess Computer, send
your check for $99.95 plus $2.50 for postage
and handling (lllinois residents please add 5%
sales tax) to the address below or credit card
buyers may call our toll-free number below.

The Soviet Union may have the World's
Chess Champion, but JS&A has a very power-
Iul Chess Computer and somethinq the
Soviets don't have-a pretty good adveiising
department.

Why not order a JS&A Chess Computer at
no obligation, today.

ffiflffi''
Dept.WJ One JS&A Plaza

Northbrook, 111.60062 (312)564-7000
CaIITOLL-FREE . 800 323-6400
In ll l inois Call . . . (312) 564-7000

OJS&A Group, Inc. ,1978
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Mr. Karpov and our comPuter.

I€rpqvAccdpts
Soviet chess champion agrees to endorse

American chess computer in surprise
answer to computer challenge.

your modest investment is well protected.
We suggest you order a JS&A Chess

Computer and use it for 30 days. Play against
it. Raise or lower the level as you play and
watch how the computer's personality can
change right in mid game-from a tough
competitor to a push over.

Test our level six and see if you'd have much
of a chance against the Soviet Champion
Karpov. Then, after you've really given it a
workout, decide if you want to keep it. lf not'
you may return your unit within our 30 day trial
period lor a prompt and courteous retund,
including your $2.50 postage and handling
charge. There is no risk. Each JS&A Chess
Computer comes complele with instructions
and an AC adapter (no batteries are required).

To order our JS&A Chess Computer, send
your check for $99.95 plus $2.50 for postage
and handling (lllinois residents please add 5olo
sales tax) to the address below or credit card
buyers may call our toll{ree number below.

Karpov told us (and this is a direct quote) "l

have played all the rest ol the American chess
computers and lind that the JS&A unit is the
best value for the dollar. I will accept an ofler to
endorse the game, however, you can forget
about your $50,000 otler and spend the money
on advertising to spread the word."

Thank you, Mr. Karpov. We appreciate your
honesty and your generosity and we promise
to spread the word.

And you can help us America. Order a JS&A
Chess Computer at no obligation, today.

ffififfi:
Dept.WJ One JS&A Plaza

Nofthbrook, lll. 60062 (312) 564-7000
CatITOLL-FREE . . . . . . . .  800 323-6400
In ll l inois Call ... (312) 564'7000

@JS&A Group,Inc.,l979

ffi
The new $100 JS&A chess computet will
make computer chess an affordable game for
the American consumer.

Anatoli Karpov is the undisputed World
Chess Champion. Last month, JS&A chal-
lenged Karpov to play against our chess
comouter. We offered him $50,000 and a per-
centage of each unit we sold if he beat our
game.

Karpov rejected our ofler and quite frankly'
we were at a loss to explain why.

Our concept was simple. lf Karpov played
against our computer, he would focus world-
wide attention on our product. This attention
would increase its sales and win or lose, we
would sell more compulers.

We had to sell more computers. We wanted
our unit  to sel l  for $100 even though units with
similar capabil i t ies were sel l ing for up to $400.
But we had to do two things to keep our low
price: First, we had to manufacture our unit in
Hong Kong where labor costs are very low.
Secondly, we had to sell large quantities to
keep production costs down.

When we first announced our challenge, the
Soviets re.jected it. Could Karpov have been
alraid to play against it? Or was the circus-like
atmosphere that might surround the event not
in keeping with the prestige of the coveted
world title, even if KarPov won?

Quite honestly, we had no idea. So we
asked Karpov for an explanation and got one.
Here's what he said:

"l can appreciate your desire to sell the
JS&A Chess Computer but you have missed
an important point of the entire challenge. lt
took somebody to program the unit and since I
am the world's chess champion, it is highly
unlikely that the programmer person could
beai me. You Americans have a saying,
"Garbage in, garbage oul."

Karpov continued, "Your unit is definitely a
good product. I played several games at level
six and found it to be a challenge even for me.
What I like about your unit is that it is priced low
enough so that most Americans can afford the
unit and this wil l  help promote chess."

The JS&A Chess Computer indeed has six
levels of chess. Level one is perfect for
beginners. Level six is a real challenge for any
Soviet Chess Chamoion.

LIKE PLAYING KARPOV
The system is the perlect way to sharpen

your chess skills. lt not only has six diflerenl
skill levels, but if you are playing againsl the
computer at level two and you are beating it,
you can switch the unit to level six. lt's like
having Karpov as your new opponent-right
during mid game.

To play against the computer, you enter
your move on the unit's keyboard. You then
wait until the computer examines all its options
and selects its move. You then move the
computer's chess piece to correspond with its
request as shown on the display. A board
layout is provided to show you where each
chess piece should be moved.

The JS&A Chess Computer is programmed
lor such complex functions as castling, pawn
promotion and enpessant.lt also allows you to
start in midgame, setting up any situation you
choose. This is perlect lor those players who
wish to examine particularly intricate problems
and allows for an infinite number of game
variations.

SHARPEN SKILLS
lf you already play chess, the JS&A unit

provides a new chess dimension. lf you
haven't played chess, the system is a good
way to learn and sharpen your skills.

The JS&A Chess Computer measures only
ZVs"x 47/s"x 8zle" and weighs just a few ounces,
so if service is ever required you can slip it in its
handy mailer and send it back to our prompt
service-by-mail center. Service should never
be required, but it is reassuring to know that
service is an important consideration in this
program.

JS&A is America's largest single source of
space-age products-further assurance thal

E
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Endor$ement

A famaus gzlf sfar endorses ffie
Laniar. Our unit is endorsed by
s{Jr presid*nt" You'll $ay0 ,$7SS
a$ a resu/r"

satile

We ftbt et:.ly JBs.t tile trrlit ;)par!,
o{lt sr}rfipgtiton ;.rs r{efl.

Ju$q* ,nr your$elf . That nfiw Cllynrpus ntcr*
rt:rsfdr?r shown allc'/e sells i*r $!5$. ltg
(lDs*$i *$ml]€lil ion is n $?50 rei**rder *nlt*rJ
lhiS L;){li*r F*ctorssd by i* lanroun f*ll $!i;ir

FANCY gNffORSEi 'FNf

The f;rtnou* golf slar is a Fit*l rv!r* ptlr^
$onslly lfie$ hit *wn f;itatirrn iet. The Olynrpu:;
reccrcler is end*rsed by JS&A * presiel*nt who
pilslr fi mcre c*sl-eflicieni sinqle engrn*
Beacherilfl Bonanza. Ttle **1f $tar does nol
€nd(]r$e the Lfini€r unil t*r lrrle. Aller all. a
gotxi Farti*n sl h,9 in{oFr* i$ {,*rivDd frfifi]
*n{1*fsill$ pr€du*ls.

Our alresirienl, on {he $thor hand. dneg nnl
gel peid lor an{r*f$!{]g pfod*nts. 1usl f*r
Selling th€m. ,4nd hi* {*orrlH'r!;r rs rot as
exp€nsive to lly is tha qoll slaf'$ Cilali6n. 1n
{act. i}uf pr*sidenl alsc drives a t/*lhsw*Eon

Rahb' t .

SSLO SIFF€RENTLY
Tlrrl Liini*r is srld thforlrh a naliorl*l r'?{:l-

w0rk rtf dirgct sal*srnen srrnrlar to the lgM
galgs {crce. f'Jaluralty. lirel's salesmen musl
lle p6lid exfsn$gs fln'J conlrni$$ifn

J$&A elii{isnlly $elJri th{} Olynrprr* thr$u*h
lhls fidver{isement il verY dirscl ;lnd in€x-
psil$ive way t0 mfirk*t a Fr$duft

Wilh le$s cverhpnd. n* {trrgcl niltionel $aJtls
staf{. arrd ns exF€n$ive endor$trfienf$.
nlynrpu* *an *ell i ls recsrd€r lsr lcs$ ftl{}ltey l*
JS&A. And wilh sur cDfipary'* effrc;ency, $/*
efin 5e1l ysu tlr*ctics{ly the $afis recarder as
the Lanier isr much less n $?lvings of $1 00.

lC lhe Qlyfi1$us tlelfr3r lt-)an lho Lirnier for
iesr nroney? Wg rveren't sur*. fro rJe t*$k
ihern both ap*rl and s,hal $e louncl arr:as*ci
us. Oth*r lhan a sligtrt sr*e rlrf l;:rence. thB ufi|ts.
$ure pffi*fiffi l ly ide*lrca!. For ex;rmple;

CORELE$S II'OTSR
Both il*i{s h"1vc the natr cBrel*$s lxlolor

Coov$ntrsnsl rr*rtor$ rSquire a long anrl fre*vy
s0fid cgre lhal ls lrireeround. In a cor*:le*s
m$10r, lhf *rinding* are r}n lhe {:,},rltsi{re or $ta-
llcnfify pAr{ ol the m$l$r trlak{nt 1l t' i lt*r. y*f li
hE* Sra*tsr i*,{i;}l lor{lue ilnd nr{irs con$i$l€r}t
fii lo*d l|13n gny Sther cofiEsfillon;ll fi1{}|o..

THE FENRITE HEAO
Boill u€'trl$ u$e tefrj{(3 tor lnc:if rr:*crr}ing

hs;rds- lhc $;irna fiiatffial ilsed in !filrl i$jon
sf udis recgrdarg. Thi* Bstrefiely hare.j.
tJiarn*nd"llke malerr.ll ',{,i19 last ir l i istirnr} itnd
prevf nl$ 0rr{rs b*i,d'up-

A NEW I{ 'NO OF MIXE
8$lh uf}rl$ al$p ua* an elec{r$l **rderr*er

micrspfrtne wi{h i}iJlsmfilic l*rral contr0l. Jn a,"}
il l6cir6l *yslom. lha rmp*d8ncs o{ {he micrs.
tlhili lr) refti:|ins $an$larli, {hus pitrisr*g *n the
nalural ssund qunlily of ;ll l frequ*nni*s rrithsut
dislorti$n, The res{rlf is a clear rr}cfrdl${J '..ri!h
fin exlforE8ly l0',i. srg$Al-lA"rX)|$i3 rfil i$_ s*
y*rr'l l hear ls$s otrier:liftnah{s backflruun<J
hiss ing *r  humrning.

MA'''Y SIMILAR FEATUNFS
BE:th units il$€ lhs micrnsE$$€ttr3 tape$ that

play 30 *rir"tule* p(r sid6. Tlre olyrTrp*s
rn*asure$ only 1" x !1 ;r' 's 41r" and weighs a*try
I *unces.. The Lanjer in lhe $arx€ !v€igthl 6r tll€
illympus end meagurtrs oniy i,n' x tl,r' r
4  .prast ica l ly  the sarne s iza"

HERE'S OUX PLAI. I
8ui prave rl 1o y*ursell. *rrJsr an Olyrnpu$

r*cnrd6f 1r$r* J$&,& After yourqcerva it,fsl, in
yQlrt Lanjet $3lg$ repregenlalive. Havs him
bring y*r"r a sanrpl* *{ his unit- {You mr{bl *vsn
chmk to see \r,l ' laf hind $l tar lhs silie$mrln
drrvrrs.) Then ffial.i* a side.by-srd* c*rrt$ar-
i**n. Cvrnpare bslh unrts fesfurg {rr iextur*

Micto c4lssott*s i?t€ tle rldly&gf racordiltg
nr*di*rr €a*il cassefi* wtlt racortl f*r 5{}
rnin{rlas p€r $/da,

and Fe€ na'n rnucll beltsr lhs Olystt]trs
sgundg- Then carry lh*m tlslh rn y*ur pockel
and on lrip$. Ui€ illern at m*elrngs 6r whij€
you ctrrive i{'} ye[]f {i}r ll*xlly give th*fi1 both *
wsrkoilt"

Then decide. lf y** rion t le*t ttra! tlr*
0lyn3pus rs a* go*d i1 l,r1it r}r !:leilqr than lhf
L i l$ef  fo t  $10S Je$s,  * imply re lurn tha
illyr*pus r.*tfril 30 rJays tor a prcnrpt rn{und
.:ind then puschase the L;'inier Lirlit. k*€prfig

on€ cl *ur tap€s a* a gill. It yfiu decidi] ls kesp
thF 0liimpUii, ecn*ider ynur;ell fi 5marl
sh€pper, Anysnc wha srould {ake ihs ltrnr t*
re*{, thi$ ad\,nr1lse&errl ar:d l*k.} lhe a,ctisn 18
ord*r  and ies l  lhe O|ympus uni l .  deserv$r  to
sarre 5100.

S€RVICE AT ITS FE$T
Bolh lhe Lanier ;nd thE *lyrnpus units ere

sslidly backed by elfif,ient s*r.;r:rl i lrtanrra-
ti6ns. Slyn!pus hi'* an oul$tanding $errice .tly"
mail lacility $$ no ma{ler wt}srs yor* live. julil
$fip ycur unil in it$ hafirly mai]*r ;]ncl iend jl in.
0lynrpus {fi lhe same conrparry lha{ nranr:lac-
lurqs hi$tt gualily precisi$n cam€ras afid
ap{i$s. and JS&A is Amerr{:a's large$t sirrgte
:orrce of $Fase-s$e producix furtrher ass$r-
fincs* lnat y*ur nrode*t inv€$tm€rlt 1$ w*ll
pffitectcd.

To ord*r your fllyrtpus unit l*r ouf (*rtlpar^
rsn$ lri*|, se*tl ycur e he*h for $150 p{us $3.5S
tsr ps$lage xrd handling ttl:J$&A Srcup. tnc.,
One JS&A FlaEa. I'torthbrooh, Jllinoi$ 60S$3.
{lll inoi$ r*sid$nls add 5o,o 6&lab f;rx.} *rsdrl
citrd buyeri mffy fati a*r lsll-frep nrmber
below. We will grrinlnplly ship y**r uflit, ons
fr*c tap*, c$mp?ele iostruction$, s{'!c, one-year
lfdarfaa'lly. It y$u wfrih lo t}rder additiongl *a$-
$etle$, y{ju may $rder thsm f$r g3 ci}ch nr $15
for  a pachagr  o{  f iv*  (our  min imum quant i {y} .

CONSUMERS CAH AENETIT
Hnclersenrentg are very hulpful wh*n you

$ell pr$ducls. Thsy sttrscl &ilentia$ 6nd gise
consumers conliclence that thpjr purchase is
fflss u$ed hy *om*s*e ffinr*us. But indire*lly,
consumgr* pay l$r endsrsemarxl$. Thpy ttl$o
IJay {ar o iarge *ale: lsrce and less efticir}nt
mfirkffinq m*lhods.

When ysu purcha*e an 0lympus from
J$&A. y*u pxy for just whal ycri gst. A $reilt
frroduct. Why not ,$rder an Ofyfitpus rrlcsfdar
&t nff iltlljgation. t$rlily?

PRODUCTS
THAT

THINI l
0ept.ftA One J$&A Plaza

ln'lorlf:brook, lll. 60CIS? {3}S} 564-7*00
C a I I T O L L - F R E E  . . . . . . . .  8 0 0  3 2 3 - 6 4 0 0
In lt l insis Calt . . . (313) s64-7000

:c' J$&A Groun. lns..'19?S

NEW PRODUCT
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llas J.5&,4 discnvsred a n 8w way to mave *ampulers?

cornputer vislence
l'll b[*w up my Gsrnpufer if snrnebndy doesn'f buy it.

I wanna sell my fsropulei". Sadly. $ei badty M*lre, that is, until the next yfar rvh*n we nsll litne 10 gsll it.
thst il I d*n't Est a dsc€nt price for it, l'll hf*rry sta*sd gr*t*ing st 50"r'o psr year. By this time I called in a cornput*r buyer who ollered me
the thlngup.Hsrs'$howttal l  startsd. we had r lsse to $450,000 inlsst€d in th€ S1?,0S0fortheentirs$y$t€m. l lhrewhimoui. l

Abqut six yearc ago, in 1975, J$&A pur- hardware and I uras esnter$plafing sefling the llren cnlNed in anglher sompulsr buyer and he
ehased a Dslfi General Nnva ll c*mputer, e mnB$ler, i waflied a canputar I e6uldn'l out' atf*red me $1S,S00" I threw hlm out. Hol{
6$0 line per n]inllte Fal* produet$ print*r ffnd gr*w. I wanted fin€ tha! | c*uld {arqet atroul^ tsuld thes€ businessmen €xp€ct me In lall for
a carrple disc drives. on€ thet would grbble up rny *smpa]xy'$ grow- s hoax like lhal. The syslern *cst rne $450.000

Nrlot knoxing beans about corrlputsrs. I was tng volurne $dth great spead and ef{iciency. and jult ths t*r€* disc drives al6ne cost ovar
glad ta lel rui carnputer sfrl€srnafi inslall the But my computer sslssrfiatl wouldn'l let rne. flfiy thousand do?lsrs neltr

sys tem*ndhe lpus$utamat6aurent j rparder -  
"Jae. " 'hesa id , " 'Whe lyoun*edt *ss f tware ,  But  lhen  lsqcn rea l i zed  iha l  cornputers

piccessing cperalicn. What silr *alecman You've Sst pl€nty nf hardware already." And depreci*te fasler lhen some ol the pr*ductc I
f*iied to lsl! u$ was lhal our cornputer wculd h* pr0€€eded t6 recsftmsnd I complets con' sell and lhat tny systsm ls afl €nd u$sr was
r]ot only savB us mo*Fy but woll'd perrnit us :fi ver$ion !o a iotally n*w *oflw*r* package. v*orlh al least $3S,000 bul lo I cornputer buyer
graw. And Efow wg did. 4S6,..'o a year- | selected a s*ff*yare managsr wha pr*r*" il wfisn'l v(orlh much at all.

Nplv lhnt wouldn't seem loo bad except that rsed rne hs'd have rne up and runnlng in tix Ths m0re I lhoughl about it" lh€ sicksr I got.

ort{ gro$dh required rnors corfiputer po*er, rnsr}th$*well bctore th€ tr978 Ghr*slmas My rctlen compuisr had bitten rne unlil il drap-
{}r.rr salesman quiie sftif i€ni'y cam€ *p wilh a $eason. l"te didn't. And we enteted January of ped dead jusl whsn I needed it lhe rnssr. lt c6*t

Brspssal te add a few 80 i"negabyte Cnntrol 197$ with e c*tnpui€r tos small f pr our naeds rne a l*rtune trnly lo lose all ils value iust wh*n
Oaia dis* drives, a lew sirarrge scu*ding and sotlw*re $o screwed up thal our csff'Fuler ws d€tidsd to parl t*fipany. Sn I decided to
bsards f:ike MUX and SUX and a bunch oi linally coughad, gagged and dropped dpad. cffer rny computst lo sorn& end usar by offer-
terminals. And it picked ils d*mise in thc middle ol ing it ifi ihts advsrtisemenl.

fiy that lime wp had quile a bit lnvasted in three conseantive blirzards that brnuEht lf I'm suc*essful. l'tl sell it for $?0,000 ar any
sutr coffputsr-.sver $300,000 and o{.'r sor"*- fihicago to a stffndsiill. Compuler repair faireffsr. lf I'rcnctabNetsself il,t"ll plae€itona
pui€r sa'esman w&$ quile a hers. We saved BssBl€ bsc*m* *$ ratg as sn61�blowar$- platfcrm sn ffn emply piece qf property 8nd
m*rs n!ffney and our esmpany s$ntinued t* Wefl, we gotoutaf lhe rnes$ ones sur people hlow it up. Five sticks of dynamite shsuld do
grow speclflcularly, $o speclacularly wa agarn could find {heircars and gst lo work. We ended the trick.
tan out o{ roarn in our comp*tsr and lus ance up doing averything by hand €nd !,re alg* u*ed My ccmputer served rna well. lt hetped my
agaln turrled to our evsr-helF Ul efimp{rter an outside ssrvice bureau tn prsc€s$ orders. company grow, and il saved me lbpusands ol
galegrn*n, Our eornpuler wa* {inally put tagalher, and we dollars in lh€ prsr€ss. Bul lher€ con*s a lirn*

Add msre t€rminaN.s {ws nsw had t$} a nata used it simply as an on-line look-up sy$tern lo vrhen you've got lo dramatiz€ an ilffFr to make
General N*va tll 6PU, another Cantral Bata checkoulcuslomercrders, it intgre$ling and build su$pense to hopefully
SS megaby"t* di*e drivs {we ncw had lfrreeJ Ths*lherdayldecidedtos*l{ curccrnputer. sell lh* praduct. l've neverusedviclpncebe-
*nd suddenlywe lound nurselve* r*ith a supsr ll had s*rved u* w*ll- l{e l':ad taksfi goad fsre f*re in any of rny advertiserfl€nts. but if I *ell
litlleccrnputerthatwould$av*lrsrn*rernsney of it through pr*ventiva nrfiintenanc* pro* my *orfipui&r, I've gol * few Sone Fones f'd
and lel us grs,v *ven rnsre^ gr*rn* and * lst of tender loving caie. ll wff$ like to blow up t*o. Call for more detail$. taday.
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cadillac
Carhage
Trusk

ffere's wtry it paid ts turn ysur
luxury lar into a
frucfr thanks fo a

Laws can som*times gsi ridiciltous. $s it's
not suryri$inu to digcover s lavr. that enceur-
agsc peffple i* collect garbage"

No$ collec{irq Sarba$e rnay nol appe*l ta
ynu. And ccnverling your luxury car inlo a
garb'age truck may appeal to you even less.
HncouraginE *ll lhi$. hswever, is a product so
appealing lhat thousar}ds sf Arn6ricans have
bought this prsducl - so$ls svao openty violat-
ing lhs law. llera's the srory.

. Qver 4S ya*rs ago, * law wes passed requir-
rng passenger cars to be equipped with a
headlight called ths $seted beam" Older head-
lighls leaked and let dirt lrorn du$ty rsed$ entsr
lhe light chamber cfouding lhe lens and
dirnrnin g its brightness.

GARAAGE ?NUCKS AFFFOVFS
It sonn became illegal to use any olher lighl

but sealed beams, although lcr *srne rsf,son
municipal garbryc. lrucks were exempt f.om
lhe law- Sack hen, the tawrras gc*d"

Twenty Vears ago a csmpany calted Cibie in
Furcpe d€vslop*d a fighiing technology using
I quart: halogsn bulb urhich doubfed ihe
brightness of headfights.

ll !ryas so $Feclecufar that Europe adapt*d it
overniEhl. Ths Uflitsd $tate$ dectined. Fsr
$o{ns $trange reason iposstbly spscial inter.
ests), lhe Cibie quarte hatog€n syslsm, vrhich
r'vas nol a sealsd beam. rras oaly allowed en
municipal ga$age trucks, Fcr car$" il wa$
illegal

gut r,eait. To understand ihis rmerging
technology *rd the rest ol this $tory, you"v;
gc* lfi und€rstand lha difJare*ce between the
ssflled beam snd the quartz halogen head-
ligfrls. Plea*e baar with us while rye describ,e
$sme haavy tech$ical sruf{"

fIEAVY T*CHHICAL STUFF
Pactufs a {leshlight with a bulb, rellectcr and

a Isns that screw$ ovsr the rellector. A Eur-
op*an quart} halogpn sysl€m function$ ttr8
$am€ v/ay. Whe{t the b$lb burns crrt, you sirn-
ply chsftSe il like you wpuld a flashlight bulb.
Bul whan a rsalsd beam hoadlighl burns $ut.
you throw the whole wcrhs away *the butb, the
rFflsclor and ttle ten$,

Naw that ycu undarsland ihe hssvy techni-
csl stuff" here'sa lesson in lighting. Ityou leern
the follewing, you't| know rnors about lighting
than our Washington hureatrcr*ls. please
contifiu€ reading.

There are only three thing$ ihst make uS a

manicipal garbage
government mistake.

he*dlight: a light sourcs, a reffeptor and a lens_
The {ollowing describec the*e Ihree lhings and
compares the illegal Cibie qiJsrtz h€log*,n
heedlight with the sealed beam.

Y}IE LI€HT $CUCE
Tfie $ealed Eeam light source is a tungsten
fitament located in a vacuum $mitar lo a lioht
bulb. 8ut since there i$ na perfect vacuum, ihe
luns$ten fiiament sventual,y ccrnbines wlth
sxygsri and slawly burns leaving black depos-
*ts on th€ raflector.
The lllegrl Clbia Quarte Halogan tighr
source 6onsist$ ol a tunssten allqy fitarnent in
a small quartz glass enclosure filled with hato"
$sn Sas. The quarte glass withs(and$ the lre-
mend*us tilam€nt h€at {sv6r 3"0S0 d6gre€$
compared to SOSd€E.ees with sealedbeams].
Halogen gas, unlike sxygen, will not combine
with ths f ilam*ni. Whal burns nff the filame nt is
afftually suspended in lhe hal*gen gas. When
the bulb corls down, the partictes recycle back
onto th* fi,arnent. The filament actually irn-
proves vrith age. Ths lighi is hotpr, bright€f
e.ld whiter than ths sealnd beam light and
lasls esnsiderably tcnger"

THE FEFLECTOR
The $esled Bsarn has a costsd Ela$$ ref l€ctor
which darkenswilh age.
Tte lllegal CibNe Ousn: flalogen refleclor is
nnelaf. nol glass, and goes through a prsgres-
sive die $trmping prsas$s besause its exaei
parabofic shape is criticsl to rnaximum relle*t-
ivity. Alter fcrming. il i$ coatgd wtth lrvo lacquer
baths to engure its corrcsion re$istance. and
lhen alumirum vxpor is nxpl*dad onto lhs *ur.
facB to creais ils super reflectiv€ proparty.

TilE LEHS
The $oaled Beem Jens is produced like any
mass-produced gl*a* pruduct $uch as a pop
bottls.
The lllegrl Cibl* Cuarft llalo{€n lens ispro,
duced usifig l€cfiniqu€s $imilar t$ cam6r& lens
design, lts tlutes and prlsms nre cemputar-
designed and quelity-csntroNted using t€bora-
tSry leserp. The end result is a precisely-can-
trollsd $y$lem which rahan installed in a car
producas a e&ite light whtch i* evecly distri-
buled ovsr the rcad ahead and does nol shins
in lhe €yes of oncaming drivers. N6r in ths rear
view rnirrors qf those in lront you.

Oh. one last thnught. There ar€ olh*r qusrtu
halogen headlights that use the quartr halo-

Even Gadil/ac ssrngrs lrarg lalren rgdlcalsfel]e
ta teke advantage ol the opwrtunty.

gen bulb. but they are in a standard sealed
beam enclosurs *$d d$ not have lhe prccision
optics and parabolic metal r€flector of the
Cibie system. There's a *p*ctacular diflerence
$o dsn'i be conlused.

There's only one rnore egsy-lo.learn facl
wcrih kn*wing. Headlights cprne in cne sf four
dif{erent sises. There are big round hendtights
and small raund headlights. There arc big
square hsadfjghts and $mall square head-
lights. lt's ju*t lhat sifiple. You n*ed four of the
srnalt-sized headlighrs fa pair o{ hi-to beams
and a pair of high heem lights| or trao $f tha
large-sieed headiighr*. Nox ycu're an €xpsrt.
But wait. there's a happy parl ts thi* sl6ry"

Cibia ha* develaped a quarte halogen sys-
{em {or lhe Arnericen m*rke! which sfrs$6$
U S. governmenl regulations even though
these regulaliofts aren't n€e€ssary, The enclo-
sufe i$ saalsd and the b$lb is replac€d sxtern-
ally frnm the enclqsure. This means you can
tega,ly inslall these European hatagen head.
lighl$ \'rilhout breaklng the law and witho{jt
having lo csn{refi your }uxury car into a gar-
bage truck.

f-leadligtrl installalian sh*utd nst scfire yolt
either lnstalling a headlight 's only strghrty
harder lhan installing fha bulb in a tiSht tixtur€
Or lel ycur lo*al service slatian install thsm lqr
you while you wait.

We are ss ccnvinced thai the *ibie qu*rtz
halosen headlights vrill make such a delightful
chaflgs in y$ur driving, ih&t ws'lt givs you a
three-month. na-obligatian lriai pericd. Thi*
r,vill give you plenty of tirne ls instalt th*rn, to
use lhem and ls expsrienes the difieren*e. lf
you wi*h ts rstt,rn them anylime within lhrae
mcnlhs, ynu may du so {cr a futl relund includ-
ing a S5 paynunt for your {rouble. Even il your
headlights are brand nsvr, we urge you ta
chango thsrn aild ss€ th* diflerenee. The in-
creased satety at niEhl will convince you ot the
incredible value

Ouring ihe winter month* Arnericans often
smash ini* each otfter as fhey overrun their
headlights while driving al night.

J$&A is proud to exp*se thi* salefy haeaard
and 1o offer such an outstanding praduct a.nd
to rnake it exceptionalty easy foryou to ord€r,

2 Large Flound {8O?OCAOS 4.001 . . . . ,$Sf.S0
? Large Square {S03SCA0S 4.S0} " . . . . .ir.S0
4 $mall Round {8040CAOS 4.SS} , . . . ̂ 1tS.F0
4 Smal l  Square  (8050CA09 4 .S0) . .  .1 i9 .50
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Our produckon engrne*rinE fedrn soul$n ? f6$i$f.

pickle pourer
An amazing n€blr drscovery may chang&

the wAy we plw*r Qur Piclr/es.

J$&A ha* h*ndlsd plenty of unusilaf prsd'
ucts. Like aur $1$*0 Laser Beam Mousetrap
sr Bve fi aur Mnkey Mause Calculatsr' {Neilher
sold very wnll by the 1ry4y.)

The electrsric pickle, however. must take
ths award fnr being our most ilnusual prffducl

ever. &ul *tap. tselore ys$ reach far your
phan* lo srder one, we'd bstte. firsl describe
whai it doas and horu it's Pswered'

tscl{$ HonnAL
The electronic pickle looks exactly like a

pickte y*u'd lind ln any pickfe iar. lt't green and
rnss$ures ?" in diarneler by 5" in lengih" After
you insert an AA-celt bnttery and press a small
switch on ihe bach of the unit" the'€lectronic
piekts bec0mes a {lashlishl.

" llcw wait." y*u r'night say' "l'rte h€srd of lh*
pet rock but dre efe*tronic pickle rnight be a
Iiltl* l6c much." And quil* frankly. yau'r€ right'
It's a *tupid product thal nermslly $s'd nevsr
intrsduce if it weren"l for those craxy batterie&
shown abcve.

The bati*ria* are part of a nsrv inv€ntisn ihal
can nst only power lh* eleetrcnic pickle. but il
can psw6r any efaclr*ni$ pfsduct lhat uses D.
C or AA"cell bstteries. Lel us explain'

I{OLLO\T' TECHfiOLOGY
The Oynemic In$lrumenl$ AA'cell resherge'

able batlery shown above {thst's lh* smallesl
hattery) lasls fsr flve years and i* onB sl the
{inest and rno$t snsrgy-filfed high-capecity
batteries ever develoPed.

Let us sfiy you svn an electr*nis pickle lhat
takes a S"cell battery. No prcblern Simply
place tho AA-cetl int$ lhat hcllsw C battsry
luhe abave and prestp. you've gat a C-ccfl.

Even if your electronic pickl* is powered by

a *-ceH, yoti simply $lip the C-cell lvllh ils
pc*rsdul AA-eell ints the S'eell tube and
you'vs got a nerir s-cell.

$rilpllE csl{cEPT
The eoncept i* guite simpl*- U$inS one

Dynanrie high'sap*city AA-cell battery to
make yuur arvn C and S'celts means thet you
1) al$ays havre ihe corr€ct batlsry handy' and
t| you can reeharge them easily wilh a simple
sin&le-sl?e recharging unil lhal i$ s$Pplied
with the sy$ism.

The secrel *t th6 syslsnl is nst snly the
holhw battery 6&ncept bul also a new AA-cell

hattsty ys!., use lcr c*mPsnsan.
One af the disadvanlages l,litn mcs! re'

chargeable batteria$ is thsir hi$h cost" Wilh
the hr'llorr bgtlery conc€pt and lhe new Dyna-
rnic AA-cell. tle saving* start lYith the ltlw price
af tha AA-cell rnd really bscorne dramalif,
when you g€! ts tho savings with lha D-cell
ilnits, Instead of slocking * varioty of battsri€.$,
you simply purchase AA-cell rschsrg€ables
and s kil pf ho$ow C and D-c*ll$.

HCT YET AVAILABLE
The electronic pickle is not yel avarleble We

wers c{nsidB{ing a pateilt until *ur productisn
enEineering taam ate lhe prototype shown
ahrve

Bst the batterles are indeed available righl
n*w. You *an srder a set o{ lpur AA-cslls plus
{our of the hollse/ C & 0-csll tubss for snly
SS{.95. Th* kil alsa ineludes a smali reclatg-
ing ilr'lit whieh can also rscharg€ th€ Oynamaf
g-v*ll battery.

Ysrr $el ot four AA-cetts, C and D batt€ry
lilb€s and reeharEer cosl only is4.95
{s020cA07 3.*0}, tha g-vatl batt€ry i$ only
9fl"P5 {00e1CA07l.OCI}. WP'll send yau the
batleriss, in$tructisn$ and live-year lir*ited
rvaffenty. Then really t*st lh€ batlerie* when
vou receive tfinrn" €ven your child c*n msk€ a
b-cefl *ut ol an AA-cell. Then il you decide to
keep th*rn. grsat. lt ftrl, retufn tha sompl€te
package and we'll rstund th* €fitirs purchase
price in*luding psstage.

Whsn our ele*trsnic pickl€ besorlgs sva,l-
able. we h*pe yau'll already own our Oy*amic
battpry *yslern After a'l, every gaad pickle

should be poar*red tor peanuts. Ord*r ycur
batteries at no obligation. today.

tnserf lhe AA*atl ir|t* lhe batterT cornped-
ffierrt ef the t#ltypc#€bff ete*tronic Pickl*"
baitery dssign that provides all th€ power
you-lt need l0rlhe C and P-e€ll.

$o pcwertul is lhe AA"c*ll batl€ry that rvith
only one charge il will oull*st 14 carbon ba!-
terie$ $ndcr ahigh 370-milllamp drain' And the
Dynarnir Al'*ell ballery can be recharged
over 1,000 times. One dynarnic AA-cell can
replaee 14"000 fifty-csnt cnt*on bafleries.

Sf courg.e, this exarnple is nci very r€ali$tic.
Nobody would use 14.0o0 carbon batterie$ tn
any BBplication. Alkalins or redhargsable bal-
terie* rx*uld definitcly be more praftiesl' btlt
lhe savings ar* mpparent regardle** cl l'/hat
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Mafia
Ruto
Gadget

Annaunclng a great new praduct for
a spec,,,,,alty-targeted custam*r wha
doesn'f want fo be quite so targeted.

Think o{ i t .  JS&A ha$ 6vef S00,f i$0 cu;"
{ofi*rs. S*me ar* lanrcus rnovi* sfars, sing-
Br$, s$n$ writers and politicrans s$fir miqht
evsn be g;Ingsler$.

5a i l 's not surprising lhst wB have l i$al ly
corne utr wrth a prcducl lhat rnighl nppeal t0
*r.ir gangst€r rL!$l$rner$. Here's l#hat we
mefin.

One ol lhe {avgrils ways Sflng$ters hffvs lo
slirnin;rte *ach other rs th* car bnmlr. $im$lv
*xptrained. il'* a bamb placed und€r lhr ho$d
*f a ear and s*l *i{ when the ignit,on i* lilrfi*d
cn. ll'$ nsl very aice, !:ul il csrleinly dor$ lhe
lst)

GANGSTERS NOT STUPID
Gangsters, ho*rever, *re n*t slupid. Ofi**,

they'll hire chauffeur* tc sisrt their fflrs white
they sifiy €t a saf€ dislffnc€. nut plenty (]t
ch*ulf*urs aren'l $s haFpy almilt lhrs
arranffernsnl eilher. Noi sa happy, th$l is. ofrlil
ths introduclisfl ut the ffern*te 8*mb lgniter.

The fq€rnnts Bumb Ngniter i* n*lhing mcre
lhan a portable rpffiote conlrBl devise thsl
slarls ysur car frnm xs lar away aF SfO
{eet-.fer ensuEtr $o thal the l*rpeet o{ any
6rxFlosion r*rll be rninirnrzed

Now all yol"t gangst€r$ an# high-ri$h
chau{lel,rs can csrfifs$ably and frorn a dis"
t*nee $lart your car$ wilh compteie peecs s{
rnind. Yru rnay lose your rpr, but y*u' l l  nsver
lose your ! i le.

GAHGSTTR$ NOT IH UIT*O
When the Renrol* Bornb lgniter waa lirst

Freserled to J$&4. if w8s donB sa $rithsu{
Sanssisrs, in rnlnd. The manulaeturer thaught
that ihe producf lryould be excellenl lor anyone
whc parks a sar al lh* ofJice nli day and rrhs
want$ to ctes into a ccsl air-condilioned r8r in
$ufllfipr or a ?rarfn fsr rn srinter,

ln fact" the product *a* called Cornputer
Start and nci Flemole Bornh }Snltsf, and th€
rilanufaclurer lhoueht it wsuld be ths *ltirnale
g*dget for anyone who really enjoys gadgel*
snd wanls lo have ssrnelhiftg difterenl.

We thoughl. however- lhat ih* tosl $a$ ts$
high Whc watrld pay $3?5 lsr a gadgei unlnss

lfreir life depended an ill Anel th*n there wag
tfi* prabler* of inclsllalion. Our gadg*t
{u$l*merf wc*ld rathsr pres$ b!"rllont 6nd
read displays lhan crawl under cars to install a
corfiplicaled dr:vrce like lhat. And tinal|y, ssrfi*
car$ are dif t i*rr l l  la $lerl--esssejal lv in cnld
lceath€r.

HOIV WfiOllG WE WEnE
*ul we !{*rg rvrong. Th* ifislall$lion takes a

gffrag* rnechanie aboul lws to th{es hours or
bet';re*n $50 f*r an American car lo $'140 inr a
Mgrced*s. In*tallgiicn is really na probl*m-

A$d th* price af many €uto a**gsgori*s
sxceedx $4OU $* suf sustsmers, manv $t
whcm drive prclty expen$rve cars. can *a*i[y
ai{ord nne. And frnalfy. lhs devics dses indesd
w{}rk ofi evsn ih* ms$t diflicult-tr}-slart ears in
ternperatura$ belaw rerc. *ilt h#re"e how lh*)
device wrl l  work tor you thrs sumrner

Eefcre you leave yu*r car, ysu put your
lransrnis$isn in park, *sl yftJr ernefsency
brehe and lurn on the air-condi(rsfiing.

You're nnw sitiins in your *rllice. l,l's hoiling
hot €]utside, and th* sun is lurning the inside af
y$ur car inlc a pressrrc ccoker. Soon il's lirn*
ln leav€ the ot{ice.

Ysu tak* sul ysur slim pockel lrarlr*'rittrer.
Ffe$$ e buflon and ysur €ar slerts, the &ir"
cundilioner llrrn$ $n and the inlerior l*msar-
fiture $tart$ l* dr$p

ELFCTSONIC [ ' IRACLE
Whal happened was dnothsr r*iracle of

$pace-ffQe eleclronics. The Cornpuier $tari
responded Sy turning lhe.*tarler for betrveen
1.5 ts 3.5 $ecofids depending sn the sulside
tgmperalure, and it will c*ntirrue to turn lhe
$tarler ontil the caf $tarl$, lt {h* ear dcesn't
start atlsr $&veral ett€rn$l$, the unit r{lll
autnn"*a{ically shut down l{ avsid any batt*ry
c rarn-

Oncu ycur car is runni*$. lhs Csmputpr
$tar{ perform$ a ferv rnore well thought-out
lricks. ll will Frrmp il"!e eccelerator at inlervals
tn bring down lhe idling sp*erl as guickty as
possible lo save g*s*line. Bul whnt il you

f*rg*i you starlsd y$ur car, afid lhare il elands
running merrily sn? N{} problgm. ll you don't
qel ts y*&Jr car be{*r* srx 1$ llselve maautes, lh€
ilnai autornaticslly turfis clf fi:* car.

Thsrs *re thausands of differ*nl {requen"
cies usgd in the ilnit's pager. $a thg chances al
anyone el*e'n pager slarlirq yout car i* very
rern$ts. Then lo$ the pnger's di$tar}ce limita-
t ion is 500 f*et " l lne f l t  $ighl." ThRt means you
have a rRaxrrnurn elear palh ol 500 feet {ran
the pager 1o yonr c*r ls $lart it, Soing through
yvalls ljrnits the di$lanc* slight|y allhough
fcoking *r":l d wind*w won'1. [n *hort, i! you plan
ts $tarl Vour car iro'1'r two blocks *rtay" yor*'il
tle disapp0rntc$.

Oesfiite this safety limilation. vle {aund the
Ccrnpuler Starl lo tle plenty ol fun, a Er*al
esnvenienre ifi h*l or cnld t+€alher and a greai
way [s warffi up ihe ear a few rninules before
ysu dflve away ln tact. il's perlecl tor f;lsl
E#lawayS.

THE RIGIIT TEi 'FEHATURE
It rvasr}'t l*ng befcre we realizcd th*t sur

polgntial cosl$rrrgrs were not iust gang$ter*
bul gadget eonnfli$ii*urs* ihs ear enthusiasls
who wanl tfle ullir*ate auls gadgel. lnragine
walkin6 up f{] your car wilh an arnpor"lanl guest
and la havs il r*nning and at ju$t lha ri$hl
leffipgrfilu{e? fven if ycu keep yo*r car in a
Sarage, lhers ar€ limas erhsn you'll nish you
hffd the C$nrsufer Sisrt.

The Cor*puler Starl 6{jm€$ wilh in$lr$clions
that ysur mechanic will e;rsily *nd€rgland and
a sns-year lirniled r,!rarranty. Ths r€mol€
pager, hat!€ries and lhe ths Ccmpuler $tart
sy$t€m are supplied. Our curr*fil $nit witl not
\ryOrk on cfir$with dresel ecgin€s. Howevgr. s/e
arg eorning ou{ wilh a ilnit for dies€lc tater,

But don"t jur{ wish you had one in your ear.
Order one, i&stel{ it and enjay a eonvenience
lhat sory few rar nwners have" A*d \re'll send
il irl a plarn brgwn wrapper, of cnurss Order
your Computer Start al no cbligation. tsday.
$SZS {8060C,qni 4,$01 lor ear$ with aillornaiie
lran$nrissicn- t325 {8070SAW 4 50} l*r cars
with rnarrual t fansrnr$si0n.
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Our upsef cusfnrner Poinfed oat
that cur la$f bload Prsssurg
advertisemerrt was l*usy.
And hs ryas right.

custsmsr Explodes
Ws get lols of mail-rnastly orders' Bul

sv*ry once in auhile lrre Sgt a l*ltcf lrcm a
cilslorn$r who i5 upsgl veith #ur iltlvertisln0'
Hal Speer ol Sea Cli f f  .  New Yorh was one of
tnem.

Mr. Spe*r's lelt*r slarted *ul, "Your nelv
cfllalgg arrived loday. and t ?hink I'd lik€ lt]
truy on* of your blcod pr*ssure le$t€rs. gul

your 6oFy cmits a fe*r {hings t GDnsrd€r
imp0rlanl.

He then tisted a trur:ch of qusstions wr
f*ile$ 1& answer. There were obvi**s thir:gs
like, "Wa$ lhe unil hatlery-po1s*red? Was
there a bsaklet on under$tanding the blood
pres$urc readtngst Was therc 3n instructrof l

b00kl€t?"

UFSET WITH WHIT€N
And then Mr. Sp*er eontinued' 

' ' l  l ikc in-
formatrve copy even wordy copy - bul I  sug-

Se$t you Eile yor.rr copyvrrtler a pisdult-
isrnifiarirallon lecture and then tell hirfi

{herJ t$ lsl the cuslomer knnw axactly wrrat
he'f l  get. l f  you' i t  an$\i ,er my que$trons. t ' l l
probably send 1n an oriJer."

Well  Mr. $peer, vou're r ipht. We nb$olut€-
ly gocled. ln our desire ts lell the $tory ol
hols Js&A wxs indeed lhe tirsl c*mpany lo
Introduc0 electrontc blood pre$$ure rnoni '
tors arrd how w* w4n awards fcr this setiv"
itv. we tailed lo c*ver lhe ba*ics. $a Mr
$peer, rve're going one $lep larlhst. W$'r*
g$ing 1o rnake you aod *ur cuslomsrs ex-
perls sn bl*cd Brexure.

TH€ SLOOO PRESSUFII STOFIY
Elor}d presxure is lhe torc€ €xeried hy thc

flow ol blood again*t ths adery well$. This
ores$ute rsaches a pesk wilh each heartbeat
($ystol€l and then decreases between beats
(di6$tols].

When y*u m€asure btrood pr***ute' thete
ffre two irflporlafil reaclings to take {such as
1?0 over 8Ol" The 1f0 i* the sy$tslic feading
while the 80 represents the disslo'li€.

Blocd pressure ranges {r6nr ff low of gu

over 60 up to 140 cver 90. When your blaor:!
pressu{* g{}es up {a and beysnd 14p 61'err 9S

and rerneins therg, cl-tances are you hnv*
high blo*d pr**surs sr hypertcn$ion {anotll-
er nams ft:r high b[s*d Ptessute]

HO OBVI0US $lcHs
Hyper{erwiun is a very seriou$ disease for

t$;o reason$. First, there are fio otll'lsu$
signs thal ysu hav* it. $a you may innoc€nl"
lv have {he disease until il$ lale s{ages wnan
it's ctten los lat€.

Secandly. when you'te had i t  lor awhile.
lhe hnart rnlrst tlump harder" The hesrt

lherefore enlarge* and *ventually, *nder
this extra burden, the hearl weakens. loses

efl icrency and pump$ less blood with each
beal. Aflery w*lls are injurred, ctrog and
ev*nluallv chcke *tt blo*d ls lhe haart.
brain or k,dneys leading lo heart altaek
strske cr kidney ixflure-

0{ lhe estiffiat*d ?5 rnillton American$
whe] nsw have hyp*rleosion, rno$! dofi l
know lhey have rt And hypefiension espe-
cially in ii$ early slages * is curable.

GCIos coltlloil sEHsE
Owning a blocld p{e$sur* monllor an{t

checklng your blaod pressure fleriadieelty i*

a good cqinmon$En$e way to prol€ct ysur$elt.
And a periodre eheck mighl lust be ofice *
month l t 's real ly up lo you and your phy'

sician.
lronically. iust the act o{ reEularly taking

your blood ptsss$re appefrr$ to hnlp lower
blnod cressure as was provan in a $tudy son"
ducied at ihe Univer$ity af Wa$hifigton in

Seettle.
.1596 gif  ens two blood pre$sure uni ls

which in *ur opinlon reptessnt o$lstanding
quality and value. One unit is only $Sg 95
and has an *nalog display {e needle. lhal
poifil$ !o lhe corr€ct r*adin$$ as $ppas€S lo a
digi{al fe*d sutJ.

ATTACH SLESVE YOI"'RSSLF
You sirnply slip yaur erm into a cutf will'l s

Velcro fastener. This Velaru fasten€t per-
rnils you ts attaeh the steeve youf$ell with-
out asEistance.

Onee in place, you prrmp air inlo the
sleeve wilh tlre allached rubbsr bulb until
the needl€ goes beyond your estrrnated sys-
talic reading. Ycu then release !h€ air frorn
the bulb and lhe needle starts to dtop slawly
When you hi l  th€ diastohc readrng a red

lighl goes on arrd you nols the reading while
the nbedls sonlinu€$ to drop. When lhe red
l iaht lurns ott.  the needle is point ing to your

sistolic reading. That's all lhere is 1o il and
ii's really lhat simpte t0 oPerale.

Our model 41OB unit ssl ls for $l3g-SS and
cornes with a digital display ol your dia$tohc
and systolic readings plus a reading of your
pulse.

There's noltring to ohserve. You inltale
the cull as yc'r.r wruld with sur rnadel 310 and
sit bgck as ysur readings 6re aulomalically
displ*yed, Aleer lhey are display*d, ycur
pulse rate is disPlaYed.

ALL BATTEfrY-POI#EREO
?h* units are all batlery-pswsrtld wilh

the anafog u*it using a I'volt battery find
the digital unii using f*ur AA cell baiteries'
No,{I,C currenl '$ r#quired.

The cufl ct each uni! ha$ a $ound-sen5lnE
devrce wtlrch prcks up lhe sounds cteated
durinq *ystole and di*stole, The eleclror,ie
eireuiiry thcn inlerprels th*$e sounds and
visually di$pl*y$ th€m as eitier a digital
readoul sr as a m*ler reading, ll$ d*srgn
D€rrnits nne-hanrJ $psration thanks io lhe
larg* V*lcra slrtP.

E*eh unit ais* f,orn*$ eompl€te with a
handy carryrn$ case. al l  batteries and com-
plele in$lructions. A one-year limilad war{8nty
als$ accomBaries each $nit.

We hope sur desctiption rn thi* adverliss*
rnent is ntore io keeping sith lhe 'l$&A gtyle 6l

adv€rlising, We're hunran and accasionally
we goof .  Our producls ar€ tops but Somelimes
il taks$ out cuslsnter$ lo keep our adverlr$tn$
pefipte on tsf) {ao. Thanks Hal lfe reatly
needed that.

M*de l310{7S1OCA*S4-001 -  -  .  ' $69 's5
M { } d * l 4 I $ g { ? O z C I r A C I S 4 . 5 0 } ,  - , . . .  1 3 9 " 9 $
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Each year, J$&A prssents a unlque eurpr.ise
for the hol iday s€ason*a gif t  so unique" so
unusual and so rare that only a fcw Seaple will
ever enioy il. This ygar we've ouldsne our,
selves, JS&A has officially petiiioned NA$A.
the Nalicnat Aarsnaulics *nd $nace Adrninis-
tralion, to be he ttrsl companf to book com-
rnorstal air lravef *n ths Snace Shutlf*.

Although datails have yet tu be linatieed *nd
lhe ex*ct launch d6tB is slill too lar cfl to sne.
cify, J$&A has obtained enough intormation
lrom NA$A officials to give irs cu$tomer$ our
view cl the ;snnario lhal may tahe plaee if you
arp among the lucky cnas w€ sslsct to nar-
tieipale.

cosTs AB$08BE0
Your css{ far the flight wiil prcbably be rro

rilore than a ca$ventisnal tirstclass raund-the-
$rsdd titket on a cornmercial airliner or aogrgx-
imately S5,45O. According ro lhe t€w NASA
officials we haye talked to, r*s$! of the ex-
Fsns€ ot the mulli-million dolla{ launch $rili be
absorbed by carnpanies whe will b€ ptacins
satellit€s in orbit during the fl'{bt,

JS&A will randomly s*leel the six partici-
panls from a listing of lh*$e aflt€{e$ted partios
wfo apply. We will supply delaits tater in this
article.

Paseeogerswill lirst have lo $nderS6 a r{ru-
tine physical befor* flight csn{irmal;on ean be
graotcd. Once approved, yor: will attgnd a one
wesx ccur$e conduct€d by NA$A instru*iors
Io prepsre you for wfiat you wifl experisnce in
flight. There will b* t*chnique$ laught on ho'#
to handle *,eighllessness, aating. and sleep-
ing, A horl nf cfter pfty$ical and mantal €xsr-
nises i#itl be presented to prspare you lcr ycur
flight. At*r yorr training prograrn, yau wiil be
givsn a few days ao relax, and th€n ysu wilt tty
lo Cape Canaveral tn prepare for th€ laufle h 

-

Prigr to lsunch, you will rneel with ne'{s-
psper r€porl€ns and TV commenlalors for bolh
a prs$$ briefing and a questi** and an*wer
period" Yau wifl thsn b* driven to lhe $ite to
examine the $pacscralt and iln sysierns.

eoultTDorr{H TtuE
ll'$ then corffildown time. You yeilt firsl use

lhe NASA launch pad washroorn. lhen climb
qn board th€ Spacs $hutle and ass*rne yotr
passenssr pc$itions. $ince all cloth€s and re-
quirernents will be supplied, advancs p*rffis-
sion must be granted belofe you can brin$ any
other sbiscts on bosrd. Fcr exarnple . il you are
a ball-bearing rnanufaclurer, you rnighl raant to
brirtg a sarnpfe of your producl r/vilh yau €nd
laler claim that your ball bearings were o$ ihe
Space $huttle. lterns, hfilrev€r, lvi|l be tirnited
in siee and wsight.

Once on board, you will wail fsr th€,count-
dnwn tp appraach lift nff. Finafty, if nfl sy*tems
are So, yau will lift sff at 31& S's {grlr lirnas the
prill of gravityJ and become the {ir$t sommar.
eial p*s.scngers in outer space.

$omelime drring the fligfrt" you will be al"
lols€d in lhe m€kpit whsre l.lA$A a$tron8ul*
wilf perssnally describa th* ftight sysiems to
you- Ycu f,an axaffrine lhe on-board csmFut-
ers, lh€ sophistiuated guidanca $y$tefi$ and
the Space Shuttle's in$tr$rl}€fitatis$.

During the flqht, you willwitn€ss the r€t€aae
of salellites trom {he $pace Shufflc'r bay. you
i.yill sss lhe sata,lilB$ chesk-out Frocedure prl-
or to initiating the bum that 'rrill place them in
linal orbit. and filally you wit| be able to tske
snapshots of all this activity.

NEVCR HOEIT,IG
The llight shculd never h€ boring. you wilf

be ask*d io parlicipate in a series o{ sirnplo
expgfimenf$ tc deterrnin€, lhe future f€€sibllity
ol commercial space lravel and space coloni-
zatiOn. Your assistanee will be very important
in {h6se les.t.s. The flight wililast a fewdays and
landing will occur back at Cape Canaveral on a
$pecial landing $ite fsr the *hufi'6.

Aller landing. thsr* $ill be a shsrt medical
debriefing by doclrrs and a national public
app*ffrancs o$ network lelayision riqht at the
site. JS&A has granted ABS ex*lusiv; TV cov-
6rag€ 0f ths €vent.

JS&A has alss Sranted rights to cor,npanies
inlsrest*d in having lh€ir prsducls cani€d sn
board ths $fruttle and thsy include Brcth*r
Typewrit*r-as fte launch's olticial typ*writer.
the Nimslo Oamera fr$ th€ oftic,al lsunch cam-
era. and fin*lly we h€vc not yet decidsd on the
afticiai tilm tor thp tlight atthough Ksdak snd
Fujr are bolh stil' in lhe running.

ASer lhe press c*ni*re&e" you will lhen b€
lree to reioin your families and travel home.
The JS&A public r*lations departmeni wiH or.
ganize local homecomrng f esiivities including,
where pos*ibls, hsrneccming p*rndes. local
teleyision appoaran*€$ and lull newspsper
coverage. $pecial awards wrll be grven.

I'ICI FIRi' AN$WER
As we menlicned. this is stitf in the planning

Ftages arld lhe 6x8cl d&te$. final perrnisslon
and exact cosls have not been finalized. ln
lacl, althsugh we haye talked lo $evsrat NA$A
officials, yre haven'l received a lirrn answer
lrom NASA regardinE cur p€tation.

Neverlheless, lrs 6re eonlinuins lo prepsre
lor the syenl slarting with llris issue of our
catalsg. Al, those interasted in partiaipattng in
ths NA$A Spac€ Struttle launch rnay ds s* by
rpquesling a reservalisn *€rtififtfs and com-

r l l : i l i r t . l l l i i i l i i l , f i  t  i

rnemorfitive paxl*rol the plsnn€d svenl.
The offi*iat {pservalion csrlificats which will

bs srritable lor kaming will have a pieture of the
Spae* Shutlle in full color along with the
words, "{your name} has be6n aecepl€d tor
participati*n in the first pl*nned cornmsrcral
Spac* $huttle." Then some line print belor+
will describe all the legal stufi rsquir€d by
J$&A 1o avsid pot€n{ial lawsuitc.

The commemoratiye Bs*lFr will proclairn
the pfspo,$ed €venl wilh a piclurs of whal auler
$psce might lnok likp rnillions ol lighl years
frsm sarth. Th* posler witl sfate ''The New
Fronligr -- Aneriea'g tirst csmrsercial pas$en-
ger-carrying space flighl- Ccrnmsmcrative
Postsr lor J$&A by Mark Flickerson."

The psster wa$ drawn by sne of America's
top space-scape arlists, lrtsrh Hickerssn, and
rryill be pfinled u$in0 a conlinuou$ tone lull-
color prinlinq proe€s$ oo a high-qu*lity paper.

This stficial ressrvatisn ceriificate and csm.
memorative poslsr ar€ av8ilabla ior onty 930
{0101CA09 3 00} or for onty $20 (0iOZCAO9
3.SO! lor J$&4 cust$mers rtls Ourchase any
oth€r item trom lhis catalog. Each posrer wiil
be individually shipped in a large cytinder"

It yoi.r're thinkin$ ol a raafiy novat end di{-
ferenl gifl. xe slrcngly recorrr$e*d th* otficial
rageruation certilicale *nd crcnmemorative
post*r for the person r*ho has everything.

lf you are siocere in wanting to parti{ipats in
the lirst csmmercial $pace Shutile to carry
passengers and do not wanl a po$l€r or re$er-
vation earti{ieate, pfease i1rrrits us a t6t€r indi-
caling your inlerest, and we will gdvi*a vou of
the progress in our nesotralions. Please keep
an rnind lhal il maY take Vear$ before suchr a
flight is launched and beside$. who know$
wfiat I'JA$A will say when thay read this?

Ccmmercialspace travel is not here yet. B$l
il will be. When the Wright tsrothers frrst
faunched lheirflyin0 rnachin€. nobcdy dreaml
of iis conmercial applications. Who cculd
have imagined ths hugs 7d? airplans or the
ensrmou$ nurnbsr of air pasgengers lhal rou-
tinely fly every dayr

J$&A custorners havg ahvay* be€n hr/o
sleps ahead of their liins. Tl.rey are always the
firsl on the black. the first fo learn the new
lectrnofogies and lhe tirst to erpsrie*c& the
prod$cts nf tlre futurs. The $pace $huitle is no
exceplian, Fieserv* a seal sn lh€ firsl tornm€f-
cral pfi$sefiger-farrying $pace tlight in hirtory,

$pacs $hutus
Expenencs the thritl *f outer spac€

wittT a ssaf on America's firsf corn merffial
pfi$seng gr-carrying spaes fligtrt.

.+:t
ii:f::

Fhote Gnurtssy IJASA.
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sski
Fr*m lhe sante cornpanY fhaf
stitched yaur jeans and Put
buffonholes in yaur relafives.

When tire $i:rlasman *a{l*d arttl lsk"i fiP Inal
irf l"'arJ i.l revolutionflfJr tyFmltrrler lc ;iholv ntl.
I askr:rj i*f rl$ nil.]-]s.

"Jui i i . '  rephtrd $ab "Juki?" |  *sked. "Ycs,

J.;kr. answered Bao. Ate i ' t ;r t  {r t tr ;111"9 tne
Bob? ls it re;rlly catlerl Juki:?" "R*aily" Jr:e Tflal'*
'r{irt:11 rl'$ *alletJ. Juk!."

Ncw I r*alire lhal fl ttrcdilfrl can ll8 il **o*
pmduct r*gnrdl*tu $r lh* nat*e. S'ul u;hn v"'*uld
14,a,rl tt nsfii* a lyll€wfrlet Jutr{i?

S* wlrerr E*h calleeJ, 1 fisk*d hirn to brinil
bacxgrcu*d in?ot*ratran cn Ju!"r al*r:g '"vrth a
$aftPlA lYF*l'.'tiler.

IIIC}IEST QUALITY
ll $*f;1mF. thal ;*1"1i is a Japan€*e csrn$:erl1{ that

sl*de{i ir1 bu-tiness in 193$ rnoh.rng ffd*mali*
*ratrhrne guns. Th,t1 r:ompafiy pr*s6lered. Dr:t'
rng ?d+rlcl !\ar 11, rl you $r any nf y**t felal'v*s
xerc thr:l rsrih a tl;rchi*e tltill- lt 

'',vft$ }:tsiraliil
a hrgh'qu*lity Julti.

"$"iour pl*aranl, &ob.' I *igh*tt. "l'fl1 $*r8 fi':r
rr*adgrs war,rlrj i:* delighi*el lfi l-rent ;lfi 1&i*."

"8rrt yvait. Jo*i' Bab t*sp**ded. "Thal ?r*F
tti* iv*r. Jukr rv*nl oil lo tlr*$F-ler il{l*r 1f1o war
by nr*king cornmqrn'al $'g*'rng rltafhit:es vrirJeh
dnmi$41€d ih* trnrkl r-rrarket ln latll, rl yo{.r oe{*
a parr *i L*vi 1e*nx, ch*nces ar* the'f '*'r*fs )i*till
on a high'q*ality Julti.

LEA$T NEF€CTS
"Tlixn Jr'lkl '.vfflt t)fl trl rqirx ht.o n*rriifi{tr

*'rrard*-*1it* high#sl avlard n Japan*** *lnr"
pany **r"ritJ rEin. N* $th*r f{mparly ha* *vet
1#c* iwtrr. The avrard is gtven l* the corxllany
pr*ducing pftCilci* wlth the lea$l 3fi1-1$n1 cl
dcfects. Ycr; can say Juki fi"wfin* hl{lh fiLJilirty
rn Ja$frn

"Then Juki decid*d tn q*i int* tlte lyprwrit*r
husinsss hy going *gainsl IBM in the nflice
lype',vril*r market l}: ynu rem*o-rlla{ ih€ Avstlll
typgr.rritet y*Lt*artw(l ifi C;ltalfrql 1i3? Th;ll rva$
nlirris by JLrki. and thfy hec*fi* lils lilrile*t
rfi;rhsr u{ |tiqh-quniity sinE;ls!-*l€.n?fit tyFe\-/rilers
aller l*M. ll ,#fis a re*l rucces* s{cry "

lly rr*vr $ab wa*. hul-l*litrg vrilh *r:thugiasn'r
''.jrlki thcn clecid*d i* efiicf the .qpr[ri*an
ly$ewfiler m,slket u'tlh iis *rtn name especial-

lv ;itsr itg *trr;frr\*$ rvith Avantl. Aflor all. Juki in
J;lpafl r$ likt Mer*edes 

'q 
1& Arn€riciif t$.

VAI{€UAffCI SELfiCTIO'T
"And the lyFe!.fritsr lhey s*i**tnd es th*ir

vxngu"grd $rfl{jll*l is th* Jr;ki ?1*[**n gl*6-

tr*nif p*l **r'ral iyFs''!'ril*{'}"-itn d*i{v ra heel prtn'
1i*S *isrnsfi{t. $lrleil'r high qualily. Jce."

B*Lr tlren ope*erJ t-.lp h1* hrrefcas€ fr*iJ In a
llurry *t nlm ,,va,ritr! and ci*ep ccrtrhall
*refidtic$ unvtll*d rvhal rnd*xd wa$ a ileauliful-
I'l {ist'!}fird, xlu-n arrai l:thl-i!ei$ht l'lp*'t{ril*r.
"L*t tt'r€ flr*sefll tha ijllimfit* lVtrlcwril*r""
*0as1e{, Ssb.

"Tlr* Juk"i h#$ n 1?" paF*r widlh c;lpac'ly with
a r'I1Er,I-1'1ilIn !" 'r,,rrrlrng lin*. Fv*ry key c*n be
fepeat*{J. Thete *re f}sfll l4air.rrs* su(h a* sx-
tlrs.*$ *ackepffg*. $ rellrfr'l ?ans f*stutB {'.rhieh
au{Drni*if,*ll:1 rctu{n$ thF prrni clement";tl'!er} you
pre{i$ a nyphen of *tt;tce !t*y aflet y$Ll reach
lh* en$ ,*i the line). aulufililii* underltning a*#
ilt,lory1*ilg tgtit*rlns

$SVERAL AVAILASLE
"Yc'u can r*l*ct any on* *f !hre* Fitfif1es: 10,

1? arrtj '15. rtrnd tha{e'$ a l?"ehara*ter trufier
nlerrilry *irr:ulti y*r-: lyp* l*$ter thaft th*
iyp*,r-.rit*f sp*rd {t{ 1* cl'}ar*cl€r} per *eccnd,
The darsg v,,h**! pt'nling elemenlx arc *asily in-
lofuhailgesbls *fid '*\.8r4! *rs a\lelilahls. Th*
';{ttlridqe *arbon tit)*sn* $lfiltlty pl*p irr "

By nrl'.,; S<:b wtrs a1rfl*sl {*arrirg fit lhs rYroiith.
l'iis erllhusiasrn, his excrtsrflefil ot'rer whal wa$
*i:viuu*ly a';*ry iEnS*tlar'tl xStfidt;*l 1* hrrn. wfis
ilellirg the h*nl si h;m. "$* li:ere y** have it.
Jce. A p*riecl p*rtaill€ *r parsnnal typewlilef
t*r lhe p*r$*n lcr*k:ng lor qualily, sir*. *nnve-
nience, oll the l*{e$t lsalilres and, eh*ve ;lii,
q*lug. And ncw Jgr ih€ linai sufprlsf"

''Ypu lan ml$o selJ ihe Juki rn*del rvith a
$peci*l b'Jilf in printer ini€{18{:* {cailed lire J**i
ft*fl] '""hiclt lst* y*u piug yctrt lypswrit*{ Inl*
a h*rE* {:*ifipuler :in# pr8$t,3. !*ii'vs g*t ff l*ller'
quflfrly ;rfini*r. A{1S th* pri*lrrrg hear:j n:cues
bidir*ctionmlly rthen u*xrJ vrith your computef
s{r y*ur lellets are t;rinied *ul "'ery qulclq}y."

"Br:b, y*u'v* d*fte an ej{*ctrlsfi[ 1tlb." !
resporded. Ycu pr*senlad y*Lir typewriter well

a*d the Jxkr rs **rtarnly a ft*duti ts il* ptol"itJ
r:f. A*d I'rrr sufg olrr **st€rttet$ +JoultJ Fkf lt: olvn
uns.,. , .bul Bnb. i t  * lhe *ame Juki.  '  df in' t  ter l
lhe *Aft€ jrrki h;l'; th* SAfia {?{}0{l rins thAl
rt;rvbs 6r-r lS$+! v;auld have. Srnuck*($ elefl
*:undr f]*lt€r"."

LOT MORE CIO'{I$
''Jr;e, l'nr *ure ihere's a w*y to fi*{ ffrourrcl

it " Then x*dd*nly. 8o* grinned lrc#l eilr to eaf
as ii to sir?. "J*e { *il1j6'pat*S tf'ral rencligtt." }-{e
lh** tlulled *r-r1 ff b{oern tsil li,l p*n and siarlcd
dr*wing s*mtthrng nvsr the *arne Juki. V{hxn
he ctspFed, I i*r**d al trirero tlr* Juki lab*l hacl
t:egn ar:c:l in$i€;icl gavr that Bcb had red*sign-
eei the lirsl ll'rs letfels s* it rsad ''frgkil'

"ML{ch b*ttrr,' l avnlaifi*ti. We'il ecll ;, lot
*rcre *rki'r lhan ".iuhi's." A.nrJ thet'* *'hnn 1"/c
agre*d tn *fl*r lhe t:e',q Ookr. Drder a Juk.i ?1*0
*r 2t0fi 1,.,,111'r irlt*rt#c€. Thnn r*rlrafl ytlti **1 il, ${4
pef$onff![y ho\v ea$'y' il 1$ lil tyf]s vrtth ali tls urtt"
q$e te&lures, h*'* l:reaulihl it ldroks flnd he,'t '1
rr'rakge llipi'1g turr. lf y*u frt{r€f ths X€fi0, n$e
lhe €L1r* spsild fh*t the btdrrecli*nal nr*tion o{
th* prifitln€ el*rnenl Utv*s 

':l*u.

FERSI$TANT SAL€SMAN
.4ller you'r.'e d*crd*rl <J*lrnrl*ly ts kesp it, ther]

lake sur rrew J$&S. "Praducln That Think" pen
thai'r.'€'ll Eupply ke* af charge and chnnge Juki
ln **iti. Th* pen rs 1,;*urs kee iuxl lot buyrng lhe
Juki during $uf $Fl**lill 0f1€f .

*gb'* a per$i$lart sale*tnat1 t4rr{h lf}e abrlily
ls csm{, utl vrith an*ltgrD l* buyar$' oi}j*cltgns
in a}ficsl imp*sEibls srtuations. 8ul trilh ff r]&rne
lik* Jukr, *v*n 8*b harJ itrs rvorlc f{rt oul lt}r him.
Order *n* al tis ptltr{J{.ttton, to*jay.

Juhr f1*0 {60SSF S.S0} . $?79
Juki 2t0S wlserial inlsilace (609rF *.00)325
Juki f30S wJparellel int*riare {60*?F 6 S*}325
il;usy 'a'h**l*

f l tr lc-1? .
S*ri f l t . l? .  .

. 1 9

Micrsrr lS
S Rrlrbun fianriclger. . .
S Lifl"o# TaFs$ . .
&oi€r F*a'?0 dJdist' ltllf*i st$spli*tt irllh unti.

-
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Itluclsar rfiilrii L1*�������������*f�n *!i:i tlil:lf S* ih* lA{* tt lhi$ f*ftt3.
Ar:* !1�lt.,en *$ Ffftrlr:1lt# 'l 1* rj$. !'Jg]*,,-*{, ;l

!'ierg * rl,t1i,'
T** l"4t t:l+,:ar rn*ri i)*:r ru hr^r;|l 1# LJ $ p,:$!

O{|fi** get:fi**rr*$* lt$ rrietitri r$ :.jj'tflich !l;}l-
fi1*i;:8* *t**l $liiilg*{:r1*{r{lh ls $1#F "l lj}uil*f
tifrm l*fi f*€t. S*td4s pirrnii*9. **r:h $*lvitr.r;r*,J
5*ti.*{$;$ {1rE; {i*a*ad t"rii i l *f itj ;re.d ths*
4;4ir l)*r r* trtri{r'"*d, 6e$d** ",1r* lh4n 6Fray
lt;tir if {J tgrer#] t Jr'll€S &.rti} t}i}?l'S$iiri} Srir.,#r
p3,ni l* ili]"s ri a i*nl {ir*.Jf frfld i1;tftJ lt{rrf.;fl !hril
srrr"y.;l* n{r!,ff fi *A* niypld*i*lJ

Yfrf $:;;rl llfl.c i;.,;lr,fl irrrg lt;*{i* q**rr;lr:r*ll
{h{} *rr*r* *i{}1h {:j lh* *ilr 1* j*i y{:u grrri*i*1y
,i:,Lr** tf]*,rj{}or ]-h* r*lJ tteq ts r:1a$* {}J tl{j:"
sie*i ;rfrd trf*tact*rJ tt_r$t lil..€ lhs *lh*r *r)r?:p,J"
r1*il15 Cffl'rr.Sff illr$ ?l prlil.:d "JA*k" 

t* ih*
iyfi;;'i 6fls.*'*!r* Ir1a, i:, x 1r:u *{rn bu},;ii
y{}u. tl,grri!'" rr} $l*re i{{ u;l l* S}*.

It:s Lj $ F*,,*1a1.S*rr,.rcr: t**ft, *rr ff4ytlha
i* iltril.rfr"!€ ine I'i**je;rr nrgil b*r Th*y #il| rt
lhrof-rph A.v*tT l*:',1;h6"/ {:*{.ild. i# i{,r(rjr"$ }hs;r
i{} h.r';:5*}l 5pi:A}. t*rl}rf* !trgl erld t}1{!'.1p-
f *.tr;lLfic t'.f lh4 t]&rnl {t,d r:(:rl {heflse Ihe?
fio$ n4r8r F*r:tr rt li*.x lih* it hff#rg

*'.*".n]+fi s Fiuilssl rng,l b.,*r **x $*r'tr*i ffti-
v{nnlat*S Fir*t. ii'g $f*hi}*ff ifrs l,i}st rnfi;i 1"..*r
glu-li *'r'*r lfrr* ts bil'f S*u**clly. the m;lrl ha,r
i:; .,\,.irJlf' ':f p16.;l -- .,,,rr*4 t".t:.rl I nl$;! Cllf;ri iht
{!ffSr. fit}i*trrr* **n'i ;,:9941y61* rl err*j y<}*r r::.#3

,*if1 al'**days h,i} $,:l*;.*r1{.} ,3tf f\t\iJ *;*{:h fi:*jl
ti*r ;r'!f Juil8* *? li??!rls{l irfr}^i{i:1r'*.rarneptr-

*r*€i tt]# lrlr"l;l*fir r-rrarf *0.x *r,,t-i #nJ*t llel
tr'�€eff *t r*iP* li".&i **'i?],r!* '"rith kr-:,*.&1n$ ihil f t
*nyihinp f,,.r*r' h,?i]il*f!tr if 5,*i"t l1'f'r{,.r. {Jt T*tjt
firtt *t leil$t lni'il lirl mhl* i* {*} c*r u*fni*. *.
l'"{+rri E*g {t&tl1A 1* **} $$S

It|lail Hfir(
ru wiff suryir€ ri#cfefl r espro$ion
CIr ws'it retu nd dsub{eifs cc*f"
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lnilex Your Guide to Relevant ToPics

A/B split, running, 16l-62
Advertisements: copy elements in,

1 13-28; graphic elements in, 2J -

29. See alsoMall order adver-

tisements; Print advertisements
Arlve rt ising Age, advertisement in,

3 . 1 4 - 7 5
Advertising Secrets of the Written

Word (Sugarman), cassette
course with,262

Airplane tails, collecting, 153, 158

Algren, Nelson, xii i
Allen, Steve, 67
American Heart Association, cam-

paign by, 150
AOPA Pilot, advertisement in,229

Articles, saving, 52-53
Assembly, explaining, 137
Assumed constraints, 53; examples

of, 56, 51,263-64; Problems
with,  55-58

Attention, gaining/holding, 27, 29,

35, 40-41, 98, 215
Auge, Peter,72
Authority, establishing, I 40-43. See

rzlso Expertise

Bally pinball game, advertisement
fo r .  95-96 ,  118,  l2 l -22

Bargains, attraction of, 139-40

Batman credit card, 89; Problems
with. 149

Battram Galleries, 37; advertise-
ment for, 166-61

Beatles, 260
Believabil tty. Se e CredibilitY
Belonging, desire for, 151-52

Big idea, preparing , 12, J l, 9J , 98

Biological repair machines, hoPe
from. 111, 172

Block diagrams, 95-96, 91, 98
B luB locker Corporation/sunglasses :

advertisement for, 48. 91,
241-43; curiosity about, 155;

infomercials for, 127; selling,
153, 154,168; specificitY and,
167; storytell ing about, 186;

trial periodfor, 144
Bone Fone, I 85; t iming of, 150

Brain, stimulating, I76, 178
Brand names: credibil i ty of, 137-38;

familiarity with, 1 68-69
Brando, Marlon: Pocket CB and,

7 l - 1 2
Bringe, Paul: on seeking assurance,

r43
Burglar alarms, 18- 19, 150
Burnett, Leo: advertisement by,

14-15
Business Week: personalitY of ,92;

writing level of, 189
Buying environment: coPY length

and, 84; creating, 35-38, 40,
42-43, 45, 4J ,60,  1 88, 207

Byl ines,  9 l -92, 165, I  86,  l8 l  ,  216

Calano, Jimmy, 5; on technical
explanations, 117

Calculators, 57, 120; curiositY
about, 154; urgencY about, 156

Canon Corporation, advertising for,

68
Caples, John, xiv, 170; emotional

feel and, 70
Captions, 2J , 93,206; technical

explanations in, 117; examPle
o f  ,  4 ' 7 , 2 2 6 , 2 3 3 , 2 3 1  , 2 4 1

CareerTrack. 5. 117
Carter, Jimmy: credit cards and, 150

Cashin Electric CompanY, 50, 5l

r
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Catalogs, xii i , xiv, 1,84-85,92,
213-16

Celebrity endorsers, credibility and,
1 3 8

Chait, Larry, xiv
Charities, mailings from, 165
Cheever, John, xiii
Chess computers, selling, 72,i4
Cinamon, Harvey, 9
Cincinnati Microwave. 5. 149
Citizens band radios: fad for,20,

148. See also Pocket CB
Clarity, considerations about, 120
Clich6s, 24, I20, 170
Club, The: sell ing, 180-81
Collectibles, 158; selling, 152-53
Commas, use of, 107
Communication, 9, 259-60; emo-

tional process in, 88-89; per-
sonal, 87 -92

Compilers: examples of, 260,261;
originators and, 260

Comprehension, determining level
of. See Fog Index

Computers, 158; assumed con-
straints about, 57; authority
about, 142-43; writing with,23,
92, 106-7

Concepts: combining products into,
72; developing, 15,98; price
and,74; sell ing, 7I-75

Conclusions, reaching, 17 5
Confidence, building, I99, 220,

222
Conrad, Pete: McDonnell Douglas

and,219-20,221
Consolidated International, working

for, 39
Consumer advocate, acting as,249
Consumers Hero, 37, 48: advertise-

ment for, 43, 59, 93, 108, 138,
144-45; personal letter for, 89,
90. See also "HOT"

Copy: amount of, 81-85, 103: com-
pelling, 33, 63, 8I, 82-83, 209;
elements of, 113-29; example
of , 47, 48-49, 50-52,73; goal

of,4; psychology of,4; read-
ing ,  3 l -33 ,  42 ,  65 ,85

Copy sequence, 93-99
Copywriters, characteristics of, I 1-

1 2 ,  1 4 , 2 3
Copywri t ing,  5,  9, l l l ,196, direct

marketing and, 14, 25, 93, 97 ;
as mental process, 4,24, 45;
practicing , 23-25

Coupons,128,202
Creative staff, freedom for, 79-80
Credibil i ty, I54; enhancing, I3j -38,

205, 220; establishin g, 166-67,
I7 3-7 4, 200, 202, 206; hope
and, 17l,172, 173-74; impor-
tance of, 136-38; piggy-back-
ing on, 137; price and, 139,
140; specificity and, 166; tech-
nical explanations and, ll7;
testimonials and, 126-27: truth-
fulness and, 136

Cures: fear and, 181; preventatives
and, 181-82; sell ing, l jg-83

Curiosity, 63, 202, 206, 241; build-
ing, 154-55, 198, 199,200,
237-40, as motivating factor,
I55. See a/so Seeds of curiosity

Customers, knowing, 16, l i , 19,21,
1 5 1

Cy c le magaztne, advertisement for-
mat from, 43

Deadlines, pressure of, l8-79
De Bono, Edward: lateral thinking

a n d ,  1 3 , 5 8
DelGaudio, Richard: want ad by,

83
Dictionary, using, 13, 69
Digital watches, sell ing, 7I,92, 176
Direct mail ing, l, 61,205; assumed

constraints with, 56; personal
communication and, 88

Direct marketing, l, 14,93,9i,
179; commercial approach and,
169; copywriting and,25; goal
of,4-5; traffic and,63

Direct Marketing, advertisement in, 3
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Drake, Edwin L.,263
Drawings, purpose of ,2J
Dunlap, Barbara: copywriting bY,

213-16
Dworman, Steve: on curiositY, 155

Editing, 99,1281, aids for, 106, 107;

crafting/polishing bY, 95, 101,

105; elements of, 101-8; Prob-
lems with, 108

Editorial 'we', using, 245
Effectiven ess, 224; familiarity and,

169
Emotion, 96, I75, 185; aPPealing to,

138, 176; copy as, 65-70, 88-
89,221; storytelling and, 188

End result, visualizing, 77 -7 8
Entrepreneur (magazine), ads in,

1 9 8
Environment: controlling, 31 -381,

copy length and, 84; creating,
35-38, 40, 42-43, 45, 4J, 60,
207

Excitement, adding, 96, 105

Exclusivity, as motivating factor,
158-59

Experiences, ideas from, 12-13

Expertise, 16, 19-20; sPecificitY
and, 167. See also Authority

Eytinge, Louis Victor, xiii

Fads: belonging and, 15I-52;
exploiting , 146-49; publicitY
and, 148; timing and, 149

Fai lures,  x i i ,  I  ,12,25,261. See
a/so Mistakes

Familiarity, 167-70
Features, explaining, 116-ll, 132

Fields, Debbr,264
Final drafts, perfecting, 107, 108
First drafts, editing, 24-25,69,

1 0 1
First sentences: lengthY, 224; Pur-

pose of ,  32,45, 114; reading,
29-30, 33, 46, 4J,  63,  65, 81,
93, l l3; simple, 65; writ ing,
3 1 - 3 3 , 9 5

Fisher, Irvtng,263
Flow, 93, 95-96, 97 -98, 199; editing

and, 128
Flowchart, logical progression of,

95-96,97
"Fluke of Nature, A" (Schultz),

188;  wr i t ing ,205- l l
Foch, Ferdinand,263
Fog Index, 189-91
"Food Crunch," copy for, 4l-42

Forbes, Steve: editorials by,92
Forbes magazine: article in, 5l-52;

personality of ,92; storY in,
26r

Franklin, Howard: sales technique
o f , 1 7 - 1 8

Franklin Mint: collectibles bY, 153;
limited editions by, 158

Franklin Spelling Computer, 133-

34,256
Friedman, Milton, 260

Gates, 8rI1,260,264
Gender, addressing, ll9-20
General knowledge, 23, 45, 7l ;

importance of, 1 l-14,21
Gerstman, George: on marketing

seminars, 2
Gettysburg Address, writing level

of, 189
Gimmicks,  T 1,228
Ginger, encounter with, 60-63,

265-66
Girard, Joe: salesmanshiP of, I23
"Gold Space Chains" (Sugarman):

controversy over, 119-20; writ-
ing,245-47

Grammar: correcting, 101, 106,
107; forgetting about, 80; Prob-
lems with, 108, 253,256

Grapefruit, advertising for. See
Schultz, Frank Lewis

Graphic elements,  111, 131;
employing,3J, 53; human ele-
ment and, 164; Purpose of , 2J -

30 ,  I  13
Greed, appealing to, 39, 139-40

-
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Group identity, importance of, 151-
52

Guilfoyle, Richard: replicas by,
141-48

Guilt, using, 165-66
Gunning, Robert: Fog Index and,

1 8 9

Halbert, Gary, l4; personal adver-
tisement by, 83

Harmony: buyer/seller, 40-47 ; creat-
i n g ,  4 2 ,  4 3 , 6 5 , 8 7 ,  1 6 4 ,  1 6 5 ;
importance ot,4l-44

Headings, paragraph . See Paraeraph
headings

Headlines, 29, 45, 77 ; attention-
getting, 30, 98; critiquing of,
94; example of, 4J , 48,50, 5 | ;
integrity in, 136; patterning and,
98; purpose of, 27; reading,63;
wr i t ing ,  J2 ,81 ,93 ,95

Health food: hope and, 173; preven-
t ion and, 181

Herman, Jerry: publicity for, 148
Hewlett-Packard, 263, 264
Honesty, 201, 206; importance of,

134-35, 199, 222, testimonial
to,202

Honeywell, 48, 225
Hope, as motivator, IJ}-J4
Hopkins, Claude, 261
"HOT" (Consumers Hero ad), 48-

49; wr i t ing,249-52
Human element: relating products

with, 163-65,249; selling and,
179-80; storytell ing and, 185-86

Humor. l2l. 165.229
"Hungarian Conspiracy" (Sugar-

man), writing, 231-40

Ideas: experiences and, 12-13; lat-
eral thinking for, 13

Income Opportuniry ads in, 198
Incubat ion process, 75,81, 98; ele-

ments of, 77-80; pressure and,
79; subconscious mind and, 80

Installation, explaining, 1 37

Instant gratification, power of, 157-
5 8

lnsurance, sell ing, l l-18, 19
Integrity, 30, 136, 206, 221 ; build-

ing on, 201; urgency and, 156
Interest, building, 82-83, 96
Internet, opportunities on, 259
In tu i t ion ,  80 ,  l l5 , l l6
Involvement devices, 131 -34. 208
It's Better to Laugh (Levine), 185

Jargon, consumer, 249-52
Jobs, Steven, 263-64
Jogging machine, sell ing, 111-78
Jordan, Michael, 126
JS&A Group, Inc. ,  I  ,  17,  48,73;

copywri t ing for ,  24,31,3J,  50
Justifi cati on. See Purchase, justify-

ing

Karbo. Betty. l l97.203
Karbo, Joe, 5, 23,215; advertising

campaign by,  104-5,  19J,203,
204; copywriting by, 197-203;
death of,203

Karpov, Anatoli, J2,'73, 7 4
Knowledge, 11; copy ideas and, l2;

copywriting, 257 ; practical,
192. See also General knowl-
edge; Specific knowledge

Korchnoi, Victor, 73

Land, Edwin: on mistakes, 12,261
Language: colorful, 21 5; consumer,

249-52; technical, I l ' l
Lateral thinking, 13, 58
Layout, overall,29
"Lazy Man's Way to Riches, The"

(Karbo ad), writ ing of ,23,
104-5.  rgt-204

Lazy Man's Way to Riches, The
(Karbo book),  5,23, 104, l9 l

Left brain, right brain vs., 80
Legibility, I 13
Length:  copy, 82,83,84, 85, 128;

sentence,  12 I ,189,  190
Letterman, David. 236
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Letters, personalizing, 88-9 1
Levine, Kathy: on storytelling, 185
Life Extension Association, award

from, 150
Limited, The: Victoria's Secret and,

5 , 2 1 6
Limited edi t ions,  156, 158, 20l ,2 l l
"Lingerie for Men" (Victoria's

Secret), writing, 213-11
Literary persuasion, 40
Logic, copywriting and, 67-68
Logos, purpose of, 28, 30
Long-copy approach, effectiveness

of, 83-84

Madonna,260
Magazines: first sentences in,31;

personalities of, 92; rcading,
105-6

"Magic Baloney" (Magic Stat),47
185; wr i t ing,225-28

Magic Stat thermostat, 41-48;
advertisement for, 165, 225-28;
sell ing, 185,228

Mailing lists/pieces, problems with,
6r-63

Mail order advertisements, 2,204:
applying principles to, 195;
copy length and, 84; instant
gratification and, 157; writing,
262

"Mail Order Mansion" (Sugarman),
writ ing, 187,233-35

Marcus, Stanley: letter from,2l2
Margoles, David, xiv
Market, broadenin g, 215
Marketing , 4, 5; knowledge and,

12, on television, 196. See also
Direct marketing

Marketing Secrets of a Mail Order
M av e r ick (Sugarman), 262

Mason. Archie. 94
Mass market, reaching, 158, 189
McDonnell Douglas, advertisement

by ,219-22
Media tests, running, 150
Membership programs, 189, 211

Mental processes, understanding,
t74, 175-18

Mercedes-Benz, motivation for
buying,66, 138, l5 l ,  I52

Messages: compelling, 265:' educa-
tional, 243; emotion of, 67;
location of, 33; personal, 208;
psychology in, l3l; receiving,
61

Midex burglar alarm, 68; advertise-
ment for,1461, sell ing, 18-19,
126, 180

Minocqua, Wisconsin, 3, I59,205
Miracell, 181; campaign for, 162-

63
Mistakes: avoiding, 14, 142,2591, as

learning tools, 12,261. See
a/so Failures

Models,  using, 165,247
Momentum, buildin g, 36-37 , 46
"More Stimulating Way, A" (Sony),

problems with, 223-24
"More You Learn. The" (McDon-

nell Douglas), problems with,
2r9-22

Motivation, 267; curiosity as, 155;
exclusivity h arity I uniqueness
as, 158-59; hope as, lJ0-74

Mrs. Fields Cookies, 266
My Ltfe in Advertising (Hopkins),

261

Name recognition, importance of,
l3 l -38,  l4r ,168-69

National Enquire4 The, credlbility
of, I37

Nautilus Lower Back machine,
advertisement for, 253-56

"Nautilus Spelling Sale" (Sugar-
man), writing, 253-56

Negative feature s/publicity,
addressing , 4'7 , 135, 219-21,
225,228

New York Times, The, Schultz
advertisement in,211

New York University, lecture at, 68-
69 ,  101

E
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Nine-point puzzle, assumed con-
straints of, 56, 58

Notoriety, 154
Number 7, familiarity of, 169

Objections: avoidin g, 227; raising
and resolving, I 18-19,729,
l3 l  ,  214-16, 2lg-22, 225

Obligation, creating sense ol 166
Offer summary, 127-28
Ogilvy, David, 170
Olsen, Ken: assumed constraints

and,5J
Orders, asking for,96, 128
Originators: compilers and, 260;

examples of ,260-61
Overall layout, purpose of ,29
Ownership, feeling of, 13l-34

Parade, Schultz advertisement in.
21r

Paragraph headings, purpose of, 28,
114-15,729

Pargh, Bernie,2,3
Patterning, using, 98-99
Periodical s. See Magazines
Persistence,260
Personal satisfaction, feeling of , 17J
"Pet Plane" (Sugarman), 165; writ-

ing,229-3I
Phone-tapping equipment, adver-

tisement for, 148
Photos/photography, 29, 84; black

and white/color, 178; purpose
of ,27

Physical facts, 123-24
Pi l l ,  The: sel l ing,  181-82
Pitch: length of, 83; making, 33,

209,215
Pocket CB, 21, 28, 7 I-72, 7 4.

1 4 8
Pocket Yellow Pages, 68,12
Popular Mechanic,s, assumed con-

straints and,5J
Positionin g, J l, 75, I 38
Practice, importance of ,23-25
Practit ioner. 1.260

Prevention: cures and, 181-82;
problems selling, 119-83

Price: comparisons, 125-26; concept
and, 74; considerations about,
28, l2J, I39, I40; introductory,
157; l imited-time. 156: lower-
ing,  133-34, I4O

Price point: copy length and, 84, 85;
purchase justification and, 139;
technical explanations and,
118;  va lue  and,  139

Print advertisements, l, 131, 186:
goal of,4-5; personalizing and,
90-91; sell ing with, 40

Problem solving: assumed con-
straints and, 58; lateral thinkine
and, 13

Product explanations, 115, 116;
simplicity in, 160. See also
Technical explanation s

Products: delivering, 154; drama of,
96, 146; evaluating, l8l ; failure
of ,  179; nature of ,  lJ-2I ,146,
179; presenting, 4, 75, 137 ;
testing, 149

Prospects: identifying with, 200,
201; sel l ing,40-41

Psychological triggers, l1 I, 729,
t3 r - t4

Publicity, fads and, 148
Purchase, justifying, 96, 138, I 39,

199

Quest/8O magazinq hook by,52,53
Questions, answerin g, 137 . See also

Objections

QVC,  57 ,13J ,168,  182;  co l lec to rs
and, 152-53

Radar detectors, selling, 5, 149
Raphel, Murray: Swiss Army watch

and, 161
Rarity, as motivating factor, 158-59
Reader's Digest, writing levei of,

1 8 9
Readership, increasing, 59
Reading gravity, force of,46-41
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Resistance, removing, 80, 145, Seminars, 1-5; charges for, 3,261;

216 ParticiPants in, 3, 5, 9, 10, 261,

Resonatin g. See Harmony teachings of,262

Response devices: purpose of , 28; Sensor watch, advertising for' 15-

use o f ,  128 16 ,122-23,125

Return policy, establishing,216 Sentences: combining, 104; in first

Rhythm, 121; editing for, 104,I28 draft, 101; length of, 189-91;

Rickerson, Mark, 36 mixing lengths of, 12I;

Right brain, left brain vs., 80 short/easy, 31, 59. See also

Rochlis, Jeff, 159 First sentences; Second sen-

Rolls-Royce, as status symbol, 152 tences

Rubik, Erno, 231 , 238 Service, 17 , 119; commitment to,

Runyon, Damon, xv 123; questions about,96, 121-

Ruth, Babe, | 23
Sexual/sexist comments, avoiding,

Sackheim, Max, xiv 119

Salesmanship, developing, 39-40 Shaw, Artie, xiii

Sales pitch. See Pttch 
"She Fled the Table When the Doc-

Satisfaction, feeling of, I7J tor Said Cut Her Open"

Satisfaction conviction,143-45, (Schwartz), xiii

l9g,2}9 Shipping methods, urgency and, lsJ

Sauer, John: advertisement by, 41 Short-copy approach, effectiveness

Saying too much, avoiding, 128, of, 84-85

ll8. See also F,dtting Simon, Fred, 94

Scare tactics, avoiding, 19 Simplicity, 160-63, 209; power of,

Schirra,  Wal ly,  19,126 160-61 ,162
Schultz, Frank Lewis: copywriting Stzzle, selling, 71,200,203

by,205-12; grapefruit adver- Ski Lift International, selling for,

t isement by, 65-66, 704, l lJ- 166

18, 187-88 Sl ippery s l ide,  63,65,81, 120,249,

Schultz, Ray: on Sugarman, xii i-xv 265; creating,45-53,198,216;

Schwartz, Gene, xiii, 14 examples of ,41-49; satisfac-

Scientffic American, advertisement tion conviction and, 145; story-

in,46 telling and, 185

Scott, Robert: catalog of, 84-85 Smirnoff, Yakov, 69

Scrub Balls, advertisement copy Smith, Fred: assumed constraints

for,5l-52 and,sJ

Second sentences, purpose of ,32- Smoke detectors, selling, 12, l15

33.45. l l4 Snowmobiles, exclusivity and,

Seeds of curiosity,265-66; using, 159

59-63. See also Curiosity Sony Video Communications,

Selling environment, creating, 35- advertisement by, 223-24

3 8, 40, 42-43 , 45 , 4J , 60, 1 86, Space-age products, selling, 36, 3J ,
207 122, 140-41,249

Sell ingprocess:enhancing/stimu- Spacerestrictions,meeting,lO2-3
lating, 128; personal, 209; in Specificity, 166-67; expertise and,

print, 45 167

E
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Specific knowledge, I 1, 23, l l ;
importance of , 15-21; obtain-
ing,27, 45

Spelling: correcting, 106, 107; first
drafl and, 101; forgetting about,
80; problems with, 115,256

Stanke, Mary, 3,48, 107
Storytellin g, 207 , 213; educational

messages in, 243; effectiveness
of,  183, 185-88; using,223,
225, 229-31, 233-36, 241

Style, 107; consistency in, 191
Suarez, Ben, 14
Subconscious: assumed constraints

and, 56; incubation process
and, 78, 79, 80; seeds of curios-
ity and, 59

Subheadlines, 30, 206, 224, curios-
ity-building, 98; example of,
4J,  48,50, 5 1,73; purpose of ,
27; reading,29, 46, 63,94;
writ ing, 93,95

Subliminal reactions, 124
Success (magazine), ads in, 198
Success Forces (Sugarman), 102
Sugarman, Apr i l ,  9,133; story

about, 94-95
Sugarman, J i l l ,  9,133
Sugarman, Judy, 107
Sugarman, Wendy, 3
Swiss Army watch, marketing, 16l-

62

"Tap Your Phone" (advertisement),
1 4 8

"Tcudorp" (advertisement), 75
Teachers, practitioners and, 260
Technical explanations, 15- 16, l16-

18, |J6,208; credibi l i ty  and,
1l7; price point and, I 18; pur-
pose of, 1 l6- I J . See also Prod-
uct explanations

Testimoni als, 202; credibility wirh,
126-21; reverse, | 26

Texas Monthly, Schultz article in,
2lr

'That' words, looking for, 104

"They Laughed When I Sat Down
At the Piano" (Caples), xiv

Thinking: incubation and, ll -18:
understanding processes of,
175-78

Think Tank, lateral thinking and,
t 3

Time, writing level of, 189
Timing, 2451' fads and, 1 49; impact

of, 149-50
Toll-free numbers, 29,123, 124
Tools, problem-solving, 13
Traffic, 60; direct marketing and,

63; increased, 46. 59
Trial perio ds, 124-25; effectiveness

of , 143-44
Trust, building, 116, 199
Truthfulness, 134-35 , 214, 222;

credibil i ty and, 136; respon-
siveness and, 135

Tuning fork, analogy of, l0I,164
TV Guide, Schultz advertisement in.

211
Tweaking an ad, 169
Typefaces, 136: choosing, 32, 3J,

I l3; corporate image and, I | 3;
problems with, 160

Unique f-eatures, explaining, 96
Uniqueness, as motivating factor,

158-59
Unique sell ing proposition (USP),

7 1 , 7 5
Urgency, 2l l; conveying, 155-5j;

effectiveness and, 156; integrity
and, 156

Vague descriptions, curiosity from,
177-18

Valent ine.  Mike, 5
Value: establishin g, 125, 1 38-39;

justifying, 138-39; price poinr
and, 139

Vibrations, positive. See Harmony
Victoria's Secret, 5 ; advertisement

for,213-16; The Limited and,
2 1 6
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Video communications, selling,
223-24

Viguerie, Richard, 3, l0
"Vision Breakthrough" (Sugarman),

91, 186; reading level of, 190-

9l ;  wr i t ing,24l-43
Vitamins, hope and, lJ3

Walkie-talkies, 20-21, 71; fad for,
148

Walkman, 150
Wall Street Journal, The: AIB sPht

in. 161-62. advertisement in,
17, 134, 138, 140, 148, 253;
credibility of , 137; Karbo
advertising in, 203; Schultz
advertisement in, 211; storY in,

261;writ ing level of, 189

Watergate Game, controversy over,

149
Watson, Thomas, Sr., 263
Weschler, Mike, 20-21
Whole-brain appeal, ll 5, ll 6
Winchell, Walter, xv
Wonderful-feeling hormones, stim-

ulating, 178
Words: advantages of fewer, 103;

eliminatin g, 102-3, 1 04, 105,

128; emotions and, 69-10;
familiar, 169-10; length of,
189, I 90, 191; missPelled, 253,
256

Wozniak, Steve, 264
Writing levels, rating, 189-91
Wunderman, Lester: on Sackheim,

xiv




